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Preface to Volume 2
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Manucripts published in Optimal Data Analysis (ODA) are
parsed into sections, more of which are added as new domains of inquiry
arise. Not every Release of every Volume presents articles in every section. Sections in this Volume, and the articles they host, are briefly described below.
Invited features articles by Editor invitation. The lead article
discusses preparation of an ASCII input data file for analysis by
UniODA and CTA software.
Review gives reviews of theory, method, or empirical
findings regarding ODA paradigm. The lead article reviews use of
hierarchically optimal CTA in empirical medicine before and during the
early availability of automated software.
Method has articles about technical aspects of optimal and
heuristic algorithms and analytic processes. The lead paper shows how
accuracy in the prediction of extreme scores can be greatly improved if
UniODA is used to optimize multiple regression analysis (MRA)-based
model decision thresholds: regression away from the mean. The second
paper investigates statistical power of optimal discrimination for problems with one attribute, a class variable having two class categories, and
one-tailed (confirmatory) hypotheses. The third manuscript illustrates
how to assess hold-out validity of CTA models with UniODA. The
fourth paper discusses predicting individual reactivity in longitudinal
designs. The fifth article outlines the first set of minimum standards for
reporting of UniODA findings for binary class variables, and the sixth
article extends this to UniODA designs involving class variables with
three or more response categories, and involving confirmatory or exploratory hypotheses. The seventh paper demonstrates that the use of an
ipsative transformation is essential in analysis of serial data. The eighth
paper extends the sixth paper, recommending reporting of ESP (effect
strength for predictive value) and all possible aggregated confusion
tables. The ninth paper discusses how to identify the initial, most recent,
and Kth statistically significant change in an ordered series, investigating
the series backwards or forwards. The tenth paper discusses how to
compare attributes assessed on Likert-type scales for a single individual
using UniODA, and shows that physically identical scales are not psychologically identical when used by a single rater to evaluate different
phenomena. Article eleven discusses comparing binary attributes in
single-case designs. Manuscript twelve conducts an integrated analysis
of longitudinal N-of-1 symptom ratings, findings that analysis of raw
scores induces Simpson’s paradox. Paper thirteen discusses how to
disentangle effects involving categorical attributes with many response
levels, and paper fourteen discusses univariate and multivariate analysis
of designs in which all variables are categorical. Paper fourteen shows
how to conduct confirmatory hypothesis-testing for an ordered series of
a dichotomous attribute, and paper fifteen demonstrates exploratory
analyses. Paper sixteen shows how to statistically evaluate the findings
of Qualitative Comparative Analysis.
Versus presents articles featuring alternative methodologies
(at least one optimal) competing. The lead paper demonstrates reverse
CTA for an application with an ordered class variable and categorical
attributes and finds that reverse CTA is more intuitive and actionable
than multiple regression analysis. The second article compares manually-derived versus auto-enumerated CTA models of freshman college

attrition: when benefits of success and costs of failure are high, a detailed CTA model can suggest strategies that offer hope for control and
forecasting. The third and fourth articles compare newly-developed
optimal range test methodology versus one-way ANOVA.
Application presents articles which use optimal statistical
methodology to address any applied topics in all academic disciplines.
The lead paper uses UniODA to compare the strength of popular biggame fishing knots. The second article illustrates the construction of
static optimal statistical maps for an a priori hypothesis concerning
increase in annual crude mortality rate (ACRM) in North Dakota after
massive usage of toxic chemicals and biocides began in the environment
in 1998 (ODA, LLC makes no express or implied warranty or representation regarding completeness or exactness of artists’ drawing. The third
article presents the trajectory of ACRM in North Dakota counties, and
the fourth paper analyzes recent changes in the Index of Consumer
Sentiment. Paper five uses a backward-stepping little jiffy via UniODA
to determine when ACRM first started to rise in counties of North
Dakota, and paper six uses serial N-of-1 analysis to study changes from
one year to another, thereby defining a class-variable series.
Software articles discuss design/operation of existing or theoretical software which explicitly maximizes (weighted) classification
accuracy, and suboptimal heuristic systems which seek maximum accuracy. The lead article shows how to create a data set for comparing
attributes in a serial single-case design using UniODA. Paper two shows
how to create and analyze a data set needed in order to maximize ESS of
a multiple regression analysis-based model. The third article presents a
time-trial of MegaODA software, the latest release of UniODA software
for large samples and BIG DATA, used in ruling-out effects that are not
statistically reliable; the fourth presents rule-in trials for documenting
statistically significant effects for problems involving ordered attributes.;
and the fifth discusses analyses of 2x2 cross-classification tables.
Research Notes give solutions to issues encountered in the
research process relevant for maximizing predictive accuracy, and
enable the rapid dissemination of notes about promising new research
directions that may be of general interest to the maximum-accuracy
community. The lead note uses UniODA to address an a priori hypothesis in an application with two groups, an ordered attribute, and eight
observations. The second note discusses analysis of categorical attributes
with many categories. The third note addresses using UniODA with
minute samples.
Special Calls are published periodically, herein is the first:
maximum-accuracy multiple regression analysis (MRA). A pair of lead
articles assesses the influence of the registration process, and
interactions with technicians, nurses and doctors, on patient ratings of
overall satisfaction with care received in the Emergency Room;
introduce aggregated confusion tables as a conceptual aide in the
interpretation of optimized MRA models; and serve as sample templates
for the special call.
Author Notes
ODA blog: http://odajournal.wordpress.com/
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How to Create an ASCII Input Data File
for UniODA and CTA Software
Fred B. Bryant & Patrick R. Harrison
Loyola University Chicago

UniODA and CTA software require an ASCII (unformatted text) file
as input data. Arguably the most difficult task an operator faces in
conducting analyses is converting the original data file from (a)
whatever software package was used to enter the data, into (b) an
ASCII file for analysis. This article first highlights critical issues
concerning missing data, variable labels, and variable types that
users must address in order to convert their data into an ASCII file
for analysis using ODA software. Specific steps needed to convert a
data set from its original file-type into a space-delimited ASCII file
are then discussed. The process of converting data into ASCII files
for use as input data is illustrated for three leading statistical
software packages: SPSS, SAS, and STATISTICA.

ODA-based software such as UniODA and CTA
requires only a few easy-to-understand control
commands to conduct powerful, accurate nonlinear modeling. Ironically, given the simplicity
of ODA software syntax, the most difficult task
for users to complete in conducting analyses is
often the creation of an ASCII data file for ODA
software to analyze. But, with a little forethought and attention to detail, this critical task
is simple and straightforward.
Researchers often use statistics software
such as the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS), Statistical Analysis System
(SAS), or STATISTICA, for example, to enter
and process raw data. In contrast, ODA software
requires a delimited ASCII file (i.e., an unformatted text file) as input data. Typically,
spaces, tabs or commas are used to separate the
data entries in an ASCII file. These delimiters

enable ODA software to read input data in free
form without requiring operators to specify formatting, making it easier to implement analysis.
This paper explains how to create ASCII files
which use spaces as delimiters separating data
entries.
Initial Issues to Resolve
Before converting data from the original
file type into an ASCII file, three basic issues
must be resolved: (1) the handling of missing
data; (2) the creation of variable labels having
usable format; and (3) the transformation of
alphabetic string variables into a quantified form
which CTA can analyze.
Missing data. An important point to
keep in mind is the fact that ODA software will
not treat a blank space in an ASCII data file as a
missing value, but instead will skip over a blank
2
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space and use the next numeric value in the data
set to stand in for the missing value. Therefore,
before converting their data into an ASCII file
for ODA analysis, users must replace any
system-missing “blank” values (e.g., a “.” in
SPSS or SAS) with a numeric value designating
a missing response. This conversion can easily
be accomplished by using the original statistical
software package to recode each variable so as
to replace whatever values were originally used
to indicate missing data with a chosen, global
missing-value indicator (e.g., -999). Note,
however, that this task must be done before one
converts the original data set into an ASCII file.
Observed values are often missing for at
least some cases on one or more variables in a
data set. Researchers typically use blank spaces
to indicate missing values in the original data
file or use one or more specific numeric values
(e.g., -9, 99, 999) to designate missing responses
for different variables. Before creating an ASCII
file, users must first convert the value(s) which
are being used to represent missing values for
each variable—such as blank spaces or numeric
values—into a single numeric value to be used
to designate all missing values for every
variable in the data set.
Yarnold and Soltysik1 emphasized the
importance of specifying missing values when
creating ASCII files for analysis by ODA: “A
very important point that one cannot overlook is
that all system missing data must be changed to
a specified missing numeric value prior to
analysis via ODA” (p. 55). A popular choice
for a universal missing-value indicator is -999.
Of course, using -999 as a marker for missing
values assumes that this is not a valid response
for any variables included in the data set. If the
value -999 is a valid response for any variable in
the data set, then a value which is not a valid
response should be selected instead.
Saving variable labels in usable format.
In UniODA and CTA software, variable labels
may be no longer than eight characters, so users
of general-purpose statistical software, such as

SPSS, SAS or STATISTICA, should ensure that
the variable names consist of no more than eight
characters before exporting their data set for
ODA. Otherwise, ODA software will be unable
to read the names of variables having more than
eight characters and will produce an error
message. Alternatively, users can export variable names longer than eight characters, and use
a text file editor to truncate variable names to a
maximum of eight characters in the exported
ASCII file. However, changing variable names
to a maximum of eight characters in the original
source data file makes it easier to verify the
accuracy of the exported ASCII data file, when
comparing descriptive statistics from the original and exported data sets.
Transforming alphabetic variables into
numeric form. Some variables in the original
data set may consist of alphabetic or “string”
values, rather than numbers. Examples of such
alphabetic variables are gender (e.g., “male” or
“female”), religious affiliation (e.g., “Catholic,”
“Protestant,” “Jewish,” “Buddhist,” “Muslim,”
or “none”), or ethnicity (e.g., “White,” “Black,”
“Hispanic,” “Asian,” or “Other”). To analyze
such string variables in ODA, users must first
recode each alphabetic value of the variable into
a numeric value (e.g., “female”=0, “male”=1;
“White”=1, “Black”=2, “Hispanic”=3, “Asian”=
4, “Other”=5). After converting all alphabetic
values to numeric values, users should save the
data file, carefully noting which variable is the
class variable, which attributes are ordered, and
which attributes are categorical (string variables
typically reflect the latter). The ASCII data file
to be analyzed by UniODA and CTA software
should contain only numeric values, delimited
by spaces.
Additional considerations. To streamline
the analysis as much as possible, it is recommended that users delete any unnecessary variables from the original data file before exporting
the data as an ASCII file. Thus, users should
eliminate any variable which is neither a class
variable nor an attribute in the analysis (e.g., ID
3
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number). Excluding unused variables will make
the ASCII data file as small as possible and will
minimize the time required to obtain final CTA
results. Alternatively, one can choose to export
only a subset of the variables from the full data
set when constructing an ASCII data set.
For the UniODA and CTA programs to
access the data file, users should assign the
exported ASCII file a name that is no more than
8 characters, followed by a dot and 3 characters
(e.g., CTA_RUN1.DAT). Finally, if applicable,
users should cut and paste the variable labels
from the first line of the exported ASCII data
file into a separate ASCII file, to serve as part of
the VARIABLES control command in the
syntax file for the UniODA or CTA programs.

ASCIIdat.dat) to the Windows desktop. Users
should alter this subcommand to specify the
correct path to the folder on their hard drive
where they wish to save the ASCII file.
The /TYPE=CSV subcommand specifies
that the exported data file will be in text-file
(ASCII) format.
The /MAP subcommand displays in the
SPSS output a list of the variables and the
number of cases exported in the ASCII data file.
The /REPLACE subcommand gives
SPSS permission to overwrite an existing ASCII
file of the same name. Because the default is
not to overwrite an existing ASCII file, SAVE
TRANSLATE will not overwrite an existing file
without an explicit REPLACE subcommand. If
users wanted to prevent the possibility of
overwriting an existing ASCII file, then they
could omit the /REPLACE subcommand.
The /FIELDNAMES subcommand is
used to instruct SPSS to write variable names
separated by a delimiter (see below) in the first
row of the ASCII data file. As noted earlier,
before implementing CTA, users should cut and
paste the variable labels from the first line of the
exported ASCII data file into a separate ASCII
file, to serve as part of the VARIABLES control
command in the syntax file for ODA programs.
The /TEXTOPTIONS DELIMITER=' '
subcommand instructs SPSS to employ a blank
space (empty column) to delimit or separate
variable names and data values in the exported
ASCII file.
The /KEEP subcommand may be used to
export to the ASCII data file either: (a) all of the
variables in the active SPSS data (by specifying
/KEEP=ALL); or (b) a subset of the variables in
the in the active SPSS data (by specifying
/KEEP=<variable names separated by spaces>,
as in the example above). Also, the /KEEP
subcommand may be used to change the order
in which the variables appear in the ASCII data
file, by using a particular order to list these
variables in the /KEEP subcommand.

Examples of Syntax Files for Exporting a
Source Data File as an ASCII Data File
Driven by both pull-down menus and
syntax, SPSS is perhaps the most commonly
used statistical program in academia. Imagine
an SPSS data file (ODAdata.sav) containing 20
variables, 12 of which are to be exported into a
space-delimited ASCII data file (ASCIIdat.dat)
for analysis by ODA software.
After opening ODAdata.sav in SPSS, the
SAVE TRANSLATE command may be used to
convert the active SPSS data file into a spacedelimited ASCII data file, as follows:
SAVE TRANSLATE OUTFILE='C:\Documents
and Settings\localuser\Desktop\ASCIIdat.dat'
/TYPE=CSV
/MAP
/REPLACE
/FIELDNAMES
/TEXTOPTIONS DELIMITER=' '
/KEEP=v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v8 v9 v10 v11 v12.
Here, the subcommand: OUTFILE='C:\
Documents and Settings\localuser\Desktop\
ASCIIdat.dat' is used to instruct SPSS to save
the exported ASCII file (which we have named
4
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FORMAT v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11
v12 10.6;
PROC EXPORT DATA=ODAdata2 OUTFILE
='C:\Documents and Settings\localuser\Desktop
\ASCIIdat.dat' DBMS=DLM REPLACE;
RUN;

SAS is another popular statistical software program, which is widely used in business
analytic settings for operations research, data
mining, and predictive modeling. Imagine a
SAS data file ODADdat containing 20 variables, 12 of which are to be exported into a
space-delimited ASCII data file (ASCIIdat.dat)
for analysis by ODA software.
In SAS, the PUT command may be used
to convert the active SAS data file into an
ASCII data file, as follows:

Note that this method requires that a
FORMAT command is used to prevent rounding
of exported values, as indicated. The FORMAT
command uses the value of “10.6” to tell the
SAS program to allot a total of 10 spaces with 6
decimal points for each exported variable.
STATISTICA is another popular data
analysis program, commonly used in healthcare,
financial services, insurance, and consumer product industries. Imagine a STATISTICA data
file named ODAdata.sta containing 20 variables, 12 of which are to be exported into a
space-delimited ASCII data file (ASCIIdat.dat)
for analysis by ODA software.
With STATISTICA the Windows dropdown menu may be used to export the active
data set into a comma-delimited ASCII data file
by first opening the data file (ODAdata.sta). To
export only 12 of the 20 variables in the data
set, first delete the variables which will not be
exported. Then click on “Save As…” under the
File command on the top left-hand side of the
main Data Editor screen. In the Save Data As
window, click on the down arrow to the right of
the “Save as type” box, and select “Text file
(*.txt).” Users should then specify the name of
the ASCII output file in the “File name box”
using the *.txt extension (e.g., ODAdata.txt) and
the location in which to save this file, and click
on the Save command. STATISTICA will respond by warning users that the data file “may
contain features that will be lost when saved as
text” and asking them if they “want to export
the Spreadsheet in this format.” Users should
click on “Yes.”
STATISTICA will also display a smaller
window giving users the option of specifying
the particular “field separator” to use as a
delimiter in the ASCII file (users should click

DATA ODAdata2;
SET ODAdata;
FILE 'C:\Documents and Settings\localuser\
Desktop\ASCIIdat.dat';
PUT v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11 v12;
RUN;
The DATA command begins the process
of data restructuring in SAS. The command
DATA ODAdata2 instructs SAS not to overwrite
the active SAS data set (i.e., ODAdata), but to
give the new, restructured data set the name
ODAdata2 (later changed to ASCIIdat.dat using
the FILE command).
The SET command reads all variables
and observations from the SAS input data set.
The FILE command renames the restructured data set and writes the contents of the
active data set to an external ASCII file.
The PUT command outputs the listed
variables to the ASCII data specified in the
FILE command.
The RUN command has SAS process the
set of commands listed in the syntax file.
Note that the above SAS commands do
not output the variable names to the first line of
the ASCII data file. However, users can use the
following commands to enter variable names on
line 1 of the ASCII file (followed by spacedelimited data):
DATA ODAdata2 (keep= v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v8 v9 v10 v11 v12);
SET ODAdata;
5
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on “Space”), and writing the variable names
separated by the delimiter in the first row of the
ASCII data file. Finally, to create the ASCII
space-delimited data file, users should click on
the Save command. As noted earlier, before
implementing ODA software, users should cut
and paste the variable labels from the first line
of the exported ASCII data file into a separate
ASCII file, to serve as part of the VARIABLES
command in the syntax file for ODA programs.

Fifth, after importing the exported
ASCII data file, use the statistical software to
designate values of -999 as missing.
Finally, run descriptive statistics, and
compare the results for equivalence with the
initial set of descriptive statistics.
If the first and second sets of descriptive
statistics are identical, then one can be confident
of having accurately exported the original data
set into an ASCII format. If the two sets of
descriptive statistics based on the original and
imported ASCII data do not match perfectly,
then pinpoint the source of the problem and
repeat the process until perfect correspondence
is obtained. Although there are countless mistakes one can make when converting an original
data set into a space-delimited ASCII data file,
the most common errors include forgetting to
change blank data entries to a specific missing
numeric value, forgetting to convert alphabetic
string variables into numbers, exporting variable
names that exceed the maximum of 8 characters,
and failing to export all of the variables from the
original data set that one wishes to analyze.

Verifying the Accuracy of the ASCII Data
File Before Running UniODA or CTA
Before running UniODA or CTA, it is
essential first to check the accuracy of the
ASCII data file by comparing it to the original
data set. To check the accuracy of the exported
ASCII file in relation to the original (source)
data file, follow the following six steps.
First, run descriptive statistics on the
variables in the original data file, using the
statistical software employed to enter the raw
data originally (e.g., SAS, SPSS, etc.).
Second, replace all blanks and other
missing data values with a valid value, such as
-999, which will be used to designate missing
values in ODA software.
Third, export the original (source) data
file into an ASCII format, making sure to export
the variable labels on the first line of the ASCII
data file. We recommend exporting data as a
space-delimited ASCII file.
Fourth, import the exported ASCII file
back into the original statistical software (e.g.,
in SPSS use the “Read Text Data” option
beneath the “File” drop-down menu).
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Initial Use of Hierarchically Optimal
Classification Tree Analysis
In Medical Research
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
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Initial use of hierarchically optimal classification tree analysis in
medicine and allied health disciplines is reviewed.
Univariate optimal discriminant analysis
(UniODA) is a non-parametric classification
methodology for discriminating between two
categories of a binary class (“dependent”) variable—such as sex (male versus female), experimental condition (drug versus placebo), or outcome (dead versus alive)—using a single attribute (independent variable).1 Hierarchically optimal classification tree analysis (CTA) is a nonparametric, non-linear, multiattribute (i.e., appropriate for use with more than one attribute)
classification methodology for discriminating a
binary class variable, which is accomplished by
chaining together successive UniODA models.2
CTA and UniODA explicitly maximize
model accuracy—operationalized by the effect
strength for sensitivity (ESS) index, which is a
function of the mean sensitivity achieved by the
model across all class categories (the sensitivity
of a model for category X is the ability of the
model to accurately classify members of category X). For a binary class variable the mean of
“sensitivity” and “specificity” (epidemiological
terms for model sensitivity for class categories 1
and 0, respectively) is used in computing ESS,
which ranges between 0 (the level of accuracy
expected by chance) and 100 (errorless classification). By rule-of-thumb, ESS values less than

25 reflect weak effects; values less than 50 indicate moderate effects; and values of 50 or
greater reflect strong effects.1
CTA was first used in the field of medicine to predict in-hospital mortality attributable
to Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, or PCP.3
Analysis was performed for 1,193 patients discharged alive (N=988) or who died in-hospital
(N=205). Manually-derived via UniODA software1 the CTA model selected as attributes alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient (AaPo2—difference in partial pressure of oxygen between pulmonary system and blood: higher values indicate more severe pneumonia), body mass index
(measure of nutritional status, predictive of poor
short- and long-term survival rates), and prior
AIDS (binary indicator of whether the current
episode of PCP was the first clinical evidence of
full-blown AIDS). Illustrated in Figure 1, circles represent model nodes—starting with the
root node; Type I error is given beneath each
node; arrows indicate decision pathways
through the model; values next to arrows indicate UniODA-derived cutpoints; and rectangles
represent model endpoints (sample strata), and
give the percentage of class 1 observations
(people who died) and strata size for the endpoint.
7
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AaPo 2
< 49.5 mm Hg

> 49.5 mm Hg
p < 0.0001

Age
< 49.2 Yr

p < 0.0005

8.1%
N = 602

Prior AIDS
> 49.2 Yr

No

Body
Mass
Index

< 19.6 kg/m 2
43.8%
N = 16

p < 0.008

p < 0.02

35.4%
N = 113

Age
> 19.6 kg/m 2

< 51.3 Yr

Yes

> 51.3 Yr
p < 0.053

8.8%
N = 34

23.1%
N = 359

33.3%
N = 69

Figure 1: Schematic Illustration of Initial CTA Model of PCP Mortality

Using the CTA model to classify individual patients is straightforward. For example,
imagine a hypothetical 57-year-old patient
without prior AIDS had AaPo2=51.1 mm Hg,
and body mass index=21.3 kg/m2.
Starting with the root node, since this
patient has AaPo2>49.5 mm Hg, the right-hand
branch is appropriate. At the next node, since
the patient did not have prior AIDS, the lefthand branch is appropriate. Finally, at the next
node, because the patient was older than 51.3
Yr, the right-hand branch is appropriate. As
seen in Figure 1, 69 patients were classified into
the corresponding endpoint presently, and of
them one-third—23 patients—died in-hospital.

If the hypothetical patient was younger
than 51.3 years then the right-hand branch
would have been appropriate, corresponding to
an endpoint with 34 patients of whom only three
died in-hospital.
Table 1 presents the confusion table
summarizing the CTA model overall performance—which is computed by integrating results across all model endpoints.2 Although the
CTA model yielded a relatively weak ESS=
21.2, alternative statistical methods used with
these data (e.g., logistic regression analysis, regression-based recursive partitioning) achieved
ESS values which were less than ten.3
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Table 1: Confusion Table for Initial CTA Model of PCP Mortality
Predicted Mortality Status

Actual
Class
Status

Alive

Deceased

Alive

860

128

Specificity = 87.0%

Deceased

135

70

Sensitivity = 34.1%

Predictive Value
Negative
= 86.4%

Positive
= 35.4%
uated next. However, note that for stages 3, 4
and 5—one of which is necessarily appropriate
for the hypothetical patient, there are dashes
(indicating that one should skip the column) for
age. In step three, body mass index is evaluated, but dashes in stages 3-5 indicate this does
not apply for the hypothetical patient. In step
four Prior AIDS is assessed, and since this patient did not have prior AIDS, stage 5 is inappropriate. Finally, in step five age is re-evaluated, and since the hypothetical patient is older
than 51.3 years, stage 4 is appropriate. As seen,
of the total of 69 patients classified into stage 4
in the study, pdeath=0.333 (i.e., one-third died inhospital), and the odds of mortality are 1:2.

Staging tables are constructed based
upon the findings of a CTA model, as presented
for the current example in Table 2. Rows in the
staging table are model endpoints reorganized in
terms of increasing order of percent of class 1
(dead) membership. Using the staging table to
classify individual patients is straightforward.
For example, consider the same hypothetical
patient discussed earlier, when illustrating how
to use the CTA model to classify observations.
The staging table is used from left to right.
Thus, in the first step of using the staging table,
since the patient’s AaPo2>49.5, stages 1, 2 and 6
are inappropriate. In step two, age follows
AaPo2 in the staging table and is therefore eval-

Table 2: Staging Table for Initial CTA Model of PCP Mortality
Stage AaPo2

Age

BMI

Prior AIDS

Age

N

pdeath

Oddsdeath

1

< 49.5

< 49.2

-----

-----

-----

602

0.081

1:11

2

< 49.5

> 49.2

> 19.6

-----

-----

34

0.088

1:10

3

> 49.5

-----

-----

No

< 51.3

359

0.231

1:3

4

> 49.5

-----

-----

No

> 51.3

69

0.333

1:2

5

> 49.5

-----

-----

Yes

-----

113

0.354

5:9

6

< 49.5

< 49.5

< 19.6

-----

-----

16

0.438

3:4
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Stage is an ordinal index of severity of
illness, and pdeath is a continuous index: increasing values on either of these indices indicate
worsening disease. Compared to the first and
second stages, the third stage reflects a 2.7-fold
difference in the likelihood of dying in-hospital;
stages four and five reflect a 4-fold difference;
and stage six reflects a 5.2-fold difference in the
likelihood of dying in-hospital.
Subsequent research using the ordinal
severity staging algorithm to create a prognostic
index has confirmed stage as a powerful ordinal
risk factor for in-hospital mortality from PCP.4,5
Recently, with increasing use of PCP
prophylaxis and multidrug antiretroviral therapy,
the clinical manifestations of HIV infection have
changed dramatically. Because predictors of
inpatient mortality for PCP may have also
changed, CTA was used to develop a new staging system for predicting inpatient mortality for
patients with HIV-associated PCP admitted between 1995 and 1997.6 Chart reviews were performed for 1,660 patients hospitalized with
HIV-associated PCP at 78 hospitals in seven
metropolitan areas in the USA. CTA identified a
five-category staging system (ESS=33.1) using
three predictors: wasting, alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient (AaPO2), and serum albumin level.
Mortality rate increased with stage: 3.7% for
Stage 1; 8.5% for Stage 2; 16.1% for Stage
3; 23.3% for Stage 4; and 49.1% for Stage 5.
During the mid-1990s, community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) began to account for
an increasing proportion of the pulmonary infections in people with HIV infection: hospital
mortality rates for HIV-associated CAP ranged
to 28%. A staging system was thus developed
for categorizing mortality risk of patients with
HIV-associated CAP using information available prior to hospital admission.7 The data were
based on a retrospective medical records review
of 1,415 patients hospitalized with HIV-associated CAP from 1995 to 1997 at 86 hospitals in
seven metropolitan areas. The overall inpatient
mortality rate was 9.1%. Predictors of mortality

in the CTA model included presence of neurologic symptoms, respiratory rate of 25 breaths/
minute or greater, and creatinine>1.2 mg/dL. A
five-category staging system was identified,
yielding a mortality rate of 2.3% for stage 1,
5.8% for stage 2, 12.9% for stage 3, 22.0% for
stage 4, and 40.5% for stage 5: ESS=45.5. It
was concluded that the staging system is useful
for guiding clinical decisions about the intensity
of patient care, and for case-mix adjustment in
research addressing variation in hospital mortality rates.
CTA was also used to discriminate CAP
versus inhalational anthrax cases.8 Limiting the
effects of a bioterrorist anthrax attack necessitates rapid detection of the earliest victims, so a
study was conducted to improve physicians’
ability to rapidly detect inhalational anthrax
victims. A case-control study compared chest
radiograph findings from 47 patients from historical inhalational anthrax cases and 188 community-acquired pneumonia control subjects.
CTA was used to derive an algorithm of chest
radiograph findings and clinical characteristics
that accurately discriminated between inhalational anthrax and community-acquired pneumonia. A nearly perfect CTA model (ESS=
98.3) involving three attributes (chest radiograph finding of mediastinal widening, altered
mental status, and elevated hematocrit) was
100% sensitive (95% confidence interval [CI],
73.5% to 100%) and 98.3% specific (95% CI,
95.1% to 99.6%).
The most recent investigation in this line
of research used CTA to derive an algorithm for
emergency department (ED) triage for rapid ordering of chest radiography for CAP, which accounts for 1.5 million annual ED patient visits
in the US.9 An ED-based retrospective matched
case–control study was conducted with 100 radiographic confirmed CAP cases and 100 radiographic confirmed influenza-like-illness controls. A CTA model was obtained that used
three attributes (temperature, tachycardia, and
hypoxemia on room air pulse oximetry), which
10
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was 70.8% sensitive (95% CI=60.7% to 79.7%)
and 79.1% specific (95% CI=69.3% to 86.9%):
ESS=49.9.
Encouraged by the initial and continuing
success of CTA in modeling heretofore poorlyunderstood outcomes, the use of CTA began to
proliferate across a variety of substantive areas
within medicine. Areas of representation may
be broadly categorized as representing clinical
medicine, psychosocial aspects of medicine, and
allied health disciplines. Research using CTA
in these areas is reviewed below.

graphic, admission, and ICD-9-CM data. Incidence proportions were 0.8% for drug-induced
bleeding/anticoagulation problems and 1.0% for
drug-induced delirium/psychosis. The CTA
model for bleeding had very good PAC (87%)
and sensitivity (86%), and fair positive predictive value (12%). The CTA model for delirium
had excellent sensitivity (94%) and PAC (83%),
but low positive predictive value (3%). Poisoning and ADE codes designed for targeted ADEs
had low sensitivities, and degraded model accuracy when forced in. These findings indicate
that CTA is a promising method for rapidly developing clinically meaningful surveillance
rules for administrative data. The resultant
model for drug-induced bleeding and anticoagulation problems may be useful for retrospective
ADE screening and rate estimation.
In contrast to the preceding classical exploratory data-mining application of CTA to
study ADEs, Belknap began with the axiom that
a prescription may be conceptualized as a
health-care program implemented by a physician in the form of instructions that govern the
plan of care for an individual patient.11 Software design principles and debugging methods
were used to create a “Patient-oriented Prescription for Analgesia” (POPA), the rate and
extent of adoption of POPA by physicians was
assessed, and CTA was conducted to evaluate
whether POPA would reduce the rate of severe
and fatal opioid-associated ADEs. The study
involved a population of 153,260 hospitalized
adults, 50,576 (33%) of whom received parenteral opioids. Hospitalwide, the use of POPA
increased to 62% of opioid prescriptions, and
opioid-associated severe/fatal ADEs fell from
an initial peak of seven/month to zero/month
during the final six months of the study.
In a study of treatment bias in observational outcomes research, CTA was used to assess the role of clinical and psychosocial factors
in predicting self-selection for interventional
management (lower extremity bypass surgery or
angioplasty) for patients with intermittent clau-

Clinical Medicine
CTA has been used in clinical medicine
applications such as predicting adverse drug
events (ADEs) using hospital administrative
data in exploratory data-mining research, and
pharmacoalgorithmics in confirmatory theorybuilding research; self-selection for interventional management on the basis of clinical and
psychosocial factors; gestational age at delivery
after placement of an emergent cerclage; and
mortality from thienopyridine-associated thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, as well as from
complications of HIV on the basis of nutritional
information for a large observational database.
Hospital administrative data are appealing for surveillance of ADEs because of their
uniform availability, but expert-generated surveillance rules have limited accuracy. To assess
whether rules based on nonlinear associations
among available administrative data are more
accurate, CTA was applied to administrative
data, and used to derive and validate surveillance rules for predicting bleeding/anticoagulation and delirium/psychosis ADEs.10 Using a
retrospective cohort design, a random sample of
3,987 patient admission records were drawn
from all 41 Utah acute-care hospitals: reviewers
identified ADEs using implicit chart review;
pharmacists assigned Medical Dictionary for
Regulatory Activities codes to ADE descriptions for identification of clinical groups of
events; and hospitals provided patient demo11
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dication.12 A total of 532 patients with mild to
moderate lower extremity vascular disease,
without prior peripheral revascularization procedures or symptoms of disease progression,
were enrolled in a prospective outcomes study
at the time of an initial referral visit for claudication to one of 16 Chicago-area vascular surgery offices or clinics. Study variables were
derived from lower extremity blood flow records and patient questionnaires, and follow-up
home health visits were used to ascertain the
frequency of lower extremity revascularization
procedures within six months (13.3%). Ten patient attributes were used in the CTA model:
sensitivity=67.6%; specificity=92.9%; relatively
strong ESS=57.7%. Initial ankle-brachial index
(used to classify 100% of sample), leg symptom
status over the previous six months (used to
classify 89% of sample), self-reported community walking distance (used to classify 74% of
sample) and prior willingness to undergo a
lower extremity hospital procedure (used to
classify 39% of sample) were the most influential attributes in the model, and are critical control variables for a valid observational study of
treatment effectiveness.
CTA was also used to develop a predictive model for predicting gestational age at delivery, after placement of an emergent cerclage
in the second trimester, for 116 women with
documented cervical change on physical examination.13 CTA was used to predict delivery
prior to 24 weeks, between 24 and 27 6/7
weeks, or 28 weeks or later. Delivery prior to
24 weeks was best predicted by presence of
prolapsed membranes and gestational age at
cerclage placement; delivery between 24 and 27
6/7 weeks was best predicted by parity alone;
delivery of at least 28 weeks was best predicted
by cervical dilation and length, presence of
prolapsed membranes, and parity. When
choosing a single model to predict delivery at
the three different gestational age periods, the
model predicting delivery at 28 weeks yielded
the most accurate results. These findings indi-

cated that CTA-based predictive models for outcome after emergent cerclage are informative
for both patients and physicians.
CTA was also used in recent research
describing clinical and laboratory findings for a
sample of 128 patients with thienopyridine-associated thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura
(TTP).14,15 Duration of thienopyridine exposure, clinical and laboratory findings, and survival were recorded for all subjects, and
ADAMTS13 activity (39 patients) and inhibitor
(30 patients) were measured for a subset of individuals. Among patients who developed TTP
more than two weeks after thienopyridine exposure, therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE) increased likelihood of survival (84% versus 38%,
p<0.05). In contrast, among patients who developed TTP within two weeks of starting
thienopyridines, survival was 77% with TPE
and 78% without. Findings suggested that TTP
drug toxicity occurs by two different mechanistic pathways, characterized primarily by time of
onset before versus after two weeks of thienopyridine administration.
A large, retrospective, observational database containing detailed medical records on
2,179 HIV-positive patients who attended the
Johannesburg General Hospital HIV clinic was
mined to assess the effect of nutrition on health
in this population.16 Times to progression or
death were calculated from the patient's first
clinic visit. CTA showed that by using race
alone, one can predict progression to AIDS in
≤1 year for 79.3% of nonwhite patients, and
predict no progression for 59.4% of white patients. For nonwhite patients, the next most useful predictor of progression was the use of multivitamins: multivitamin tablets (MVI), vitamin
B complex tablets (VBC), or pyridoxine used in
the clinic. The median progression time to AIDS
was 32.0 weeks for patients without vitamins
and 72.7 weeks for patients who took vitamin B,
and the median survival was 144.8 weeks for
patients without vitamins and 264.6 weeks for
patients who took vitamin B. These findings
12
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demonstrate that CTA can elucidate clinicallyrelevant relationships within large patient populations, such as observational databases.
Finally, CTA was used to identify risk
factors for venous thromboembolism (VTE)
during the rehabilitation phase of spinal cord
injury for a sample of 243 patients with acute
spinal cord injury, 51 of whom had VTE, and 8
of whom died.17 Attributes included type and
location of spinal cord injury, American Spinal
Injury Association classification, concomitant
injuries, surgical procedures, complications,
preexisting illnesses, and use of antithrombotic
prophylaxis. A three-attribute CTA model
identified patient groups differing in likelihood
of experiencing deep vein thrombosis (DVT).
The group having the highest likelihood of DVT
was patients with cancer over the age of 35
years, though women without cancer between
the ages of 36 and 58 years, as well as cancerfree men with flaccid paralysis, were also at increased risk.

and 1,101 patients (holdout sample) who rated
overall satisfaction as either “very good”
or “very poor” (Academic Hospital), and for
856 patients (training sample) and 431 patients
(holdout sample) who rated overall satisfaction
as either “excellent” or “poor” (Community
Hospital), were retained for analysis. For both
hospitals, CTA models efficiently achieved ESS
values ~ 90 (all ps<0.0001). The findings reveal
that overall (dis)satisfaction with care received
in the ED is nearly perfectly predictable on the
basis of patient-rated expressive qualities of ED
staff, and suggest that interventions designed to
reinforce positive expressive provider behaviors
may reduce the number of dissatisfied patients
by half.
CTA was also used to associate severityof-illness (assessed using the Asthma Severity
Index, or ASI) with quality-of-life (QOL) in a
prospective study of clinical and psychological
correlates of adverse asthma outcomes.19 Data,
collected at study intake and then every three
months thereafter for a year from 13 adults with
asthma, included a QOL scale, an ASI survey,
spirometry, and history and physical exam. A
perfect CTA model was identified which included a query about bodily pain in the last four
weeks, and a self-assessment of general health.
Research reporting the first CTA ever
published discriminated 65 geriatric (>65 years
of age) and 85 non-geriatric ambulatory medical
patients using five functional status subscales,
and five single-item measures hypothesized to
be relevant to functional status (assessing physical limitations, social support, and satisfaction
with health).20 Results revealed four strata
(“patient clusters”): relatively active nongeriatric adults; relatively inactive geriatric adults;
inactive, depressed, socially isolated young
women; and active, happy, socially connected
geriatric adults.
Higher hospitalization rates have been
reported among patients with low literacy, but
prior research neither determined the preventability of these admissions, nor considered other

Psychosocial Aspects of Medicine
CTA has been used in the study of psychosocial aspects of medicine, such as qualityof-care and patient satisfaction in the emergency
department; severity-of-illness and quality-oflife among asthma patients; age and functional
status of ambulatory internal medicine patients;
and literacy and hospitalization rates of general
medicine outpatients.
For example, CTA was used to identify
perceptions that predict patient (dis)satisfaction
with Emergency Department (ED) care.18 Data
were responses: (a) to a survey mailed to all discharged patients over a 6-month period (Academic Hospital); or (b) to a telephone-based
interview of a random sample of discharged patients over a 1-year period (Community Hospital). The survey and interview both assessed
overall satisfaction, and satisfaction with perceived waiting times, information delivery, and
expressive quality of physicians, nurses, and
staff. Data for 1,176 patients (training sample)
13
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determinants of hospitalization, such as social
support. CTA was used to evaluate whether low
literacy is a predictor for preventability of hospitalization when considered in the context of
social support, sociodemographics, health status, and risk behaviors, for a sample of 400 patients admitted to general medicine wards in a
university-affiliated Veterans Affairs hospital.21
Two board-certified internists independently
assessed preventability of hospitalization and
determined the primary preventable cause
through blinded medical chart reviews. Significant predictors of having a preventable cause
of hospitalization included binge alcohol drinking, lower social support for medical care, three
or fewer annual clinic visits, and 12 or more
people talked to weekly.

CTA model versus chance, for any given baserate of class 1 (and also of class 0) membership,
is presented.
In a conceptually similar study, demographic and clinical correlates of lifetime substance use disorders were studied in a cohort of
325 recently hospitalized psychiatric patients.23
Gender (male), age (younger), education (less),
time in jail, conduct disorder symptoms, and
antisocial personality disorder symptoms were
predictive of substance use disorders. CTA was
successful in predicting 74% to 86% of the alcohol, cannabis, and cocaine use disorders.
CTA was used to examine how individual- and family-level predictors in late childhood and preadolescence relate to psychosocial adaptation (i.e., scholastic success, social
acceptance, and positive self-worth) in early adolescence.24 A prospective study included 68
families of children with spina bifida, and 68
comparison families of healthy children. Multimethod, multi-informant data were evaluated
via CTA. Factors best predicting psychosocial
adaptation in early adolescence included intrinsic motivation, estimated verbal IQ, behavioral
conduct, coping style, and physical appearance:
ESS=56.2. There were no significant group
(spina bifida versus able-bodied) effects. These
results suggest that processes leading to psychosocial adaptation may be similar for youth with
and without chronic illness.
Seventy patients with chronic fatigue
syndrome were randomly assigned to the control
(N = 33) or experimental (N = 37) group.25 All
patients continued usual medical care, but experimental subjects underwent a 9-week-long,
2-hours-per-week training in mindfulness meditation and medical qigong practices. CTA was
used to model change in SF36 12-month Health
Transition score: patients were categorized as
“improvers” versus “non-improvers”.
The
model achieved very strong ESS = 80.5, based
on SF36 Role Functioning Physical score and
frequency of mind/body self-healing practice.
Another conceptually related study suggests that

Allied Health Disciplines
CTA has been used in research in allied
health disciplines, including studies designed to
enhance psychological diagnostic accuracy,
model psychosocial adaptation, improve longterm functional status, and predict adolescent
psychiatric inpatient hospitalization.
The utility of the Behavioral Assessment
System for Children (BASC) and Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) Parent scales was assessed in terms of discriminating between: (a)
students with attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) versus non-ADHD students, and
(b) inattentive-type versus combined-type
ADHD-afflicted students.22 For both the BASC
and the CBCL, a different CTA model was developed for each of the two diagnostic predictions. For distinguishing ADHD versus nonADHD students the BASC model was more
parsimonious and accurate than the CBCL
model, whereas for differentiating between inattentive versus combined types the CBCL
model was superior. The results demonstrate
the diagnostic utility of the BASC and CBCL,
and describe salient behavioral dimensions associated with subtypes of ADHD. A Bayesian
methodology for estimating the efficiency of a
14
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ipsative transformations of functional status
measures may be the preferred pre-processing
strategy for designs involving the use of longitudinal data.26
Finally, CTA was used to explore predictors of inpatient hospital admission decisions
for a sample of 13,245 children in foster care
over a four-year period.27 As hypothesized,
clinical variables including suicidality, psychoticism and dangerousness predicted psychiatric admissions; however, family problems, and
the location of hospital screening, impacted decision making in a subsample of cases. The
CTA model developed in Year 1 reliably and
consistently predicted admission decisions
across the next three years.

of 33.7, representing a moderate effect (versus
the relatively weak effect yielded by the nonpruned model), and reflecting a 59% increase in
ESS. Compared to the non-pruned model (see
Table 1), the optimized model had 32.1% lower
specificity, but 118.8% greater sensitivity; and
6.2% greater negative predictive value, but
28.7% lower positive predictive value. In addition, the optimized model used one fewer node
than the non-pruned model, rendering it 98.7%
more efficient than the non-pruned model—averaging 8.4 versus 4.24 ESS-units-per-attribute,
respectively.1
Software capable of conducting automated CTA became commercially available in
fall, 2010 (www.OptimalDataAnalysis.com).29
Beyond obvious savings in time and labor, two
primary advantages of automated CTA both involve pruning. First, when the CTA model is
derived manually the Bonferroni procedure is
conducted as the model is grown. After model
growth is completed, attributes in close proximity to the root variable, having p~0.05, may be
forced out of the model as an increasing number
of attributes load on lower branches, disrupting
the model and the modeling process. When
conducting automated analysis the associated
recursive trimming and re-development process
is user-transparent: the computer simply executes the algorithm. Second, automated software always conducts pruning to explicitly
maximize model accuracy, a task which becomes difficult to accomplish manually for
complex models.2
A powerful feature of the automated
CTA software is an enumeration command,
which specifies that all combinations of attributes in the top three nodes will evaluated. For
example, an enumerated CTA analysis was conducted using the same attributes and data which
were available for prior logistic regression, recursive partitioning analyses, and manually-derived CTA, in the PCP mortality example.28
Using two attributes—total lymphocyte count as
the root (with three emanating branches) and

Conclusion
CTA has produced the most powerful
models yet published in the applications in
which it has been employed in the field of
medicine. Research ongoing over the span of a
decade also showed that CTA models replicated
across time better than had any prior models of
the pulmonary phenomena under study. This
result is encouraging, particularly since most
published research using CTA reported models
derived manually using UniODA software, with
model growth controlled using a sequentiallyrejective Bonferroni-type procedure to guard
against alpha inflation and model overfitting.20
Recently, however, an optimal pruning
methodology has been developed which examines all possible subtrees of the final CTA
model, and explicitly identifies the model which
maximizes ESS while maintaining control of the
experimentwise Type I error rate.1,2 The use of
pruning to maximize ESS was illustrated for the
example presented earlier, involving predicting
in-hospital mortality of AIDS patients with
PCP.28 Compared to the non-pruned model (see
Figure 1), in the pruned (maximum ESS) CTA
model no attributes emanated from the righthand-side of the tree: Prior AIDS and Age were
dropped. The pruned CTA model achieved ESS
15
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AaPo2 (used on two branches)—the enumerated
CTA model achieved 69.5% sensitivity, 70.1%
specificity, moderate ESS=39.7 (17.8% greater
than for the pruned manually-derived CTA
model), and good efficiency=13.2 ESS unitsper-attribute (17.9% greater than for the pruned
manually-derived optimized manual model).
Several additional features of the automated CTA platform29 set the stage for an interesting “second round” of application of CTA in
medicine and allied health disciplines. For example, a forcenode command forces CTA to
insert the attribute var at node node in the solution tree—useful for confirmatory modeling.
Also, a minimum denominator command allows
specification of minimum endpoint sample size
(useful to ensure statistical power); a minimum
sample size command forces the solution to
classify some specified minimum sample size
(useful in data sets involving many missing values); and a maximum depth command limits the
depth that the CTA model may achieve (useful
for identifying efficient models). Time will tell
if enhanced precision and flexibility will yield
even more powerful models than have been reported in the first “manual” round of application
of CTA in the field of medicine.
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Maximizing the Accuracy of Multiple
Regression Models using UniODA:
Regression Away From the Mean
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., Fred B. Bryant, Ph.D., and Robert C. Soltysik, M.S.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Loyola University Chicago

Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Standard regression models best predict values that lie near the
mean. Three examples illustrate how optimization of the regression model using an established methodology greatly improves
accurate prediction of extreme values.

Linear regression models fail to predict
extreme values in the training sample accurately
unless the linear association is nearly perfect,
due to the phenomenon known as regression
toward the mean.1 In practical terms this means
linear regression models predict values which
are near the mean better than they predict values
which deviate from the mean: the more extreme
a given value is relative to the mean, the worse
its prediction by regression models. To facilitate
clarity, we demonstrate experimentally how this
shortcoming exists even for small samples, via a
simulation involving one independent and one
dependent variable—representing the simplest
case—and a sample of only N=15 observations.
First, 500 artificial datasets were constructed, each by randomly shuffling an array
consisting of integers 1-15 inclusive, and then
pairing this array with another randomly shuffled array consisting of integers 1-15, thereby
creating a set of 15 randomly paired data values.
The simplest case of a regression model, the
Pearson correlation (r) was then computed for
each of these 15 randomly paired data values.
The first 100 datasets which were identified

having associated 0.5<r<0.6 were saved, as
were the first 100 datasets having 0.6<r<0.7,
0.7<r<0.8, 0.8<r<0.9, and 0.9<r.
Second, separately for each data set, a
regression model was used to compute the predicted score ( ̂ i) for each observation, which
was rounded to the nearest integer, i(INT). We
then counted, for all 100 models, how many of
the actual yi values—that is, of the integers 1
through 15 inclusive—were the same as were
predicted: that is, yi= i(INT).
The results of this simulation are given
in Table 1, in which yi values are indicated in
the column labeled “Target.” For example, if
0.7<r<0.8, the value “4” was correctly predicted
3% of the time across the 100 different analyses;
“5” was correctly predicted 40% of the time,
“6” 100% of the time; and “3” was never predicted correctly. As seen, regression models
associated with correlations ranging in magnitude between 0.8 (R2=0.64) and 0.9 (R2=0.81)
were unable to predict any of the most extreme
target integers (i.e., 1-3, 13-15) constituting the
40% of most extreme values in the sample.
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Table 1: The Probability of Correctly Predicting
Target Values using Regression, Cumulated
Over 100 Data Sets in each Column

ples increase in size they may become dominated by mediocre values, and/or demonstrate
characteristics such as bipolarity, multimodality,
and skew—in violation of crucial assumptions
underlying regression, and working against accurate prediction of extreme values. As seen in
Table 1, simulation results also reveal that for
.5<r<.8, the only target values predicted accurately lie within 0.5 to 1.5 units of the mean
(7.5) of the 15 response values.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Correlation Domain
Target .5<r<.6 .6<r<.7 .7<r<.8 .8<r<.9 .9<r
---------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

.91
1
1

ESS

13.6

1
1
1

.33
1
1
1
.37

.03
.40
1
1
1
1
1
.40
.03

.13
.42
.85
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.42
.18

14.3

19.3

34.7

78.6

Optimizing Regression Models
to Maximize ESS
Prior work has shown that an effective
way to increase the classification accuracy
achieved by suboptimal multivariable models
derived by discriminant, logistic regression, and
probit analysis is to conduct UniODA-based
adjustment of cutpoints used to interpret
predicted scores ( i).3-5
Within every quantitative discipline,
many applications involve dependent variables
which are measured using Likert-type ratings
having ten or fewer discrete ordered response
categories.6,7 For such applications, the optimization process is straightforward: obtain the
suboptimal linear model; construct a dataset
having values for yi (class variable) and i (attribute) for every observation; use UniODA to
predict class as a function of i; and assess
classification performance.3-5,8,9 Below we present three examples of this process, using dependent variables measured with 7-, 5-, and 10point response scales, respectively.

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: Missing values indicate p=0. ESS is an index
of classification accuracy on which 0=classification
accuracy expected by chance, and 100=errorless
classification.

Findings of this simulation indicate that
only when r approaches 1.0 will the prediction
of extreme values attain ecologically meaningful levels. This is problematic because the F test
used to assess statistical significance of regression model parameters involves dividing the
sum of squares for the model by the sum of
squares for error.2 As r approaches one, the
sum of squares for error approaches zero, and
the resulting division by zero induces numerical
instability (i.e., “bouncing betas”). Therefore,
before linear regression models are capable of
achieving good predictive validity for extreme
values, numerical instability induces catastrophic algorithm failure. As real-world sam-

Example 1: Vacation Enjoyment
The first example involves five multiple
regression predictors of an ordered 7-point outcome measure. The dependent variable was
how much people (N=787 college undergraduates) enjoyed their last vacation, rated using a 7point Likert-type scale (1=“very little”, 7=“a
great deal”). The independent variables were
five scales selected from the Ways of Savoring
20
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sion to predict the “target” value of the independent variable, yi. Displayed for both regression approaches, for every target value, is the
total number of correct predictions of the target
value divided by the total number of instances
of the target value in the sample, and the sensitivity of the regression model for each (target)
value of the independent variable.

Checklist (WOSC), a self-report measure of
strategies people use to regulate positive feelings: sharing with others (SWO), self-congratulation (SC), temporal awareness (TA), counting
blessings (CB), and kill-joy thinking (KJT).
Mean scores on these scales range between 1
and 7, with higher values indicating greater use
of the particular savoring strategy.10 The omnibus linear multiple regression model, i=4.01+
0.23SWO+0.15SC+0.14TA+0.14CB-0.39KJT,
was statistically reliable [F(5,781)=147.1, p<
0.0001, R2=0.70], and each independent variable
had a statistically reliable independent contribution (p’s<0.0001).
Table 2 presents the cutpoints used on i
to obtain the predicted “target” value, for each
of the seven values of the dependent variable,
first for standard regression analysis (the indicated cutpoint strategy is used for all such 7point Likert-type scales) and then for optimized
regression analysis (cutpoints were optimized
for the particular data in this example, and typically vary across applications). For example,
for i=4.12, the predicted value of the dependent variable is 4 for standard regression analysis,
and 2 for optimized regression analysis.

Table 3: Predicting Individual Target Values by
Standard vs. Optimized Multiple Regression:
Modeling Vacation Enjoyment (Example 1)
---------------------------------------------------------------

Target
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
ESS

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

< 1.5
1.5 < i < 2.5
2.5 < i < 3.5
3.5 < i < 4.5
4.5 < i < 5.5
5.5 < i < 6.5
5.5 < i
i

0/12
0/13
1/20
11/36
31/79
113/183
254/444

0.0%
0.0%
5.0%
30.6%
39.2%
61.7%
57.2%

15.8

8/12
11/13
1/20
13/36
29/79
84/183
270/444

66.7%
84.6%
5.0%
36.1%
36.7%
45.9%
60.8%

39.3

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: Tabled for each Target Value (i.e., for each
different integer between 1 and 7, inclusive) are the
number of correctly predicted (numerator) Target
Values; the total number of each Target Value in the
sample (denominator); and the percentage accuracy
obtained in classifying each target Value. ESS is
tabled for standard and optimized multiple regression models. The greatest sensitivity which was obtained for each Target Value is indicated in red.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Standard
Regression

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2: Cutpoints on i used for Obtaining the
Predicted Target Value, for Standard and
Optimized Multiple Regression: Example 1
Target

Standard
Regression

< 3.7
3.7 < i < 4.6
4.6 < i < 4.7
4.7 < i < 5.3
5.3 < i < 5.8
5.8 < i < 6.5
6.5 < i
i

As seen in this table, standard regression
achieved 0% success in correctly predicting either of the two lowest response scale (target)
values (1, 2), as compared with 67% or greater
success for optimized regression. Optimized
regression also predicted the highest response
scale (target) value (7) with greater success than
standard regression. In contrast, standard regression achieved greatest success (and actually
did better than optimized regression) in predicting target values 5 and 6, which were close

---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 3 presents classification results
achieved using standard vs. optimized regres21
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to the sample mean score (6.2) on the dependent
variable. Overall, the accuracy achieved by
standard regression (ESS= 15.8) corresponds to
a weak effect, vs. a moderate effect (ESS=39.3)
for optimized regression, which yielded a 149%
boost in classification performance.
The UniODA solution was obtained in
482 CPU seconds, running ODA software8 on a
3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.

Table 4: Cutpoints on i used for Obtaining the
Predicted Target Value, for Standard and
Optimized Multiple Regression: Example 2
---------------------------------------------------------------

Target

Standard
Regression

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

0
1
2
3
4

Example 2: Optimistic Benefit-Finding
in the Face of Adversity
Next we consider an example involving
the use of three multiple regression predictors of
a 5-point outcome measure. The dependent
variable was optimistic benefit-finding, or the
positive cognitive reappraisal of adversity (item
#11 from the Life Orientation Test): “I’m a
believer that every cloud has a silver lining”
(0=strongly disagree; 1=disagree; 2=neutral;
3=agree; 5= strongly disagree).11 We used three
independent measures to predict this outcome
for a sample of N=774 college undergraduates:
the savoring the moment (SM) subscale of the
Savoring Beliefs Inventory12; an index of selfesteem (SE) adapted from Rosenberg13; and the
positive affectivity (PA) subscale of the Affect
Intensity Measure.14 The linear multiple regression model, i=0.14+0.15SM+0.21SE+ 0.24PA,
was statistically reliable [F(3,770)=37.2, p<
0.0001, R2=0.36], and each independent variable
had a reliable independent contribution (all p’s<
0.0001).
Table 4 presents the cutpoints used on i
to obtain the predicted “target” value, for each
of the five values of the dependent variable, first
for standard regression analysis (the indicated
cutpoint strategy is used for all such 5-point
Likert-type scales) and then for optimized regression analysis (cutpoints were optimized for
the particular data in this example, and typically
vary across applications). For example, for
i=2.31, the predicted value of the dependent
variable is 2 for standard regression analysis,
and 1 for optimized regression analysis.

< 0.5
0.5 < i < 1.5
1.5 < i < 2.5
2.5 < i < 3.5
i > 3.5
i

< 2.27
2.27 < i < 2.38
2.38 < i < 2.55
2.55 < i < 2.59
i > 2.59
i

---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 5 presents presents classification
results achieved using standard vs. optimized
regression to predict the “target” value of the
independent variable, yi. Displayed for both
regression approaches, for every target value, is
the total number of correct predictions of the
target value divided by the total number of
instances of the target value in the sample, and
the sensitivity of the regression model for each
(target) value of the independent variable.
While standard regression achieved 0%
success in correctly predicting either of the most
extreme target values, optimized regression had
56% success predicting the lowest target value
(0) and 75% success predicting the greatest target value (4). Optimized regression also predicted the next-most extreme target value (1)
with 25% success, versus less than 2% for
standard regression. In contrast, standard regression classified target values 2 and 3—which
bordered the mean target value of 2.5—more
accurately (46% and 62%, respectively) than
optimized regression (24% and 8%). Overall,
the accuracy achieved by standard regression
corresponds to a miniscule effect: ESS= 2.4.
Optimized regression managed a weak effect
(ESS=21.9), representing a 812% boost in classification performance vs. standard regression.
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Table 5: Predicting Individual Target Values by
Standard vs. Optimized Multiple Regression:
Modeling Optimistic Benefit-Finding
(Example 2)

Likert-type response scales, were how often respondents receive good grades (frequency: 1=“it
does not happen very often”, 10=“it happens
very often”), the degree to which they expected
the good grade to occur (expectancy: 1=“I did
not expect it to happen”, 10=“I expected it to
happen”), how long their experience of getting
the good grade lasted (duration: 1=“it lasted a
short time”, 10=“it lasted a long time”), and
how desirable the good grade was (desirability:
1=“worse thing that could happen”, 10=“best
thing that could happen”). The linear multiple
regression model, I=0.42+0.12frequency+0.15
expectancy+0.19duration+0.31desirability, was
statistically reliable [F(4,624)=19.2, p<0.0001,
R2=0.33], and each independent variable had a
reliable independent contribution (p’s< 0.0001).

---------------------------------------------------------------

Target

Standard
Regression

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

0
1
2
3
4

0/16
0.0%
1/61
1.6%
146/316 46.2%
166/269 61.7%
0/112 0.0%

ESS

2.4

9/16
15/61
76/316
21/269
84/112

56.2%
24.6%
24.1%
7.8%
75.0%

21.9

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: Tabled for each Target Value (i.e., for each
different integer between 1 and 5, inclusive) are the
number of correctly predicted (numerator) Target
Values; the total number of each Target Value in the
sample (denominator); and the percentage accuracy
obtained in classifying each target Value. ESS is
tabled for standard and optimized multiple regression models. The greatest sensitivity which was obtained for each Target Value is indicated in red.

Table 6: Cutpoints on i used for Obtaining the
Predicted Target Value, for Standard and
Optimized Multiple Regression: Example 3
---------------------------------------------------------------

Target

Standard
Regression

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The UniODA solution was obtained in
90 CPU seconds, running ODA software8 on a 3
GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
Example 3: Looking Forward to
Receiving a Good Grade
Finally, we present an example involving the use of four multiple regression predictors of a 10-point outcome measure. The dependent variable was how much students
(N=629 college undergraduates) who received a
good grade on an academic task (test or paper)
looked forward to the outcome beforehand, as
assessed by a modified version of item #6 from
the Ways of Savoring Checklist (“To what extent did you look forward to the last time you
got a good grade on a test or paper?”), which
employs a 10-point Likert-type response scale
(1=“not much”; 10=”a great deal”).10 The independent variables, which also used 10-point

< 1.5
1.5 < i < 2.5
2.5 < i < 3.5
3.5 < i < 4.5
4.5 < i < 5.5
5.5 < i < 6.5
6.5 < i < 7.5
7.5 < i < 8.5
8.5 < i < 9.5
i > 9.5
i

< 4.97
4.97 < i < 5.47
5.47 < i < 5.94
5.94 < i < 5.97
5.97 < i < 6.31
6.31 < i < 6.50
6.50 < i < 6.56
6.56 < i < 7.02
7.02 < i < 7.78
i > 7.78
i

---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 6 presents the cutpoints used on i
to obtain the predicted target value, for each of
the ten values of the dependent variable, first for
standard regression analysis (the indicated cutpoint strategy is used for all such 10-point Likert-type scales) and then for optimized regression analysis (cutpoints were optimized for the
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particular data in this example, and typically
vary across applications). For example, for i=
4.49, the predicted value of the dependent variable is 4 for standard regression analysis, and 1
for optimized regression analysis.

sensitivity of the regression model for each (target) value of the independent variable.
As seen in this table, consistent with the
prior examples, standard regression achieved
greatest accuracy when predicting target values
(4-7) which bordered the sample mean (5.8).
Also consistent across examples, standard regression correctly predicted few—presently
only one of the 318 most extreme target values
(1-3, 8-10), for a paltry 0.3% success rate. In
contrast, optimized regression consistently correctly predicted many more—here 78 of these
most extreme values, corresponding to a 24.5%
success rate. Overall, the accuracy achieved by
standard regression was negligible, with ESS=
0.9. Optimized regression managed a weak
effect (ESS=21.9), representing a greater than
2,300% boost in classification performance vs.
standard regression.
The UniODA solution was obtained in
80,015 CPU seconds, running ODA software8
on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.

Table 7: Predicting Individual Target Values by
Standard vs. Optimized Multiple Regression:
Modeling Looking Forward to a Good Grade
(Example 3)
---------------------------------------------------------------

Target

Standard
Regression

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ESS

0/42
0/45
1/52
4/60
21/70
44/92
19/89
0/69
0/60
0/50

0.0%
0.0%
1.9%
6.7%
30.0%
47.8%
21.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.86

14/42
17/45
17/52
3/60
14/70
15/92
7/89
14/69
14/60
2/50

33.3%
37.8%
32.7%
5.0%
20.0%
16.3%
7.9%
20.3%
23.3%
4.0%

Discussion
In many real-world applications the
middle value (center) of an ordered scale represents by design an uncertainty, equivalency, or
indecision zone. For example, when assessing a
person’s satisfaction via a 7-point Likert-type
survey item having response options 1-7, it is
common practice for values below the midpoint
(4) to represent increasingly dissatisfied responses, and for values above the midpoint to represent increasingly satisfied responses. Decisionmakers may be primarily interested in predicting
extreme values on their measures, versus values
that lie near the middle of the scale. Findings in
this study indicate that one can use optimized
regression to maximize accurate prediction of
extreme values on dependent measures, even if
the overall model R2 is extremely high.
Future research in this area is clearly
warranted. An empirical literature consisting of
applications comparing standard and optimized
regression model performance is needed, which

11.18

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: Tabled for each Target Value (i.e., for each
different integer between 1 and 10, inclusive) are the
number of correctly predicted (numerator) Target
Values; the total number of each Target Value in the
sample (denominator); and the percentage accuracy
obtained in classifying each target Value. ESS is
tabled for standard and optimized multiple regression models. The greatest sensitivity which was obtained for each Target Value is indicated in red.

Table 7 presents presents classification
results achieved using standard vs. optimized
regression to predict the “target” value of the
independent variable, yi. Displayed for both regression approaches, for every target value, is
the total number of correct predictions of the
target value divided by the total number of instances of the target value in the sample, and the
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includes distributional information for dependent and independent variables, as well as estimated cross-generalizability of each model to an
independent random sample (e.g., hold-out
and/or jackknife validity analysis, bootstrap
analysis). When a critical mass of information
is available, meta-analysis of the accumulated
literature will facilitate better understanding of
the capabilities and limitations of UniODAboosting for multiple regression analysis. Also,
this boosting methodology should be extended
to applications involving a dependent measure
consisting of more than ten discrete levels—the
limit for ODA software.
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Statistical Power of Optimal
Discrimination with a Normal Attribute
and Two Classes: One-Tailed Hypotheses
Robert C. Soltysik, M.S., and Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

This note reports statistical power (1-β) obtained by ODA when used with a
normally-distributed attribute, as a function of alpha and effect size.
Investigators in all quantitative disciplines are
often interested in discovering if statistically
significant differences exist between two classes
with respect to a single continuous attribute.
Methods for performing this assessment in the
absence of distributional assumptions about the
attribute under investigation have been developed.1-4 For every application in which it is
used, optimal discriminant analysis (ODA) determines a model—consisting of a cut-point
(decision threshold) and a direction of classification assignment—which maximizes the number of correct classifications of the class variable along the single dimension of the attribute.1
Exact and Monte Carlo estimates of Type I error
(α) have been developed.1-4
Because it is metric-free, no research has
yet investigated statistical power of ODA for an
attribute which has been sampled from a known
distribution. Indeed, a major advantage of ODA
is it requires no assumptions concerning parent
distributions, because data samples consistent
with parametric assumptions are rarely seen in
the literature.4 Representing the first exploration
of this matter, this note reports statistical power
(1-β) which is obtained by ODA when used with
a normally-distributed attribute—as is assumed

by both the general linear model and maximumlikelihood paradigms.4-6
Presently the direction of classification
assignment is fixed, corresponding to the
evaluation of a one-tailed null hypothesis.2
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of a Monte
Carlo analysis for α = 0.01 and 0.05, in which
100,000 sets of normal deviates were generated
for each of the two classes.7 The membership of
each of the classes is equal (n0 = n1). Power is
represented by the proportion of rejections of
the null hypothesis for each experiment at the
corresponding level of α. Its complement β
(Type II error) is the proportion of acceptances
of these hypotheses. Table entries correspond to
14 values of Cohen’s d, increasing values of
which cause increasing separation between the
observations comprising each class.8
These Tables may be used to estimate
the sample size required to achieve a specific
level of power for a given effect. For example,
in a study with n0 = n1 = 60, for power of at
least 90%, an effect having Cohen’s d = 0.8 is
required for α = 0.01, versus Cohen’s d = 0.7 for
α = 0.05.
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Table 1
Statistical Power of Optimal Discrimination with One Normal Attribute and Two Classes,
Obtained from Monte Carlo Analysis: One-Tailed Test, α = 0.01
Cohen’s d
n1
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

.008
.002
.009
.021
.008
.016
.006
.011
.019
.028
.013
.019
.026
.014
.017
.024
.030
.016
.021
.026
.032
.038
.044
.046
.067
.091
.079
.096
.112

.010
.004
.014
.031
.013
.025
.011
.019
.031
.044
.023
.033
.044
.024
.033
.042
.055
.031
.039
.049
.059
.075
.092
.103
.153
.202
.193
.232
.269

.015
.005
.020
.044
.019
.038
.017
.031
.047
.070
.037
.053
.073
.042
.056
.073
.093
.055
.071
.088
.104
.133
.172
.199
.289
.370
.371
.437
.498

.021
.008
.029
.062
.029
.055
.028
.049
.074
.103
.061
.084
.114
.070
.092
.118
.145
.097
.117
.144
.170
.215
.286
.337
.466
.570
.583
.661
.727

.028
.011
.039
.084
.043
.079
.043
.071
.109
.150
.094
.130
.166
.110
.142
.178
.218
.153
.181
.220
.257
.322
.430
.505
.651
.754
.778
.840
.888

.036
.015
.054
.112
.062
.110
.064
.103
.152
.209
.137
.186
.236
.163
.207
.254
.304
.225
.270
.315
.361
.448
.579
.672
.803
.885
.904
.943
.966

.045
.022
.073
.147
.084
.147
.087
.143
.209
.275
.191
.249
.316
.230
.287
.346
.404
.314
.368
.421
.476
.579
.719
.809
.908
.956
.967
.985
.993

.059
.029
.093
.188
.114
.195
.123
.193
.273
.354
.262
.336
.404
.312
.377
.449
.513
.419
.481
.540
.592
.699
.830
.902
.965
.988
.991
.997
.998

.074
.037
.121
.232
.147
.246
.165
.252
.345
.437
.336
.421
.502
.404
.481
.554
.620
.530
.592
.652
.703
.803
.911
.958
.989
.997
.998
.999
.999

.091
.051
.151
.285
.191
.306
.213
.317
.424
.523
.423
.514
.596
.504
.586
.654
.717
.633
.696
.749
.798
.882
.958
.984
.997
.999
.999

.112
.063
.188
.340
.241
.371
.273
.391
.508
.610
.509
.606
.689
.599
.678
.745
.800
.735
.788
.833
.872
.934
.982
.995
.999

.136
.080
.231
.398
.294
.441
.338
.469
.588
.691
.599
.689
.767
.690
.763
.822
.867
.813
.859
.895
.923
.967
.993
.998

.161
.101
.273
.461
.353
.509
.408
.546
.666
.760
.681
.767
.834
.772
.835
.884
.917
.878
.913
.939
.956
.984
.998
.999

.192
.125
.322
.524
.416
.583
.477
.621
.739
.825
.756
.831
.889
.840
.889
.927
.951
.925
.949
.966
.978
.993
.999
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Table 2
Statistical Power of Optimal Discrimination with One Normal Attribute and Two Classes,
Obtained from Monte Carlo Analysis: One-Tailed Test, α = 0.05
n1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Cohen’s d
.2
.024
.066
.025
.052
.085
.038
.059
.081
.110
.056
.074
.093
.117
.064
.081
.096
.113
.131
.079
.092
.108
.121
.125
.185
.167
.201
.233
.255
.275
.294

.3
.031
.086
.034
.070
.115
.054
.083
.116
.152
.084
.111
.140
.171
.101
.125
.148
.174
.199
.132
.150
.172
.194
.206
.304
.294
.359
.410
.454
.493
.524

.4
.040
.107
.047
.093
.149
.077
.117
.162
.209
.122
.159
.196
.236
.153
.184
.219
.252
.287
.201
.231
.260
.285
.315
.451
.452
.546
.614
.670
.714
.756

.5
.053
.138
.063
.124
.194
.104
.157
.214
.271
.171
.219
.270
.319
.217
.261
.304
.346
.387
.290
.326
.365
.400
.440
.604
.627
.723
.790
.840
.877
.904

.6
.063
.166
.084
.156
.241
.142
.209
.274
.341
.235
.291
.348
.413
.297
.350
.400
.451
.498
.394
.434
.481
.523
.570
.746
.775
.858
.908
.938
.959
.973

.7
.082
.200
.105
.198
.297
.185
.265
.346
.425
.303
.374
.440
.505
.390
.449
.501
.560
.608
.502
.553
.598
.640
.698
.853
.885
.937
.967
.983
.990
.994

.8
.098
.237
.135
.244
.360
.234
.328
.421
.508
.384
.458
.531
.596
.488
.549
.606
.661
.707
.612
.664
.706
.749
.805
.924
.949
.979
.990
.995
.998
.999

.9
.117
.284
.166
.294
.422
.293
.401
.500
.588
.467
.552
.626
.690
.583
.647
.704
.754
.798
.716
.763
.801
.832
.883
.966
.980
.994
.998
.999
.999

Table 3 represents the values of effect
strength for sensitivity (ESS) corresponding to
tabled values of Cohen’s d, and was computed
in the same manner as the parameters in the
previous tables. ESS is a standardized index of
classification performance on which 0 represents classification accuracy expected for a

1.0
.139
.325
.201
.348
.487
.354
.472
.578
.670
.551
.636
.706
.770
.677
.737
.789
.833
.868
.804
.843
.873
.898
.936
.986
.994
.998
.999

1.1
.166
.372
.246
.406
.557
.421
.545
.652
.739
.635
.713
.784
.837
.757
.815
.857
.892
.918
.872
.903
.924
.944
.967
.995
.998
.999

1.2
.194
.424
.285
.465
.618
.490
.616
.721
.804
.711
.786
.844
.890
.829
.875
.907
.934
.952
.924
.943
.959
.970
.985
.998
.999

1.3
.222
.474
.337
.530
.680
.558
.687
.784
.857
.778
.847
.894
.928
.884
.920
.944
.962
.973
.955
.969
.979
.985
.994
.999

1.4
.256
.524
.388
.587
.739
.628
.749
.839
.897
.838
.892
.931
.955
.926
.951
.969
.980
.987
.977
.984
.990
.993
.997

1.5
.293
.576
.438
.643
.787
.687
.802
.881
.931
.884
.928
.957
.973
.956
.973
.983
.990
.993
.988
.992
.995
.997
.999

given problem by chance, and 1 represents perfect, errorless classification.1 Table 3 enables an
investigator to evaluate statistical power in experimental designs, using the more appropriate
and intuitive non-parametric ESS index of effect
strength.
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Table 3
Median ESS of Optimal Discrimination with One Normal Attribute and Two Classes, Obtained from
Monte Carlo Analysis, Corresponding to Cohen’s d Values: One-Tailed UniODA
Cohen’s d
n1
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

.400
.333
.286
.250
.333
.300
.273
.250
.231
.286
.267
.250
.235
.222
.211
.250
.238
.227
.217
.208
.200
.200
.175
.180
.167
.157
.150
.144
.140

.400
.333
.286
.375
.333
.300
.273
.333
.308
.286
.267
.250
.294
.278
.263
.250
.238
.273
.261
.250
.240
.233
.225
.200
.200
.186
.187
.178
.180

.400
.333
.429
.375
.333
.300
.364
.333
.308
.286
.333
.312
.294
.278
.316
.300
.286
.273
.304
.292
.280
.267
.250
.240
.233
.229
.225
.222
.210

.400
.500
.429
.375
.333
.400
.364
.333
.385
.357
.333
.312
.353
.333
.316
.350
.333
.318
.304
.333
.320
.300
.275
.280
.267
.257
.262
.256
.250

.400
.500
.429
.375
.444
.400
.364
.417
.385
.357
.400
.375
.353
.389
.368
.350
.333
.364
.348
.333
.360
.333
.325
.320
.300
.300
.287
.289
.290

.600
.500
.429
.500
.444
.400
.455
.417
.462
.429
.400
.437
.412
.389
.421
.400
.381
.409
.391
.375
.400
.367
.350
.340
.333
.329
.325
.322
.320

.600
.500
.571
.500
.444
.500
.455
.500
.462
.429
.467
.437
.412
.444
.421
.450
.429
.409
.435
.417
.400
.400
.400
.380
.367
.371
.362
.356
.360

.600
.500
.571
.500
.556
.500
.545
.500
.462
.500
.467
.500
.471
.444
.474
.450
.476
.455
.435
.458
.440
.433
.425
.420
.400
.400
.400
.400
.390

.600
.500
.571
.500
.556
.500
.545
.500
.538
.500
.533
.500
.529
.500
.474
.500
.476
.500
.478
.500
.480
.467
.450
.440
.433
.443
.437
.433
.430

.600
.667
.571
.625
.556
.600
.545
.583
.538
.571
.533
.562
.529
.556
.526
.500
.524
.500
.522
.500
.520
.500
.500
.480
.467
.471
.462
.467
.460

.600
.667
.571
.625
.556
.600
.545
.583
.615
.571
.600
.562
.588
.556
.579
.550
.571
.545
.565
.542
.560
.533
.525
.520
.500
.500
.500
.500
.490

.600
.667
.714
.625
.667
.600
.636
.583
.615
.571
.600
.625
.588
.611
.579
.600
.571
.590
.565
.583
.560
.567
.550
.540
.533
.529
.525
.522
.520

.800
.667
.714
.625
.667
.700
.636
.667
.615
.643
.600
.625
.647
.611
.632
.600
.619
.590
.609
.583
.600
.600
.575
.580
.567
.557
.562
.556
.550

.800
.667
.714
.750
.667
.700
.636
.667
.692
.643
.667
.625
.647
.667
.632
.650
.619
.636
.652
.625
.640
.633
.600
.600
.600
.586
.587
.589
.580

By rule-of-thumb4 a weak ESS (“weak effect”)
is defined as ESS < 0.25; moderate ESS as 0.25
< ESS < 0.50; strong ESS as 0.50 < ESS < 0.75;
and very strong ESS as ESS > 0.75. Colors are
used to indicate the effect strength represented
by the ESS values in Table 3: blue indicates
weak effects; green indicates moderate effects;

red indicates strong effects; and purple indicates
very strong effects. The “saw-tooth” behavior
of the power values with increasing n1 is due to
the discrete nature of both the sample and ODA.
Table 3 may be used to obtain Cohen’s d
on the basis of expected ESS. Imagine an
investigator wishes to evaluate statistical power
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for a confirmatory (one-tailed) problem
involving a single binary class variable, a single
ordered attribute, and n1 = n2 = 100. For this
problem, imagine an effect of moderate strength
is anticipated. Since a moderate-strength ESS is
defined as 0.25 < ESS < 0.50, the lower end of
this domain indicates Cohen’s d = 0.5, and the
upper end of the domain indicates Cohen’s d =
1.3.
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Assessing Hold-Out Validity of CTA
Models Using UniODA
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

The use of UniODA software to assess hold-out validity of a CTA
model is demonstrated using both raw and standardized data.

a moderately strong result.1 As seen in Table 1,
the two-node model accurately predicted the
mortality status of 68% of patients who lived
and 80% who died, and it was accurate in 97%
of the cases predicted to live, and in 20% of the
cases predicted to die.

A commonly-used, straightforward method of
assessing the classification error rate of a CTA
model is called the hold-out, one-sample jackknife, cross-generalizability, or cross-validation
procedure, and it essentially involves attempting
to replicate a finding using an independent random sample.1 For applications with large samples investigators sometimes randomly split the
total sample into halves, selecting one to use as
the training sample (to develop the model) and
the other for the hold-out validity sample. To
estimate hold-out validity, first develop a CTA
model using a training sample, and then use the
CTA model to classify observations in one or
more independent hold-out samples. The classification error rate for the hold-out sample(s) is
used as the estimated hold-out classification
error rate for the model.2
This methodology is illustrated with data
from a study using information available prior
to hospital admission to develop a staging system for categorizing in-hospital mortality risk of
HIV-associated community-acquired pneumonia
(CAP).3 Data were acquired using retrospective
review of medical records of 1,415 patients with
HIV-associated CAP, hospitalized in 1995-1997
at 86 hospitals in seven metropolitan areas. The
sample was randomly halved. One half-sample
was randomly selected to be the training sample
and used to develop the CTA model in Figure 1:
classification performance met the criterion for

Albumin
< 2.45 g/dL

> 2.45 g/dL
0.0001

24.6%
Mortality
N=122

Creatinine
< 1.35
mg/dL

> 1.35
mg/dL
0.002

2.7%
Mortality

12.6%
Mortality

N=369

N=87

Figure 1: Training Sample CTA Model
The other half-sample is presently used
as a hold-out sample and employed to assess the
hold-out validity of the CTA model developed
in training analysis.
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the training and hold-out datasets; “creat” is
creatinine; 25,000 monte carlo experiments are
run to estimate exact Type I error4; and software
control commands are indicated in red.

Table 1: Confusion Table for Training Model
--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status

Patient
Actual
Status

Alive

Dead

Alive

359

168

68.1%

Dead

10

41

80.4%

open training.dat;
output holdout.out;
vars mortal albumin creat;
class mortal;
attr albumin;
mc iter 25000;
holdout holdout.dat;
go;

97.3%
19.6%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Validity analysis is conducted using the
holdout functionality provided in UniODA software.1 Using this procedure every model node is
individually evaluated, starting at the root and
working down model branches. Any discrepancies which may emerge between training and
hold-out results will be discovered at their inception in the tree model.

Program output for this analysis includes
the UniODA model for the root attribute of the
CTA model: if albumin<2.45 g/dL then predict
the patient died (p<0.0001, ESS= 41.4). Output
also provides performance data for exactly this
model applied to holdout data, and the results
indicate that the root attribute was replicated: p<
0.0001, ESS=40.5. Type I error for the hold-out
results is obtained with one-tailed Fisher’s exact
test (isomorphic with directional UniODA for a
binary confusion table1): the a priori hypothesis
is the training model will replicate when used to
classify observations in the hold-out sample.
The second and final attribute was then
evaluated by adding three lines of code:

Raw Score Method
Hold-out validity analyses are typically
conducted using data recorded in their original
metric (i.e., raw scores), which therefore is how
this exposition begins. Table 2 gives descriptive
statistics for the model attributes by sample.
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Model
Attributes, Separately by Sample

in albumin>2.45;
attr creat;
go;

---------------------------------------------------------------

Attribute
-----------Albumin

Sample
N
Mean
SD
------------ ------ -------- -------Training 580
3.02
0.82
Hold-Out 541
3.09
0.79

Creatinine Training 717
Hold-Out 674

1.37
1.32

Program output for this analysis includes
the UniODA model for the second attribute of
the CTA model: if creatinine<1.35 mg/dL then
predict the patient lived. The output also gives
performance data for exactly this model applied
to holdout data, and results indicate this node
was replicated: p<0.004, ESS=21.0. The overall
hold-out validity performance (ESS=44.3) was
8.8% lower than was achieved for the training
sample. Hold-out findings for the CTA model
are illustrated in Figure 2.

1.73
1.82

---------------------------------------------------------------

Note: Units are g/dL for albumin, and mg/dL
for creatinine.
In the first step of the procedure the root
node was evaluated via the following UniODA
software1 code: training.dat and holdout.dat are
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in training were instead used in validation, and
vice versa. This issue motivated development of
a family of bootstrap methods which involve the
iterative resampling of jackknife half-samples.1
A variation of the one-sample jackknife known
as leave-one-out is an efficient error estimation
procedure available in UniODA and CTA software, in which each observation is a hold-out
validity sample of size N=1.
A potentially serious problem involves a
hold-out sample for which there is a significant
mean difference in the attributes entering a CTA
model as compared with the training data. For
example, imagine that scores on an attribute are
much higher in the training sample than in the
hold-out sample. In this case, the cut-points obtained by CTA on an attribute for the training
sample may similarly be much too high (or too
low) to be equivalently representative in the
hold-out sample. In this circumstance, transforming the original metric into a new sampleequivalent isometric, such as normative z scores,
is necessary for a successful analysis.1
Between-sample mean differences noted
presently were not extreme, suggesting that any
potential gain in hold-out validity arising from
separate standardization may be limited, in particular because the overall ESS for training and
hold-out models based on raw data are relatively
comparable. However, decline in classification
performance of the model in hold-out analysis
suggests the possibility of a gain in ESS, so this
method is demonstrated next.

Albumin
< 2.45 g/dL

> 2.45 g/dL
0.0001

31.8%
Mortality

Creatinine
< 1.35
mg/dL

N=88

> 1.35
mg/dL
0.004

4.2%
Mortality

12.3%
Mortality

N=378

N=73

Figure 2: Classifying the Hold-Out Sample
Using the Training Model and Raw Data
Summarized in Table 3, the CTA model
accurately predicted mortality status of 74% of
patients who lived (9% more accurate than the
training model) and of 70% of patients who died
(13% less accurate than training model). When
the model predicted that a patient would live it
was accurate in 96% of cases (2% less accurate
than the training model), and in 23% of cases
predicted to perish (17% more accurate than the
training model).
Table 3: Confusion Table for Application of
Training Model to Raw Hold-Out Data
--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status

Patient
Actual
Status

Standardized Score Method

Alive

Dead

Alive

362

124

74.5%

Dead

16

37

69.8%

Before beginning the validity analysis it
is necessary to first normatively standardize1 the
attributes (here, albumin and creatinine):
zi = (Xi – Mean) / SD,

95.8%
23.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

(1)

where zi is the normative standard score (mean=
0, SD=1) and Xi is the raw score of the ith observation, and Mean and SD are computed for
the sample from which the observation is drawn.

It is natural to wonder what would occur
in a split-half analysis if the training and validity
data sets were switched, and data originally used
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This was done for observations in the training
sample using parameters (Mean, SD) obtained
for the training sample, and for observations in
the hold-out sample using parameters obtained
for the hold-out sample (see Table 2). In order
to facilitate clarity, fewer significant digits are
used herein than were used in software code, in
which eight significant digits were employed to
minimize round-off error. The minimally sufficient number of significant digits to use in code
is determined when standardizing attributes, as
the number of digits which is required to produce a sample having Mean=0, and SD=1.
In the first step of the procedure the root
node was evaluated with the following UniODA
code: ztrain.dat and zholdout.dat are training
and hold-out datasets, zalbumin is zi for albumin, and zcreat is zi for creatinine.

in zalbumin>-0.695;
attr zcreat;
go;
Program output for this analysis includes
the UniODA model for the second attribute of
the CTA model: if zcreat < -0.0091 mg/dL [i.e.,
(1.35-1.37)/1.73] then predict the patient lived.
This is exactly the same finding as was derived
for raw data for the training sample, because the
raw and standardized cut-points have precisely
the same relative value for training data.
The output also gives performance data
for exactly this model applied to holdout data,
and results indicate this node was replicated: p<
0.04, ESS=18.6: this is 11.3% lower than the
corresponding effect for raw data at this node.
Overall training performance of the CTA
model was identical with raw and standardized
data. In contrast, hold-out validity performance
obtained with standardized data (ESS=45.9) was
3.7% greater than achieved using raw data. The
hold-out validity findings obtained for standard
data are illustrated in Figure 3, and summarized
in Table 4.

open ztrain.dat;
output zexample.out;
vars mortal zalbumin zcreat;
class mortal;
attr zalbumin;
mc iter 25000;
holdout zholdout.dat;
go;

Albumin

Program output for this analysis gives
the UniODA model for the root attribute of the
CTA model: if zalbumin< -0.695 g/dL then predict the patient died (p<0.0001, ESS=41.4). The
standardized cut-point may also be computed by
using (1): standard cutpoint=(2.45-3.02)/0.82.
Output also reports performance data for
this model applied to holdout data, and results
indicate that the root attribute was replicated (p<
0.0001). However, using an equally representative cut-point resulted in 11.5% greater overall
accuracy at the root node (ESS= 45.2) compared
with analysis using raw scores.
The second and final attribute was then
evaluated by adding three lines of code:

< -0.695 g/dL

> -0.695 g/dL
0.0001

30.2%
Mortality
N=106

Creatinine
< -0.009
mg/dL

> -0.009
mg/dL
0.005

3.8%
Mortality

10.3%
Mortality

N=367

N=68

Figure 3: Classifying the Hold-Out Sample
With the Training Model and Standardized Data
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Table 4: Confusion Table for Application of
Training Model for Standardized Data
to Hold-Out Sample

replicating node should be evaluated to assess
the full extent of replication failure.
Second, UniODA may be used in exploration of a cut-point value for the node (on the
attribute), optimized for the hold-out sample, in
an effort to retain integral training model geometry by relaxing parameter estimates (cut-point
values). Similar parameter relaxation may be
required in the tree from that point to the end of
emanating branches.
Third, use of the gen (generalizability)
command in UniODA software frees all of the
samples to compromise optimal parameters in
pursuit of a single model which achieves an
operator-defined
“minimally
acceptable
performance” level in the worst case. That is, a
“middle-ground” model for which the worst
performance observed for any sample exceeds
the criterion for unacceptable weakness. When
gen was applied to the present data the hold-out
model for raw data was identified.
Finally, all else failing, exploratory CTA
comparing the training and hold-out samples on
all common attributes should be conducted so as
to characterize inter-sample differences

--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status

Patient
Actual
Status

Alive

Dead

Alive

353

135

72.3%

Dead

14

39

73.6%

96.2%
22.4%
---------------------------------------------------------------

As seen, when compared to the hold-out
results obtained using raw data, the CTA model
for standardized data accurately predicted the
mortality status of 72% of the patients who lived
(3% less accurate) and 74% of patients who died
(5% more accurate). When the model predicted
that a patient would live it was accurate in 96%
of cases (0.5% more accurate), and 22% of the
cases predicted to perish (1% less accurate than
the training model).
Discussion
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Modeling Individual Reactivity
in Serial Designs: Changes in Weather
and Physical Symptoms in Fibromyalgia
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., Robert C. Soltysik, M.S., and William Collinge, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Collinge and Associates

This note criticizes current statistical convention, and discusses
and illustrates appropriate statistical methodology for investigating
the relationship between weather and individual symptoms.
concentration and physical ability, and
musculoskeletal pain, are prevalent symptoms
of FM.
Concurrent research conducted in the
USA has studied the relationship between
changes in weather and symptoms of FM
patients. A survey of 94 patients found prevalent
reporting of modulation of aches and pains by
weather factors, especially among young
patients.3 A study of 84 patients found subjects
believed weather predominantly affected their
musculoskeletal symptoms, and that higher
weather sensitivity is associated with greater
functional impairment and psychological
distress.4 And, an internet survey of 2,596 patients reported the most common aggravating
factors for symptoms were weather changes,
emotional distress, insomnia, and strenuous
activity.5
International research findings have been
consistent.
For example, 17 patients in
Argentina completed surveys assessing the
presence and features of spontaneous daily pain
occurring over a one-year period, and same-day
barometric pressure and temperature were
significant correlates of pain ratings.6
A
retrospective cross-sectional study of 955

Our interest in this specific problem
derives from findings of content analysis of
free-form comments, voluntarily recorded by
339 American patients with fibromyalgia (FM)
over a 14-week period, using our web-based,
interactive, self-monitoring and feedback
system (SMART) during its alpha test as a behavioral CAM intervention for FM.1 Of 2,215
discrete comments made in total, 1,732 (78%)
involved symptoms, and 244 (11%)—one of
nine comments made—noted weather-related
phenomena, often remarking that worse weather
exacerbated symptoms, or improved weather reduced symptoms.
A total of twenty-two
independent comments stated that specific
weather events triggered clinically significant
symptom flares.
A high prevalence of weather-related
symptoms exists even among people welladapted to challenging climatic conditions: in a
study of cold-related complaints of 8,723 Finns
aged 25-64 years, for example, 75% reported
decreased mental or physical performance, and
33% reported musculoskeletal pain.2 It is
intuitive that extreme weather is especially
challenging to people with FM, as diminished
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(GHA) measured in meters. This height is
proportional to the mean temperature of the air
column extending from a point on the Earth’s
surface to approximately 18,000 feet: the 500
mb GHA is the amount above or below mean
height for that point and time. GHA is more
appropriate than barometric pressure presently
due to the broader geographic expanse of the
features GHA defines, given the imprecise
informa-tion available to us concerning the
location of subjects and the time that their
symptoms occurred.13
Patient symptom ratings were obtained
via the SMART system: individuals rate
(maximum frequency=daily basis) their
condition across time on ten prevalent FM
symptoms, using 10-point Likert-type scales
(mean=3.5 entries/patient/week).1 Review of the
database produced a total of 11 individual
patient records which met three inclusion
criteria: ratings unequivocally organized by
entry date (database requires sequential entry);
weather conditions unequivocally identified on
entry date (data-base includes state of
residence); and statistical power analysis
mandated a minimum of 48 ratings.1
Table 1 gives the Kendall tau b correlation coefficient (and p) for GHA and symptom,
both assessed on the same day, separately by
patient. Tau was selected because distributional
assumptions underlying parametric methods
were unsupported empirically. Considering the
inherent non-stationary non-linearity of both
daily symptoms and GHA across time, tau
found a surprisingly high number of statistically
reliable, ecologically non-trivial associations
among symptoms and weather. As expected,
the number of reliable coefficients decreased
with sample size: statistical power is redu-ced,
and smaller Ns yield lower variability, limiting
the maximum magnitude that corre-lation indices may attain.14 Seven of 11 patients (64%)
had at least one reliable association, and 9 of 11
patients (82%) had at least one marginal
association.
Patient 5 showed extreme

rheumatic patients in Portugal reported FM
patients were strongly influenced by weather
change.7
And, nearer the equator where
meteorological variation is lower, a clinical
interview of 15 female patients in Brazil
revealed that climate variation was uniformly
considered to be a trigger event, as well as a
modulating factor, for pain.8
Prospective research also examined the
relationship between weather and symptoms of
FM patients. In a one-month study of pain
ratings and changes in daily weather conditions
in Israel, pain was significantly related to
barometric pressure for 11 patients.9
Longitudinal survey assessment of seasonal
symptoms was conducted for 1,424 patients
with rheumatic disease in the USA, and were
associated with seasonal weather differences
measured for periods up to 24 years; number
and severity of weather-related symptoms were
elevated in patients with FM.10 Finally, daily
pain ratings of 55 female patients in Norway
were recorded for 28 days, and related to
weather parameters and a composite weather
variable using time series analysis: no
association between same- or prior-day weather
and pain was found, but post hoc analysis found
patients with less than ten years of symptoms
had significantly greater weather sensitivity than
patients with longer illness.11
In light of the personal, family and
societal costs of FM,12 the abundant qualitative
evidence that weather change plays an important
precipitating and modulating role in FM
symptom flares, and the paucity of actionable
findings, further study in this area is clearly
warranted. In this context the present note
considers
the
appropriate
statistical
methodology for assessing the relationship
between weather and individual symptoms.
GHA and Physical Symptoms
Prior research in this area studied
barometric pressure, but for this example we
instead use 500 mb geopotential height anomaly
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reactivity to GHA (every symptom except
gastrointestinal was associated with GHA), and
patients 6 and 11 had no GHA reactivity.
Comparing symptoms, mental fo-cus and
depression were most reactive (three patients
each had statistically reliable associ-ations).
Associations were generally strong-est for

depression, and gastrointestinal diffi-culties
were least reactive to GHA. For patient 5 the
coefficient for sleep difficulties was twice as
large as for any other patient for this symptom.
Results show GHA influenced symptom(s) of
most people studied.

Table 1: Single-Case Statistical Analysis of the Relationship between GHA
and Physical Symptoms for 11 FM Patients
Patient #
State of Residence
Days Reported
Pain
Stiffness

1
ID
99

2
AZ
98

3
OR
89

0.09
0.31

0.14 -0.02
0.08 0.84

4
CA
79

5
MN
75

6
TX
62

7
OH
59

8
TN
56

9
TN
52

0.11 -0.20 -0.06 -0.01 -0.15 -0.18
0.20 0.007 0.51 0.91 0.17 0.10

11
PA
51

0.09 -0.05
0.40 0.61

0.01
0.93

0.12 -0.18
0.91 0.08

0.05 -0.14
0.68 0.19

-0.02 -0.01 -0.07
0.78 0.92 0.39

0.06 -0.20 -0.05 -0.20
0.51 0.008 0.60 0.05

0.09 -0.12
0.36 0.25

0.01
0.99

Mental Focus

-0.06
0.48

0.17
0.04

0.17
0.03

0.09 -0.27
0.31 0.001

0.07 -0.13
0.48 0.20

0.19 -0.17
0.08 0.11

0.06 -0.01
0.60 0.93

Memory

-0.03
0.72

0.10
0.23

0.16
0.05

-0.03 -0.24
0.73 0.002

0.10 -0.13
0.29 0.21

0.12 -0.13
0.27 0.19

0.01
0.99

0.03
0.78

Anxiety

-0.27
0.002

0.01
0.96

0.08
0.32

0.12 -0.19
0.18 0.018

0.04
0.73

0.06
0.61

Depression

-0.30
0.001

0.21 -0.07
0.01 0.42

-0.07 -0.38
0.39 0.001

Fatigue

0.10 -0.01 -0.08
0.22 -0.17 -0.01
0.24 0.87 0.32 0.008 0.022 0.93

10
CA
52

Gastro-intestinal

-0.14 -0.04
0.07 0.63

0.06
0.49

Sleep Difficulties

-0.17
0.042

0.11
0.21

0.06
0.47

0.06
0.47

0.05
0.55

-0.01 -0.36
0.90 0.001

0.11
0.25

0.01 -0.04
0.94 0.73

0.10 -0.01
0.31 0.99

0.01
0.94

0.11 -0.11 -0.01 -0.05
0.33 0.30 0.97 0.65

0.07 -0.01 -0.15 -0.14 -0.22
0.49 0.90 0.17 0.19 0.05
0.04 -0.10
0.68 0.33

0.08
0.46

0.18 -0.10
0.09 0.33

0.02
0.83

0.07 -0.04
0.53 0.73

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------Note: Tabled separately by patient (columns) and symptoms (rows) is Kendall Tau b coefficient (top value in cell)
for same-day GHA and the indicated symptom, and the corresponding p value (bottom value). State of residence
and number of data ratings (days) are indicated in the column heading for each patient. Results in red are reliable
(generalized p<0.05), and results in blue are marginal (generalized p<0.10<0.05). For 99 tests of statistical hypotheses, 4.95 “statistically significant” (p<0.05) effects are expected by chance: thus the total of 18 reliable effects
observed is more than 3.6 times greater than is expected by chance.

but rather that one’s reaction to weather change
is intrapersonal and idiosyncratic. For exam-

Results also demonstrate that people are
not uniform in their responses to the weather,
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ple, contrast the reliable negative depression coefficient for patient 1, versus the reliable positive depression coefficient for patient 2. Note
that if the data for these two patients were combined, then the resulting depression coefficient
would be: tau=-0.04, p<0.49. Combining the
data of these two patients would thus eliminate
the effect for depression and mask both effects
which in reality existed. Combining two sets of
intrapersonal data can induce many forms of
psychometric confounding known as “Simpson’s Paradox,” and combining more than two
data sets can make matters intractably confounded.15 The current standard operating
methodology in research design and statistical
analysis involving symptom data involves com-

bining subjects into groups, a convention which
clearly induces paradoxical confounding.
Predicting Specific Symptoms
Patients sometimes recorded recurring
symptoms (e.g., migraine headache) in their
SMART comment log. Patient (MN, 75) was
selected to demonstrate the use of optimal data
analysis in this application. For this patient,
when a headache was reported the record (day)
was coded positive for headache: all other records were coded negative for headache. Univariate optimal data analysis16 (UniODA) was
used to predict if the patient was positive or
negative for headache on a given day (class variable), based on the GHA value for that day (attribute). Figure 1 illustrates the resulting model.

Figure 1: Headache UniODA analysis

Figure 2: Anxiety CTA Analysis
Max GHA
(Prior 5
Days)

GHA

< 45m

p<0.0005

> 45m

< 35m

7% Chance
of Headache

45% Chance
of Headache

71% Chance
of Anxiety

44 Days

31 Days

24 Days

p<0.024

> 35m

GHA
(Yesterday)

< 72.5m

28% Chance
of Anxiety

29 Days

p<0.014

> 72.5m

89% Chance
of Anxiety

9 Days

the exact Type I error rate (p value) is given beneath the attribute; and model endpoints are indicated using rectangles. Endpoints give the
likelihood that the patient will report a headache, and the number of days represented by the

In Figure 1 the attribute is indicated by
the circle; the cutpoint used to predict headache
status (identified by UniODA, this threshold
maximizes predictive accuracy) is indicated
next to arrows (pathways through the model);
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endpoint. There is more than a 6-fold difference
in the likelihood of a migraine for this patient,
based simply on whether the GHA value for the
day is 45m or less (7% likelihood of headache),
versus greater than 45m (45% likelihood).
Hierarchically optimal classification tree
analysis (CTA) is an algorithm which chains
UniODA models together to produce multivariable non-linear models.17 In the prior example
the patient was highly reactive to GHA in tau
analysis. In contrast, daily anxiety self-ratings
of patient (TX, 62)—who was nonreactive to
GHA in tau analysis, was selected to illustrate
CTA. When the patient recorded anxiety greater than median for her time series, the record
(day) was coded positive for anxiety. All other
records were coded negative for anxiety. CTA
predicted whether the patient was positive or
negative for anxiety on a given day (class variable): weights reflected increasing deviation from
median.13 Attributes available for predicting
anxiety for any given day in the patient’s timeseries were GHA value for that day, the prior
day (“yesterday”), and two, three and four days
ago, and the minimum and maximum value of
GHA over the prior five days. Figure 2 shows
the model obtained using automated CTA.18
When maximum GHA (prior 5 days) is
<35m, there is a 71% likelihood the patient will
report high anxiety. When maximum GHA
(prior 5 days) is >35m and GHA yesterday is
>72.5m, there is an 89% likelihood the patient
will report high anxiety. However, if GHA
yesterday is <72.5m, there is only a 28% likelihood the patient will report high anxiety. Because this is a U-shaped association—anxiety
increases as GHA deviates from median, it is
thus not surprising that tau—a linear model,
failed to identify the effect. In jackknife analysis the CTA model correctly classified 25 of 33
(76%) high anxiety days, and 21 of 29 (72%)
low-anxiety days: weighted ESS=57, a relatively strong effect. For this patient the CTA
model provides greater than 3-fold improvement

in ability to forecast anxiety based on the value
of local GHA.
Discussion
The use of optimal statistical methods to
create actionable models for predicting individual physical symptoms on the basis of local
GHA (in combination with other attributes) is
extremely promising. Development of an integrated system capable of producing individually-tailored real-time feedback derived from
optimal analysis requires overcoming two engineering challenges: (1) acquisition of valid
GHA13 (and other serial19) measures; and (2) acquisition of accurate and timely location and
symptom data. The alpha test of an integrated
system which overcomes these obstacles is currently underway in our laboratory. Of course,
these methods may be applied to the analysis of
any serial measure in relation to any binary outcome, and parallel applications are in different
stages of planning, design and development in
our laboratory as of this writing.
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Reverse CTA vs.
Multiple Regression Analysis
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D. and Robert C. Soltysik, M.S.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

This paper illustrates how to reverse CTA for applications having an ordered
class variable and categorical attributes. Whereas a regression model is used
to make point predictions for the dependent measure based on values of the
independent variables, reverse CTA is used to find domains on the dependent
measure which are explained by the independent variables.

the longitudinal record.2 Descriptive statistics
for study variables are provided in Table 1.

Self-monitoring and review tool (SMART) is an
interactive, internet-based, self-monitoring and
feedback system for helping individuals identify
and monitor the relationships between their own
behaviors, stressors, management strategies and
symptom levels across time.1 SMART involves
longitudinal collection and statistical analysis of
self-monitoring data, with the ultimate objective
being the timely delivery of personalized feedback derived from the data.2
The present study examines longitudinal
data for an individual using SMART to rate the
intensity of nine fibromyalgia (FM) symptoms
experienced over 297 consecutive days. Rated
using 10-point Likert-type response scales, the
symptoms are pain, stiffness, fatigue, concentration problems, memory problems, anxiety,
depression, gastrointestinal problems, and sleep
problems.1 These scales serve as independent
variables in multiple regression analysis (MRA),
or analogously as attributes in reverse CTA.
Presently, the dependent (MRA) or class
(reverse CTA) variable is 500 mb geopotential
height anomaly (HT500) measured in meters, an
atmospheric pressure index independently recorded by the investigator (RCS) for every day in

Multiple Regression Analysis
Among the most widely used statistical
analysis methods, MRA requires little in the
way of introduction.3
The present data were analyzed by MRA
for expository purposes. The first analysis used
raw data, HT500 as the dependent variable, and
symptom ratings as the independent variables.
Using all nine symptoms the model had R2=0.34
[F(9,287)=16.4, p<0.0001], with concentration
problems (p<0.0001), fatigue (p<0.0001), and
anxiety (p<0.02) explaining statistically reliable
unique variance. Analysis using only these
three independent variables found the effect for
anxiety was statistically unreliable, so the final
model used concentration problems and fatigue
(p’s<0.0001) as independent variables: R2=0.23;
F(2,294)=43.1, p<0.0001. The regression model
relating HT500 to patient symptoms was:
HT500=5716.6+36.0*concentration
problems-68.8*fatigue.
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Table 1: Study Variable Descriptive Statistics

Motivating Reverse CTA

---------------------------------------------------------------

Variable

Mean

SD

A challenging pragmatic issue for the
regression results, in light of the study aim, is
how the regression models may be used to alert
patients about forthcoming symptom-inducing
or symptom-relieving weather. For example, if a
forecast calls for higher HT500, what does this
imply about levels of stiffness and anxiety the
patient should anticipate experiencing?
While the regression equation may be
rearranged to estimate one symptom based on
HT500, it is impossible to estimate both of the
symptoms simultaneously. By their structure it
is obvious that the regression models are useful
for predicting the level of HT500 from patient
symptoms. Instead what is needed is precisely
the opposite functionality, predicting the patient
symptoms based on HT500. As demonstrated
below, reverse CTA provides this functionality.

Median

---------------------------------------------------------------

HT500
Pain
Stiffness
Fatigue
Concentration
Memory
Anxiety
Depression
Gastrointestinal
Sleep

5575
4.6
5.3
6.4
5.4
5.6
1.0
1.5
0.4
5.6

158
1.5
1.6
1.4
1.7
1.4
0.9
1.6
1.0
1.6

5565
5
5
6
5
6
1
1
0
5

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: HT500 is an index of atmospheric pressure which is
assessed in meters. The remaining variables are symptom
ratings made using 10-point (0-9) Likert-type scales on
which increasing values indicate worsening symptoms.
SD=standard deviation. For reverse CTA a daily symptom
was coded as positive if it exceeded the median value, and
as negative otherwise.

Defining Attributes
In conventional CTA the class variable
is binary, and attributes may be categorical or
ordered.4 In reverse CTA the class variable is
ordered, and attributes must be categorical. The
present research simulates alerts about relatively
severe symptom days, defined for each day and
symptom as positive if the rating is greater than
the median value for the symptom (see Table 1),
and as negative otherwise.
Reverse CTA begins by determining the
attributes to include in analysis, using structural
decomposition.5 In step one the strength of the
relationship between HT500 and each of the
nine categorical variables was evaluated for the
total sample, and the model for stiffness had
greatest associated ESS. The UniODA model
was: if HT500<5675 ppm predict positive, otherwise predict negative. This model achieved
moderate ESS=40.0: it correctly classified 60%
of N=214 days having HT500 below the cutpoint, and 89% of N=83 days having HT500
above the cut-point (p<0.0001).

The model shows that for this person,
increasing HT500 is associated with decreasing
fatigue and increasing concentration problems.
In the second analysis dummy-variable
MRA was performed with median-based binary
symptom indicators as independent variables
(concentration problems was dropped to prevent
multicollinearity). With all eight symptoms the
model had R2=0.17 [F(8,288)=7.5, p<0.0001],
with stiffness (p<0.0001) and anxiety (p<0.002)
explaining statistically reliable unique variance.
The final model relating HT500 to symptoms
using stiffness (p<0.0001) and anxiety (p<0.04)
as the independent variables [R2=0.13, F(2,294)
=22.8, p<0.0001] was:
HT500=5618.2–110.6*stiffness+
49.2*anxiety.
The model shows that for this person,
increasing HT500 is associated with decreasing
stiffness and increasing anxiety.
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In step two depression had greatest ESS
(41.4, p<0.0001), and the UniODA model (if
HT500<5490 ppm then predict positive) correctly classified 60% of N=40 days with HT500
below the cut-point, and 80% of N=54 days
with HT500 above the cut-point.
In the third and final step anxiety had
greatest ESS (75.0, p<0.05), and the UniODA
model (if HT500>5560 ppm then predict positive) correctly classified 100% of N=18 days
having HT500 below the cut-point, and 33.3%
of N=9 days having HT500 above the cut-point.
Thus, stiffness, depression and anxiety were selected as the attributes to use in reverse CTA.
In conventional analysis these attributes
would be analyzed with CTA conducted using
automated software.4

An illustration of the root of this reverse
CTA model is provided in Figure 1. Ordinarily
attributes are shown in nodes and class variable
in endpoints, however the opposite order occurs
in reverse CTA. Similarly to conventional CTA,
arrows indicate paths from class variables to
attributes: however in reverse CTA arrows point
up the tree. In contrast to conventional CTA
where one reads down the tree starting from the
root, in reverse CTA one reads up the tree starting from the endpoints. As seen, when HT500<
5675m, stiffness is correctly predicted to be
positive on 129 of 214 (60.3%) days, and when
HT500>5675m, stiffness is correctly predicted
to be negative on 74 of 83 (89.2%) days.

Obtaining the Model

HT500

Unfortunately no automated software is
available which is capable of performing reverse
CTA, so the analysis is conducted manually visà-vis UniODA software.5 Because only a small
number of attributes were identified presently in
structural decomposition analysis, enumerated
reverse CTA is demonstrated. Decomposition
analysis determined that the model for stiffness
had strongest ESS, and it is arbitrarily selected
as the root attribute in the first of the three CTA
models required to conduct the enumeration.
Decomposition and reverse CTA analysis are
both performed using the following UniODA
software5 code (25,000 monte carlo experiments
were run to obtain the Type I error6; software
control commands are indicated in red:

<5675 m

>5675 m
0.0001

Positive
Stiffness

Negative
Stiffness

129 / 214

74 / 83

Figure 1: Root of First Reverse CTA Model
The next analytic step involves assessing
whether an attribute should be added to the left
endpoint, requiring adding the command:
exclude ht500>5675;

open example.dat;
output example.out;
vars ht500 stiff depress anxiety;
class ht500;
attr stiff depress anxiety;
mc iter 25000;
go;

Depression had the greatest ESS (28.4,
p<0.0003) and was thus added to the model, as
illustrated in Figure 2. No additional variables
could be used as left (p’s>0.14) or right (p’s>
0.25) branches off depression, so construction of
the left-hand side of the model is complete.
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The next step involves assessing whether
to add an attribute to the right endpoint. This is
accomplished by modifying the prior command:

HT500
<5675 m

>5675 m

exclude ht500<=5675;

0.0001

The UniODA model for anxiety had the
greatest ESS and was added to the model. The
classification for the left endpoint was perfect so
no attribute could be added, and no statistically
significant attributes emerged at the right-hand
branch: thus, construction of this reverse CTA
model is complete (see Figure 3).
The next step involves pruning the full
CTA model in order to find the (sub)model with
greatest overall ESS.7 The reverse CTA model
in Figure 2 had greatest overall ESS of 44.5
(versus 30.4 for the full model in Figure 3).

Negative
Stiffness

HT500

74 / 83
<5475 m

>5475 m
Negative
Depression
Positive
Stiffness

Posotove
Depression
and Stiffness
95 / 129

46 / 85

Figure 2: Attribute Added on Left Branch

HT500
<5675 m

>5675 m
0.0001

HT500

<5475 m

Positive
Depression
and Stiffness
95 / 129

0.0003

HT500

>5475 m

<5764 m

Negative
Depression
Positive
Stiffness
46 / 85

0.0002

>5764 m

Negative
Stiffness and
Anxiety

Negative
Stiffness
Positive
Anxiety

37 / 37

16 / 46

Figure 3: Complete Non-Pruned Reverse CTA Model Having Stiffness as the Root Variable
Discussion

The foregoing procedure is now repeated
twice, once using depression as root, and once
again using anxiety as root. Not illustrated, ESS
of the resulting pruned reverse CTA models was
39.3 and 22.7, respectively.

Thus, the reverse CTA model illustrated
in Figure 2 was the strongest (ESS=44.5), most
efficient (ESS=22.2 per node), and also the most
parsimonious representation of the longitudinal
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symptom data identified. As seen in Table 2,
interpretation of the model can be simplified by
examining the corresponding staging table.

self-management: Initial design and alpha test.
Optimal Data Analysis, 1, 163-175.
2

Yarnold PR, Soltysik RC, Collinge W (2013).
Modeling individual reactivity in serial designs:
An example involving changes in weather and
physical symptoms in fibromyalgia. Optimal
Data Analysis, 2, 43-48.

Table 2: Staging Table Predicting Patient
Symptoms as a Function of HT100 Values
---------------------------------------------------------------

Stage

HT500 Symptom

N

%

Odds

---------------------------------------------------------------

1

>5675 m

None

2

>5475 m

Stiffness

3

<5475 m

83

89.2

1:8

85 53.4

1:1

Stiffness, 129 76.0
Depression

3:1

3

Licht MH (1995). Multiple regression and correlation. In Grimm LG, Yarnold PR. (Eds.),
Reading and understanding multivariate statistics. APA Books, pp. 19-64.
4

Soltysik RC, Yarnold PR (2010). Automated
CTA software: Fundamental concepts and control commands. Optimal Data Analysis, 1: 144160.

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: HT500 is a measure of atmospheric pressure. N is
the number of days in the series with HT500 falling in the
indicated domain (stage), and % is the percent of the N
days in which the indicated symptom was in fact present.
Odds are given for a bad symptom day.

5

Yarnold PR, Soltysik RC (2005). Optimal data
analysis: A guidebook with software for Windows, APA Books.

In the case of the present individual, the
odds of a bad symptom day are 1 in 9 when the
pressure is high (HT500>5675m); 1 in 2 (for
stiffness) when pressure falls to an intermediate
level (HT500>5475m); and 3 in 4 when the
pressure falls to a low level (HT500<5475m).
Several weather services predict HT500
days to two weeks or longer into the future.
Thus, providing individuals with short-term and
intermediate-range alerts regarding the odds of
experiencing good- and bad-symptom days is a
realistic opportunity.

6
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Manual vs. Automated CTA:
Predicting Freshman Attrition
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and
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The enumerated model was 20% more accurate, but 43% less parsimonious and 31% less efficient than the manually-derived model.
Granularity afforded by the enumerated model enabled prediction
of seven of eight incoming freshmen who left college. Substantive,
policy, and methodological implications are considered.

The relationship between student involvement
and freshman retention was investigated in a test
of Person-Environment (PE) fit theory.1 Incoming freshmen (N=382) were prospectively
followed the summer before beginning college,
and again during the spring of their freshman
year, in a two-wave panel study. Involvement
levels, various summer and spring preferences
(Ps), and spring perceptions (Es) regarding specific aspects of their college environment were
assessed, and 12 PE fit indicators were derived.
Manually-derived CTA identified nine student
clusters (five of returners and four of dropouts),
revealing that different subgroups of freshmen
chose to return (and leave) for different reasons.
Findings suggested that student end-of-the-year
preferences are more important predictors of retention than anticipated preferences, college perceptions, or PE fit levels. The model correctly
classified 84.8% of the total sample, yielding
ESS=68.8 (see Table 1).

An enumerated CTA model was then derived by automated software2 for the same data
used in the original analysis. To be consistent
between analyses, attributes were only allowed
to enter the model if their associated ESS was
stable (did not diminish) in leave-one-out (jackknife) validity analysis.3 The enumerated model
correctly classified 94.6% of the total sample
and yielded ESS=82.4, or 11.6% and 19.8% improvement compared to the manually-derived
model, respectively (see Table 1).
The enumerated model incorporated 14
attributes rather than eight as used in the manual
model, and thus was 42.9% less parsimonious.
Compared to the manual model the enumerated
model had greater ESS (19.8%), overall PAC
(11.6%), specificity (3.5%), sensitivity (31.5%),
and both positive (0.2%) and negative (100%)
predictive values. In contrast, the manual model
was 45.8% more efficient than the enumerated
model as a result of its greater parsimony.
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Table 1: Comparing Performance of Manually-Derived vs. Enumerated CTA Models
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Manually-Derived Model

Enumerated Model

Predicted Class Status
Dropped
Stayed
Actual
Class
Status

Predicted Class Status
Dropped
Stayed

Dropped

26

5

83.9

33

5

86.8

Stayed

48

269

84.9

14

298

95.5

35.1

98.2

70.2

98.4

Total N Classified
348
350
PAC (%)
84.8
94.6
Model ESS
68.8
82.4
Number of Attributes
8
14
Model Efficiency
8.6
5.9
CPU Seconds
na
400
Number of Models
1
37
CPU Seconds / Model
na
10.8
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Values given to the right of the Stayed columns are the specificity (for dropped) and sensitivity (for stayed), and values
given under the Stayed row, beneath columns, are the negative (for dropped) and positive (for stayed) predictive values. 3 Total N classified varies as a function of missing data. PAC=percentage accuracy in classification=100% x (sum of correctly
classified observations)/(total N classified).3 ESS=effect strength for sensitivity, a normed index on which 0 is the level of
classification accuracy that is expected by chance, and 100 is perfect accuracy. 3 The number of nodes in the CTA model is
given, and model efficiency is defined as model ESS divided by number of nodes—expressed in terms of mean ESS-unitsper-node, it measures the mean level of explanatory power per node which is used in the model, or “bang-for-the-buck”.3
CPU Seconds=time required to achieve a solution using a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer (na=not available). Number of Models=number of different CTA models identified during enumeration. CPU Seconds/Model=the mean number of
CPU seconds required to solve a single CTA model.

tributes employed by the CTA model were not
classified). This total of 47 students corresponds to 12.3% of the sample (one in every
eight incoming students). Of these 47 students,
33 (70.2%) will drop (seven of every ten incoming students). However, if attributes in the
model are actionable on the part of student or
counselor, and efforts ultimately are successful,
then the model could successfully identify and
aid in the circumvention of loss of 33/38, or
86.8% of students (seven of eight) who would
otherwise drop, and whom together represent
8.7% (100% x 33/381) of the total freshman
sample (one in eleven).

The enumerated model predicted 98.4%
accurately that [100% x (5+298)/350], or 86.6%
of the total sample would stay, and correctly
identified 95.5% of all the students who stayed.
And, the enumerated model predicted 70.2%
accurately that 13.4% of the total sample would
drop, and correctly identified 86.8% of all the
students who dropped.
Considered from a policy perspective the
enumerated model implies that resources should
be expended to monitor and assist a total of 47
(33+14) students predicted to drop, from a total
class size of 381 (students missing data on at49
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The size of the sample strata (endpoints)
which were identified by the CTA models was
somewhat consistent between models, but varied considerably within model. For the manually-derived model the largest strata (N=176,
50.6% of classified sample) is 29-times larger
than the smallest strata (N=6, 1.7% of classified
sample). For the enumerated model the largest
strata (N=125, 35.7% of classified sample) is
42-times larger than the smallest strata (N=3,
0.9% of classified sample).

influenced the classification decisions for a substantial portion of the total sample. Table 2 presents an AID (Attribute Importance in Discrimination) analysis, indicating the percent of the
total sample (of classified observations) which
was classified on the basis of the attribute. Note
that three posttest attributes were particularly
important in predicting freshman-year matriculation status: frequency of participation in 16
school-related activities predicted outcome for
half the incoming freshman class; desire to work
under pressure predicted outcome for two of
three freshmen; and desire to become active in
political groups on campus predicted outcome
for all freshmen.
Substantive Implications. Table 3 describes the sample strata of students whom the
enumerated model predicted would drop out.
Examining the “drop out” strata groups
in the enumerated model, the first and largest
group consists of students who report a lower
desire to join on-campus political groups,
stronger desire to attend college-sponsored cultural events, and stronger desire for an environment that is effort-oriented; these students want
more cultural stimulation and greater rewards
for working hard. From a policy-development
perspective, the university might increase retention for this group by providing more cultural
activities and finding formal ways to reward
hard work academically.
The second largest “drop out” group reports a greater desire to join on-campus political
groups, seeks greater work pressure, participates
very little in extracurricular activities, and has
less desire to attend a pre-game pep rally; these
students want more opportunity for political involvement and greater academic demands,
seemingly in preparation for post-college life.
As a strategy for retaining students from this
strata group, the university might offer “fast
track” honors programs aimed at promoting excellence and encouraging elite students to become political and scholastic leaders.

Table 2: AID Analysis for CTA Example
N and % of Sample
Evaluated Partly
on the Basis of
Attribute
the Attribute
---------------------------------------------------------Desire to join political groups
350 100.0%
Desire for work pressure

231

66.0%

Global activity participation

187

53.4%

Attendance of cultural events

119

34.0%

Pretest desire to attend lectures

66

18.9%

Pretest desire for quality-demand

62

17.7%

Desire for effort-oriented arena

53

15.1%

Desire for email communication

44

12.6%

Desire to foster risk-taking

36

10.3%

Desire to attend a pre-game rally

30

8.6%

Pretest desire to attend mass

25

7.1%

Pretest desire for dorm events

20

5.7%

Pretest desire for college identity

17

4.9%

Pretest-posttest change in image
of ideal college environment
15
4.3%
---------------------------------------------------------Because of the numerous nodes—that is,
as a result of complexity in the model, not every
attribute loading in the enumerated CTA model
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Table 3: Description of Sample Strata (Endpoints) the Enumerated CTA Model Predicted would Drop
Strata NTotal

NDrop

NStay

% Drop

Descriptor

1

17

10

7

58.8

Desire to join political groups<6, Attendance of
cultural events>3, Desire for effort-oriented arena>5

2

11

6

5

54.6

Desire to join political groups>6, Desire for work
pressure>3, Global activity participation<-5.48, Pretest
desire for quality-demand>6, Desire to attend a pregame rally<6

3

6

5

1

83.3

Desire to join political groups<6, Attendance of
cultural events>3, Desire for effort-oriented arena<5,
Desire to foster risk-taking<4, Pretest desire for college
identity<5

4

5

5

0

100

Desire to join political groups>6, Desire for work
pressure<3, Desire for email communication>2, Pretest
desire to attend mass>6

5

5

4

1

80

Desire to join political groups>6, Desire for work
pressure<3, Desire for email communication>2, Pretest
desire to attend mass<6, Pretest desire for dorm
events<5

6

3

3

0

100

Desire to join political groups <6, Attendance of
cultural events<3, Pretest desire to attend lectures<4,
Absolute value of pretest-posttest change in image of
ideal college environment<0.53
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The third largest “drop out” group reports lower desire to join on-campus political
groups, greater attendance of cultural events,
less desire for an effort-oriented environment,
less desire for an environment that fosters risktaking, and less desire for a college identity before coming to Loyola; these students want less
work, fewer challenges, and more opportunity
for a life outside of college. Retaining these students might require the university to offer a less
demanding degree program for students who
want to move at their own pace—an approach
that may well be antithetical to the university’s
goals and ideals.
The fourth “drop out” group reports a
greater desire to join on-campus political

groups, wants less work pressure, seeks more
electronic correspondence with faculty and
classmates, and had a stronger pretest desire to
attend mass at college; these students want
stronger social and spiritual connections. As an
intervention aimed at retaining students in this
strata group, the university might make it easier
for students to communicate with each other and
with faculty and to become involved in worship
services.
Resembling the fourth strata group, the
fifth “drop out” group also reports a greater desire to join on-campus political groups, wants
less work pressure, and seeks more electronic
correspondence with faculty and classmates, but
before coming to college they had less desire to
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attend mass at college and less interest in attending events in their residence hall; these students want less work pressure but have less interest in group-based social activities. As with
the third strata group, retaining students in the
fifth strata group might also require the university to provide a less rigorous curriculum for
students who want a less challenging environment. Given the university’s mission and academic standards, a more viable approach might
well involve prescreening students in these two
strata groups at the application stage, so as not
to admit them in the first place.
Finally, the sixth “drop out” group reports lower desire to join on-campus political
groups, less attendance of cultural events, had
less interest before coming to Loyola in attending faculty lectures outside class, and reports a
great change in their image of the ideal college
environment during their freshman year; these
students have changed their minds about what
college should be like. To retain more students
in this strata group, the university might try to
shape realistic expectations about college at the
start, so as to prevent students from changing
their minds about what they are seeking.
The automated enumerated CTA model
has several important similarities with the manually-derived CTA model. In particular, both
models include predictors of drop-out that reflect less desire to identify oneself as a member
of the university, develop socially and spiritually, connect with faculty outside class, and
work in a challenging and competitive academic
arena. These points of convergence demonstrate generalizability between the models and
reinforce prior evidence suggesting these attributes are related to attrition.
There were also important differences
between the two models. Examining the attributes listed in Table 2—all of which loaded in
the enumerated CTA model—five attributes
(36%) are pretest variables that reflect what students said they were hoping to find at Loyola,
whereas the manually-derived model included

no pretest attributes. The enumerated model
thus provides a more effective means for policy
makers to target students prospectively who are
at risk of dropping out.
In summary, the automated model presents a more accurate but less parsimonious way
of classifying the sample, which identified many
of the same predictive concepts, but included
more baseline attributes, compared to the manual CTA model. Many factors emerging in both
CTA models are theoretically important, and
well supported in college student attrition research.4,5 The CTA models represent alternative
theoretically viable and empirically supported
paths to matriculating beyond freshman year.
Policy Implications. For some applications the cost of misclassification is extreme and
misclassifications are to be avoided to the fullest
extent possible.6 Considering the lifetime of
effort, achievement and sacrifice which usually
precedes acceptance into college, and the opportunity loss to individual, family, school and society which is associated with attrition, using
available resources to monitor students in strata
predicted by the model to fail (Table 3) seems
wholly appropriate. Successful monitoring and
intervention performed for one in every eight incoming freshmen would retain seven of eight of
the students who would otherwise leave college.
Methodological Implications. Clearly,
automated—in particular enumerated—CTA is
capable of developing models expressing exceptional granularity, which nevertheless satisfy the
criteria for a statistically appropriate model.
Highly granular solutions may yield nearly perfect classification performance, but model endpoints having small numbers of observations
can be criticized on an a priori basis in the context of limited statistical power, and on a posthoc basis in the context of the potential crossgeneralizability of the finding: small denominators leave little room for inconsistent results before effects found in training analysis vanish in
validity analysis.
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The number of attributes required to
achieve a highly granular solution can be substantial (Table 2). This is typically troublesome
for linear models, for which a large number of
attributes, or a high attribute-to-observation ratio, can induce multicollinearity (obviating any
solution) or overfitting (in which case the model
will not cross-generalize).7,8 For CTA this is
not a problem in the classic sense: not every observation is classified on the basis of every attribute (the maximum depth of the enumerated
model presently was five, meaning that at most
five attributes were used to classify any given
observation). In addition, CTA models, whether
algorithmic or enumerated, all employ an integral pruning methodology to control the experimentwise Type I error rate, and employ
jackknife validity analysis to assess the potential
cross-generalizability of each component of the
tree model—and as a criteria for model growth
in applications for which avoiding reduced effect strength in validation is key (e.g., financial
markets which swing badly if experts overestimate earnings).
AID analysis identified four attributes
instrumental in classifying one or more of every
three observations in the sample, and five additional attributes important in classification decisions involving between one and two of every
ten observations in the sample. In contrast, the
final five attributes loading in the model influenced classification decisions for between one
in 12 (desire to attend a pre-game rally) and one
in 23 (pretest-posttest change in image of ideal
college environment) observations. This finding, and the conceptually related finding of wide
variability in strata size, suggest the need for
sensitivity analysis in both studying and conducting exploratory automated CTA. Specifically, systematic investigation is needed to better understand the interplay between sample
size, number of attributes, tree depth, minimum
endpoint denominator, granularity, and the
training and validity performance of models developed using CTA.
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Comparing Knot Strength
Using UniODA
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D. and Gordon C. Brofft, BS
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Marine and Water Consultant

This study assessed comparative strength of three versatile knots widely
used in big-game fishing. Experiment One compared Uni and San Diego
knots tied in 30-, 40- and 50-pound-test monofilament line (the modal
strengths), finding no statistically significant differences in knot strength.
Experiment Two attached 40-pound-test monofilament line to 50- and 65pound-test solid spectra, and to 60-pound-test hollow spectra line using a
Double Uni knot, and found the 40-to-65 connection was strongest. High
levels of variation in knot strength which were observed raises concern
about the durability and consistency of monofilament line.

force). The free end of monofilament line was
tied directly to the scale, the other end was the
top shot on a Penn 113HN fishing reel with the
drag cinched closed, mounted on a reel seat and
secured in a rod holder. On each trial, once the
engineer (GCB) determined the test knot was
perfectly tied, he pulled the scale until the knot
broke, recorded force at knot failure, and reset
the scale pointer. Pulls were steady, and made
at a 90-degree angle of attack. Knot testing
order was determined via coin flip.
Uni and San Diego knots were both tied
using seven turns, and the Double Uni knot was
tied using six turns for monofilament and eight
turns for spectra.2 When tying knots loops were
tight with no overlap, cinching was steady with
no frictional heating, and tag ends were cut at
¼-inch. Fishing line used in this investigation
was 30-50-pound-test P-Line monofilament; 50and 65-pound-test Izorline solid spectra; and 60pound-test Jerry Brown hollow spectra.

The oldest known hook for catching off-shore
pelagic fish was discovered in East Timor, and
is estimated to be 42,000 years old.1 Today,
engineered hooks made with corrosion-resistant
metals and lines made of plastic (monofilament)
and Kevlar (spectra) have made it easier to hook
and catch a fish.2 And today, as yesterday, knots
are used to connect hooks and lines, and must be
sufficiently durable to survive from hook-up to
landing for a catch to be accomplished. Knot
strength is studied experimentally and evaluated
using statistical methods in academic surgery.3
but similar evaluation of fishing knots hasn’t yet
been reported—the purpose of this research.
General Experimental Methodology
A Shimano spring scale accurate to ½
pound used to calibrate reel drags was used to
assess pounds of force required to induce knot
failure (a sliding pointer indicates the maximum
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class typeknot;
attr pounds;
mcarlo iter 25000;
loo;
include linetest=30;
go;
include linetest=40;
go;
include linetest=50;
go;

Experiment One
This study compared the strength of Uni
versus San Diego knots tied in 30-, 40- and 50pound-test monofilament line. Ten of both types
of knot were tied in three classes of pound-test
line, for a total of 60 knots. Knot strength was
compared between the two types of knots for
each of the three line classes using the following
UniODA software4 code (control commands are
indicated in red):

Table 1 summarizes the results of
analyses for each of three different line
pound-test categories.

open study1.dat;
output study1.out;
vars linetest typeknot pounds;

Table 1: Findings of Experiment One
30-Pound-Test
N
Median
Mean
SEM
95% CI, Mean
SD
95% CI, Knot
Minimum
Maximum

Uni
10
24.5
26.3
1.75
23 - 30
5.54
15 – 37
21
38

San Diego
10
27
27.6
1.38
25 – 30
4.35
19 – 36
22
38

40-Pound-Test
Uni
10
33.5
33.2
1.28
31 – 36
4.05
25 – 41
27
39

San Diego
10
34.5
36.0
1.54
33 – 39
4.88
26 – 46
30
44

50-Pound-Test
Uni
10
41.5
39.7
2.58
35 – 45
8.17
23 – 56
28
49

San Diego
10
41
41.0
0.82
39 - 43
2.58
36 - 46
37
45

.
UniODA Model
p < for UniODA
ESS

If breaks < 23.5 pounds,
then predict Uni knot
0.36
40.0

If breaks < 29.5 pounds,
then predict Uni knot
0.77
30.0

The first row in the top section of Table
1 (N) gives the number of knots tied.
The second row (Median) is the median
number of pounds of force required to induce a
knot failure. If observed breaking strengths for
a given knot/line combination are sorted from
lowest to highest, then the median value is the
number in the middle (mid-point) of the sorted

If breaks < 33.5 pounds,
then predict Uni knot
0.71
30.0

list. Median values differ only slightly (1%-3%)
for knots made using 40-50-pound-test line, and
modestly (10%) for knots made using 30-poundtest line. More notable is the consistent failure
of either purported “100% knot” to achieve line
class: median values are 82%-90% of line rating
for 30-pound-test; 84%-86% for 40-pound-test;
and 82%-83% for 50-pound-test line.
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The third row (Mean) provides the mean
pounds of force required to induce knot failure.
Consistent with the findings for medians, mean
knot strength differed modestly (3% to 8%; the
San Diego knot was consistently stronger), and
means were notably lower than was the rated
line strength (the deficit increased as line testclass increased): 88%-92% of rating for 30pound-test; 83%-90% for 40-pound-test; and
79%-82% for 50-pound-test line.
The standard error of the mean (SEM) in
row four is an estimate of the standard deviation
of observed mean knot strength, and it is used to
estimate the range within which the mean knot
strength can vary, if this experiment is repeated.
The expected mean variability is given in row
five (95% CI, Mean): a 95% confidence interval
for the mean is the range within which the mean
knot strength is expected to fall on 95% of the
times that this experiment is repeated. Only for
30-pound-test line does the upper-bound of the
expected range include line-class rating: upperbounds were 90%-98% of rating for 40-poundtest line, and 86%-90% for 50-pound-test line.
The lower bounds of the expected range were
77%-83% of the rating for 30-pound-test line,
78%-82% for 40-pound-test line, and 70%-78%
for 50-pound-test line.
Row six (SD) is the standard deviation, a
measure of degree of difference between mean
and individual measurements of knot strength,
used to estimate the range within which the
strength of individual knots can vary, if this
experiment is repeated. Expected variability of
individual knots is provided in the seventh row
(95% CI, Knot) as the range within which the
strength of 95% of the individual knots is
expected to fall if this experiment is repeated.
Results parallel findings for means, but are more
extreme. Upper bounds of the 95% confidence
interval exceeded line-class rating of 30-poundtest line by 20%-23%, and 40-pound-test line by
1%-15%. The upper bound for Uni knots tied in
50-pound-test line exceeded line-class rating by
12%, but it was 92% of line-class rating for San

Diego knots. Lower bounds were 50%-63% of
line-class rating for 30-pound-test line, 62%65% for 40-pound-test line, and 46%-72% for
50-pound-test line.
The eighth (Minimum) and ninth (Maximum) rows provide the strongest and weakest
observed knot strengths, respectively. Values in
these rows all were within the 95% confidence
interval for knots in 40- and 50-pound-test line,
but the strongest Uni and San Diego knots (38
pounds) tied in 30-pound-test line exceeded the
upper 95% bound.
The first row in the bottom section of
Table 1 gives the UniODA model. The Uni knot
is predicted to be weakest for all three line-class
categories, and to break at levels significantly
lower than rated line-class strength: model cutpoints are 78% (30-pound line), 74% (40-pound
line), and 67% (50-pound line) of the rated lineclass strength. As seen in row two, differences
between knots were not statistically significant.
Increasing the number of knots tied eventually
would yield statistical significance, because the
observed inter-knot differences were predicted
with moderate success. On the ESS accuracy
index, 0 represents the predictive accuracy that
is expected by chance (i.e., the effect of chance
is “factored out” so that different models can be
compared using a universal index), and 100 is
perfect prediction: models with 25<ESS<50 are
considered to be of moderate strength.4
Discussion
It is not surprising to learn the strength
of Uni and San Diego knots differs moderately.
These knots are similar in configuration and the
way they cinch down when tightened, and both
are rated 100% knots, meaning they will break
at the breaking strength of the line—and thus
won’t diminish the integrity of the rigging. Tied
and fished by experts, both knots are extremely
reliable. There are typically too few trials (and
likely few anglers attempt) to detect the modest
difference on a single fishing trip. However, the
experimental comparison showed that the San
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Diego knot has moderately greater strength, so a
sufficiently large sample of knots will reveal a
statistically significant difference. Considered at
the individual level, selecting the Uni knot may
increase the number of large fish lost over the
course of a lifetime for casual anglers, perhaps
over the course of a season for active anglers.
But for people who hunt for large, fast, powerful
fish, if for food, competition, commerce, or
record, it is illogical to lose advantage without
cause—thus the San Diego is knot of choice.
In contrast, it was surprising to observe
how substantially lower than rated line-class the
strength of both types of knots routinely fell in
Experiment One. Rated line-class fundamentally
influences angler decision-making on reel, drag
setting, rod, hook and bait selection—and thus
on the targetable species. For example, hooking
a tuna fish on gear appropriate for much smaller
and weaker species is a low-probability catch.
Replication/extension of this research is
warranted that compares different monofilament
brands, and collects data on a larger number of

knots tied by multiple technical experts, so as to
assess generalizability across brand and person.
It also is important to measure or estimate actual
targeted species fighting behavior: for example,
head shakes and sudden acceleration both create
force spikes. This may be done via simulation or
in vivo, for example by attaching a hand line to
a spring scale. Such mission-critical information
regarding anticipated operational force levels is
necessary to ensure that appropriate equipment
and rigging is selected.
Experiment Two
Experiment Two compared the strength
of the Double Uni knot used to attach 40-poundtest monofilament line to: a) 50-pound-test solid
spectra; b) 60-pound-test hollow spectra; and c)
65-pound-test solid spectra (the most popular
selections for reel backing). Knot failures were
examined and the type of failure was recorded.
Table 2 summarizes the observed data.

Table 2: Findings of Experiment Two

N
Median
Mean
SEM
95% CI, Mean
SD
95% CI, Knot
Minimum
Maximum

60 Hollow

50 Solid

65 Solid

14
23
23.4
1.10
21 – 26
4.13
15 – 31
18
30

20
23
22.5
0.53
21 – 24
2.35
18 – 27
18
27

13
25
25.6
0.90
24 - 27
3.25
19 - 32
21
32

.

As in Table 1, the first row in Table 2
(N) gives the number of each type of knot tied.
During trials the free end of the monofilament
line was tied to the spring scale via a San Diego
knot. This knot broke twice (32 and 26 pounds)
testing the 40-60 combination, and once testing

the 40-65 combination (30 pounds). These trials
broke experimental protocol and thus were not
included in the study. However, it is interesting
to note the UniODA model identified earlier for
40-pound-test monofilament (Table 1) used a
cut-point of greater than 29.5 pounds to predict
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a San Diego (versus Uni) knot. For two of the
three misfired trials (those with knots breaking
at 30 and 32 pounds) the San Diego knot was
correctly identified by this model.
The second row (Median) is the median
pounds of force required to induce knot failure.
Because the weakest rated strength of a rigging
component in Experiment Two is 40 pounds, it
seemed plausible that strength comparable to
results in Experiment One for 40-pound-test line
might be observed. Surprisingly, median values
are 33% lower than medians reported for 40pound monofilament in Experiment One, and
instead are comparable to reports for 30-poundtest line. The mean (row three) and median (row
two) values are highly consistent.
Variability (SEM, SD) in knot strength
scores is significantly reduced in Experiment
Two versus Experiment One, resulting in much
tighter (smaller range) 95% confidence intervals
for means and knots. Parameters for 65-poundtest spectra consistently exceed those for the 60and 50-pound spectra, but overall findings are
most consistent with results for 30-pound-test
monofilament line from Experiment One.
Knot strength was compared between
the three types of spectra using the following
UniODA code (control commands are indicated
in red; non-directional exploratory analysis is
conducted as no a priori hypothesis was made):

significant in jackknife validity analysis (ESS=
18.2, p<0.02). The model correctly classified 6
of 14 (43%) 60-pound-test spectra knots; 12 of
20 (60%) 50-pound spectra knots; and 9 of 13
(69%) of 65-pound spectra knots.
The three pairwise comparisons between
types of spectra were performed by adding the
following code to the end of the program (dir
specifies the a priori hypothesis that the order of
effect identified in the omnibus UniODA model
will be retained in the pairwise comparisons):
exclude spectra=50;
dir < 60 65;
go;
exclude spectra=60;
dir < 50 65;
go;
exclude spectra=65;
dir < 60 55;
go;
Comparison of 50- and 65-pound spectra
achieved strong jackknife-stable ESS of 54.2
(p<0.005). The UniODA model was: if pounds
<24.5 then predict 50-pound spectra; otherwise
predict 65-pound spectra. The model correctly
classified 17 of 20 (85%) 50-pound knots, and 9
of 13 (69%) 65-pound knots.
Comparison of 50- and 65-pound spectra
achieved moderate ESS of 42.9 (p<0.04), which
fell in jackknife analysis (ESS=35.2, p<0.05).
The UniODA model was: if pounds<20.5 then
predict 60-pound spectra; otherwise predict 65pound spectra. The model correctly classified 6
of 14 (43%) 60-pound knots, and all 13 (100%)
65-pound knots.
Finally, comparison of 50- and 60-pound
spectra yielded weak ESS of 17.9, which wasn’t
statistically significant (p<0.41).
Failure Analysis. Following each trial
the engineer examined rigging to determine the
nature of the failure.

open study2.dat;
output study2.out;
vars spectra pounds;
class spectra;
attr pounds;
mcarlo iter 50000;
loo;
go;
The resulting UniODA model was: if
pounds<20.5 then predict spectra=60; otherwise
if pounds<20.5<24.5 then predict spectra=50;
otherwise if pounds>24.5 then predict spectra=
65. The model achieved a moderate ESS of 36.0
(p<0.03), which fell but remained statistically
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For 50-pound-test solid spectra, for 20
trials, every failure involved monofilament line
cutting spectra line.
For 60-pound-test hollow spectra, for 14
trials: Double Uni pulled-out three times (21%);
spectra cut monofilament eight times (57%);
monofilament cut spectra three times (21%).
For 65-pound-test solid spectra, over 13
trials: Double Uni pulled-out three times (23%);
spectra cut monofilament four times (31%); and
monofilament cut spectra six times (46%).

spectra line, and 40-pound-test monofilament
with 65-pound-test spectra line.
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Percent Oil-Based Energy Consumption
and Average Percent GDP Growth: A
Small Sample UniODA Analysis
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

UniODA is used to evaluate an a priori hypothesis involving an
ordered attribute and two groups each having N=4 observations.

An analyst recently suggested that world
coal consumption keeps rising as a function of
on-going industrialization.1 In order to illustrate
this, two “country” groups were created based
on their oil leverage (i.e., total/oil energy consumed): low (EU, Greece, Spain, Japan) versus
high (USA, World, India, China) oil leverage
(groups were coded as 0 versus 1, respectively).
The 2009-2011 average GDP percent growth
rate was compared between groups, and eyeball
analysis concluded: “the GDP of countries with
a lot of coal in their mix seems to grow more
quickly than in other countries.” This a priori
hypothesis was evaluated for the sample of eight
observations using the UniODA software2 code
given below (expository notes not coded; dir
specifies a priori hypothesis; Type I error was
assessed by 25,000 Monte Carlo experiments3;
and control commands are indicated in red).

0 -0.5
(Note: for EU)
1 1.25
(Note: for USA)
1 1.5
(Note: for World)
1 8.75
(Note: for India)
1 9.6
(Note: for China)
end;
class leverage;
attr GDP;
dir < 0 1;
mcarlo iter 25000;
go;
The resulting UniODA model was: if
GDP<0 then predict class=low oil leverage,
otherwise predict class=high oil leverage. The
model had a perfect ESS of 100, p<0.02.
Thus the conclusion is that the GDP of
selected countries with a lot of coal in their mix
grew significantly more quickly than countries
with higher oil leverage, in 2009-2011.

open example;
output example.out;
vars leverage GDP;
data;
0 -4.4
(Note: for Greece)
0 -1
(Note: for Spain)
0 -0.5
(Note: for Japan)
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Minimum Standards for Reporting
UniODA Findings
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

As the number of researchers using any statistical method and the
domain of disciplines they represent increases, the opportunity for
and likelihood of the development of disparate traditions for the
reporting of analytic findings also increases. The big advantage of
establishing a minimum set of standards for reporting findings
obtained using any method—is that researchers from all fields will
be able to easily and clearly understand the fundamental statistical
results of any study reporting findings using that method. This note
discusses a tabular presentation of the minimum information which
is required in order to understand a UniODA analysis.

Data for this exposition are taken from a
survey-based study of patient satisfaction with
care received in Emergency Department (ED).1
In this example the class variable is the patient’s
satisfaction status (SATIS), on which the value 1
indicates satisfied, and the value 0 indicates dissatisfied.2 The first attribute, PPHYS, is a binary
indicator of whether the patient was treated by
their primary care physician in the ED, with the
value 1 indicating yes, and 0 indicating no.2 The
second attribute, WHO, is a categorical indicator of whether anyone accompanied the patient
to the ED, with four mutually-exclusive levels: a
value of 1 was used to indicate that the patient
arrived with a family member; 2 to indicate a
friend; 3 to indicate an employer; and 4 to indicate that the patient arrived alone. The third and
final attribute, A13, used in this exposition is a
Likert-type rating of the perceived helpfulness
of the triage nurse, having five ordered levels: 1
through 5 indicate, respectively, ratings of very

poor; poor; fair, good, and very good. In the
analysis a total of 25,000 Monte Carlo experiments are used to estimate Type I error; missing
values are indicated using the value -9; and
leave-one-out (jackknife) validity analysis is
requested.3 Exploratory analysis predicting the
class variable separately using each attribute is
accomplished using the following UniODA software code3 (control commands indicated in red).
OPEN EXAMPLE.DAT;
OUTPUT EXAMPLE.OUT;
VARS SATIS PPHYS WHO A13;
CLASS SATIS;
ATTR PPHYS WHO A13;
CAT PPHYS WHO;
MCARLO ITER 25000;
MISSING ALL (-9);
LOO;
GO;
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Table 1
Critical Information for UniODA Analyses
Attribute
UniODA Model
N
% Satisfied
p<
ESS
-------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------- -------------- ----------- ----------Was care delivered
If NO, predict Dissatisfied
1,160
88.0
0.25
2.3
by personal physician If YES, predict Satisfied
95
92.6
Who accompanied
the patient to ED

If family member or employer,
predict Dissatisfied
If friend or alone, predict
Satisfied

987

86.9

834

89.2

0.33

5.4

Rated helpfulness
of triage nurse

If fair, poor, or very poor,
215
46.1
0.0001
49.1
predict Dissatisfied
If good or very good, predict
1,549
94.0
Satisfied
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: p is Type I error, and ESS (effect strength for sensitivity) is a normed index of effect strength
on which 0 represents the classification accuracy expected by chance, and 100 represents perfect,
errorless classification.3 All attributes were stable in leave-one-out validity analysis.3
Minimal sufficient information required
to understand a UniODA finding for an attribute
is the model; the number of observations and
percent of class 1 membership in both predicted
class categories; and model Type I error (p) and
ESS in training analysis conducted for the total
sample, and if performed then also for leaveone-out (LOO) validity analysis3. In Table 1 the

classification results are indicated as stable in
LOO analysis—the same as the results obtained
in training analysis. Hypothetically, if the LOO
performance was less than training performance,
this would be indicated as illustrated in Table 2,
in which the p and ESS values obtained in LOO
analysis are given beneath corresponding values
obtained in training analysis.

Table 2
Modification to Table 1 Based on Hypothetical LOO-Instability of Ordered Attribute
Rated helpfulness
of triage nurse

If fair, poor, or very poor,
215
46.1
0.0001
49.1
predict Dissatisfied
If good or very good, predict
1,549
94.0
0.0003
32.8
Satisfied
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Model p and ESS values for training analysis are provided in the first (top) row, and if LOOunstable, then p and ESS values for LOO validity analysis are given in the second (bottom) row.
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To illustrate where information in Tables
1 and 2 is found within UniODA output, Table 3
reproduces applicable output generated by the
program code given earlier, for PPHYS. Note
the UniODA model is indicated in the output as
ODA model. By convention, for every attribute
in the results table (Table 1), the model rule for
predicting class category 0 should be listed first,
and the model rule for predicting class category
1 should be listed second. Note also that in the
results table the output codes were converted to

text (0=Dissatisfied, No; 1=Satisfied, Yes).
The next column in the results table is N,
which is located just beneath the classification
performance table in the output. In Table 1 a
total of 1,160 patients are predicted to be dissatisfied, and this is seen beneath the “Predicted
0” or left-hand-side of the output performance
summary table. And, in Table 1, a total of 95
patients are predicted to be satisfied, as seen beneath the “Predicted 1” or right-hand-side of the
output performance summary table.

Table 3
Selected UniODA Output for PPHYS Analysis (Binary Attribute)
ODA model:
---------IF PPHYS = 0 THEN SATIS = 0
IF PPHYS = 1 THEN SATIS = 1
Fisher's exact test (nondirectional) training table
Classification performance summary:
----------------------------------Correct
Incorrect
288
1477

Mean Sens
across classes
51.13%

Class
SATIS
A
c
t
u
a
l

Predicted
0
1
----------------|
|
|
0| 200 |
7
|
|
|
|
1| 1470 | 88
|
|
|
|
----------------NP
1670
95
PV
11.98% 92.63%

Overall
accuracy
16.32%

p = .248705

Effect strength Sens

NA

Sens

207

96.62%

1558

5.65%

Mean PV

2.27%

52.30%
Effect strength PV

4.61%

Results of leave-one-out analysis
--------------------------------1765 observations
Fisher's exact test (directional) classification table
Effect strength Sens

2.27%

Effect strength PV
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The next column in the results table is %
Satisfied, which is located just beneath N in the
output classification performance table. In Table
3, beneath the N for predicted class 0 (1,670),
the percent of class 0 patients is given for the
column, as 11.98%. For the left-hand column

the percent of class 1 patients is 100% minus the
value given: here, 100%-11.98%=88.02%. This
value is indicated in Table 1, scientifically
rounded to one decimal place. For the righthand column the percent of class 1 patients is
read directly from the output: rounded, 92.6%.

Table 4
Selected UniODA Output for WHO Analysis (Multi-Category Attribute)

ODA model:
---------IF WHO = 1
IF WHO = 2
IF WHO = 3
IF WHO = 4

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

SATIS
SATIS
SATIS
SATIS

=
=
=
=

0
1
0
1

Monte Carlo summary (Fisher randomization):
------------------------------------------Iterations
Estimated p
-------------------25000
.329800
Classification performance summary:
----------------------------------Correct
Incorrect
873
948

Mean Sens
across classes
52.67%

Class
SATIS
A
c
t
u
a
l

Predicted
0
1
----------------|
|
|
0| 129 | 90
|
|
|
|
1| 858 | 744 |
|
|
|
----------------NP
987
834
PV
13.07% 89.21%

Overall
accuracy
47.94%

Effect strength Sens

NA

Sens

219

58.90%

1602

46.44%

Mean PV

51.14%

5.35%

Effect strength PV

2.28%

Results of leave-one-out analysis
--------------------------------1821 observations
Fisher's exact test (directional) classification table
Effect strength Sens

5.35%

Effect strength PV
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Table 5
Selected UniODA Output for A13 Analysis (Ordered Attribute)

ODA model:
---------IF A13 <= 3.5 THEN SATIS = 0
IF 3.5 < A13 THEN SATIS = 1
Monte Carlo summary (Fisher randomization):
------------------------------------------Iterations
Estimated p
-------------------25000
.000000
Classification performance summary:
----------------------------------Correct
Incorrect
1572
192

Mean Sens
across classes
74.57%

Class
SATIS
A
c
t
u
a
l

Predicted
0
1
----------------|
|
|
0| 116 | 93
|
|
|
|
1| 99
| 1456 |
|
|
|
----------------NP
215
1549
PV
53.95% 94.00%

Overall
accuracy
89.12%

Effect strength Sens

NA

Sens

209

55.50%

1555

93.63%

Mean PV

49.14%

73.97%
Effect strength PV

47.95%

Results of leave-one-out analysis
--------------------------------1764 observations
Fisher's exact test (directional) classification table
Effect strength Sens

49.14%

Effect strength PV

The final two columns in Table 1 give
statistics for the overall model, the first of which
is p, or Type I error.3 For this attribute estimated
p is computed, as directed by use of the MC
program command. However, for totally binary
problems having both binary class variable and
attribute, the result of Fisher’s exact test and the

p = .217E-0062
47.95%

randomization procedure used in ODA software
are isomorphic.3 Therefore, for totally binary
problems Fisher’s exact test is used to obtain p
and Monte Carlo simulation is not needed: this
can greatly speed solution time.
The final column in Table 1 gives model
ESS, which is provided just beneath the output
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on an ordered continuum.3,4 In the event that the
attribute is measured on a more precise interval
or ratio scale3, in the results table (Table 1) one
simply substitutes the numerical cut-point from
the UniODA output. For example, imagine that
age, measured as the closest integer, was used as
the attribute, and the model was: If age<35 then
predict Satisfied; otherwise If age>35 then predict Dissatisfied. In the present context the latter
half of the UniODA model would be entered on
the first line for Age in Table 1, and the first
half of the UniODA model would be entered on
the second line for Age in Table 1.
Generalizing these methods for problems
involving multi-categorical class variables3 with
more than two categories is straightforward, except for the “% Outcome” column. The initial
impression in our laboratory is that the cell entry
in this column for such designs should be the
percentage of correctly classified observations:
research on this issue is currently underway.

performance summary table. Presently this is
2.27% in Table 3, and rounded scientifically to
one decimal place as 2.3% in Table 1. Note that
the ESS achieved in LOO analysis was the same
as obtained in training analysis: this is called a
LOO-stable model. If ESS obtained in LOO
analysis is lower than ESS achieved in training
analysis, the model is called LOO-unstable.3
Table 4 reproduces applicable output
generated by the program code given earlier, for
a multi-level categorical attribute, WHO. In
Table 1, output codes for WHO were converted
into text to describe the UniODA model: 1=
family member, 2=friend, 3=employer, and 4=
no one. N for each predicted class category is
read directly from the output as was done earlier
(987 for predicted Class 0, 834 for predicted
Class 1). As earlier, the % Satisfied is computed
as 100%-13.07%=86.93% for predicted Class 0,
but read directly from the output for predicted
Class 1 (89.2%). For this attribute estimated p
is computed by Monte Carlo simulation: as is
seen, p<0.33, and (LOO-stable) ESS=5.4.
Table 5 reproduces the applicable output
generated by the program code given earlier, for
an ordered attribute, A13. Note that in Table 1,
output codes for WHO were converted into text
in order to describe the UniODA model (1=very
poor, 2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=very good). As
before, N for each predicted class category is
read directly from the output: 215 for predicted
Class 0, and 1,549 for predicted Class 1. As earlier, % Satisfied is computed as 100%-53.95%=
46.05% for predicted Class 0, and is directly
read from the output for predicted Class 1, at
94.0%. For this attribute the estimated p is
computed by Monte Carlo simulation: as seen,
p<0.0001, with LOO-stable ESS=49.1.
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Analysis Involving Categorical Attributes
Having Many Response Categories
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., and Fred B. Bryant, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Loyola University of Chicago

Attributes measured on a categorical response scale are common in
the literature. Categorical scales for attributes such as, for example,
political affiliation, ethnic origin, marital status, state of residence,
or diagnosis may consist of many qualitative response categories.
Such disorganized variables rarely appear in multivariable models:
some effects are missed in analysis due to inadequate statistical
power for the many categories, and some findings are dismissed
due to inability of the investigator to recognize the dimension(s)
underlying segmented categories. This research note recommends
that such multi-categorical attributes are replaced by a new set of
attributes created via content analysis. In this approach observations are scored on new dimensions all theoretically motivated to
predict the class variable. The methodology is illustrated using a
hypothetical example in the field of investment realty.

On the other hand, data at the state level
exist on many attributes that may potentially
influence homeowner satisfaction. For example,
measures of annual average per-capita savings;
crude mortality rate; low winter temperature;
high summer temperature; beachfront acreage;
public school academic performance rank; nonfederal taxes; number of children per household;
crime rate; etcetera. Many such measures are
reported using real-number, interval, integer, or
ordinal scales.1 In this manner the likely noninterpretable 50-category variable is instead
transformed into a panel of easily interpreted,
theoretically justifiable ordered attributes.

Research Problem and Solution
(Dr. Yarnold)
Imagine a study investigated American homeowner satisfaction (satisfied or dissatisfied) as
the class variable. It is common knowledge that
an important multi-categorical attribute in this
application is “location, location, location”.
Examples of location attributes include region
or state in a national study, county or municipality in a state study, or neighborhood or street in
a municipal study. For exposition, let’s consider
a national study. With so many categories (50),
it is unlikely that a statistically or conceptually
compelling model would be identified if state
was used as a multi-categorical attribute.
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Comment
(Dr. Bryant)

of the specific earliest memories might, for example, be recoded in terms of focus of attention
(self, others, world), valence (positive, neutral,
negative), social situation (alone versus with
others), setting (indoors versus outdoors),
etc. Some initial coding schemes had a hundred
or more categories, from which dozens of interesting and conceptually meaningful recoded
variables, each with a much smaller number of
categories, were formed.
It's a great idea that well-trained survey
researchers routinely use to maximize the utility
and conceptual focus of open-ended responses. Your insight is that this same approach can
be applied to any type of categorical measure,
even if it is a closed-ended one.

The insight here serves to improve the
quality of analyses of categorical variables.
Your recommendation to recode multinomial
categorical variables into a smaller number of
substantively meaningful, theoretically relevant
dimensions is exactly the way we were trained
on my postdoc to work with nominal variables
consisting of a large number of categories.
At the University of Michigan's Survey
Research Center, we were taught to begin by
coding open-ended qualitative variables into the
smallest-grained categories we could (thereby
maximizing the number of categories), but not
to analyze these basic “starting point” categorical variables. Instead, for analysis, we were
trained to recode these fine-grained variables
into multiple sets of smaller, conceptuallygrounded categories, with each set reflecting a
potentially important conceptual dimension of
interest. For example, instead of analyzing the
earliest memory based on all of the categories
that were originally coded, we might instead
content analyze these initial categories to form
new coding schemes, each of which reflected a
different conceptual concern that consisted of a
smaller number of categories. The full list of all
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UniODA and Small Samples
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Statistical hypotheses investigated by researchers representing a
vast domain of empirical disciplines often involve discrimination
and prediction of discrete outcomes: life versus death in medicine,
innocent versus guilty in law, profit versus loss in finance, victory
versus defeat in military science, etcetera. Although some studies
feature large samples of a thousand or more observations, most of
the literature employs much smaller samples. Preliminary research
and examination of theoretical distributions indicates that UniODA
is capable of identifying statistically significant effects in applications offering very small samples.

The smallest multi-observation samples
(n=8) for which a statistically reliable effect was
obtained by UniODA both involved a confirmatory hypotheses with an ordered attribute and a
binary class variable. The two studies included a
prospective evaluation of cost savings in asthma
management occurring after treatment1, and an
analysis of the relationship between oil leverage
and gross domestic product.2
For an ordered attribute the smallest
sample size for which it is theoretically possible
to obtain a generalized (“per-comparison”) twotailed p<0.05 is n=8—half from each of the two
compared groups3 (p<0.029), and the smallest
sample size for which it is theoretically possible
to obtain generalized one-tailed p<0.05 is n=6—
again half from each of two compared groups4
(p<0.05). Of course, such minute samples offer
minute statistical power.5

malignant potentially fatal asthma. Allergy and
Asthma Proceedings, 18, 73-78.
2

Yarnold PR (2013). Percent oil-based energy
consumption and average percent GDP growth:
a small sample UniODA analysis. Optimal Data
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Maximum-Accuracy Multiple Regression
Analysis: Influence of Registration on
Overall Satisfaction Ratings of
Emergency Room Patients
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Quality improvement research conducted in an effort to obtain and
maintain the maximum possible level of patient satisfaction is an
on-going process at many hospitals. This study analyzes survey
data from 793 patients receiving care at a private Midwestern hospital’s Emergency Room (ER). Multiple regression analysis, optimized by UniODA to maximize predictive accuracy, was used to
assess the extent to which ratings concerning the registration process are predictive of overall satisfaction ratings. Results indicated
that ratings of helpfulness of the triage nurse, ease of the process to
obtain insurance/billing information, waiting time before going to
the treatment area, and convenience of parking together explained
50.1% of the variance in overall satisfaction ratings, corresponding
to moderate accuracy (ESS=32.8). The maximum accuracy was
obtained using UniODA to adjust model decision thresholds, and
improved by 20.1% but remained moderately strong (ESS=39.4).

A broadly accepted marker of quality of medical
care, patient satisfaction is widely studied and
many measures are used in its assessment.1 The
modeling of satisfaction ratings as a function of
rated aspects of the medical encounter usually
involves linear regression models including five
to fifteen attributes, explaining less than 70% of
the variance in overall satisfaction ratings.
In the present investigation patients rated
different aspects of care they received in initial
registration, and from nurses and doctors, and in
the laboratory (blood, radiology), and in treat-

ment of family and friends, if applicable. Multiple regression analysis2 (MRA) was used to
identify ratings exerting strongest influence on
overall satisfaction ratings. Rather than use all
the ratings in a single grand analysis, the present
study adopts the manufacturing approach of assessing how to maximize quality (satisfaction)
at every stop in the assembly line (the patient’s
journey into and through ER). This study thus
investigates the influence of the registration
process in affecting patient ratings of overall
satisfaction with ER services.
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Method

Results and Discussion

Survey data were obtained for a sample
of 793 patients who received care in the ER of a
private Midwestern hospital. The dependent
measure for the MRA is overall satisfaction
with care received in the ER. Independent variables used in analysis included helpfulness of
the triage nurse; helpfulness of the person at the
registration desk; courtesy of security personnel;
privacy felt during the intake interview; process
to obtain billing/insurance information; waiting
time to go to the treatment area; comfort in the
registration waiting room; and the convenience
of parking. Ratings were made using categorical
ordinal 5-point Likert-type scales: 1=very poor,
2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=very good.3 Decision
thresholds used to evaluate the predicted score
(Y*) computed using the MRA model were optimized by UniODA to explicitly maximize accuracy as assessed using the ESS index.3,4 There
were no missing data because MRA uses casewise deletion: any observation with a missing
value on any variable included in the model is
omitted from analysis.2

Descriptive statistics for study measures
are given in Table 1. All means exceeded the 5point scale midpoint value of 3, distributions are
negatively skewed, and modest variability indicates relatively homogeneous responding among
patients. The final MRA model was: Y*=0.55+
0.20*(billing and insurance)+0.27*(helpfulness
of triage nurse)+0.26*(wait time in registration
area)+0.17*(parking convenience). The model
was statistically significant: F(4,768)=192.8, p<
0.0001, R2=0.50. All four independent variables
made a statistically significant independent contribution to overall R2 (all p’s< 0.0001).
Table 2 presents cutpoints used on Y* to
obtain predicted “target” values, for each of the
five values of the dependent variable: first for
standard regression analysis (these cutpoints are
used for making classification decisions for all
5-point Likert-type scales); and second for optimized regression analysis (explicitly optimized
for the sample, cutpoints are computed by UniODA3). For example, for Y*=3.02 the dependent
measure is predicted to be 3 by standard MRA,
versus 2 by optimized MRA.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Study
Measures (n=793)

Table 2: Cutpoints on Y* used for Obtaining
Predicted Target Value, for Standard
and Optimized MRA Models

--------------------------------------------------------------Rating
Mean SD

Overall satisfaction
Helpfulness of triage nurse
Helpfulness at registration desk
Courtesy of security personnel
Privacy felt during intake interview
Billing/insurance process
Waiting time in registration area
Comfort in registration area
Parking Convenience

4.10 1.14
4.28 0.96
4.20 0.98
4.20 0.95
4.02 1.03
4.20 0.93
3.71 1.34
3.65 1.19
3.65 1.27

---------------------------------------------------------------

Target

Standard
MRA

Optimized
MRA

---------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5

Y*<1.5
1.5 <Y*<2.5
2.5 <Y*<3.5
3.5 <Y*<4.5
Y*>4.5

Y*<2.4
2.4 <Y*<3.1
3.1 <Y*<3.5
3.5 <Y*<4.4
Y*>4.4

---------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: All ratings were obtained using 5-point Likerttype scales: 1=very poor; 5=very good.
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Table 3 summarizes classification results
obtained using standard vs. optimized regression
to predict observations’ overall satisfaction ratings. Shown for both regression approaches, for
all target values, is the total number of correct
predictions of the target value divided by total
number of instances of the target value in the
sample, and the corresponding sensitivity (accuracy) of the MRA model for each target value.

actual and predicted overall satisfaction ratings
are primarily either 4 or 5.
Table 4: Confusion Tables for Optimized
and Standard MRA Models
---------------------------------------------------------------

Rating of Overall Satisfaction
Actual

Optimized
Regression

---------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5
ESS

10/43
6/44
43/77
172/240
246/369

23.3%
13.6%
55.8%
71.7%
66.7%

32.8

20/43
14/44
32/77
163/240
257/369

Predicted
3
4

5

1

20
10

8
10

6
14

7
7

2
2

2

5
0

14
6

13
24

11
13

1
1

3

4
0

14
5

32
43

24
26

3
3

4

1
0

13
1

30
39

163
172

33
28

5

1
1

2
0

10
10

99
112

257
246

---------------------------------------------------------------

Standard
Regression

2

---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 3: Predicting Individual Target Values by
Standard vs. Optimized MRA
Target

1

46.5%
31.8%
41.6%
67.9%
69.6%

39.4

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: Cross-tabulation of predicted (columns) by
actual (rows) overall satisfaction rating: results for
the optimized MRA model are indicated using red.

--------------------------------------------------------------Note: Tabled for each Target Value (for each different
integer between 1 and 5) are the number of correctly
predicted (numerator) Target Values; total number of
each Target Value in the sample (denominator); and
percentage accuracy or sensitivity obtained classifying
each target Value. ESS is tabled for both standard and
optimized MRA models. Greatest sensitivity obtained
for each Target Value is indicated in red.

An enhanced conceptual understanding
of the findings is achieved by examination of
aggregated confusion tables for the models, that
consist of two columns and rows if the rating
scale has an even number of rating categories,
and three columns and rows for an odd number
of rating categories—in which case the midpoint
rating (e.g., 2 on a 3-point scale; 3 on a 5-point
scale; 4 on a 7-point scale, etc.) constitutes the
second row and second column (Table 5). For
rating scales having an even number of response
options the midpoint falls between two ratings,
so the middle value is omitted from the aggregated table. As shown in Table 5, entries in the
confusion table (Table 4) lower than midpoint
are summed and entered on the left-hand side of
the aggregated table, and entries in the confusion table higher than midpoint are summed and

While standard MRA achieved greatest
accuracy in predicting responses of 3 (fair) or 4
(good), optimized MRA achieved greatest accuracy in predicting responses of 1 (very poor), 2
(poor), and 5 (very good). Overall, the accuracy
achieved by standard MRA (ESS=32.8) reflects
a moderate effect, as does the accuracy achieved
using the optimized model (ESS=39.3), which
nevertheless reflects 20.1% higher classification
performance.
Table 4 presents confusion tables for the
standard and optimized MRA models. These
clearly show the dominant positive skew: both
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entered on the right-hand side. For example, for
the intersection of actual and predicted ratings
of 1 or 2: for the optimized model the entry in
Table 5 (see Table 4) is 20+8+5+14=47; and for
the standard model this entry is 10+10+0+6=26.

many more cases of dissatisfaction as compared
with the standard model.
A jackknife or “leave-one-out” validity
analysis was run to estimate the potential crossgeneralizability of the optimized model, were it
used to classify an independent random sample
drawn from the same population.3 An identical
pattern of results emerged but ESS fell to 34.5%
in jackknife analysis for the optimized model:
lower accuracy was obtained for ratings of 1
(34.9%), 2 (29.6%), 3 (37.7%), and 4 (66.2%).
We are unaware of statistical software that computes jackknife validity in this manner for MRA
models. A total of 1,000 Monte Carlo experiments were used to estimate Type I error for the
optimized results (p<0.0001), and analysis was
completed in 1.27 CPU hours running UniODA3
on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.

Table 5: Aggregated Confusion Tables for
Optimized and Standard MRA Models
-------------------------------------------------

Rating of Overall Satisfaction
Actual

Predicted
1 or 2
3
4 or 5

-------------------------------------------------

1 or 2

47
26

19
38

21
23

3

18
5

32
43

27
29

4 or 5

17
2

40
49

552
558
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and optimized models occurs for patients predicted to score 1 or 2—basically dissatisfied (33
vs. 82 patients, respectively). If the phenomena
assessed by items in the scale were actionable in
real-time, and if a potent intervention existed to
address such phenomena in real-time, then the
optimized MRA model would be able to prevent
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Assessing Technician, Nurse, and Doctor
Ratings as Predictors of Overall
Satisfaction of Emergency Room Patients:
A Maximum-Accuracy Multiple
Regression Analysis
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

This study extends recent quality-of-care research undertaken to
enhance understanding of ratings of overall satisfaction with care
received as an Emergency Room (ER) patient. Multiple regression
analysis, optimized by UniODA to maximize predictive accuracy,
was used to separately evaluate the ability of ratings of technicians
(n=535), nurses (n=1,800) and doctors (n=1,806) seen in the ER to
predict overall satisfaction. Results showed that the classification
accuracy, as assessed using ESS, which was achieved by optimized
MRA models of overall satisfaction was moderate for ratings of
technicians (39.6) and nurses (42.0), and relatively strong for ratings of doctors (50.9). Illustrations show how the method works.

Method, Results, and Discussion

In an effort to better understand patient ratings
of overall satisfaction with care they received in
an Emergency Room (ER) visit, this study uses
the manufacturing quality control methodology
of evaluating how to maximize quality (patient
satisfaction) at every separate step (every stage
of care delivery) in the production process (in a
patient’s journey through the ER). This study
extends recent research1 investigating influence
of the registration process on overall satisfaction
ratings, by additionally examining the influence
of patient interactions involving nurses, doctors,
and technicians seen during the ER visit.

Data were obtained from patients who
received care in the ER of a private Midwestern
hospital, and were then mailed, completed, and
returned a satisfaction survey. The survey obtained ratings of the technicians, nurses, and
doctors seen by the patient during the ER visit.
Ratings on all study variables were made using
categorical ordinal Likert-type scales: 1=very
poor, 2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good, and 5=very good.
Separately for each of the three different
types of service providers, the decision thresh76
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olds (or “cut-points”) used to predict a patient’s
overall satisfaction score (based on Y*, computed using a multiple regression analysis or MRAbased model), were individually optimized via
UniODA to explicitly maximize predictive accuracy.2 There were no missing data because
MRA uses case-wise deletion: observations with
missing values on any variables in the model are
omitted from analysis.3 The outcome (dependent
measure) in all three analyses was overall patient satisfaction with care received in the ER.
Independent variables available for analysis for
technicians (n=535) were phlebotomist skill, the
courtesy of X-Ray technician and phlebotomist,
and X-Ray waiting time. Independent variables

available for nurses (n=1,800) were courtesy, if
the patient’s problem was taken seriously, attention paid to the patient, concern to keep the
patient informed about the ER visit, technical
skill, and concern for privacy. And, independent
variables available for doctors (n=1,806) were
wait time, courtesy, if the patient’s problem was
taken seriously, concern for comfort, explanation of test/treatment and of illness/injury, and
home self-care advice. Descriptive statistics for
all study measures are presented in Table 1. As
seen, all means exceeded scale midpoint value
of 3 due to negatively skewed distributions, and
modest levels of variability also indicate relatively homogeneous responding.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics: All Study Measures
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Technicians (n=535)
Mean
SD Median Skewness Kurtosis CV
Overall satisfaction
4.14
1.15
5
-1.37
0.99
27.9
How well blood was taken
4.21
1.10
5
-1.60
1.96
26.2
Courtesy of person taking blood
4.36
0.94
5
-1.88
3.75
21.5
Waiting time in X-Ray
4.21
1.06
5
-1.49
1.70
25.2
Courtesy of X-Ray technologist
4.43
0.89
5
-1.92
4.01
20.0

Nurses (n=1,800)
Overall satisfaction
Courtesy
Took your problem seriously
Attention paid to you
Concern to keep you informed
Concern for your privacy
Technical skill

4.16
4.37
4.31
4.11
4.04
4.12
4.33

1.08
0.87
0.94
1.02
1.09
1.01
0.88

4
5
5
4
4
4
5

-1.40
-1.78
-1.63
-1.20
-1.11
-1.24
-1.70

1.38
3.70
2.69
1.07
0.61
1.26
3.50

25.9
19.9
21.8
24.9
27.1
24.5
20.4

Doctors (n=1,806)
Overall satisfaction
4.16
1.07
4
-1.38
1.34
25.9
Wait time to see doctor
3.74
1.21
4
-0.80
-0.23
32.3
Courtesy
4.43
0.84
5
-1.85
3.92
19.0
Took your problem seriously
4.39
0.91
5
-1.87
3.65
20.8
Concern for your comfort
4.30
0.93
5
-1.59
2.60
21.7
Explanation of test and treatment
4.30
0.98
5
-1.48
1.90
22.9
Explanation of illness or injury
4.18
1.02
4
-1.34
1.36
24.4
Advice about self-care
4.22
1.00
5
-1.43
1.77
23.8
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Ratings obtained using 5-point Likert-type scales: 1=very poor; 5=very good. SD=standard deviation;
CV=coefficient of variation. Distributional moments are provided as data for future meta-analytic research.
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Before conducting planned multivariable
analysis, UniODA4 was first employed to obtain
a basic understanding of the ability of ratings of
care-providers to predict overall satisfaction.
Table 2 summarizes findings of analyses
assessing the ability of the rated technician attributes to predict overall satisfaction ratings.
All four technician ratings were statistically reliable predictors of overall satisfaction, and
achieved moderate accuracy in training (total
sample) analysis. However, with the exception
of blood-taking skill, the strength of this rela-

tionship decreased in jackknife validity analysis,
suggesting the effect may decline if the model is
used to classify an independent random sample.3
This is interesting because unlike the doctors—
to whom patients are assigned and for whom
familiarity and trust are maximized (and all ratings were stable in jackknife analysis), or the
nurses—assigned to doctors and also scoring
high in familiarity (most ratings were jackknife
stable), neither phlebotomists nor X-Ray technicians are assigned to, or routinely seen, by ER
patients.

Table 2: UniODA Accuracy Predicting Overall Satisfaction: Technicians
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Attribute
Predicted Rating
n
Accuracy (%)
p<
ESS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phlobotomist skill
1
31
51.6
0.001
32.7
2
46
19.6
3
16
50.0
4
160
50.6
5
282
75.5
Phlobotomist courtesy

1
2
3
4
5

18
8
40
165
304

77.8
25.0
37.5
52.7
77.0

0.001
0.001

32.1
30.6

X-Ray wait time

1
2
3
4
5

23
56
21
155
280

60.9
14.3
9.5
49.0
77.1

0.001
0.001

26.7
19.6

X-Ray technician courtesy

1
13
92.3
0.001
27.6
2
8
12.5
0.001
26.9
3
42
28.6
4
147
55.1
5
325
73.8
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: The UniODA models that produced the predicted scores were non-directional, and tested the 2-tailed
exploratory hypotheis that ratings of the attribute are related to ratings of overall satisfaction. 4 n is the number of observations having the indicated predicted rating, and Accuracy, also known as predictive value5,
is the percent of time that the predicted and actual ratings were identical for the indicated n. The Type I error
rate (p) was estimated using 1,000 Monte Carlo experiments, yielding greater than 99.9% confidence for p<
0.01. This level of Type I error rate was selected to ensure an experimentwise Type I error rate of p<0.05
within each of the three sets of analysis herein (nurses, labs, doctors).4 If the classification accuracy of the
model declined in “leave-one-out” or LOO (jackknife) validity analysis, LOO accuracy (ESS) and Type I
error rate is reported beneath the results for the training (full sample) analysis.
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Table 3 summarizes findings of parallel
analyses assessing the ability of the rated nurse
attributes to predict overall satisfaction ratings,
and Table 4 summarizes findings of rated doctor
attributes to predict overall satisfaction. Lowest

jackknife validity occurred for ratings of X-Ray
wait time: this is not surprising, as wait times
for procedures, and to be seen by the doctor, are
known to be unreliable in the ER due to the
need to triage real-time cases.6

Table 3: UniODA Accuracy Predicting Overall Satisfaction: Nurses
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Attribute
Predicted Rating
n
Accuracy (%)
p<
ESS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Courtesy
1
42
71.4
0.001
28.7
2
25
20.0
3
144
39.6
4
599
53.8
5
990
75.4
Took your problem seriously

1
2
3
4
5

50
45
168
578
959

76.0
28.9
37.5
56.1
77.2

0.001

34.2

Attention paid to you

1
2
3
4
5

60
78
263
608
791

65.0
25.6
33.5
54.8
84.1

0.001

38.2

Kept you informed

1
2
3
4
5

77
98
286
555
784

55.8
22.4
27.6
51.7
82.8

0.001

36.4

Concern for your privacy

1
2
3
4
5

62
61
270
612
795

58.1
23.0
28.2
51.8
82.0

0.001

32.8

Technical skill

1
48
62.5
0.001
28.5
2
17
29.4
0.001
27.1
3
164
33.5
4
640
52.7
5
931
78.0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: See Note to Table 2.
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Table 4: UniODA Accuracy Predicting Overall Satisfaction: Doctors
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Attribute
Predicted Rating
n
Accuracy (%)
p<
ESS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wait time
1
136
34.6
0.001
30.1
2
152
12.5
3
341
20.5
4
595
43.4
5
582
86.2
Courtesy

1
2
3
4
5

31
122
36
545
1072

77.4
23.8
8.3
55.8
74.1

0.001

27.9

Took your problem seriously

1
2
3
4
5

48
41
127
528
1062

70.8
29.3
44.9
59.5
75.9

0.001

33.3

Concern for your comfort

1
2
3
4
5

47
173
46
599
941

76.6
19.6
32.6
55.1
78.8

0.001

34.4

Test/treatment information

1
2
3
4
5

47
76
177
568
938

76.6
26.3
31.6
56.0
79.2

0.001

34.6

Illness/injury information

1
2
3
4
5

57
79
224
562
884

61.4
20.2
32.6
54.8
80.1

0.001

33.8

Self-care information

1
61
59.0
0.001
33.9
2
220
15.4
3
57
33.3
4
560
56.4
5
908
80.3
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: See Note to Table 2.
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The next step of the analysis involved
obtaining Y* for each of the three different types
of service providers. For technicians the final
MRA model was: Y*=0.092+0.26*(phlebotomist skill)+0.37*(phlebotomist courtesy)+0.14*
(X-Ray waiting time) + 0.17*(X-Ray technician
courtesy). This model was statistically significant [F(4,530)=127.1, p<0.0001, R2=0.49], and
all independent variables made a statistically
significant independent contribution to overall
R2 (p’s< 0.03). For nurses the final MRA model
was: Y*=0.45+0.35*(took problem seriously)+
0.23*(attention paid to patient)+0.20*(kept
patient informed)+0.11*(technical skill). This
model was statistically significant [F(4,1795)=
589.1, p<0.0001, R2=0.49], and all independent
variables made a statistically significant independent contribution to overall R2 (p’s< 0.002).
Finally, for doctors the final MRA model was:
Y*= -0.23 +0.25*(wait time) + 0.24*(took prob-

lem seriously)+0.21*(concern for comfort)+0.12
*(test/treatment explanation)+0.23*(home selfcare advice). The model was statistically significant [F(5,1800)=789.2, p<0.0001, R2=0.69], and
all the independent variables made a statistically
significant independent contribution to overall
R2 (p’s< 0.0001).
Table 5 presents the cutpoints used on Y*
to obtain predicted ratings for all five values of
the dependent measure. The first set of cutpoints
provided is appropriate for general MRA, and is
used for all MRA classification decisions based
on Y* for 5-point Likert-type scales. Also shown
are cutpoints for optimized MRA models for all
three service types, explicitly optimized for each
sample via UniODA. For example, for Y*=3.02
the dependent measure is predicted to be 3 by
the general and optimized doctor MRA models,
and is predicted to be 2 by the optimized nurse
and technician MRA models.

Table 5: Model Y* Cutpoints used to Obtain Predicted Overall Satisfaction Rating
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predicted
Rating

General MRA

Optimized MRA
----------------------------------------------------------------------Nurses
Technicians
Doctors

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5

Y*<1.5
1.5 <Y*<2.5
2.5 <Y*<3.5
3.5 <Y*<4.5
Y*>4.5

Y*<2.48
2.48 <Y*<3.34
3.34 <Y*<3.77
3.77 <Y*<4.66
Y*>4.66

Y*<2.65
2.65 <Y*<3.39
3.39 <Y*<3.68
3.68 <Y*<4.49
Y*>4.49

Y*<2.02
2.02 <Y*<2.71
2.71 <Y*<3.73
3.73 <Y*<4.45
Y*>4.45

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seen in Figure 1, an illustration of these
four sets of cutpoints aides in conceptual clarity
concerning how this methodology influences the
model accuracy. Rather than use a “one-set-fitsall” template to predict overall satisfaction ratings on the basis of Y* as is done in the general
MRA approach, ODA optimizes the set of cutpoints to explicitly yield maximum classification accuracy for the sample. The optimized

doctor model is closest to the general MRA template, sacrificing some of the Y* domain used by
the general model to predict ratings of 2 (see the
thinner yellow band), in order to use more of the
Y* domain to predict ratings of 1 (wider green
band). In contrast, the optimized technician and
general MRA models are least similar, with the
technician model devoting a small portion of the
Y* domain for predicting neutral ratings of 3.
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Figure 1
Model-Specific Cutpoint-Based Y* Domains Yielding Predicted Overall Satisfaction Ratings of
1 (Green), 2 (Yellow), 3 (Blue), 4 (Red), and 5 (Black)

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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2
3
4
5

Universal General MRA Model

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
1
2
3
4
5

Optimized Doctor MRA Model

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
1
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3
4
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Optimized Nurse MRA Model

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
1
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3
4
5

Optimized Technician MRA Model

Table 6: Predicting Actual Overall Satisfaction Ratings by General versus Optimized MRA
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Actual
Rating

Nurses
General MRA
Optimized MRA

Technicians
General MRA
Optimized MRA

Doctors
General MRA
Optimized MRA

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1
2
3
4
5
ESS
LOO

28/81
15/83
81/192
377/559
680/885

34.6%
18.1%
42.2%
67.4%
76.8%

34.6

51/81
39/83
45/192
350/559
636/885

63.0%
47.0%
23.4%
62.6%
71.9%

42.0
34.7

12/29
3/33
17/50
108/145
213/278

41.4%
9.1%
34.0%
74.5%
76.6%

17/29
13/33
7/50
101/145
213/278

33.9

58.6%
39.4%
23.4%
69.7%
76.6%

39.6
35.0

32/79
26/82
109/203
382/555
715/887

40.5%
31.7%
53.7%
68.8%
80.6%

43.8

47/79
34/82
122/203
330/555
736/887

59.5%
41.5%
60.1%
59.5%
83.0%

50.9

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Tabled for each Actual (overall satisfaction) Rating is the number of correctly predicted ratings (numerator); the total number of times each rating was used in the sample
(denominator); and the percentage accuracy or sensitivity obtained in classifying each rating category. Greatest sensitivity obtained for each category is indicated in red. LOO, or leave-oneout (jackknife) validity (unavailable for this problem with general MRA), is an estimate of prospective cross-generalizability of the model.4 The LOO analysis for the optimized doctors
model was abandoned after failing to solve in two CPU days, running UniODA4 software on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
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A trifecta of explanations concerning
why general MRA fails to explicitly achieve the
maximum possible ESS for a sample of data
comes to light. Theoretically, general MRA is
formulated to maximize the proportion of variance in overall satisfaction ratings explained by
a linear model, and the proportion of variance
explained is not classification accuracy—which
is the “objective function” that all ODA models
explicitly maximize.3 Arithmetically, attributable to the combination of a distributional skew
and the use of discrete measurement levels—
both of which constitute violations of assumptions underlying MRA3, the general MRA template is overly conservative for estimates of the
overall satisfaction ratings used by a minority of
the sample. This characteristic of correlation
was demonstrated experimentally, and further
simulation research is needed to understand the
factors creating suboptimal predicted ratings by
general MRA.2 Paradoxically, it is unlikely that
the restrictive assumption underlying all linear
models—that all independent variables apply
equally to all the observations in the sample, are
satisfied in the present research.7 Indeed, there
is evidence that use of a general linear model
induces Simpson’s Paradox presently, because
ESS achieved using a single rating—amount of
attention paid to the patient—to predict overall
satisfaction via UniODA (38.2, in both training
and LOO analysis) was greater than ESS for the
general MRA model (34.6 in training, LOO not
available) involving four ratings—one of which
was amount of attention paid to the patient.8,9
Table 6 summarizes classification results
obtained using general versus optimized MRA
models to predict patient overall satisfaction ratings. Shown for general and optimized models,
for all three service areas, and for all five overall
satisfaction ratings, is the total number of correct predictions of the given rating divided by
total number of instances of the given rating in
the sample, and the associated sensitivity (accuracy) of the MRA model for each actual rating.

Considered across all three service areas,
general MRA always achieved greater accuracy
than optimized MRA when predicting responses
of 3 (fair), and optimized MRA always achieved
greatest accuracy in predicting the dissatisfied
responses of 1 (very poor), or 2 (poor). Overall,
accuracy yielded by all training models reflected
moderate effects except for the optimized doctor
MRA model, which met the minimal criterion
for a relatively strong effect (ESS>50).4 Nevertheless, ESS of the optimized model was greater
than ESS of the general model by 21.4% for the
nurse model, 16.8% for the technician model,
and 16.2% for the doctor model.
Table 7 presents confusion tables for the
standard and optimized MRA models, which
clearly show the dominant negative skew: both
actual and predicted overall satisfaction ratings
are primarily either 4 or 5.
An enhanced conceptual understanding
of the findings is achieved by examination of
aggregated confusion tables for the models, that
consist of two columns and rows if the rating
scale has an even number of rating categories,
and three columns and rows for an odd number
of rating categories—in which case the midpoint
rating (e.g., 2 on a 3-point scale; 3 on a 5-point
scale; 4 on a 7-point scale, etc.) constitutes the
second row and second column (Table 7). For
rating scales having an even number of response
options the midpoint falls between two ratings,
so the middle value is omitted from the aggregated table. To standardize the aggregated confusion table across scale range, entries lower
than midpoint are summed and entered on the
left-hand side of the aggregated confusion table;
entries higher than midpoint are summed and
entered on the right-hand side; and entries equal
to the midpoint are ignored. For the nurse
model, for example, the intersection of actual
and predicted ratings of 1 or 2 for the optimized
model in Table 7 is 51+16+15+39=121; and for
the general model the corresponding value is
28+23+1+15= 67.
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Table 7: Confusion and Aggregated-Confusion Tables for Optimized and General MRA Models of Overall Satisfaction Ratings
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nurses
Actual
Rating

1

Predicted Rating
2
3
4

5

----------- ---------------------------------------------

1

Technicians

Doctors

Predicted Rating
2
3
4

Predicted Rating
2
3
4

5

1

5

---------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------

1

51
28

16
23

4
19

5
6

5
5

17
12

3
4

2
5

4
5

3
3

47
32

16
27

12
16

4
4

0
0

2

15
1

39
15

12
42

17
24

0
1

3
0

13
3

1
13

13
14

3
3

5
4

34
26

29
33

13
18

1
1

3

18
3

65
15

45
81

55
81

9
12

9
0

11
5

7
17

18
23

5
5

6
2

22
12

122
109

40
68

13
12

4

4
0

45
4

76
62

350
377

84
116

0
0

7
0

12
12

101
108

25
25

2
1

4
3

115
73

330
382

104
96

5

2
2

9
0

15
13

223
190

636
680

1
0

4
0

4
6

56 213
59 213

0
0

1
0

8
5

142
167

736
715

1 or 2

4 or 5

-----------------------------

1 or 2

4 or 5

-----------------------------

1 or 2

4 or 5

-----------------------------

1 or 2

121
67

27
36

36
19

23
25

102
89

18
23

4 or 5

60
6

1293
1363

12
0

395
405

7
4

1312
1360

ESS=64.6

ESS=58.1

ESS=84.5

ESS=79.2

ESS=77.3

ESS=43.2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Red entries are for the optimized model, black entries are for the general model. For ESS of the 5x5 models see Table 6.
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5

Table 7 clearly reveals that performance
of the standard and optimized MRA models was
comparable for patients predicted to score 4 or 5
(satisfied) for all service areas. In contrast, the
optimized nurse (181 versus 73) and technician
(48 versus 19) models were much more likely to
predict scores of 1 or 2 (dissatisfied), although
the difference was marginal for the optimized
doctor model (109 versus 93)—which was the
most similar to the general model (Figure 1). If
the phenomena assessed by items in the scale
were actionable in real-time, and if a potent intervention existed to address such phenomena in
real-time, then the optimized nurse and technician MRA models could be used to prevent
many more cases of dissatisfaction, as compared
with the standard model.
A total of 1,000 Monte Carlo experiments were used to estimate Type I error for all
analyses, which were completed in 4.98 CPU
hours running UniODA4 on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
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Minimum Standards for Reporting
UniODA Findings for Class Variables
with Three or More Response Categories
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

An incontrovertible advantage of establishing a minimum set of
standards for reporting findings obtained using any method—is
researchers from all fields will be able to easily and clearly understand fundamental statistical results of any study reporting findings
using that method. This note extends minimum standards proposed
for reporting of UniODA findings with binary class variables1 to
applications involving class variables with more than two response
categories, and testing confirmatory or exploratory hypotheses.

Exposition begins with a confirmatory or
one-tailed example, for which the data are taken
from a survey-based study of patient satisfaction
with care received in an Emergency Department
(ED).2 The class variable is patient-rated likelihood of recommending the ED to others (REC),
and the attribute is rating of overall satisfaction
with ED care (SAT). Both variables are assessed
using a categorical ordinal 5-point Likert-type
scale: 1=very poor, 2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=
very good. The a priori hypothesis tested is that
satisfaction ratings are positively predictive of
recommendation: the DIR command specifies a
linear relationship.3 Sufficient Monte Carlo experiments were run, for example, to yield near
100% confidence for desired (“target”) p<0.01,
and a leave-one-out (LOO) jackknife validity
analysis was conducted. The UniODA code3
used to run this analysis (control commands are
indicated in red) was:

VARS REC SAT;
CLASS REC;
ATTR SAT;
DIR < 1 2 3 4 5;
MCARLO ITER 1000;
LOO;
GO;
Exposition ends with an exploratory or
two-tailed example, using data taken from the
same source as the confirmatory example. The
class variable is a categorical indicator of who
accompanied the patient to the ED, with three
mutually-exclusive dummy-coded levels: 2 was
used to indicate the patient arrived with a friend;
3 indicated the patient arrived with an employer;
4 indicated the patient arrived alone (WHO).
The attribute is a 5-point Likert-type patient rating of courtesy of ED staff toward the patient,
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family, and friends: 1=very poor, 2=poor, 3=
fair, 4=good, 5=very good (COURTESY). The
post hoc hypothesis is that patients who arrive to
the ED alone, with a friend, or with an employer
give different recommendations for the ED (the
DIR command is not used in post hoc analyses).
Sufficient Monte Carlo experiments were run,
for example, to yield near 100% confidence for
desired p<0.05, and a leave-one-out (LOO) validity analysis was performed. UniODA code
used to conduct this analysis (control commands
indicated in red) was:

MCARLO ITER 5000;
LOO;
GO;
Analyses were completed for both of the
examples in 78 CPU seconds running UniODA3
on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 gives descriptive statistics for
ordered measures (for the exploratory study: 59
patients arrived at the ED with friends; 369 with
employers; and 86 patients arrived alone). All of
the means exceeded the scale midpoint value of
3 due to negative skew, and the modest levels of
variability indicate homogeneous responding.

VARS WHO COURTESY;
CLASS WHO;
ATTR COURTESY;

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Ordered Study Measures
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Confirmatory Example (n=2070)
Mean SD Median Skewness Kurtosis CV
Overall satisfaction
4.10 1.15
4
-1.34
1.02
28.0
Likelihood of recommending ED
4.03 1.24
4
-1.27
0.59
30.7

Exploratory Example (n=514)
Courteous treatment of patient/friends
4.01 1.08
4
-1.11
0.64
27.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Ratings obtained using 5-point Likert-type scales: 1=very poor; 5=very good. SD=standard deviation; CV=
coefficient of variation. Distributional moments are provided as data for future meta-analytic research.

performance had been lower than training performance, then this would have been indicated
as illustrated in Table 3, in which p and ESS for
LOO analysis are given beneath corresponding
values obtained in training analysis.
To illustrate where information in Tables
2 and 3 is found within UniODA output, Table 4
reproduces applicable output generated by the
program code given earlier for the confirmatory
example. The UniODA model is indicated in the
output as ODA model. Note that variable codes
were converted to text in Table 2 (generally this
should be done).

Predictive Value. As seen in Table 2,
minimal sufficient information that is required
to understand the predictive value of a model for
a given attribute includes the UniODA model;
number of observations and percent of correctly
classified observations in every predicted class
category; and model Type I error (p) and ESS in
training analysis conducted for the total sample,
and if run also in leave-one-out (LOO) jackknife
validity analysis.3 In Table 2 the classification
results are correctly indicated as being stable in
LOO analysis: that is, the same as were obtained
in the training analysis. Hypothetically, if LOO
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Table 2
Critical Information for UniODA Analyses: Predictive Value
Attribute
-------------------------Overall satisfaction
with ED care

Courtesy shown to
patient/friends in ED

UniODA Model
------------------------------------If SAT = very poor, predict
REC = very poor

n
% Correct
---------- -------------122
91.0

If SAT = poor, predict
REC = poor

107

42.1

If SAT = poor, predict
REC = poor

213

62.0

If SAT = poor, predict
REC = poor

629

72.0

If SAT = poor, predict
REC = poor

999

90.3

If WHO = employer, predict
COURTESY = fair, poor,
or very poor

180

12.8

If WHO = friend, predict
COURTESY = good

126

77.8

p<
--------0.01

ESS
-------59.9

0.05

12.4

If WHO = alone, predict
208
24.5
COURTESY = very good
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: p is desired (target) Type I error rate, and ESS (effect strength for sensitivity) is a normed
index of effect strength on which 0 represents the classification accuracy expected by chance, and
100 represents errorless classification.3 All attributes were stable in LOO validity analysis.3

Table 3
Modification to Table 1 Based on Hypothetical LOO-Instability of Ordered Attribute
Attribute
UniODA Model
n
% Correct
p<
ESS
-------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------- -------------- --------- -------Overall satisfaction
If SAT = very poor, predict
122
91.0
0.01
59.9
with ED care
REC = very poor
0.02
57.3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Model p and ESS values for training analysis are provided in the first (top) row, and if LOOunstable, then p and ESS values for LOO validity analysis are given in the second (bottom) row
(hypothetical results illustrated).
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The next column in Table 2 is n, which
is located just beneath the output Classification
Performance Summary table (Table 4). In Table
2 a total of 122 patients were predicted by the
model to have given a “very poor” rating, and
this is seen at the bottom of the “Predicted 1”

column, on the left-hand-side of the output
Classification Performance Summary table. In
Table 2, a total of 999 patients are predicted to
have given a “very good” rating, as seen at the
bottom of the “Predicted 5” column on the righthand-side of the output summary table.

Table 4
Selected UniODA Output for Confirmatory Example Analysis (Ordered Attribute)
ODA model:
---------IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

SAT
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5

<= 1.5 THEN REC = 1
< SAT <= 2.5 THEN REC = 2
< SAT <= 3.5 THEN REC = 3
< SAT <= 4.5 THEN REC = 4
< SAT THEN REC = 5

Monte Carlo summary (Fisher randomization):
------------------------------------------Iterations
Estimated p
-------------------1000
.000000
Confidence levels for estimated p:
---------------------------------Desired p
Confidence
Desired p
-------------------------p<.001
63.27%
p>.001
p<.01
100.00%
p>.01
p<.05
100.00%
p>.05
p<.10
100.00%
p>.10
Classification performance summary:
----------------------------------Correct
Incorrect
1643
427

Confidence
---------36.73%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Overall
accuracy
79.37%

Class
REC

A
c
t
u
a
l

Predicted
1
2
3
4
5
----------------------------------------|
|
|
|
|
|
1| 111 | 41
| 19
|
3
|
2
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
2|
8
| 45
| 29
|
7
|
0
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
3|
2
| 19
| 132 | 73
|
9
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
4|
0
|
2
| 30
| 453 | 86
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
5|
1
|
0
|
3
| 93
| 902 |
|
|
|
|
|
|
----------------------------------------NP
122
107
213
629
999
PV
90.98% 42.06% 61.97% 72.02% 90.29%

Mean Sens
across classes
67.88%

Effect strength Sens

59.86%

NA

Sens

176

63.07%

89

50.56%

235

56.17%

571

79.33%

999

90.29%

Mean PV

Effect strength PV

89

71.46%

64.33%
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The next column in Table 2 is % Correct—the percent of correct model predictions
for a given target rating, which is located below
n in the output classification performance
summary table. In Table 4, beneath the n for
predicted class 1 (122), the percent of the predicted class 1 observations who in reality did
use a rating of 1 (as the UniODA model predicted) is given for the column, as 90.98%.
And, beneath the n for predicted class 5 (999),
the percent of the predicted class 5 observations
who in reality did use a rating of 5 (as predicted

by the UniODA model) is given for the column,
as 90.29%.
The next-to-final column in Table 2 is p,
or Type I error, estimated using the MC command.3 As seen, in this example estimated p<
0.0001, but simulation based on 1,000 Monte
Carlo experiments indicates a strong level of
confidence for p<0.05. To obtain acceptable
confidence for a lower desired (target) p value
requires running more Monte Carlo experiments. For example, 5,000 experiments used
here yielded 99.3% confidence for p<0.001.

Table 5
Selected UniODA Output for Exploratory Example Analysis (Categorical Attribute)
ODA model:
---------IF COURTESY <= 3.5 THEN WHO = 3
IF 3.5 < COURTESY <= 4.5 THEN WHO = 2
IF 4.5 < COURTESY THEN WHO = 4
Monte Carlo summary (Fisher randomization):
------------------------------------------Iterations
Estimated p
-------------------5000
.015800
Confidence levels for estimated p:
---------------------------------Desired p
Confidence
Desired p
-------------------------p<.001
0.00%
p>.001
p<.01
0.01%
p>.01
p<.05
100.00%
p>.05
p<.10
100.00%
p>.10
Classification performance summary:
----------------------------------Correct
Incorrect
172
342

Overall
accuracy
33.46%

Mean Sens
across classes
41.61%

Class
WHO
A
c
t
u
a
l

Predicted
2
3
4
------------------------|
|
|
|
2| 23
| 13
| 23
|
|
|
|
|
3| 137 | 98
| 134 |
|
|
|
|
4| 20
| 15
| 51
|
|
|
|
|
------------------------NP
180
126
208
PV
12.78% 77.78% 24.52%

Confidence
---------100.00%
99.99%
0.00%
0.00%

Effect strength Sens

12.42%

NA

Sens

59

38.98%

369

26.56%

86

59.30%

Mean PV

38.36%

Effect strength PV

90

7.54%
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The final column in Table 2 gives model
ESS, which is provided just beneath and on the
left-hand-side of the output performance summary table. Presently this is 59.86% in Table 4,
and rounded scientifically to one decimal place
as 59.9% in Table 2. ESS achieved in LOO
analysis was the same as obtained in training
analysis: this is called a LOO-stable model. If
ESS obtained in LOO analysis is lower than is
achieved in training analysis, the model is called
LOO-unstable (see Table 3). ESS by LOO analysis is a more conservative estimate of prospective validity than training ESS, and it reflects an
upper bound for the expected hold-out validity.3
Table 5 reproduces the applicable output
generated by the program code given earlier for
the exploratory example (variable codes have
been converted to text in Table 2). The UniODA
model is indicated in the output as ODA model.
As in the prior example, n is located beneath the
output Classification Performance Summary
table (Table 5). In Table 2 a total of 180 patients
were predicted by the model to have arrived at
ED with a friend, and this is seen at the bottom
of the “Predicted 2” column, left-hand-side of
the output summary table. In Table 2, a total of
208 patients were predicted to have arrived at
ED alone, seen at the bottom of the “Predicted
4” column, right-hand-side of output summary.
Similarly, % Correct is located below n in the
output summary table. In Table 5, beneath the n

(180) for predicted class 2, the percent of the
predicted class 2 observations who in reality did
use a rating of “fair” or worse to describe the
likelihood of recommending the ED to others
(as the UniODA model predicted) is given for
the column as 12.78%. Beneath n (208) for
predicted class 4, the percent of the predicted
class 4 observations who in reality did use a
rating of “very good” to describe the likelihood
of their recommending the ED to others (as the
UniODA model predicted) is given for the
column as 24.52%. The next-to-final column in
Table 2 is p: here estimated p<0.0158, but simulation using 5,000 Monte Carlo experiments
indicates strong confidence for p<0.05. The
final column in Table 2 gives model ESS, which
is provided just beneath and on the left-handside of the output performance summary table.
Presently this is 12.42% in Table 4, and rounded
scientifically to one decimal place as 12.4% in
Table 2. ESS achieved in LOO analysis was the
same as obtained in training analysis.
Sensitivity. The minimal sufficient information needed to understand the sensitivity of a
model for any given category of a class variable
is the total number of correct predictions of the
category divided by total number of instances of
the category in the sample (the UniODA model,
ESS, and p are given in Table 2). Table 6 shows
this information for the confirmatory example,
and Table 7 for the exploratory example.

Table 6: Predicting Actual Ratings of Likelihood to Recommend the ED to Others
(Confirmatory Example)
Actual
Predicted Rating
Rating
Very Poor (1)
Poor (2)
Fair (3)
Good (4)
Very Good (5)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------1
28/81 34.6%
51/81 63.0%
12/29 41.4%
17/29 58.6%
32/79 40.5%
2
15/83 18.1%
39/83 47.0%
3/33
9.1%
13/33 39.4%
26/82 31.7%
3
81/192 42.2%
45/192 23.4%
17/50 34.0%
7/50 23.4%
109/203 53.7%
4
377/559 67.4%
350/559 62.6%
108/145 74.5%
101/145 69.7%
382/555 68.8%
5
680/885 76.8%
636/885 71.9%
213/278 76.6%
213/278 76.6%
715/887 80.6%
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------Note: Tabled for each Actual Class category in red is the number of correctly predicted observations (the numerator); total
number of times each class category was present in the sample (the denominator); and the percentage accuracy or
sensitivity obtained for each class category. Correct predictions are attributable to the a priori hypothesis.
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Table 7: Predicting Actual Class Membership: Exploratory Example
Actual
Class

2 (Friend)

Predicted Class
3 (Employer)

4 (Alone)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
3
4

28/81 34.6%
15/83 18.1%
680/885 76.8%

51/81 63.0%
39/83 47.0%
636/885 71.9%

12/29 41.4%
3/33
9.1%
213/278 76.6%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: See Note to Table 6. A two-tailed hypothesis was tested in this application. Correct
predictions made by the UniODA model are indicated using red.

Highest accuracy for the confirmatory
model (Table 6) was achieved for prediction of
actual class categories 4 and 5—good and very
good likelihood of recommending ED to others.
Best accuracy for the exploratory model (Table
7) was achieved for prediction of actual class
category 4 (arrive at ED alone). Overall accuracy (ESS) of the confirmatory model represented a relatively strong effect (defined as
ESS>50), while ESS for the exploratory model
represented a weak effect (ESS<25).3
Aggregated Confusion Table (ACT). A
clear conceptual understanding of the findings
can sometimes be facilitated by examination of
ACTs for UniODA models involving an ordered
attribute.4 ACTs have two columns and rows if
the rating scale has an even number of rating
categories, and three columns and rows for an
odd number of rating categories: the midpoint
rating (2 on a 3-point scale; 3 on a 5-point scale)
forms the second (middle) row and column of
the ACT, and represents a “neutral” or “undecided” response. For rating scales with an even
number of response options the midpoint falls
between two ratings, so there is no middle value
in the ACT. To standardize ACTs across scale
range, entries lower than midpoint are summed
and entered on the left-hand side of the aggregated confusion table; entries higher than midpoint are summed and entered on the right-hand
side; and entries equal to midpoint are ignored.
An ACT is given for the confirmatory
example, that involves a class variable measured

on an ordered scale, in Table 8. For example,
the intersection of actual and predicted ratings
of 1 or 2 (Table 4) is 111+41+8+45=205; and
the intersection of actual and predicted ratings
of 4 or 5 is 453+ 86+93+902=1534 (Table 8).
Table 8: Aggregated Confusion Table for the
Confirmatory Example
Actual
Predicted Rating
Rating
1 or 2
4 or 5
------------------------------------------1 or 2
205
12
4 or 5
3
1534
------------------------------------------For this ACT, ESS=94.3, a very strong
effect (ESS>75).3 For all ratings except those
reflecting ambivalence (midpoint ratings of 3),
the a priori UniODA model was almost perfect
in classifying people as being on one side of the
midpoint, or the other.
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Ipsative Standardization is Essential
in the Analysis of Serial Data
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D. and Robert C. Soltysik, M.S.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

An omnipresent experimental method in all quantitative scientific
disciplines involves what is commonly called, for example, a timeseries, repeated measures, clinical trial, test-retest, longitudinal,
prospective, pre-post, AB, or, more generally, a serial design. In a
serial design each observation is assessed on a measure on two or
more test sessions spaced by a theoretically meaningful time span.
This note presents a classic serial study with n=12 observations,
each measured at the same four theoretically-significant times.
Scatter plots illustrating test session and raw, normative, and ipsative standardized data demonstrate that ipsatively standardized data
are clearly the most appropriate to statistically address fundamental
questions that motivate such research.

There are two basic types of serial statistical
designs: N-of-1 single-case studies analyze data
obtained for one observation, and sample-based
investigations analyze data obtained for multiple
observations.1-6 Previous research examined and
recommended using a “pre-processing” method
for serial data, in which N-of-1 analysis is used
to evaluate serial data of individual observations
and assess the outcome (e.g., whether the case
showed statistically significant improvement in
the measure across the series), independently of
data from other observations, before combining
the observations for a subsequent sample-based
investigation (e.g., factors predicting whether or
not observations showed statistically significant
improvement in the measure across the series).7
Research considered presently measured
the level of a molecule in rat blood collected at
four theoretically critical points to determine the

effect of a pharmacological oncology treatment.
The substantive focus of the data is irrelevant to
the point of this note: it might as well have been
a study of the weight of reality-show contestants
at each of four scheduled “weigh-offs”, or the
number of typing errors made by students on
four weekly quizzes. Conceptually the point of
the design and the research is to assess if data
changed across time in an organized, systematic
manner, or in a disorganized, chaotic manner.
Data for this study, presented in Table 1
separately by observation (dummy-coded as 112) and testing period (dummy-coded as 1-4),
include raw scores (Raw) and the corresponding
normative (zN) and ipsative (zI) standard scores.2
The computational formula for a standardized or
z score is: (observation’s score – mean score) /
standard deviation (SD). For zN, mean and SD
are based on a sample of observations for whom
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a score was recorded: conceptually zN measures
the magnitude of any observation’s score relative to the population of scores for all observations. In contrast, for zI the mean and SD are

based only on the data from the observation:
conceptually zI measures the magnitude of any
observation’s score relative to all scores in the
population of scores for the observation.2,3

Table 1: Raw, zN and zI Data by Observation and Test Session
Observation Test Session Raw Score
zN Score
zI Score
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

1
2
3
4

124820
81560
47820
39560

-0.950838618
-0.879555332
-0.837290734
-0.510339148

1.3251421085
0.2094230035
-0.660765684
-0.873799428

2

1
2
3
4

122040
76500
41980
16700

-0.977369006
-0.949258542
-0.963754323
-1.185151183

1.2652444035
0.2672495973
-0.489245368
-1.043248633

3

1
2
3
4

422960
271380
172240
109500

1.8944023744
1.7352793294
1.8569900367
1.554243257

1.3095198891
0.2002261326
-0.52530087
-0.984445152

4

1
2
3
4

117189
84200
53580
25880

-1.023663579
-0.84318844
-0.712559523
-0.914163673

1.1939232206
0.3555004892
-0.422713583
-1.12671521

5

1
2
3
4

356400
237660
141380
96160

1.2591999847
1.2707749316
1.1887252514
1.1604553062

1.2884876019
0.2582181214
-0.577173032
-0.969532691

6

1
2
3
4

352000
252120
150040
100680

1.2172094421
1.4699663193
1.3762551619
1.2938827079

1.2380738368
0.3438745829
-0.57002069
-1.01192773

7

1
2
3
4

202400
133800
66546
38980

-0.210469006
-0.159931674
-0.431784371
-0.527460363

1.2579331645
0.3196312993
-0.600260153
-0.977304311

8

1
2
3
4

157640
107080
62240
38460

-0.637627343
-0.528008706
-0.525029613
-0.542810418

1.2612165217
0.2992023807
-0.5539763
-1.006442603

9

1
2
3
4

188540
100500
54920
34340

-0.342739215
-0.61865043
-0.683542193
-0.664430085

1.372310766
0.0865315946
-0.579140993
-0.879701367

10

1
2
3
4

139300
72740
45280
27640

-0.81265156
-1.001053813
-0.892293733
-0.86220964

1.3883732411
0.0305988813
-0.529564639
-0.889407483
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11

1
2
3
4

240780
158200
115000
95500

0.1558030453
0.1761865732
0.61747363
1.1409725441

1.3706827988
0.090386616
-0.579373557
-0.881695858

12

1
2
3
4

269380
169180
86800
58780

0.4287415721
0.3274397846
0.0068104107
0.0570225026

1.3028529781
0.244473081
-0.625679972
-0.921646087

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Exposition begins with a scatterplot that
shows the Raw scores of all 12 observations on
the four testing sessions (Figure 1).

Figure 2
Observations’ zN Scores (Computed using Grand
Mean and SD) Across Four
Serial Measurements

Figure 1
Observations’ Raw Scores
Across Four Serial Measurements
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Figure 3 shows zN scores computed with
the mean and SD for each session (which are
presented in Table 1). Note that this method
increases the relative dispersion between the
observations as a result of equating the SD—
which is now 1 for all four test sessions. And,
this method also makes a statistical comparison
between test sessions pointless as a consequence
of equating the means—which are now 0 for all
four test sessions.

As seen, there is enormous variation in
the raw scores among observations in every test
period. Normative standardization may be done
using mean (128300) and SD (93574) computed
across sessions. Shown in Figure 2, this method
produces a scatterplot closely resembling results
obtained for raw data. Note that the scale of the
vertical axis is now indexed in standard units.
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Statistically Significant Increases in
Crude Mortality Rate of
North Dakota Counties Occurring After
Massive Environmental Usage of
Toxic Chemicals and Biocides
Began There in 1998:
An Optimal Static Statistical Map
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

The use of optimal data analysis (ODA) in making a map reporting
the findings of confirmatory statistical analyses is demonstrated by
comparing the annual crude mortality rate in counties of North
Dakota, before versus after large-scale commercial usage of toxic
chemicals and biocides in the environment began there in 1998.
The Imago Mundi illustrating Babylon on the
Euphrates River is the earliest known map, dating to the 6th to 9th century BCE.1 Today maps
are ubiquitous, and used to illustrate everything
from the wealth of nations to different cuts of
beef. Some maps, such as physical and topographic maps, display quite stable phenomena.
In comparison, road or resource maps require
more frequent modifications to remain accurate,
because phenomena they portray change more
quickly than geological phenomena change. At
the other end of this continuum are maps of dynamic phenomena such as weather, spread of
infectious disease, results of political polling, or
acreage consumed by a forest fire, that require

near-real-time updates to be able to effectively
augment real-time decision-making.
Unless the nature of change is pre-determined, any phenomenon that changes its state or
value is a random variable (unchanging or stable
phenomena are constants). Maps are sometimes
used to display findings of statistical analysis of
random variables. Statistical maps usually give
exploratory (two-tailed) results: between-group
comparisons for a given point in time, or withingroup comparisons for consecutive measurements. Statistical methods commonly used to
construct such maps include 95% confidence
intervals and t-tests.2,3
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The present paper is first to demonstrate
use of UniODA4 to create a statistical map. It is
unknown if this is also the first statistical map to
report one-tailed (confirmatory) findings.

subsequent reuse, or transported to deep wells
for injection.
The largest volume byproduct and waste
stream in the field of energy exploration and
production, an estimated one million US oil/gas
wells generate 2.4 billion gallons of produced
water daily.13 In addition to the composition (or
“formula”) of the fracking liquid, factors influencing physical and chemical properties of produced water include geographic location, geological formation, and the type of hydrocarbon
product produced.11
Other public health hazards unrelated to
large-scale commercial use of toxic chemicals
and biocides also occur as a typical consequence
of boomtown development: increases in social
problems such as mental health problems, substance abuse, prostitution, traffic and other accidents, unreliable medical care, crime, and water,
food and other resource shortages, are inevitable.14 And, the drilling profession is inherently
hazardous, with workplace accidents in the US
resulting in 10 to 20 deaths annually for oil and
gas extraction.15
Searching for data having direct bearing
on the public health correlates of toxic fracking
liquid was unproductive. However, data on the
annual crude death rate are available for 19372005 in North Dakota.16 For the purpose of this
exposition these data were compared before versus after wide-scale use of toxic chemicals in
the environment began there in 1998, testing the
a priori hypothesis that the crude mortality rate
increased after 1997. The class variable was
year (0 for 1937-1997; 1 for 1998-2005), and
the attribute was crude mortality rate. Data
were analyzed by the following UniODA4 code
(control commands indicated in red; the a priori
hypothesis of a higher mortality rate since 1998
is specified using the dir command):

Temporal Change in Annual Crude Mortality
Rate in North Dakota Since 1998
Fueling the burgeoning American energy
boom, extraction of shale oil and natural gas is
dramatically improved by combining directional
drilling and hydraulic fracturing. Widely known
by the moniker fracking, horizontal slickwater
fracturing breaks (fractures) rock by pressurized
liquid.5 Commercialized in 1998, fracking has
inspired global boomtown growth.
However, there is concern over possible
short- and long-term human6 and animal7 health
effects of air and water contamination attributable to additives in the fracking liquid. Fracking
a single well typically uses four million gallons
of water containing 80 tons of toxic chemicals
and biocides including agents such as benzyne
and benzene derivatives, glycol-ethers, toluene,
ethanol, naphthalene, and methylene chloride,
some of which are known as carcinogenic.8 A
study of 353 common fracking chemicals (approximately one-third of the known fracking
chemicals) found that exposure to 75% of the
chemicals affect skin, eyes, and other sensory
organs; 52% affect the nervous system; 40%
affect the immune and kidney systems; and 46%
affect the cardiovascular system and blood.9
Untreated produced water (“brine”) that
is brought to the surface along with the oil or
gas has created massive and yet unresolved environmental problems in countries other than the
US.10 Brine includes fracking liquid injected
into the well, and water naturally trapped underground that contains the chemical composition
of the geologic formation, including naturally
occurring radioactive material (NORM).11,12
Following injection, approximately one quarter
of the total produced water generally comes to
surface within two months, and the balance in
15-20 years: this flow-back is then treated for

open example.dat;
output example.out;
vars year rate;
class year;
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higher annual crude death rates are expected to
be 75% accurate—consistent with the accuracy
level achieved prior to 1998, and the model is
expected to achieve a strong ESS of 52%. The
identical analysis was individually repeated for
each county, and results are given in Table 1.
Mortality rate cut-point, determined by
UniODA, is the value which most accurately
separates years before versus after 1998 (this
value was 8.9% for the analysis of annual statewide crude mortality, discussed earlier). Cutpoints with low values indicate the county has a
low annual crude mortality rate, and cut-points
with high values indicate the county has a high
rate. For the US the current annual crude mortality rate—the number of deaths per 1,000 people—is 8.0, so as seen, 43 of 53 (81%) cutpoints exceed the national rate.17

attr rate;
dir < 0 1;
mcarlo iter 25000;
loo;
go;
A reliable and elegantly parsimonious
model emerged: if the annual crude death rate is
less than or equal to 8.9%, then predict the year
was 1997 or earlier; and if the annual crude
death rate is greater than 8.9%, then predict the
year was 1998 or more recent. The model made
65% of the possible improvement in accuracy
beyond chance: 50% is a strong result for this
ESS index. The model correctly predicted 77%
of the years before 1998, and 88% afterward.
Jackknife validity analysis indicated the model
should generalize into the future: predictions of

Table 1: Summary Findings of Separate UniODA Analyses Conducted for Every North Dakota County

County
Adams
Barnes
Benson
Billings
Bottineau
Bowman
Burke
Burleigh
Cass
Cavalier
Dickey
Divide
Dunn
Eddy
Emmons
Foster
Golden Valley
Grand Forks
Grant
Griggs
Hettinger
Kidder

Mortality
Rate CutPoint

p<

ESS

Jackknife
p<

Jackknife
ESS

Mean
Mortality
Rate
Before
1998

11.8
10.9
9.6
6.8
11.2
12.9
8.0
7.6
5.9
9.6
12.8
15.0
9.4
15.6
11.1
15.4
6.1
10.4
11.0
12.0
10.5
11.6

0.0001
0.005
0.61
0.36
0.008
0.0001
0.97
0.0004
0.94
0.04
0.02
0.001
0.003
0.002
0.0006
0.0001
0.93
0.74
0.0001
0.002
0.0001
0.0001

80
57
17
28
55
78
2
67
5
46
52
64
59
62
68
84
5
12
87
62
82
83

0.0005
0.25
0.84
0.56
0.13
0.0002
0.92
0.002
0.97
0.08
0.05
0.003
0.01
0.005
0.03
0.0001
0.97
0.22
0.0001
0.02
0.0004
0.0001

66
20
-11
10
28
65
-12
53
-9
33
38
51
46
49
42
70
-9
11
74
50
68
71

9.6
10.5
10.1
5.3
10.4
10.1
10.8
6.6
7.6
10.1
10.6
11.2
7.8
11.3
8.6
10.5
9.6
7.2
8.4
11.1
8.6
8.3

100

Mean
Mortality
Rate After
1998

Mean
Annual
% Increase
in Mortality
Rate

14.3
12.5
9.7
6.0
12.5
13.9
9.6
8.3
6.6
11.9
13.5
16.0
10.5
15.9
12.6
15.4
8.7
6.8
14.4
15.2
12.6
12.8

6.0
2.5
-0.5
1.9
2.5
4.8
-1.4
3.1
-1.6
2.2
3.4
5.4
4.3
5.1
5.7
5.8
-1.2
-0.7
8.9
4.6
5.8
6.7
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Lamoure
11.3
Logan
10.9
McHenry
9.6
McIntosh
16.4
McKenzie
10.6
McLean
11.2
Mercer
8.0
Morton
9.3
Mountrail
11.5
Nelson
16.7
Oliver
7.0
Pembina
8.8
Pierce
12.5
Ramsey
12.2
Ransom
13.9
Renville
10.7
Richland
7.4
Rolette
8.6
Sargent
7.5
Sheridan
9.9
Sioux
15.1
Slope
9.1
Stark
8.6
Steele
12.9
Stutsman
9.8
Towner
12.4
Traill
10.5
Walsh
11.5
Ward
7.6
Wells
13.3
Williams
9.0
Note: See text for discussion.

0.03
0.0001
0.26
0.0002
0.07
0.0001
0.008
0.002
0.03
0.003
0.29
0.18
0.0001
0.0005
0.0001
0.09
0.62
0.33
0.91
0.09
0.73
0.38
0.0001
0.55
0.0001
0.009
0.07
0.006
0.002
0.002
0.02
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47
71
28
71
42
89
56
62
48
63
27
33
87
67
75
40
16
25
5
38
12
33
90
18
82
55
41
58
62
62
53

0.02
0.003
0.62
0.02
0.05
0.0001
0.03
0.005
0.07
0.009
0.31
0.26
0.0001
0.005
0.001
0.35
0.74
0.69
0.84
0.17
0.22
0.58
0.0001
0.48
0.0002
0.02
0.38
0.03
0.02
0.007
0.15

The third column (p<) is Type I error for
the a priori hypothesis, for the UniODA model.
Values in red are statistically significant under
the most conservative criteria (experimentwise p
<0.05). Otherwise, Type I error for the a priori
hypothesis is considered statistically significant
if generalized p<0.05, or statistically marginal if
generalized p<0.10. Effects with p>0.10 are not
statistically significant. As seen, 16 counties had
statistically significant effects at the experimentwise, and 18 at the generalized criterion. Since
2.65 significant models are anticipated under the
null hypothesis, these results represent a 13-fold
greater effect than was expected by chance.
Simply because something rarely occurs
by chance doesn’t imply that if chance strikes

45
57
2
45
29
76
42
49
36
50
15
19
85
54
63
13
2
-1
-7
24
11
7
78
6
69
43
14
44
50
48
26

9.9
8.5
10.0
10.9
8.4
9.3
7.6
8.3
10.8
13.4
5.7
10.6
9.5
10.2
11.8
9.6
8.9
9.0
9.7
8.5
9.1
6.5
7.6
9.9
8.9
10.2
11.1
10.4
7.4
10.6
8.8

11.8
12.4
10.5
17.5
9.7
13.4
9.4
9.4
12.9
17.6
6.4
11.1
15.0
12.6
15.4
10.7
8.6
9.9
8.4
9.5
8.5
7.4
9.4
9.6
10.8
12.6
12.7
12.4
8.5
14.2
9.8

2.4
5.8
0.7
7.5
1.9
5.5
3.0
1.7
2.4
3.8
1.7
0.6
7.2
3.0
3.8
1.4
-0.4
1.1
-1.6
1.4
-0.9
1.8
2.9
-0.3
2.7
2.8
1.8
2.4
1.8
4.2
1.5

and something happens—it happens well. An
event may indeed be rare, and still not be very
good in an absolute sense. The fourth column,
ESS (effect strength for sensitivity), is a normed
index of effect strength for any application, on
which 0 represents the classification accuracy
expected by chance, and 100 represents perfect,
errorless classification. By rule-of-thumb: ESS
values < 25 are considered relatively weak; <50
are moderate; <75 are strong; and >75 are very
strong.4 As seen, of 53 counties: 11 (21%) had
very strong effects; 20 (38%) had strong effects;
13 (25%) had moderate effects; and 9 (17%) had
weak effects.
Simply because something happens now
is no guarantee that it will happen again in the
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future. Jackknife validity analysis, also called
the “leave-one-out” method, is an upper-bound
estimate of expected cross-generalizability of a
model when applied to an independent random
sample.4 Here jackknife validity estimates the
generalizability of the model across time—for
predicting future annual crude mortality rates.
Column five (jackknife p<) gives Type I
error of jackknife test of the a priori hypothesis:
red values are statistically significant at experimentwise p<0.05; other effects are significant if
generalized p<0.05, marginal if generalized p<
0.10; and not statistically significant if p>0.10.
Ten counties had statistically significant effects
at the experimentwise, and 20 at the generalized
criterion, representing an 11-fold greater effect
than expected by chance.
Column six provides jackknife ESS for
the a priori hypothesis. Of 53 counties: 3 (6%)
had very strong effects; 15 (28%) had strong
effects; 16 (30%) had moderate effects; 13
(25%) had weak effects; and models of 6 (11%)
with negative ESS values are expected to yield
accuracy in future predictions which is weakly
lower than that anticipated by chance.
The seventh and eighth columns give the
mean annual crude mortality before versus after
1998, respectively. Consistent with the findings
regarding high cut-point values, mean crude
mortality rate in 43 of 53 (81%) counties exceeded the current national average before 1998,
as did 48 (91%) counties after 1997.
The final (ninth) column is the annual
mean percentage increase in crude mortality rate
for the eight years of data since 1997, that were
available for analysis. The annual mean crude
mortality increase exceeds 5% per year for 12 of
53 (23%) counties.

generalized and marginal significance, with no
significance indicated by green. Also illustrated
(not to scale) is the Bakken formation, indicated
using a light, broken purple line (see the fourth
county from left-hand-side on top of map, and
third county from top of map on left-hand-side).
Drawn by artist, waterways are not to scale.
As hypothesized, data clearly revealed a
significantly higher annual crude death rate in
North Dakota after commercialization of toxic
fracking liquid occurred in 1998.
In the absence of data which correspond
to the mortality rate series, it wasn’t possible to
adjust rates for age, or to rule-out an aging population as a competing hypothesis. Data indicate
that since 2000 the population (more than 90%
white) of North Dakota is aging, and illicit drug
use has been increasing as well.18 Interestingly,
in some primary producing regions the median
age decreased as young people pursued boomtown opportunities. Anecdotal reports credit influx of young people, combined with frontier
culture (long hard work; surplus money, scarce,
and inadequate resources—including health and
medical care; and social as well as geographic
isolation), as an explanation underlying noted
increases in the numbers of assaults, homicides,
and vehicular accidents.
For counties with a very strong UniODA
model, 75% or more of the increase in mortality
rate was explained by the a priori hypothesis.
This level of classification performance leaves
little residual opportunity (unexplained increase
in mortality rate) remaining for additional attributes to work with, in an effort to enter the
model. It is interesting that a cluster of counties
having exceptionally strong effects is seen in the
lower west and lower center areas of the state,
where there is a west wind component for 9 out
of 12 months, and a north wind component for 9
of 12 months. The prevailing wind is pointed
directly toward these counties from the producing area, and the affected counties are also down
river from the energy-producing region.19

Constructing an Optimal Map
Figure 1 is a map illustrating findings in
the third column of Table 1. The map indicates
statistical significance via color: red, orange and
yellow respectively indicating experimentwise,
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Figure 1: Statistical Reliability of Increase in Annual Crude Mortality After 1997
by absolute magnitude of the change4). First use
statistical power analysis22 to identify the appropriate sample size, N*. For an application with
an ordered series of T measurements, a little
jiffy has T-N*+1 steps. In step 1 select measurements 1 though N*, run analysis, and code the
map for analysis 1. In step 2 select measurements 2 through N*+1, run analysis, and code
the map for analysis 2. In step T-N*+1 select
the last N* observations in the series, run analysis, and code the map for analysis number T-N*
+1. The resulting ordered collection of coded
maps may then be presented either serially or
dynamically. A demonstration of this methodology is presently under development in the ODA
laboratory.
Second, maps published in an eJournal
can be made interactive, with pointers used to
select a county or counties, and operate menu-

Improving Statistical Maps
Although confirmatory and exploratory
optimal (maximum-accuracy) analyses may be
used to create maps capable of addressing hypotheses exactly, powerful improvements of the
present map are possible.
First, by presenting the results of one
statistical analysis the present map is static, like
a snapshot. However, the findings of successive
analyses can be integrated and illustrate changes
occurring across time, creating a dynamic map
like a motion picture (serial overlay presentations are already available20). This may be accomplished using a forward-stepping little jiffy
procedure21 with time-ordered series and binary
class variable: if the value is higher on current
versus prior measurement then class=1, otherwise class=0 (optimal analyses may be weighted
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driven information systems for purposes of information acquisition. If additional serial data
streams are available for different attributes,
they should be easily selectable for UniODA
(illustrated presently) and CTA analysis. Between-group as well as within-subject (illustrated presently) analyses should be available.
The information content within the map
can be increased if multiple attributes are available for analysis, because the accuracy of statistical models typically increases if multiple predictors of the class variable are identified and
CTA is the analytic engine. Irrespective of
whether a total sample (static) or a little jiffy
(dynamic) analysis is conducted, in each map
every county is simultaneously coded on one
dimension for each attribute loading in the
model, rather than on only one dimension (presently, outcome of the test of the a priori hypothesis). A dynamic multivariate display would
help to identify and understand interactions of
variables and/or time. Unique discrete states
could be indicated using color (with the creative
use of primary colors, interactions could be visualized as color shifts) and/or 3D displays.
Overlays could be used to display simultaneous
phenomena such as storm motion, economic development, and so forth.
Methods illustrated and discussed in this
paper can be used to better understand and more
lucidly present findings in a host of applications.
The series of T measurements may be treated in
a confirmatory manner in terms of class variable
definition (e.g., measurement before versus after
the phenomenon being evaluated), and/or in
terms of hypothesized direction of effect (e.g.,
higher versus lower attribute values). If there are
no a priori hypotheses to be made, data may be
handled in an exploratory manner. In addition,
the class variable may be ordered (e.g., in time),
or it may be a random variable, and static and/or
dynamic maps may be constructed. Examples of
applications which might be fruitfully addressed
by these methods include political polls; crime
surveys; weather phenomena including storms,

temperature, and precipitation; agricultural and
mining inventories; spread of infectious disease;
power consumption; sports team performance;
and numerous economic series—money market
inflows, consumer debt, unemployment, number
of jobs created, consumer sentiment, retail sales,
durable goods orders, manufacturing/purchasing
indices, inflation, all manners of market indices,
and leading indicators, among a cornucopia of
others. There remains a great deal to learn about
creating and utilizing optimal maps.
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Standards for Reporting UniODA
Findings Expanded to Include ESP and
All Possible Aggregated Confusion Tables
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

UniODA models maximize Effect Strength for Sensitivity (ESS), a
normed measure of classification accuracy (0=chance, 100=perfect
classification) that indexes the models ability to accurately identify
the members of different class categories in the sample. In a study
discriminating genders, for example, percent of each gender accurately classified by the model is indexed using ESS. Unlike ESS,
the Effect Strength for Predictive Value (ESP) varies across baserate. Measured using the identical scale as ESS, ESP indexes the
models ability to produce accurate classifications. In the study discriminating genders, for example, the percent of the time the model
made an accurate prediction that an observation was either male or
female is indexed using ESP. While ESS is important in helping to
guide the development and testing of theory, ESP is important in
translating theory from laboratory to real-world applications, and is
thus added to the recommended minimum standards1 for reporting
of all UniODA findings. In addition, the evaluation of all possible
aggregated confusion tables aids in interpreting UniODA findings,
and evaluating the potential for increasing classification accuracy
by improving measurement of ordered class variables and/or attributes, and so was also added as a recommended minimum standard.
Current standards are demonstrated using three examples: (1) using
income to discriminate gender in a sample of 416 general internal
medicine (GIM) patients, testing the a priori hypothesis that men
have higher income than women; (2) using body mass index (BMI)
to discriminate income in a sample of 411 GIM patients, testing the
a priori hypothesis that BMI and income are positively related; and
(3) discriminating mental focus using GHA (a measure of barometric pressure) in a post hoc analysis of 297 sequential daily entries
of a fibromyalgia patient using an intelligent health diary, that were
separated into training and hold-out validity samples.
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analysis involving UniODA and a binary class
variable.3 The analysis was completed in 3 CPU
seconds by UniODA2 run on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
Findings support the a priori hypothesis
that men have greater INCOME: the model met
the generalized criterion2 (i.e., per-comparison p
<0.05) for achieving statistical significance, and
was stable in LOO analysis (Table 1). However,
ESS and ESP were both very weak, calling the
theoretical and pragmatic efficacy of the finding
into question. The model performed weakly in
classifying the men but strongly in classifying
the women in the sample (28% versus 84% sensitivity, respectively): it was accurate 80% of
the times a patient was predicted to be female,
versus 33% of the times a patient was predicted
to be male. Such results are efficiently presented
using a confusion table, as seen in Table 2.

Example 1
Discriminating Sex using Income: Confirmatory
Analysis with Binary Class Variable
and Ordered Attribute
Data were obtained from a convenience
sample of n=416 adult ambulatory patients waiting to be seen in general internal medicine clinic
at a private hospital in Chicago, Illinois. The
binary class variable SEX indicated whether the
patient was female (dummy-coded 2; n=324) or
male (dummy-coded 1; n=92). INCOME was an
ordered 7-point scale with 1 used to indicate up
to $10,000 per year, 2 was used for <$20,000, 3
for <$30,000; 4 for <$40,000; 5 for <$50,000; 6
for <$60,000; and 7 was used to indicate more
than $60,000 per year. This scale was developed
when data input was accomplished by scanning
“bubble forms.” Annual income is preferred as a
more accurate measure than the 7-point Likerttype scale that was used. Descriptive statistics
for INCOME were as follows. For men: mean=
3.24; standard deviation (SD)=1.98; median=3;
skewness=0.55; kurtosis=-0.68; and coefficient
of variation (CV)=61.1. For women: mean=
2.88; standard deviation (SD)=1.64; median=2;
skewness=0.76; kurtosis=0; and CV=56.9.
The first confirmatory analysis tested the
a priori hypothesis that men have higher income
than women by running the following UniODA2
code (control commands indicated using red):

Table 2: Confusion Table for Confirmatory
UniODA Model Discriminating Gender
using INCOME for Total Sample
--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status
Male
Patient
Actual
Status

Female

Male

26

66

28.3%

Female

53

271

83.6%

32.9%
80.4%
---------------------------------------------------------------

VARS SEX INCOME;
CLASS SEX;
ATTR INCOME;
DIR < 2 1;
MCARLO ITER 10000;
GO;

The aggregated confusion table, or ACT,
was developed as a tool for enhancing conceptual understanding of UniODA models involving class variables with more than two response
categories.1,4,5 This procedure involves computing subsets of confusion tables including observations scoring successively further from the
model decision threshold, thereby increasing the
reliability of and discriminability between class
categories. ACTs were defined based upon class
variables, but extending this idea to applications
with a binary class variable is straightforward.

The DIRECTIONAL or DIR command
specifies the a priori hypothesis that women (2)
will have lower (<) INCOME than men (1).2 A
total of 10,000 Monte Carlo experiments were
used to estimate p, which is the default setting
used in the ODA laboratory for exploratory data
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Table 1: UniODA Model Confirmatory Performance: Discriminating Gender using Income
Predictive Value
UniODA Model
Income Predicted Gender
--------- -------------------<40
2 (Female)
>40

n
% Correct ESP
p<
----- ------------- ------ ------337
80.4
13.3 0.05

1 (Male)

79

Confidence
-------------99.999%

32.9

Sensitivity
Actual Gender
--------------------------1 (Male)

n
-----92

Number
Sensitivity
Correctly Predicted (% Accuracy) ESS
----------------------- ---------------- -----26
28.3
11.7

2 (Female)
324
271
83.6
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: UniODA results are provided for a directional (confirmatory, a priori)
hypothesis specifying that men have greater INCOME than women (the value
“40” signifies $40,000 per year); n for predictive value is number of times the
model predicted an observation was a member of the indicated class category;
% Correct is percent correct predictions of observations’ actual class category;
ESP is effect strength for predictive value, where 0=chance and 100=errorless
prediction; p is the desired (target) Type I error rate (any target p may be used);
Confidence for target p is based on 10,000 Monte Carlo experiments (estimated
p<0.0397); n for sensitivity is the number of observations in the sample that are
members of the indicated class category; Number Correctly Predicted is the
number of observations in each indicated class category that were correctly
classified by the UniODA model; Sensitivity is the percent accurate classification of each indicated class category for the sample; and ESS is effect strength
for sensitivity (0=chance; 100=perfect classification).2 Model performance
was stable in LOO validity analysis.2

A conceptually related, commonly used
method in personality research is to limit the
sample to individuals having relatively extreme
scores on a measured factor, thereby increasing
the reliability of group designations based on
the measured factor.6-8 The analogue to the ACT
performed on the attribute (not the class variable) in this case begins by dropping patients in
the two attribute levels in the middle of the

scale (<$40,000, <$50,000) from the sample,
and then computing the resulting ACT.
This was done here and results are
summarized in Table 3. As seen, findings were
similar to findings for the total sample, although
the model sensitivity and predictive value for
classification and prediction of females both
increased. Here ESS=13.3 and ESP=19.7, both
still representing very weak effects. A total of
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288 patients were included in the ACT, 69.2%
of the total sample.

The final ACT increases the reliability of
group membership to the most extreme possible
level, by including only the two most extreme
response categories (<$10,000 and >$60,000),
with results shown in Table 5. As seen, things
became a little worse: ESS=3.6, ESP=15.0. A
total of 105 patients were included in the ACT,
25.2% of the total sample.

Table 3: Aggregated Confusion Table for
Confirmatory UniODA Model Discriminating
Gender using INCOME for Total Sample
Excluding Patients Scoring at
<$40,000 and <$50,000
--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status
Male
Patient
Actual
Status

Table 5: Final Aggregated Confusion Table for
Confirmatory UniODA Model Discriminating
Gender using INCOME for Total Sample,
Only Including Patients Scoring at
<$10,000 and >$60,000

Female

Male

13

44

22.8%

Female

22

209

90.5%

--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status

37.1%
82.6%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Male
Patient
Actual
Status

The next ACT increases the reliability of
group membership further by dropping patients
scoring at the remaining closest response levels
to the midpoint: here, <$30,000 and <$60,000.
As seen, there has been little change: ESS=9.5,
ESP=22.2. A total of 222 patients were included
in the ACT, 53.4% of the total sample.

Male
Female

Female

7

39

15.2%

10

166

94.3%

2

25

7.4%

Female

3

75

96.2%

Thus, although there is statistical support
for the a priori hypotheses that men have a
greater INCOME than women the effect is very
weak, and there is no evidence that increasing
precision of the INCOME measure will be able
to improve ESS or ESP to a clinically meaningful level, because model performance actually
began to degrade when the most extreme scores
were used in analysis,
For expository purposes an exploratory
analysis was conducted for these data that tested
the post hoc hypothesis that men and women
have different INCOME by commenting-out the
DIR command and then rerunning the program:

--------------------------------------------------------------Patient Predicted Status

Patient
Actual
Status

Male

40.0%
75.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4: Aggregated Confusion Table for
Confirmatory UniODA Model Discriminating
Gender using INCOME for Total Sample,
Additionally Excluding Patients Scoring at
<$30,000 and <$60,000

Male

Female

*DIR < 2 1;
GO;

41.2%
81.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

For this analysis confidence for target p<
0.10 was 99.999% (estimated p<0.0831).
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putational effort required, considered in conjunction with the finding that training ESS and
ESP values were very low, so that a possible
finding of diminished jackknife performance
would be redundant. Analysis was completed in
1.91 CPU hours by UniODA2 run on a 3 GHz
Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
Results offer marginal statistical support
(p<0.10) for the a priori hypothesis that greater
INCOME predicts greater BMI (see Table 6).
However, as for the prior example ESS and ESP
are both very weak. Model predictive values are
in the moderate range for lower income patients
having BMI<29.5 kg/m2. Model sensitivities are
comparable in magnitude to predictive values,
but unlike predictive values, model sensitivity
does not present an obvious pattern with respect
to actual income level.
All possible ACTs were examined next.
As is seen in Table 7, similar to the findings in
Example 1—in which INCOME was used as an
attribute, the results here using INCOME as a
class variable offer little evidence that there is a
relationship with BMI, and offer little hope that
improving measurement precision will improve
either ESS or ESP. Even in the most reliable of
circumstances, ESS would be moderate at best,
and ESP would remain very low.

Example 2
Predicting Income using Body Mass Index:
Confirmatory Analysis of Ordered
Class Variable and Attribute
While INCOME may not bear much of a
relationship to gender, perhaps it can predict one
of the pandemic consequences of opulence—
obesity? This study tested the a priori hypothesis that INCOME is positively related to body
mass index (BMI, measured in kg/m2). Data
were obtained from a convenience sample of
n=411 adult ambulatory patients waiting to be
seen in general internal medicine clinic at a private hospital in Chicago, Illinois.
INCOME was treated as an ordered class
variable consisting of seven response levels (see
Example 1): descriptive statistics were mean=
2.97; SD=1.69; median=3; skewness=.62; kurtosis=-0.50; CV = 61.1. BMI was treated as an
ordered attribute measured on an interval scale:
mean=28.6; SD=6.2; median=27.98; skewness=
1.25; kurtosis=3.37; CV=21.6. The confirmatory hypothesis was tested by running the following UniODA2 code (control commands indicated using red):
VARS INCOME BMI;
CLASS INCOME;
ATTR BMI;
DIR < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7;
MCARLO ITER 500;
GO;

Example 3
Predicting Mental Focus via GHA: Exploratory
Analysis of Ordered Class Variable and
Attribute in Case Series with
Hold-Out Sample

The DIR command specifies the a priori
hypothesis that poorer patients will have lower
(<) BMI than wealthier patients.2 A total of 500
Monte Carlo experiments were used to estimate
p because a test run with 100 experiments indicated p was statistically marginal, and that 500
experiments should render near maximum level
of confidence for target p<0.10. LOO analysis
was not performed because of significant com-

This study tested the post hoc hypothesis
that mental focus (FOCUS)—one of the primary
negative symptoms in fibromyalgia (FM), is related to atmospheric pressure. Data were abstracted with permission from a computer log
containing 297 sequential entries made by an
anonymous patient with FM using an intelligent
health diary.9,10
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Table 6: UniODA Model Performance: Predicting Income using BMI
Predictive Value
UniODA Model
BMI Predicted Income
-------- ---------------------<22.6
1 (<$10,000/yr)

n
----61

<26.6

2 (<$20,000/yr)

107

31.8

<27.4

3 (<$30,000/yr)

25

32.0

<29.5

4 (<$40,000/yr)

67

25.4

<32.1

5 (<$50,000/yr)

51

19.6

<37.0

6 (<$60,000/yr)

66

10.6

>37.0

7 (>$60,000/yr)

34

5.9

% Correct ESP
p<
------------- ------ ------42.6
11.3 0.10

Confidence
-------------99.83%

Sensitivity
Actual Income Level
--------------------------1 (<$10,000/yr)

n
-----98

Number
Sensitivity
Correctly Predicted (% Accuracy) ESS
----------------------- ---------------- -----26
26.5
11.7

2 (<$20,000/yr)

102

34

33.3

3 (<$30,000/yr)

58

8

13.8

4 (<$40,000/yr)

74

17

23.0

5 (<$50,000/yr)

44

10

22.7

6 (<$60,000/yr)

18

7

38.9

7 (>$60,000/yr)
17
2
11.8
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: See Note to Table 1. UniODA results are given for a directional hypothesis
specifying a linear relationship between income measured on the ordinal scale in
the Table and BMI (kg/m2). Confidence for target p is based on 500 Monte Carlo
experiments (estimated p<0.064). LOO analysis was not performed due to the
significant computational effort required, considered in conjunction with the fact
that training ESS and ESP values were very low, so the possible finding of
diminished jackknife performance would be redundant.
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Table 7: All Possible Confusion Tables for Income and BMI Example Training Analysis (n=411)
Root Confusion Table (ESS=11.67, ESP=11.31)
Actual

Predicted Income

Income <10
<20
<30
<40
<50
<60
>60
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<10

26

16

5

17

11

14

9

<20

11

34

4

13

14

14

12

<30

6

14

8

7

5

15

3

<40

7

22

4

17

9

9

6

<50

8

12

1

6

10

5

2

<60

2

4

0

4

1

7

0

>60

1

5

3

3

1

2

2

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

All Possible Aggregated Confusion Tables

Actual

Predicted Income
<30
>50

---------

-------------------------

Actual

Predicted Income
<20
>60

Actual

Predicted Income
<10
>60

---------

-----------------------------

---------

-----------------------------

<30

124

97

<20

87

49

<10

26

9

>50

36

30

>60

12

11

>60

1

2

ESS=10.66
ESP=1.12

ESS=11.80
ESP=6.21

ESS=40.96
ESP=14.48

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: ACT excluding midpoint category <40 classified n=287 (69.8% of sample); ACT excluding categories <30 to <50
classified n=159 (38.7% of sample); and ACT including categories <10 and >60 classified n=38 (9.2% of sample).
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The attribute was atmospheric pressure
assessed as 500 mb GHA, measured using an interval scale (GHA).11 The class variable was the
patient’s 10-point Likert-type rating of percent
of maximum possible mental focus available in
the prior 24 hours (FOCUS).9
Recent research demonstrates how to use
such information in real-time to provide patients
with FM prospective alerts about upcoming bad
and good symptom periods.11 As experience
increases patients learn to interact with the dairy
in an individually-tailored manner, and ODAgenerated alerts consequently are increasingly
sensitive as more patient data are obtained.9,10
Classifications are most accurate and may use
the fewest attributes when the class variable and
antecedent attributes are stable over some period
of time, as compared with situations when data
change rapidly—sometimes more rapidly than
measuring instruments are able to capture due to
discrete implementation (for example, real-time
GHA measures are not available). Lowest levels
of accuracy are thus expected under conditions
in which antecedent attributes (weather) change
randomly. This study thus investigated accuracy
of a UniODA2 model obtained after data were
randomly assigned into either training (n=164)
or hold-out validity (n=133) samples.12
Because data were split into training and
hold-out samples it was necessary to ensure that
there were sufficient responses in every rating
category in both samples. The total of 297 responses included two ratings of 10% and 18 of
20% that were combined with 24 ratings of 30%
to construct the new lower-end category, <30%.
And, 7 ratings of 90% were combined with 22
ratings of 80% to construct the new higher-end
category, >80%.
For GHA training data: mean=5575; SD
=164; median=5565; skewness=-0.11; kurtosis=
-0.46; CV=3.0. For hold-out data: mean=5575;
SD=151; median=5568; skewness=0.13; kurtosis=-0.82; CV=2.7.
For FOCUS training data: mean=6.45;
SD=1.47; median=6; skewness=0.10; kurtosis=

-0.88; CV=22.7. For hold-out data: mean=6.32;
SD=1.33; median=6; skewness=0.03; kurtosis=
-0.66; CV=21.1.
FOCUS and GHA were synchronized by
recording date. The exploratory hypothesis was
tested with the following UniODA code (control
commands shown in red):
VARS FOCUS GHA;
CLASS FOCUS;
ATTR GHA;
MCARLO ITER 300;
GO;
As seen in Table 8, the results offer statistically significant support (p<0.05) for the
post hoc hypothesis that GHA predicts FOCUS,
and ESS and ESP both fall within the domain of
moderate classification performance.2
Model predictive values are weak for
predicted ratings of <80% of maximum; strong
for predicted ratings of <30% of maximum; and
moderate for other class categories. And, model
sensitivities are weak for actual ratings of <50%
and <70% of maximum; moderate for actual ratings of <40% of maximum; and strong for the
other actual class categories—notably, the scale
extremes.
Notice the exploratory UniODA model
is not perfectly linear, which would be indicated
if the class category codes occurred in the model
in a perfectly linear order (e.g., the classes were
ordered as 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, with respect to GHA).
As seen, the classes were ordered as 6, 8, 7, 5, 4,
3: the code 6 is moved two spaces to the left as
compared with the perfectly linear model. Yet,
the three highest-valued categories (6-8) are on
the lower portion of the GHA domain, and the
three lowest-values categories (3-5) are on the
higher portion of the GHA domain. This is an
example of a Type C nonlinear reliability model
described elsewhere2 (ps. 136-138), in which the
attribute shows local regression through some or
all of its range.
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Table 8: UniODA Model Training Performance: Predicting Mental Focus using GHA
Predictive Value
UniODA Model
GHA Predicted Mental Focus n
-------- -------------------------- ---<5496 6 (60% of Maximum) 51

% Correct ESP
p<
------------- ------ ------39.2
28.7 0.05

<5636

8 (80% of Maximum)

53

22.6

<5668

7 (70% of Maximum)

9

44.4

<5692

5 (50% of Maximum)

9

44.4

<5760

4 (40% of Maximum)

16

31.2

>5760

3 (30% of Maximum)

26

61.5

Confidence
--------------99.999%

Sensitivity
Actual Symptom Level
n
--------------------------- -----3 (30% of Maximum)
24

Number
Correctly Predicted
----------------------16

Sensitivity
(% Accuracy)
----------------66.7

4 (40% of Maximum)

18

5

27.8

5 (50% of Maximum)

38

4

10.5

6 (60% of Maximum)

39

20

51.3

7 (70% of Maximum)

26

4

15.4

ESS
------27.0

8 (80% of Maximum)
19
12
63.2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: UniODA model based on non-directional (post hoc) hypothesis. See Note to Table 1. Confidence
for target p based on 500 Monte Carlo experiments (estimated p<0.0001). Monte Carlo analysis was
completed in 1.21 CPU hours by UniODA2 running on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
.

Selected UniODA output for this analysis is presented in Table 9 to illustrate how the
entries in Table 8 are found.
In Table 8, under Predictive Value, the
first element of the UniODA model is GHA<
5496, Predicted Mental Focus=6, n=51, % Correct=39.2. In Table 9 this is found under the
Classification performance summary table, beneath the Predicted Class 6 column.

And, in Table 8, for Sensitivity, the first
Actual Symptom Level is 3, with n=24, Number
Correctly Predicted=16, Sensitivity (% Accuracy)=66.7. In Table 9, the number correctly
predicted is found in the Classification performance summary table, as the intersection of
Predicted and Actual Class 3, and the remaining
values are found to the right of the table for the
row representing actual Class category 3.
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Table 9: Output Showing UniODA Model and Classification Performance Summary for
Training Analysis: GHA and Mental Focus Example

ODA model:
---------IF GHA <= 5495.5 THEN FOCUS = 6
IF 5495.5 < GHA <= 5636.0 THEN FOCUS
IF 5636.0 < GHA <= 5668.5 THEN FOCUS
IF 5668.5 < GHA <= 5691.5 THEN FOCUS
IF 5691.5 < GHA <= 5760.0 THEN FOCUS
IF 5760.0 < GHA THEN FOCUS = 3
Classification performance summary:
----------------------------------Correct
Incorrect
61
103
Class
V4

A
c
t
u
a
l

NP
PV

=
=
=
=

8
7
5
4

Overall
accuracy
37.20%

Mean Sens
across classes
39.13%

Predicted
3
4
5
6
7
8
------------------------------------------------- NA
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
3| 16
|
1
|
2
|
0
|
1
|
4
| 24
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
4|
4
|
5
|
0
|
4
|
0
|
5
| 18
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
5|
6
|
6
|
4
| 12
|
3
|
7
| 38
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
6|
0
|
2
|
2
| 20
|
1
| 14
| 39
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
7|
0
|
0
|
1
| 10
|
4
| 11
| 26
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
8|
0
|
2
|
0
|
5
|
0
| 12
| 19
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
------------------------------------------------26
16
9
51
9
53
61.54% 31.25% 44.44% 39.22% 44.44% 22.64% Mean PV

Effect strength Sens

26.96%

Effect strength PV

Table 10 summarizes findings when the
UniODA model identified for the training sample was used to classify the observations in the
hold-out validity sample. As seen, results offer
statistically significant support (p<0.01) for the
a priori hypothesis that the training model using
GHA to predict FOCUS will generalize to holdout sample, however ESS and ESP were both in
the domain of weak classification performance.2

Sens
66.67%
27.78%
10.53%
51.28%
15.38%
63.16%

40.59%

28.71%

Model predictive values are weak for all
predicted ratings except for the strong predicted
ratings of 30% and 50% of maximum. Model
sensitivities are strong for extreme actual ratings
of 30% and 80% of maximum; moderate for
actual ratings of 60% of maximum; and weak
for the other actual symptom ratings.
The following UniODA2 code was used
to estimate confirmatory p for hold-out results
(control commands are indicated in red):
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Table 10: UniODA Model Hold-Out Performance: Predicting Mental Focus using GHA
Predictive Value
UniODA Model
GHA Predicted Mental Focus n % Correct ESP
p<
-------- -------------------------- ---- ------------ ------ ------<5496 6 (60% of Maximum)
45
24.4
19.8
0.01
<5636

8 (80% of Maximum)

45

11.1

<5668

7 (70% of Maximum)

5

0

<5692

5 (50% of Maximum)

4

75.0

<5760

4 (40% of Maximum)

12

25.0

>5760

3 (30% of Maximum)

22

63.6

Confidence
-------------99.999%

Sensitivity
Actual Symptom Level n
--------------------------- -----3 (30% of Maximum)
20

Number
Correctly Predicted
------------------------14

Sensitivity
(% Accuracy)
ESS
------------------ -----70.0
16.6

4 (40% of Maximum)

18

3

16.7

5 (50% of Maximum)

31

3

9.7

6 (60% of Maximum)

30

11

36.7

7 (70% of Maximum)

24

0

0

8 (80% of Maximum)
10
5
50.0
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: See Note to Table 8. TheUniODA model identified for training sample was applied to
the hold-out sample in a confirmatory (a priori, one-tailed) analysis.2 UniODA was used
to estimate hold-out p with 5,000 Monte Carlo experiments (estimated p<0.0002), and
yielded 99.999% (due to memory limit, UniODA reported 100%) Confidence for target
p<0.01. Model performance indices declining in hold-out analysis are shown in red.

OPEN DATA;
OUTPUT holdout.out;
CATEGORICAL ON;
TABLE 6;
CLASS ROW;
DIRECTIONAL < 1 2 3 4 5 6;
MCARLO ITER 100000 TARGET .0003;
DATA;

14 3 0 0 1 2
430605
4 1 3 11 2 10
0 4 0 11 2 13
0 1 1 12 0 10
000505
END DATA;
GO;
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in the hold-out sample.2 A test run indicated that
simulation proceeded quickly and p was small,
so 100,000 MONTE CARLO experiments were
run to obtain confidence for target p<0.0003 for
expository purposes (analysis was completed in
3 CPU seconds by UniODA2 running on a 3
GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer). Selected
output from this analysis is given in Table 11.

Used to analyze data organized in square
tables, TABLE requires a parameter indicating
the number of rows (and columns) in the table
to be analyzed. The CLASS variable is indicated
as ROW because actual class category forms the
rows of the confusion table that is used as data
for the analysis. The DIRECTIONAL command
uses the training model to classify observations

Table 11: UniODA Output Showing Estimated Confirmatory p
for Hold-Out Results Given in Table 10: GHA and Mental Focus Example
ODA model:
---------IF COLUMN =
IF COLUMN =
IF COLUMN =
IF COLUMN =
IF COLUMN =
IF COLUMN =

1
2
3
4
5
6

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW

=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6

Monte Carlo summary (Fisher randomization):
------------------------------------------Iterations
Estimated p
-------------------100000
.000070
Confidence levels for estimated p:
---------------------------------Desired p
Confidence
Desired p
-------------------------p<.001
100.00%
p>.001
p<.01
100.00%
p>.01
p<.05
100.00%
p>.05
p<.10
100.00%
p>.10

Confidence
---------0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Target p
--------p<.000300

Confidence
---------0.00%

Confidence
---------100.00%

Target p
--------p>.000300

All possible ACTs were examined next.
As seen in Table 12, the more extreme the class
categories, the stronger the sensitivity and the
predictive value of the model. This procedure is
motivated because, as was discussed earlier, the
three lowest FOCUS ratings are on one side of
the UniODA models predicted class category
ordering, and the three highest FOCUS ratings
are on the other side of the predicted ordering.
A strong ESS is obtained for the least extreme

division between class categories (essentially a
“median split” performed on the categories) for
the training sample. For the next-most extreme
division eliminating the two intermediate class
categories, training and hold-out ESS and ESP
metrics all fall in the domain of a strong effect.
And, for the most extreme, highest reliability
division involving only the two most extreme
class categories, three of the four measures fall
in the domain of a very strong effect.2
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Table 12: All Possible Confusion Tables for GHA and Mental Focus Example: Training (n=164) and Hold-Out (n=133) Analyses
Actual
Focus 30%
-------30%

Actual
30-50
60-80

Predicted Mental Focus
30-50
60-80
44
36
32
37
7
6

77
58

Predicted Mental Focus
40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

---------------------------------------------------16
1
2
0
1
4
14
3
0
0
1
2

40%

4
4

5
3

0
0

4
6

0
0

5
5

50%

6
4

6
1

4
3

12
11

3
2

7
10

60%

0
0

2
4

2
0

20
11

1
2

14
13

70%

0
0

0
1

1
1

10
12

4
0

11
10

80%

0
0

2
0

0
0

5
5

0
0

12
5

Actual
30-40
70-80

Predicted Mental Focus
30-40
70-80
26
10
24
8
2
2

15
24

Actual
30
80

Predicted Mental Focus
30
80
16
4
14
2
0
0

12
5

ESP=54.4 ESP=45.3
ESP=63.4 ESP=57.5
ESP=75.0 ESP=71.3
ESS=46.7 ESS=37.0
ESS=64.5 ESS=63.2
ESS=80.0 ESS=87.5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Red entries are for training model, black entries are for hold-out model. ESS, ESP, and p given for root confusion tables in Tables 8 and 10. Training
ACT excluding categories 50 and 60 classified n=53 (32.3% of sample), and excluding categories 40-70 classified n=32 (38.7% of sample); hold-out ACT
excluding categories 50 and 60 classified n=58 (43.6% of sample), and excluding categories 40-70 classified n=32 (38.7% of sample).
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8

Findings suggest improved measurement
of GHA (e.g., obtaining a precise value for the
patient’s location when the symptom rating was
made, rather than for general geographic area as
done presently due to availability limitations),
and of patient symptoms (e.g., perhaps by using
a more reliable categorical ordinal scale2), offers
promise of increasing model ESS and ESP.

Yarnold PR, Bryant FB (1988). A note on
measurement issues in Type A research: Let’s
not throw out the baby with the bath water.
Journal of Personality Assessment, 52, 410-419.
9

Collinge WC, Soltysik RC, Yarnold PR (2010).
An internet-based intervention for fibromyalgia
self-management: Initial design and alpha
test. Optimal Data Analysis, 1, 163-175.
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Trajectory of Crude Mortality Rate
in North Dakota Counties
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Recent research reported support for the a priori hypothesis that
annual crude mortality rate (ACMR) was higher after widespread
commercial usage of toxic chemicals and biocides began in the environment in North Dakota in 1998.1 UniODA2 was used to compare ACMR in 1934-1997 versus 1998-2005 (the most current data
available3). Different county types identified included those for
which ACMR increased significantly (p<0.05) at the experimentwise criterion; increased significantly (p<0.05) at the generalized
criterion; had a statistically marginal increase (p<0.10) at the generalized criterion; or did not have a statistically significant increase
(p>0.10) at the generalized criterion. Prior research is extended by
investigating the path of ACRM over time for these four county
groupings, and for each county considered separately. The pattern
of mean ipsative ACMR across time for counties experiencing a
statistically significant increase in ACMR after 1998, revealed the
means fell into three almost perfectly discriminable levels: (a) low
mean scores (mean z<0) seen early (1965 or earlier); (b) medium
scores (0<mean z<0.5) in the middle of the series (1966-1985); and
(c) high scores (mean z>0) late in the series (1986 or later). Series
achieved mean z>1 in 1998, and mean scores since 1998 have been
among the highest on record.

In Figure 1 the counties in which ACMR had a
statistically significant (p<0.05) assessed by the
experimentwise criterion2 are shown in red;
those in which ACMR increased significantly (p
<0.05) by the generalized criterion are indicated
in orange; counties with a statistically marginal
increase (p<0.10) by the generalized criterion
are given in yellow; and counties not showing a
significant increase (p>0.10) in ACRM by the
generalized criterion are displayed in green.

This study sheds more light on this issue
by reporting the path of ACRM across time for
these groups, and for each county individually.
All data are not simply combined to conduct an
overall analysis, in order to avoid the induction
of paradoxical confounding.4-6 For example, if
data for a county having ACMR increasing over
time were combined with data for a county with
ACMR decreasing over time, the combined data
may indicate no temporal change in ACMR.
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Figure 1: Findings of a priori Test of the Hypothesis that ACMR Increased Significantly After
Commercial Usage of Toxic Chemicals and Biocides Began in 1998 in the Environment
(Waterways Drawn by Artist, and are Not Shown to Scale)1

Expressed in raw score form the ACMR
data exhibit significant base-rate differences, so
data were ipsatively standardized separately by
county to eliminate variability attributable to the
base-rate, and to express the data using a scale
that enables direct comparison between different
time series.7 The first group of analyses examine
the course of ipsative ACMR scores across time
for each group identified in prior research.1
For counties having significantly greater
ACMR (experimentwise criterion) after 1998,
Figure 2 is a scatterplot representing all 16 red
counties seen in Figure 1, showing a polynomial
regression model8 for the data and its R2 value.
As seen, the regression model explains less than

54% of the variation in ipsative ACRM scores,
indicative of poor predictive accuracy.9 The
model crossed from negative to positive z scores
(mean of z is zero) in 1976, and reached a value
of 1.0 in 1998. Several notable outliers reflect
inherent variability in the ACMR statistic for
counties having small populations.
Figure 3 provides mean ipsative ACMR
scores over time, indicating the 8-year forward
moving average—selected since eight years of
ACMR data are available after 1998, inclusive3.
Note that all means prior to 1965 were negative
(below mean) but one; between 1965 and 1985
all means exceeded zero and were less than 0.5,
and all means since 1985 but one exceeded 0.5.
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Figure 2: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Significantly Greater ACMR
(Experimentwise Criterion) After 1998, Indicating Polynomial Regression Model
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Figure 3: Mean Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Significantly Greater ACMR
(Experimentwise Criterion) After 1998, Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
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The accuracy achieved in discriminating
mean ipsative z score levels on the basis of year
as just described is virtually perfect (ESS=95.4),
as is predictive value (ESP=95.8). A qualitative
analysis of the scatterplot reveals that the means
increased slowly between 1934 and 1965; then
abruptly experienced an increase of one-half a
standard deviation (SD) magnitude in 1965 and
then remained stable until 1985; and since 1985
mean z scores assumed uninterrupted linear rise.

Mean ipsative z surpassed 1.0 for good in 1998,
and since that time the six highest-ever-recorded
means have been observed.
For counties having significantly greater
ACMR (generalized criterion) after 1998, Figure 4 is a scatterplot for 18 orange counties seen
in Figure 1. The regression model explains 41%
of the variation in ipsative ACRM scores: it
crossed through negative z scores in 1971, and it
reached a value of 1.0 in 2004.

Figure 4: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Significantly Greater ACMR
(Generalized Criterion) After 1998, Indicating Polynomial Regression Model
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Figure 5 provides mean ipsative ACMR
scores over time, and closely resembles findings
in Figure 3 obtained for the strongest models.
All means prior to 1965 were negative; between
1965 to 1985 all means exceeded zero and none
exceeded 0.5; and all means except three since
1985 exceeded 0.5 (ESS=92.5; ESP=93.8).
A qualitative analysis of the scatterplot
suggests means increased slowly between 1934
and 1965; had an abrupt increase of 0.5 to 1 SD
in magnitude in 1965 and slowly degraded until
1985; and since 1985 assumed an uninterrupted

linear rise until regressing in most recent years.
The mean ipsative z score reached the value of
1.0 in 2000, and the two highest recorded means
were seen in 2000 and in 2002.
Figure 6 presents data for counties with
marginally higher ACMR (p<0.10, generalized
criterion) after 1998 (4 yellow counties, Figure
1). Notably different than the prior findings, the
regression model explained 31% of the variation
in ipsative ACRM scores; crossed into positive z
scores in 1964; never achieved a value of 1.0;
and has been declining since 1990.
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Figure 5: Mean Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Significantly Greater ACMR
(Generalized Criterion) After 1998, Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
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Figure 6: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Marginally Greater ACMR
(Generalized Criterion) After 1998, Indicating Polynomial Regression Model
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Figure 7 presents mean ipsative ACMR
data over time, and is reminiscent of findings in
Figure 5 obtained for stronger models, but with
a weaker increase occurring since 1985. Means

prior to 1954 were negative; high variability
over time after 1954 persists to today; and there
is no additional obvious partioning of the mean
ipsative ACMR on the basis of year.
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Figure 7: Mean Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Marginally Greater ACMR
(Generalized Criterion) After 1998, Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
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Qualitative analysis of the scatterplot
suggests means increased steadily between 1934
and 1975; declined 0.5 SD in magnitude over
the next five years; and since 1985 had a steady

rise of 0.5 SD, regressing most recently. Mean
ipsative z score never reached 1.0. Three of the
six greatest observed means occurred in 1997
and thereafter.

Figure 8: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Not Having Greater ACMR
(Generalized Criterion) After 1998, Indicating Polynomial Regression Model
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Figure 8 gives data for counties that did
not have a higher ACMR (p>0.10, generalized
criterion) after 1998 (green counties in Figure
1). The regression model explained less than 5%
of the variance in ipsative ACRM scores; stayed
within a 0.5 SD range across time; never reached a value of 1.0; crossed into positive z scores
in 1954; and has been declining since 1978.

Finally, Figure 9 presents mean ipsative
ACMR data over time: it is reminiscent of the
findings in Figure 7 for marginal models, but
without an increase occurring since 1985. There
is high variability across time, and no obvious
partioning of mean ipsative ACMR on the basis
of year. The greatest mean ever observed was
recorded in 2002.

Figure 9: Mean Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Not Having Greater ACMR
(Generalized Criterion) After 1998, Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
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Findings obtained by examining the trajectory of ACMR across time separately for the
four groups of counties identified in prior research are revealing. Analysis of the pattern of
mean ipsative ACMR across time, performed
for counties experiencing a statistically significant increase (whether the experimentwise or
generalized criterion was applied) in ACMR
after 1998, revealed the means fell into three
almost perfectly discriminable groups: (a) low
mean ipsative ACMR scores (mean z<0) were
seen early in the series (1965 or earlier); (b) medium scores (0<mean z<0.5) were seen in the
middle of the series (1966-1985); and (c) high
scores (mean z>0) were seen late in the series

(1986 or later). Series for both groups achieved
mean z>1 in 1998 or soon after, and mean
scores since 1998 have been among the highest
on record. Findings for the counties experiencing a statistically marginal increase in ACMR
after 1998 followed a reminiscent pattern, but
with a greater increase in mean ipsative ACMR
score in the early and middle portions of the
series, and a more muted increase later in the
series. In contrast, findings for the counties not
experiencing a significant increase in ACMR
after 1998 indicated that a peak mean ipsative
score occurred in the middle of the series, with
regression toward higher mean ipsative ACMR
score occurring in recent years.
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estly in the middle years. Series for Mountrail
(D), Towner (F), Bottineau (G), Walsh (I), Eddy
(J), Wells (M), Dickey (P), and Barnes (R)
counties rose continuously over years. The series for Ward (E) county was U-shaped, and the
series for Williams (C) county was reminiscent
of a cosine wave across years.
Series illustrating ipsative ACMR scores
across time are given in Figure 12 for counties
with marginally greater (generalized criterion)
ACMR after 1998.1 As seen, series for Renville
(A), McKenzie (B), and Sheridan (C) counties
were generally consistent with the group series
presented in Figures 6 and 7. In contrast, the
series for Traill (D) county gained continuously
across years.
Finally, series showing ipsative ACMR
scores across time are illustrated in Figure 13
for counties not having a significantly greater
(generalized criterion) ACMR after 1998.1 As
seen, series for Golden Valley (A), Slope (B),
Oliver (E), Benson (I), Pembina (K), Sargent
(N) and Richland (O) counties were generally
consistent with the group series shown in Figures 8 and 9, as did the series for Burke (D)
county, although the decline in the middle period was delayed. In contrast, series for Billings
(C), Sioux (G), Rolette (H), Grand Forks (J),
and Cass (M) counties fell across years, regressing to higher scores recently. And, the series for McHenry (F) and Steele (L) counties
rose across years, with recent regression to
lower levels.

Series for Individual Counties
Inspection of the scatter plots for each of
the four county groupings, and consideration of
meager performance achieved by the regression
models, indicates substantial variability between
counties and across time within each of the four
groups. Accordingly, separate scatter plots are
provided for each county, illustrating the 8-year
forward moving average for ipsative ACMR.
Series showing ipsative ACMR scores
over time are illustrated in Figure 10 for the
counties having a significantly greater (experimentwise criterion) ACMR after 1998.1 As
seen, the series for McLean (A), Pierce (F),
Bowman (G) Ramsey (H), Foster (I), Kidder
(K), Logan (M), Ransom (N) and Grant (P)
counties were generally consistent with the
group series shown in Figures 2 and 3. Series
for Stark (B), Burleigh (C), and Stutsman (J)
counties rose slightly and then declined through
the early and middle years, rising in the later
years. And, series for Hettinger (D), Adams
(E), Emmons (L), and McIntosh (O) counties
gained continuously over years.
Series showing ipsative ACMR scores
over time are illustrated in Figure 11 for counties having a significantly greater (generalized
criterion) ACMR after 1998.1 As seen, the series for Divide (A), Dunn (B), Cavalier (H),
Nelson (K), Griggs (L), and Lamoure (Q) counties were generally consistent with the group
series shown in Figures 4 and 5, as were the series for Morton (N) and Mercer (O) counties,
although scores in these series decreased mod-
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Figure 10: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Significantly Greater ACMR (Experimentwise Criterion) After 1998,
Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
(A) McLean County

(B) Stark County
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(E) Adams County

(F) Pierce County
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(G) Bowman County

(H) Ramsey County
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(I) Foster County

(J) Stutsman County
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(K) Kidder County

(L) Emmons County
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(M) Logan County

(N) Ransom County
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Figure 11: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Significantly Greater ACMR (Generalized Criterion) After 1998,
Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
(B) Dunn County

(A) Divide County
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(E) Ward County

(F) Towner County
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(G) Bottineau County

(H) Cavalier County
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(M) Wells County
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(Q) Lamoure County
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Figure 12: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Having Marginally Greater ACMR (Generalized Criterion) After 1998,
Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
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Figure 13: Ipsative ACMR Data for Counties Not Having Greater ACMR (Generalized Criterion) After 1998,
Indicating 8-Year Forward Moving Average
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(E) Oliver County

(F) McHenry County
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(I) Benson County

(J) Grand Forks County
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(M) Cass County

(N) Sargent County
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The Most Recent, Earliest, and Kth
Significant Changes in an Ordered Series:
Traveling Backwards in Time to Assess
When Annual Crude Mortality Rate
Most Recently Began Increasing in
McLean County, North Dakota
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Serial or longitudinal measurement is widely practiced by people
in all facets of real-world phenomena: an athlete wishes to know
how many training sessions are required before significant increase
in performance is realized; a musician wishes to assess how many
on-stage performances are required before a significant increase in
media attention is attracted; and a medical patient wishes to understand how many units of medication are needed before significant
improvement in health is achieved. This paper illustrates how to
use UniODA to statistically evaluate a longitudinal series, either by
starting at the series beginning and traveling forwards in time, or
starting at the series end and travelling backwards in time. This is
illustrated with an example involving backwards travel in a timeordered series, to determine when recently observed statistically
significant increases in annual crude mortality rate occurred in
McLean County, North Dakota.

Recent research hypothesized that exposure to
toxic chemicals and biocides in the environment
is hazardous to human longevity, and so used
the year this practice was commercialized as a
theoretical time-threshold for discriminating the
annual crude mortality rate (ACMR) in counties
representing such an environment.1 Support for

this hypothesis motivated interest to understand
the trajectory of ACMR over time in producing
regions.2 For example, Figure 1 illustrates the
path of ACMR over time for McLean County in
North Dakota—in the heart of an active area of
productive oil and gas fields. ACMR data were
ipsatively standardized (z scores are computed
143
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toxic water and gas environmentally.1 The 8year forward-moving-average is shown because
ACMR data are only available for seven years
after 1998, so a total of eight “post-commercialization” years (data points) are available.

using the mean and standard deviation for raw
ACMR data in the McLean County series), a
practice generally recommended for analyses of
serial measures.3 The year 1998 is commonly
used to indicate initiation of commercial use of

Figure 1: Ipsative ACMR Data for McLean County, North Dakota,
Showing 8-Year Forward-Moving-Average
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As seen, ipsative ACMR began its most
recent rise in 1984. The initial test of the a priori hypothesis compared post-commercialization data (1998-2005; Class=1) against all prior
data (1937-1997; Class=0). In contrast, in the
present study the number of pre-event data
points used to test the a priori hypothesis is the
same as the number of post-event data points
used, in order to equate the time horizon on both
sides of the UniODA cutpoint employed to define the class categories.4
The first analysis compared eight years
of post-commercialization ipsative ACMR data
(1998-2005; class=1) versus the preceding eight
years of data (1990-1997; class=0), testing the a
priori hypothesis that class 1 observations have
higher ipsative ACMR data (Table 1 gives data
used in analysis, and results). The analysis was
accomplished by the following UniODA4 code
(control commands are indicated in red):

VARS class acmr;
CLASS class;
ATTR acmr;
DIR < 0 1;
MC ITER 100000 TARGET .05;
GO;
The DIRECTIONAL (DIR) command
specifies the a priori hypothesis that the later
(class 0) ipsative ACMR data will be lower than
(<) the earlier ipsative ACMR data (class 1).
An alternative parameterization is: DIR > 1 0
(AMCR for class 1 is greater than for class 0).4
The MONTE CARLO (MC) command
specifies that 100,000 iterations (experiments)
are employed to estimate Type I error, as prior
research indicates this number is adequate to obtain stable estimates of target p levels, having
narrow confidence intervals.5
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The experimentwise Type I error rate is
controlled using a sequentially-rejective Dunn’s
Bonferroni-type multiple comparisons procedure.4 Since this is the first test of a statistical

analysis being performed, the target p (Dunn’s
criterion4) for a single test, p<0.05 is used in the
MC command.

Table 1: Design, Data, and Findings for Example Analysis
Attribute
Class Variable Coding
----------- -----------------------------------------------------------------Year
ACMR
Analysis 1 Analysis 2 Analysis 3
Analysis 4
------ ----------- ------------- ------------- ------------- --------------1987
-0.04
0
1988
0.35
0
0
1989
0.89
0
0
0
1990
0.04
0
0
0
0
1991
0.35
0
0
0
0
1992
1.02
0
0
0
0
1993
1.51
0
0
0
0
1994
0.44
0
0
0
0
1995
0.35
0
0
0
1
1996
0.58
0
0
1
1
1997
1.29
0
1
1
1
1998
0.71
1
1
1
1
1999
1.33
1
1
1
1
2000
1.90
1
1
1
1
2001
1.35
1
1
1
1
2002
1.25
1
1
1
1
2003
2.25
1
1
1
2004
2.63
1
1
2005
1.90
1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Model Cut-Point
0.64
1.14
0.51
0.51
Target p

0.05

0.02533

0.01696

0.01275

Estimated p

0.044

0.0092

0.043

0.13

Confidence

>99.99

>99.99

<0.001

<0.001

ESS

62.5

75.0

62.5

50.0

ESP
72.7
75.0
72.3
53.3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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As seen, the UniODA model for the first
analysis is: if ipsative ACMR<0.64 then predict
class=0 (1990-1997); otherwise predict class=1
(1998-2005). This model had strong sensitivity
(accuracy) in classifying actual year correctly
(ESS=62.5), as well as strong predictive value
in making accurate classifications into each
class category (ESP =72.7).4,6 Confidence that
estimated p was as small or smaller than the
Sidak Bonferroni target p was virtually perfect,
offering statistical confirmation of the a priori
hypothesis.
Note that leave-one-out (LOO) jackknife
validity analysis4 was not performed presently,
because the issue of how strongly the model will
cross-generalize if used prospectively is not
relevant in this retrospective analysis. However,
when a LOO analysis is also conducted, then the
target p is appropriately set for two tests of
statistical hypotheses in the MC command,
rather than for one test as was used presently.
Thus, if LOO analysis had been conducted
presently, and had LOO p been greater than
training p, then the latter would be evaluated
first in the sequentially-rejective multiplecomparisons procedure. Since the estimated p
(0.044) is greater than the Sidak target p for two
tests (.02533), then the a priori hypothesis
would have been rejected, rather than supported.
In the context of the objective of the
study, the first question has been answered:
looking backwards in time, the most recent
statistically significant increase in the McLean
County ipsative ACMR series occurred when
comparing eight post-commercialization years
(1998-2005) versus eight preceding years
(1990-1997).
Eyeball examination of the pattern of
class 1 and class 0 codes across the years is
revealing: this pattern represents a backwardstepping “little-jiffy” analysis (LJA) with a binwidth of 16 observations and a step size of 1.1
The 8-year moving average that is indicated in
Figure 1 is therefore an illustration of mean
ipsative ACMR for Class 1 observations for

every possible LJA when moving backwards in
time (as is the case), and for the Class 0
observations for every possible LJA when
moving forwards in time (not done presently).
This backward-stepping LJA procedure
continues until the first non-statisticallysignificant result is obtained. In each analysis
the appropriate Dunn criterion is used in the MC
command. As seen in Table 1, the LJA required
three analyses to terminate in the present
example: the estimated p (0.43) exceeded the
target p (0.01696), so the a priori hypothesis is
rejected.
In the context of the objective of the
study, the remaining questions have been
answered: looking backwards in time, the
second (Kth) most recent statistically significant
increase in the McLean County ipsative ACMR
series occurred when comparing data from
1997-2004 versus 1989-1996. This was also the
earliest, or the initial statistically significant
increase in ipsative ACMR data in the recent
series.
Because the bin-width of the present
study is small, statistical power available for
testing the a priori hypothesis is limited.7 In
this case, especially if data are expensive and/or
rare, the use of the multiple comparisons
criterion may be relaxed, and the generalized
criterion of “per-comparison” p< 0.05 can be
used instead to gauge statistical significance.4
This also is illustrated in Table 1. Note
that in the third analysis the estimated p (0.043)
is less than the estimated p (0.044) in the first
analysis, and also that confidence for the latter
estimate for target p<0.05 was almost perfect.
Thus, had the generalized criterion been used
rather than the experimentwise criterion from
the start of analysis then the a priori hypothesis
would have been supported in this step, rather
than rejected, as was the case. In the fourth
analysis the estimated p is clearly not
statistically significant (not shown, confidence
for target p>0.10 was >99.99).
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3

In the context of the objective of the
study, the remaining questions have been
answered: looking backwards in time, the
second (Kth) most recent statistically significant
increase in the McLean County ipsative ACMR
series occurred when comparing data from
1997-2004 versus 1989-1996. The earliest, or
initial statistically significant increase in
ipsative ACMR data in the recent series occurred when comparing data from 1996-2003
versus 1988-1995. The comparison between
1995-2002 and 1987-1994 was not statistically
significant.
The LJA procedure works in a conceptually-parallel method in forward-stepping
mode.

Yarnold PR, Soltysik RC (2013). Ipsative
transformations are essential in the analysis of
serial data. Optimal Data Analysis, 2, 94-97.
4

Yarnold PR, Soltysik RC (2005). Optimal data
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Comparing Attributes Measured
with “Identical” Likert-Type Scales
in Single-Case Designs with UniODA
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Often at the advice of their physician, patients managing chronic
disease such as fibromyalgia or arthritis, or those undergoing therapy in rehabilitation medicine or oncology, will record weekly or
daily—sometimes even real-time ratings—of physical (e.g., pain,
fatigue) and emotional (e.g., depression, anxiety) symptoms. Similarly, often at the advice of their coaches, athletes ranging from
elite professionals to everyday people engrossed in an astonishing
variety of group and customized personal fitness programs, record
ratings of physical (e.g., vigor, focus) and emotional (e.g., anger,
fear) states at the beginning and/or the end of workout sessions. In
these types of applications, within a given study (also typically in
most related studies in any given discipline, and across different
disciplines), physical and emotional symptoms and states are all
assessed using the same type of measuring scale, specifically an
ordered Likert-type scale with 3-11 response categories. This paper
shows how to employ UniODA to compare such symptom or state
ratings to identify the strongest and weakest symptoms/states using
data obtained across multiple measurements for an individual.

were high.1,2 On every session the users rated
symptoms often reported in the literature for FM
patients, including pain and fatigue—two of the
most prevalent FM symptoms. Symptoms were
rated on an 11-point Likert-Type scale ranging
from 0 (“not at all bothersome”) to 10 (“extremely bothersome”).
Analysis is conducted to determine if the
patient rated these two symptoms similarly: that
is, if these two symptoms were experienced with
comparable intensity, or if instead the ratings of

Data for this study were abstracted with
permission from a computer log containing 297
sequential entries of an anonymous patient with
fibromyalgia (FM), who voluntarily used an intelligent health diary in the prospective clinical
trial of a web-based, self-monitoring and symptom management system known commercially
as SMARTLog.1 Patients in the trial could use
SMARTLog daily if they wished, and though no
users made daily entries over protracted periods,
overall usage of and satisfaction with the system
148
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one symptom exceed ratings of the other symptom, and the former is described as being dominant or primary versus the latter.
Analyses comparing ratings on pain and
fatigue are first conducted using raw data, and a
second time using data ipsatively standardized
into z-scores using mean and standard deviation
(SD) computed for the individual’s data.3

code) delimited by a space to the beginning of
each of the first (top) set of 297 rows, and then
likewise add the number “1” (arbitrary dummycode) delimited by a space to the beginning of
each of the second (bottom) set of 297 rows.
Using new.txt as input, the post hoc hypothesis that the raw pain and fatigue measures
were rated differentially by the patient is tested
running the following UniODA4 code (control
commands indicated in red):

Analysis of Raw Scores
Descriptive statistics for pain: mean=
4.60; SD=1.52; median=5; skewness=0.20; kurtosis=-0.53; coefficient of variation (CV)=33.2.
For fatigue: mean=6.38; SD=1.44; median=6;
skewness=-0.03; kurtosis= -0.59; and CV=22.6.
Table 1 also provides the pain and fatigue rating
distributions for this patient.

OPEN new.txt;
OUTPUT example.out;
VARS class rating;
CLASS class;
ATTR rating;
MCARLO ITER 100000;
LOO;
GO;

Table 1: Distributions of the Patient’s
Raw Pain and Fatigue Ratings
Response
Category

Pain

2

26

3

48

5

4

74

25

5

65

50

6

49

85

7

27

60

8

7

49

9

1

23

One hundred thousand Monte Carlo
experiments were used to estimate p, the default
setting in the ODA laboratory for exploratory
data analysis involving UniODA with a binary
class variable.5 The model had strong statistical
support, with nearly perfect confidence for target p<0.001 (estimated p<0.00001). Analysis
was completed in 16 CPU seconds by UniODA4
run on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
The UniODA model was: if rating is <5
then predict the attribute is pain; otherwise predict fatigue. This model indicates fatigue ratings
were greater than pain ratings. As seen in Table
1, 26+48+74+65=213 (71.7%) of 297 pain ratings were correctly predicted, as were 85+60+
49+23=217 (73.1%) of 297 fatigue ratings. The
confusion table for the model is seen in Table 2:
overall, ESS=44.78 and ESP=44.79, reflecting
moderate strength.4 Model classification performance was consistent in LOO analysis.4
All possible aggregated confusion tables
(ACT) were examined to assess if increasing the
reliability of the ratings yields superior symptom discrimination.6

Fatigue

--------------------------------------------------Note: Available response categories of 0,
1 and 10 weren’t used by patient.

Construct a new data set (new.txt) with
2n observations (2*297=594), each of which
forms a row in new.txt. First, copy all 297 pain
ratings to new.txt (which at this point has 297
rows). Next, beneath these, copy all 297 fatigue
ratings (new.txt now has 594 rows). Add the
number “0” (an arbitrary class category dummy149
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Table 2: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Discriminating Pain and Fatigue Ratings

Table 4: Second ACT Omitting Ratings
of 4-5 and 6-7

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

Pain
Actual

Pain

Symptom Fatigue

Fatigue

Pain

213

84

71.7%

Actual

80

217

73.1%

Symptom Fatigue

72.7%
72.1%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Pain

Fatigue

74

8

90.2%

5

72

93.5%

93.7%
90.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The first ACT analysis dropped the two
middle response categories of 5 and 6 (see Table
1), yielding the ACT provided in Table 3 (58%
of the total sample). Resultant ESS (62.4) and
ESP (62.2) were both 39% greater than achieved
in full-range analysis, and both in the domain of
a strong effect.4

Table 5: Final ACT Using Ratings of 2 and 9
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom
Pain
Actual

Pain

Symptom Fatigue

Fatigue

26

1

96.3%

0

23

100%

Table 3: First ACT Omitting Ratings of 5 and 6
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom
Pain
Actual

Pain

Symptom Fatigue

100%
95.8%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Fatigue

148

35

80.9%

30

132

81.5%

In summary UniODA comparison of raw
pain and fatigue ratings made by this FM patient
suggests that the latter dominate the former with
moderate strength, and this finding may crossgeneralize. Ratings that reflect ambivalence induce inaccurate classification by the model and
the patient, and represent a possible means to
enhance precision and thus accuracy.

83.2%
79.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The second ACT additionally dropped
response categories of 4 and 7 yielding the ACT
in Table 4: the ESS (83.8) and ESP (83.7) were
very strong effects, 87% greater than full-range
analysis and 35% greater than the first ACT, but
only 27% of the total sample is classified—half
of the number of the first ACT. The third and
final ACT (Table 5) only used the most extreme
ratings, 2 and 9. Resulting ESS (96.3) and ESP
(95.8) were nearly perfect but only a meager 8%
of the sample was classified. ACT analyses
suggest that reducing number of tied ratings in
response categories 5 and 6—both reflecting
ambivalence—will boost the ESS significantly
and involve a significant segment of the sample.

Analysis of Ipsative z-Scores
Ipsative standardization of raw data into
z-score form is done using the mean and SD
computed for data from an observation (not a
sample of observations), and it is appropriate for
analysis of serial data as a means of eliminating
variability attributable to “base-rate” differences
between observations that essentially introduce
noise into the data.3 Analyses performed on raw
data are thus repeated here after pain and fatigue
ratings have first been ipsatively standardized.
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Descriptive statistics for zpain: mean=0;
SD=1; median=0.265; skewness=0.20; kurtosis
=-0.53; CV=0. For zfatigue: mean=0; SD=1; median=-0.261; skewness=-0.03; kurtosis=-0.59;
CV=0. Table 6 gives the zpain and zfatigue rating
distributions for this patient.

differences in mean intensity and variability of
rated phenomena. Little of this complexity is
reflected in any systematic way with raw data,
but this complexity is the theoretical motivation
for the use of ipsatized data.7,8
The analysis begins as before: construct
a new data set (new.txt) having 2n observations
(here, 594), each forming a row in new.txt.
Copy all 297 zpain ratings to new.txt (at this
point new.txt has 297 rows), then beneath these
copy all 297 zfatigue ratings (new.txt now has 594
rows). Add the number “0” (an arbitrary class
category dummy-code) delimited by a space to
the beginning of each of the first (top) set of 297
rows, and then likewise add the number “1”
(arbitrary dummy-code) delimited by a space to
the beginning of each of the second (bottom) set
of 297 rows. Using new.txt as input, the post
hoc hypothesis that zpain and zfatigue were rated
differentially is tested by running the same UniODA code used for raw score analysis with the
following changes:

Table 6: Distributions of the Patient’s
Ipsative zpain and zfatigue Ratings
Response
Category

zpain

zfatigue

---------------------------------------------------2.34
5
-1.70

26

-1.65
-1.05

25
48

-0.95
-0.39

50
74

-0.26
0.27

85
65

0.43
0.92

49

1.13
1.58

The model had strong statistical support,
with nearly perfect confidence for target
p<0.001 (estimated p<0.00001). Analysis was
completed in 42 CPU seconds by UniODA4 run
on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer.
The UniODA model was: if ipsative zscore <-0.33 (one-third of a SD lower than the
mean rating used by the individual) then predict
the attribute is pain; otherwise predict fatigue.
As was found for raw data, using standardized
data UniODA reveals that standardized fatigue
ratings dominated pain ratings. The confusion
table for this model is seen in Table 7: overall,
ESS=22.9 (49% lower than obtained using raw
data) and ESP=24.2 (46% lower than for raw
data), reflecting relatively weak effects.4 Model
performance was stable in LOO analysis. Note
that accuracy declined for classification of zpain.

49
27

1.82
2.23

VARS class Zrating;
ATTR Zrating;

60

23
7

2.89
1
---------------------------------------------------

Comparison of Tables 6 and 1 clearly
reveals that “identical” rating scales, such as
Likert-type scales, are definitely NOT identical
if considered statistically from the perspective
of the individuals who are using the scales to
rate their own personal experience. This is in
some extent due to ambiguity in the cognitive
labels used to give meaning to the numerical
options on the scale. It is also due to ambiguity
in the target of the rating, the changing nature of
the phenomenon over time, and the inherent
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Table 7: Confusion Table
for UniODA Model Discriminating
Ipsative Pain and Fatigue Ratings

Table 9: ACT for UniODA Model
Discriminating Ipsative Pain and Fatigue
Ratings, Omitting Three Middle Ratings

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

Actual

zpain

Symptom zfatigue

zpain

zfatigue

148

149

49.8%

Actual

80

217

73.1%

Symptom zfatigue

zpain

zpain

zfatigue

148

84

63.8%

72

160

69.0%

64.9%
59.3%
---------------------------------------------------------------

67.3%
65.6%
---------------------------------------------------------------

All possible ACTs were examined next.
The first ACT analysis dropped the middle response category of 0.27 (see Table 6), yielding
the ACT provided in Table 8 (89% of the total
sample). Resultant ESS (36.9) and ESP (37.0)
were 61% greater than achieved in full-range
analysis, and both were moderate effects.4

The third and in the present case final
ACT additionally dropped response categories
of -0.39 and 0.92 producing the ACT in Table
10: ESS (48.2, 31% higher than any other result)
and ESP (48.9, 27% higher) sit on the border of
being strong effects, but only 44% of the total
sample is classified. Again, eliminating nonextreme pain ratings returns solid improvement
in overall model performance.

Table 8: ACT for UniODA Model
Discriminating Ipsative Pain and Fatigue
Ratings, Omitting Middle Rating

Table 10: ACT for UniODA Model
Discriminating Ipsative Pain and Fatigue
Ratings, Omitting Five Middle Ratings

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

Actual

zpain

Symptom zfatigue

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

zpain

zfatigue

148

84

63.8%

80

217

73.1%

zpain
Actual

64.9%
72.1%
---------------------------------------------------------------

zpain

Symptom zfatigue

zfatigue

74

35

67.9%

30

122

80.3%

71.2%
77.7%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The second ACT also dropped response
categories -0.26 and 0.43 producing the ACT in
Table 9: ESS (32.3, 12% lower than first ACT)
and ESP (38.4, 4% higher) are moderate effects,
41% greater than full-range analysis—half the
gain of the first ACT, and only 65% of the total
sample is classified—only three-quarters of the
number classified by the first ACT. This shows
that greatest accuracy gains can be realized by
resolving ambiguity on pain ratings, not fatigue.

Further ACTs are not performed because
the proportion of the sample classified is already
less than half, and analyses indicated that pain
ratings near the patient mean offer the promise
of improving accuracy vis-à-vis more precise
measurement.
An important concluding observation is
that although the model achieved using raw data
had superior performance when compared with
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5

the model analyzing ipsative data—in terms of
comparing the patient’s ratings of two attributes,
the raw data model has lower psychological
meaning—if statistically considered from the
perspective of the rater—than does the ipsative
data model. The identical physical response
scale may be provided to and used by a single
person to rate two or more attributes, however
that does not imply that the scale has the same
psychological meaning when applied by the person to rate different attributes. Attributes should
thus be ipsatively standardized before being
compared against each other for a single person,
and before being agglomerated in sample-based
analyses.8,9

Yarnold PR, Soltysik RC (2010). Precision and
convergence of Monte Carlo Estimation of 2category UniODA 2-tailed p. Optimal Data
Analysis, 1, 43-45.
6

Yarnold PR (2013). Standards for reporting
UniODA findings expanded to include ESP and
all possible aggregated confusion tables. Optimal Data Analysis, 2, 106-119.
7

Yarnold PR (1992). Statistical analysis for single-case designs. In: FB Bryant, L Heath, E
Posavac, J Edwards, E Henderson, Y SuarezBalcazar, S Tindale (Eds.), Social Psychological
Applications to Social Issues, Volume 2: Methodological Issues in Applied Social Research.
New York, NY: Plenum, pp. 177-197.
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Comparing Responses to Dichotomous
Attributes in Single-Case Designs
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Imagine a single case is assessed on two or more binary attributes over
a series of measurements or testing sessions. For example, a chronic
pain patient might rate their pain and fatigue each evening before
sleep, as “worse than average” or “better than average”. Alternatively,
imagine following two or more different corporate stocks over a given
time period, keeping a record at the end of every trading day regarding
whether the closing price was higher or lower than on the prior day.
Both examples are single-case series, and in both examples an interesting question is whether the binary responses to the different attributes differ. Does the patient have more bad pain days than bad fatigue
days? Does one stock close higher more often than another stock?
This article discusses how to accomplish such analysis and address
such questions using UniODA. The example selected to illustrate the
method provides clear evidence that ipsative standardization is critical
in obtaining meaningful results in the analysis of serial data.

A common practice across disciplines is the
conversion of an ordered measure into a binary
measure on the basis of an investigator-defined
split of the scale into dichotomous categories.
Common splitting methods used, for example,
to create binary class variables (used as the dependent variable in discriminant analysis) or
attributes (used as independent variables in logistic regression analysis) are: mean-based splits
(higher or lower than the mean); median-based
splits (higher or lower than the median); quartile-based splits (exclude middle quartiles); and
z-score-based splits (exclude observations with
absolute z<1). Fraught with perils such as errors
of omission—missing true effects by missing
appropriate splits, and of commission—finding

spurious effects using splits that induce paradoxical confounding, this practice nevertheless
remains widely used.1 A recent discovery suggests use of statistically unmotivated splits is
further complicated by the differential use of
physically identical response scales, for example
Likert-type scales, by a single individual rating
different phenomena.2 Said another way, the
rater’s perception of phenomena interacts with
the rater’s interpretation of and use of the scales
response options. The example used presently
demonstrates this latter peril.
Data were obtained from a log of 297
consecutive ratings of pain and fatigue made by
a patient with fibromyalgia.2 Symptoms were
rated on an 11-point Likert-Type scale ranging
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from 0 (“not at all bothersome”) to 10 (“extremely bothersome”). Analysis is conducted to
assess if the patient rated these symptoms similarly: that is, were symptoms experienced with
comparable intensity or did ratings of one symptom exceed ratings of the other symptom—in
which case the former is described as being
dominant or primary versus the latter.2 Descriptive data for these 297 pain and fatigue ratings
are given elsewhere.2

OPEN new.txt;
OUTPUT example.out;
VARS class rating;
CLASS class;
ATTR rating;
CATEGORICAL rating;
GO;
The CATEGORICAL (CAT) command
is used to indicate categorical attributes.3 Monte
Carlo simulation is not run to estimate p because
UniODA software computes and provides exact
p for binary applications.3 The resulting UniODA model was: if rating=0 (average or below)
then predict attribute=0 (pain); otherwise predict fatigue. This model indicates that fatigue
ratings were greater than pain ratings (p<
0.0001). The confusion table for the model is
given in Table 1: ESS and ESP are both 44.8,
reflecting moderate strength.3

Analysis Involving Raw Data
For exposition, symptom data are split
using the mean- or median-based methods that
happen to be the same presently (this is not an
uncommon occurrence). These are among the
more frequently-used splitting methods because
they offer the advantage of maximizing sample
size and statistical power. Therefore, the binary
pain attribute is dummy-coded as “0” if the raw
rating is less than 6 (average or less severe) and
as “1” otherwise (more severe than average). As
is common practice, the same strategy was used
to dummy-code the binary fatigue attribute.
As is done for similar analysis involving
ordered attributes2, the analysis begins by constructing a new data set (new.txt) with 2n observations (2*297=594), each of which forms a
row in new.txt. First, copy all 297 binary pain
ratings (0 or 1) to new.txt (which at this point
has 297 rows). Next, beneath these, copy all
297 binary fatigue ratings (new.txt now has 594
rows). Add the number “0” (an arbitrary class
category dummy-code) delimited by a space to
the beginning of each of the first (top) set of 297
rows, and then likewise add the number “1”
(arbitrary class dummy-code) delimited using a
space to the beginning of each of the second
(bottom) set of 297 rows. Using new.txt as input, the post hoc hypothesis that the patient had
a different proportion of bad pain days than of
bad fatigue days across the series of 297 entries
is tested running the following UniODA3 code
(control commands are indicated in red):

Table 1: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Discriminating Binary Pain and Fatigue Ratings
Based on Split of Raw Data
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom
Pain
Actual

Pain

Symptom Fatigue

Fatigue

213

84

71.7%

80

217

73.1%

72.7%
72.1%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis Involving
Ipsatively Standardized Data
Ipsative standardization of raw data into
z-score form is done using the mean and SD
computed for data from an observation (not a
sample of observations), and it is appropriate for
analysis of serial data as a means of eliminating
variability attributable to “base-rate” differences
between observations that essentially introduce
noise into the data.2 Analyses performed on raw
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data are thus repeated here after pain and fatigue
ratings have been ipsatively standardized. Thus,
ipsatively standardized pain scores are coded as
“0” if zpain <0, and as “1” otherwise, and the ipsatively standardized fatigue ratings are coded
in a likewise manner.
The analysis begins as before: construct
a new data set (new.txt) having 2n observations
(here, 594), each forming a row in new.txt.
Copy all 297 zpain –based binary codes to new.txt
(at this point new.txt has 297 rows), then beneath these copy all 297 zfatigue–based binary
codes (new.txt now has 594 rows). Add the
number “0” (an arbitrary class category dummycode) delimited by a space to the beginning of
each of the first (top) set of 297 rows, and then
likewise add the number “1” (arbitrary dummycode) delimited by a space to the beginning of
each of the second (bottom) set of 297 rows.
Using new.txt as input, the post hoc hypothesis
that the patient had a different proportion of bad
pain days than of bad fatigue days across the
series of 297 entries is tested running the same
UniODA code used for raw score analysis with
the following changes:

making ratings that describe their own personal
cognitive and emotional experience.
Table 2: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Discriminating Binary Pain and Fatigue Ratings
Based on Split of Ipsatively Standardized Data
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Symptom

Actual

Pain

Symptom Fatigue

Pain

Fatigue

149

148

50.2%

132

165

55.6%

53.0%
52.7%
---------------------------------------------------------------
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In stark contrast to findings based on
raw data, the results for ipsatively standardized
data indicate no statistical support for the post
hoc hypothesis (p<0.19), and model ESS and
ESP were both extremely weak at less than 5.8.
The confusion table is shown in Table 2. Which
of these results reflects the truth? In the end this
case calls for selecting between the definition of
an average rating made by any researcher who
uses statistically unmotivated numerical thresholds that define psychological conditions for all
patients’ data; or the individual patients who are
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How to Create a Data Set with SAS™ and
Compare Attributes with UniODA™
in Serial Single-Case Designs
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

The use of UniODA to compare response distributions for different
attributes has been demonstrated for binary and ordered measures,
using specifically-constructed data sets. This note presents SAS™
code for creating such data sets, and UniODA™ code for comparing attributes in single-case applications.

Recent research shows how UniODA software1
is used to compare the response distributions between attributes assessed using either binary2 or
ordered3 response scales in single-case “N-of-1”
designs involving longitudinally-collected data.
Irrespective of attribute metric the procedure is
identical: create a data set and run the analysis.
For exposition, imagine a chronic pain
patient rated nine symptoms—fatigue, anxiety,
pain, etc., once a day for a period of time: these
are called symptom1-symptom9 in code ahead.
Also imagine a input data file, symptom.dat, has
data for all nine symptoms for each session on a
single row in the file.
To compare the response distributions of
any symptom pair—symptom1 and symptom2
for example, a new data set is constructed called
compare.dat. The first of two variables on every
row in compare.dat is the analysis class variable, called symptom. Symptoms being compared
are dummy-coded as being from one of two
groups: in code presented ahead symptom1 data
are indicated as being members of group 0 (any

dummy-code suffices), and symptom2 data are
indicated as being members of group 1.
The second variable on every row in
compare.dat is analysis attribute, called rating.
To compare symptom1 and symptom2: rating=
symptom1 for class=0; and rating=symptom2
for class=1. To compare symptom4 and symptom9: rating=symptom4 for class=0, and rating=
symptom9 for class=1.
Raw data are saved in compare.dat using
the following SAS™ code (control commands
are indicated in red).
data q;
infile 'c:\oda\symptom.dat';
input symptom1-symptom9;
symptom=0;
rating=symptom1;
data q2;
infile 'c:\oda\symptom.dat';
input symptom1-symptom9;
symptom=1;
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dominates another is indicated by using the dir
(DIRECTIONAL) command.1 For example, the
a priori hypothesis that symptom2 ratings dominated symptom1 ratings is indicated as:

rating=symptom2;
data q3;set q q2;
file 'c:\oda\compare.dat';
put symptom rating;
run;

dir < 0 1;

Ipsatively standardized z-score data are
saved in compare.dat by replacing definitions of
rating used in the prior code:

indicating symptom1 (class category 0) is hypothesized to have lower (<) ratings than symptom2 (class category 1).1
Comparing all unique pairs of attributes
in a study with K attributes requires that a total
of K(K-1)/2 iterations of this procedure must be
run. Presently this means 9*8/2=36 iterations.
To accomplish this efficiently start with the code
illustrated: run the SAS™ program, then run the
UniODA program, print and label output. Next
toggle bottom rating definition in SAS code to
indicate rating=symptom3 and repeat procedure.
Continue through rating=symptom9. Toggle top
rating definition in SAS code to indicate rating=
symptom2, bottom rating definition to indicate
rating=symptom3. Continue procedure until top
rating=symptom8, bottom rating=symptom9.

rating = (symptomX - meanX) / SDX;
Here X indicates symptom number (1 to
9 for symptom1 to symptom9 respectively). For
symptom1 the mean and SD for the person’s
symptom1 data would be used to compute the
person’s ipsative z-score. For exposition, if the
person’s mean score on symptom1 is 4.75, and
SD is 1.66, the SAS™ command would be:
rating = (symptom1 – 4.75) / 1.66;
Similarly, for symptom7 the mean and
SD for a person’s symptom7 data would be used
to compute ipsative z-score.
Once compare.dat is available UniODA1
is used to discriminate symptom (class variable)
using rating (attribute), with the following code
(control commands indicated in red):
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For applications involving a binary class
variable 25,000 to 100,000 Monte Carlo experiments are typically used to estimate p for an ordered attribute, and exact p is given when the
class variable and attribute are both binary.1 An
a priori hypothesis specifying that one symptom
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Ascertaining an Individual Patient’s
Symptom Dominance Hierarchy:
Analysis of Raw Longitudinal Data
Induces Simpson’s Paradox
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Consider an application with a single individual assessed on an attribute
on a longitudinal series of measurement (testing) sessions: measurement
1, measurement 2, and so forth, ending at measurement N. Each measurement records the value of an attribute: the value recorded at the initial
measurement is denoted as A1, the value recorded at the ith measurement
is denoted as Ai, and the value of the attribute recorded at the final measurement is denoted as AN. Examples of such ordered series include the
monthly closing price of a corporate stock, a dieter’s weight each Friday
morning upon waking, or real-time heart rate of an ICU patient recorded
minute-by-minute. The present study examined a single-case series for a
patient with fibromyalgia, consisting of 297 sequential daily ratings of
nine symptoms commonly associated with the disease. Symptoms were
compared statistically by UniODA to identify their dominance hierarchy
(most to least severe) for this patient. Analysis of raw data suggested that
fatigue was the dominant symptom, but analysis of ipsatively standardized data indicated that finding was paradoxically confounded: the primary symptom, in fact, was stiffness. Of 36 comparisons of symptom
pairs performed using raw data, 28 (78%) were found to be confounded,
ten of which (28%) identified the opposite effect (what raw data analysis
suggested occurred was, in fact, the opposite of what occurred). These
findings reveal a crucial difference between the meaning of the numbers
and labels constituting the response scale as perceived and interpreted by
the investigator, and the meaning of the numbers and labels as perceived
and applied by the individual to quantify internal cognitive and emotional experiences. The latter issue is the purpose of the scale (if subject
perception and response scale did not interact, then valid measurements
would be impossible to obtain) and motivation underlying the research.
Present findings show raw score analysis addresses the investigator’s
perspective, and ipsative z-score analysis addresses the patient’s.
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Recent research investigating single-case serial
designs studied the trajectory of such series over
sequential measurements. One study found that
paradoxical confounding attributable due to
global warming reduced the accuracy of weather
prediction1, and a second study noted significant
rises of annual crude mortality rate in toxicityriddled environments.2 UniODA-based methods
were developed to evaluate both post hoc and a
priori hypotheses within single-case series, and
also for identifying the most recent, earliest, and
Kth statistically significant change within an ordered single-case series.3,4
This investigation is the first to report an
integrated substantive application of UniODA
used to compare different attributes in a singlecase series. Data are a series of 297 sequential
daily ratings of nine symptoms associated with
fibromyalgia (FM), that were made by a patient

with FM using an 11-point Likert-type response
scale (0=“not at all bothersome”, 10=“extremely
bothersome”.5,6 The objective of the analysis is
to identify the symptom dominance hierarchy—
that is, to order the nine symptoms from least to
most severe—for this patient.
The induction of Simpson’s paradox has
been characterized for sample-based designs.7,8
Research demonstrating serial N-of-1 UniODAbased analyses was first to report that such confounding also arises in single-case series with
attributes having ordered1,9 or dichotomous10
response scales. Thus, analysis herein is initially
conducted using raw symptom ratings, and then
using ipsatively standardized z-score ratings.11
Distributions and descriptive statistics
for the raw rating data for this patient’s series of
297 entries are presented in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively.

Table 1: Raw Score Distributions for Nine Symptoms: Investigator’s Perspective
Rating
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pain

Stiffness

26
48
74
65
49
27
7
1

1
11
25
56
66
71
42
18
7

Fatigue

5
25
50
85
60
49
23

Concentration Memory
2
18
24
36
69
69
50
22
7

23
48
69
80
51
22
4

Anxiety

Depression

GI

Sleep

74
173
32
11
6
1

97
85
43
37
22
8
2
2
1

233
44
8
3
5
1
2
1

1
4
12
61
85
54
40
22
18

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Tabled are frequencies. GI=gastrointestinal.
Eyeball examination of Table 1 suggests
the patient rated different symptoms using different ranges on the response scale. The anxiety,
depression, and gastrointestinal rating distributions are positively skewed (Table 2) and remi-

niscent of a Poisson distribution. Symptoms
with relatively many higher ratings (indicative
of increasingly severe symptoms) include stiffness, fatigue, and memory issues, and sleep and
concentration issues to a lesser extent.
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Table 2: Raw Score Descriptive Statistics for Nine Symptoms: Investigator’s Perspective
Symptom

Mean

SD

Median

Skewness

Kurtosis

CV

SEM

Pain
4.60
1.52
5
0.20
-0.53
33
0.088
Stiffness
5.32
1.60
5
-0.01
-0.30
30
0.093
Fatigue
6.38
1.44
6
-0.03
-0.59
23
0.084
Concentration
5.39
1.70
5
-0.25
-0.33
32
0.099
Memory
5.57
1.41
6
0.05
-0.56
25
0.082
Anxiety
1.01
0.86
1
1.42
3.32
86
0.050
Depression
1.49
1.55
1
1.17
1.26
104
0.090
Gastrointestinal
0.39
1.03
0
4.34
24.1
267
0.060
Sleep
5.57
1.62
5
0.28
-0.03
29
0.094
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: n=297. SD=standard deviation; CV=coefficient of variation; SEM=standard error of the mean.
The results of all possible comparisons9
conducted between pairs of attributes using UniODA12 are summarized in Table 3: 100,000
Monte Carlo experiments were used to estimate
Type I error (p) in each analysis, and a sequentially-rejective Sidak Bonferroni criterion was
used to ensure experimentwise p<0.05.4,12,13
As seen, 30 of 36 pairwise comparisons
met the criterion for experimentwise p<0.05:
16.7 times more than are expected by chance.
Of these 30 statistically significant effects, 19
(63%) were strong/very strong: strongest effects
were obtained for comparisons with anxiety,
depression, and GI issues.
A symptom dominance hierarchy (SDH)
is constructed by mapping all 36 of the pairwise
comparisons.12 Since the SDH is a line the mapping is like solving a 36-piece puzzle with two
“ends” rather than four “corners.” It is a sound
strategy when solving this linear puzzle to look
in the pairwise comparison table (Table 3) for
attributes associated with the strongest effects
(greatest pairwise differences) all in the same
direction (the attribute is always on one side of
the inequality). In Table 3 Fatigue ratings are
significantly greater than all other symptoms so
Fatigue forms the high (most severe) end of the
SDH (solution of this puzzle is simplified by
marking-out all “explained” entries of the pair-

wise comparisons table using a printed copy).
At this point the SDH is mapped as shown.
LOW ------------------------------------|-- HIGH
Fa
In the pairwise comparisons table with
fatigue-related entries eliminated, GI ratings are
significantly lower than the other ratings, so GI
forms the low (least severe) end of the SDH,
now mapped as shown.
LOW --|---------------------------------|-- HIGH
GI
Fa
In the pairwise comparisons table with
fatigue- and GI-related entries eliminated, the
anxiety ratings are significantly lower than other
ratings: the SDH is now mapped as shown.
LOW --|-----|---------------------------|-- HIGH
GI An
Fa
Depression is next to follow this pattern:
the SDH is now mapped as shown.
LOW --|-----|-----|---------------------|-- HIGH
GI An De
Fa
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Table 3: Raw Score Summary of UniODA Comparisons of All Pairs of Patient Symptoms: Investigator’s Perspective

Pain
Stiffness
Fatigue
Concentration

Stiffness
St > Pa
18.5, 19.2

Fatigue
Fa > Pa
44.8, 44.8

Concentration
Co > Pa
22.9, 24.2

Memory
Me > Pa
25.9, 27.8

Anxiety
Pa > An
85.2, 85.2

Depression
Pa > De
67.0, 68.6

Fa > St
26.6, 27.6

St = Co
4.4, 5.3

St = Me
7.4, 9.3

St > An
89.9, 89.9

St > De
75.8, 75.8

St > Ga
92.9, 93.3

St = Sl
6.7, 20.4

Fa > Me
20.2, 21.7

Fa > An
96.0, 96.0

Fa > De
86.5, 87.4

Fa > Ga
96.0, 96.1

Fa > Sl
28.0, 28.9

Co = Me
7.1, 17.7

Co > An
87.2, 87.2

Co > De
73.4, 73.5

Co > Ga
92.6, 92.9

Co = Sl
9.1, 24.7

Me > An
93.9, 94.3

Me > De
80.5, 80.6

Me > Ga
96.0, 96.1

Me = Sl
7.7, 7.8

De > An
21.9, 27.3

An > Ga
53.5, 53.6

Sl > An
92.3, 92.4

De > Ga
45.8, 46.4

Sl > De
82.5, 82.8

Fa > Co
23.2, 24.5

Memory
Anxiety
Depression
Gastrointestinal

Gastrointestinal
Sleep
Pa > Ga
Sl > Pa
93.3, 93.7
23.6, 25.0

Sl > Ga
94.3, 94.3
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: All effects for which an inequality is provided have p<0.05 at the experimentwise criterion; effects indicated with an equality (=)
are not statistically significant. ESS and ESP values (the left and right entries in second row of every table cell, respectively) shaded
in grey indicate weak effects; green indicates moderate effects; red indicates strong effects; and blue indicates very strong effects.12
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Pain is next to follow this pattern: the
SDH is now mapped as shown.

Remaining symptom ratings represented
in unexplained cells of the pairwise comparisons
table are significantly greater than pain ratings,
but comparisons between ratings of remaining
symptoms are not statistically significant. The
final SDH according to analysis of the raw score
data is mapped as illustrated in Figure 1.

LOW --|-----|-----|-----|----------------|-- HIGH
GI An De Pa
Fa

Figure 1: Symptom Dominance Hierarchy for Patient: Raw Score Analysis
LEAST
SEVERE

GI

An

De

Pa

{St, Co, Me, Sl}

From the investigator’s perspective an
identical rating on the response scale indicates
the same level of severity for the patient (and
for all patients in sample-based studies), for all
rated symptoms. For example, a rating of 4 is
taken to indicate the same level of severity if the
patient rates stiffness as if the patient rates every
other symptom. Seen in this manner fatigue is
the patient’s dominant, most severe symptom.
Significantly less severe than fatigue ratings are
a statistically indistinguishable cluster of four
symptoms: stiffness, concentration, memory,
and sleep issues. Severity ratings for this cluster
are significantly greater than pain ratings, which
are greater than depression ratings, which are
significantly greater than anxiety ratings. GI
ratings were least severe.
Ipsative z-scores. The computational formula for a standardized z-score is: (patient’s
score–mean score)/standard deviation (SD). For

Fa

MOST
SEVERE

a normative z-score, zN, mean and SD are based
on a sample of observations: conceptually zN
measures the magnitude of an observation’s
score relative to the population of scores for all
observations. In contrast, for an ipsative z-score,
zI, mean and SD are based only on the data from
the observation: conceptually zI measures the
magnitude of any observation’s score relative to
all scores in the population of scores for the observation.8 Using zI expresses data on a scale
enabling direct comparison of different singlecase series, and eliminates inter-series variability attributable to base-rate differences in mean
and variance (essentially noise) when series are
combined for use in sample-based studies.8
Distributions and descriptive statistics
for zI rating data for this patient’s series of 297
entries are presented in Table 4 (grey shading is
used for z-scores lower than the mean) and Table 5, respectively.

Table 4: Ipsative z-Score Distributions for Nine Symptoms: Patient’s Perspective
Rating
-3.449
-2.704
-2.579
-2.341
-2.211
-2.078
-1.992
-1.824
-1.703
-1.648
-1.592

Percentile
99.97
99.66
99.51
99.04
98.65
98.12
97.68
96.59
95.57
95.03
94.43

Pain

Stiffness

Fatigue

Concentration

Memory

Anxiety

Depression

GI

Sleep
1

1
2
5
4
11
18
23
26
25
12
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-1.451
-1.405
-1.168
-1.115
-1.047
-0.973
-0.964
-0.955
-0.825
-0.818
-0.406
-0.391
-0.374
-0.354
-0.319
-0.261
-0.231
-0.198
-0.008
0.265
0.303
0.326
0.356
0.428
0.432
0.593
0.884
0.922
0.943
0.970
1.012
1.055
1.125
1.152
1.503
1.530
1.560
1.577
1.615
1.681
1.721
1.816
2.117
2.121
2.234
2.260
2.308
2.312
2.430
2.527
2.890
2.904
3.472
3.494
3.549
4.194
4.461
4.632
5.428
8.330

92.66
92.00
87.86
86.76
85.24
83.47
83.25
83.02
79.53
79.33
65.76
65.21
64.58
64.95
62.51
60.30
59.13
57.85
50.32
39.55
38.09
37.22
36.09
33.43
33.29
27.66
18.84
17.83
17.28
16.60
15.58
14.57
13.03
12.47
6.64
6.30
5.94
5.74
5.32
4.64
4.26
3.47
1.71
1.70
1.27
1.19
1.05
1.04
0.75
0.58
0.19
0.18
0.03
0.02
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
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25
24
74
48
48
61
97
50
56
36
69
74
233
85
85
85
69
66
173
65

54
80
43
69
71
60
44
40

49
50
37
51
42
49
32
22
22
8
27
22
18
22
23
7
18
7
8
7
11
4
3
1
2
6
5
2
1
1
1
2
1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Rating is ipsative z-score. Percentile is the 1-sided percent of normally-distributed z-scores that exceed the tabled value:
that is, the percent of ratings (days) which would be associated with a worse symptom rating.
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one single rating of sleep issues, with zI = -3.449
(Table 4). In normally distributed data, a z-score
as extremely negative as this is better than for
99.97% of the population of ratings on this
symptom for the patient. The next least severe
ipsative symptom ratings occurred for stiffness
and concentration.
In contrast, when viewed in terms of relative positive severity, and in terms of absolute
overall severity, the worst (most severe) symptom the patient reported in the series was one
single rating of GI issues, with zI = 8.330: in
normally distributed data, for a z-score as extremely positive as this only 4.4x10-14% of all
possible days are worse on this symptom for the
patient. In addition to eight other extreme positive ipsative GI ratings, the next-most-severe
(worst) ipsative ratings occurred for anxiety and
depression.
Note that while mean (0) and SD (1) of
ipsatively standardized data are equivalent over
attributes other patient response distribution moments clearly differ over scales (Table 5).
As was reported for analysis of raw data,
results of all possible comparisons conducted on
pairs of ipsatively standardized attributes using
UniODA are summarized in Table 6 (100,000
Monte Carlo experiments were used to estimate
p in each analysis, using a sequentially-rejective
Sidak Bonferroni procedure to ensure that the
experimentwise p<0.05.
As seen all 36 pairwise comparisons met
the criterion for experimentwise p<0.05: twenty
times more than expected by chance. Strongest
effects were obtained for comparisons with GI
issues, and to a lesser extent, for ratings of sleep
and depression issues. Table 7 cross-tabulates
the qualitative ESS and ESP levels obtained by
UniODA models using raw and z-score data.
Although the qualitative categories are ordered
from weakest to strongest effect they are treated
as being categorical because they are discussed
and conceptualized categorically, not linearly, in
the present context.14

Table 5: Ipsative z-Score Descriptive Statistics
for Nine Symptoms: Patient’s Perspective
Symptom

Median

Skewness

Kurtosis

Pain
Stiffness
Fatigue
Concentration
Memory
Anxiety
Depression
Gastrointestinal
Sleep

0.265
-0.198
-0.261
-0.231
0.303
-0.008
-0.319
-0.374
-0.354

0.20
-0.01
-0.03
-0.25
0.05
1.42
1.17
4.34
0.28

-0.53
-0.30
-0.59
-0.33
-0.56
3.32
1.26
24.1
-0.03

---------------------------------------------------------Note: Mean=CV=0, SD=1, and SEM=0.058, for all symptoms.

Comparison of Tables 1 and 4 reveals
that the patient does not use the numbers and
labels on the response scale in the same manner
across scales, as is assumed in the investigator’s
perspective.
Instead, the way the patient uses the
numbers and labels on the response scale to report the personal experience of each symptom
differs as a function of the mean and variability
of each symptom. That is, the nature of the experience being rated interacts with the patient’s
interpretation of the numbers and labels of the
scale—and as a result the identical numbers and
labels indicate different levels of symptom severity, depending on the symptom being rated.
Data were not normally distributed (raw
and zI data produced identical results): for all
nine symptoms, p<0.01 for Shapiro-Wilk, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises, and Anderson-Darling tests for normality. Therefore
the percentile of the standard normal distribution having worse (greater) severity ratings,
provided in Table 3 for every zI rating, is a poor
interpretative heuristic. It should be noted that
this is generally true in most applied research
yet is largely ignored—data are interpreted as
though they are normally distributed.
When viewed in terms of relative negative severity, the very best (least severe) of all
symptoms the patient reported in the series was
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Table 6: z-Score Summary of UniODA Comparisons of All Pairs of Patient Symptoms: Patient’s Perspective

Pain
Stiffness
Fatigue
Concentration

Stiffness
St > Pa*
18.5, 19.2

Fatigue
Fa > Pa
22.9, 24.2

Concentration
Co > Pa*
22.9, 24.2

Memory
Me > Pa
24.6, 25.5

Anxiety
Pa > An
33.3, 37.4

Depression
De > Pa
100, 57.1

St > Fa
24.2, 24.7

St > Co
19.9, 21.4

St > Me
20.5, 22.2

St > An
29.6, 34.2

St > De
30.0, 30.1

St > Ga
47.1, 47.6

St > Sl
23.6, 24.0

Co > Fa
28.6, 29.5

Fa > Me*
20.2, 21.7

An > Fa
30.6, 31.8

Fa > De
34.3, 34.3

Fa > Ga
51.5, 51.7

Fa > Sl*
28.0, 28.9

Co > Me
23.9, 25.4

Co > An
33.3, 37.1

Co > De
34.3, 34.8

Co > Ga
51.5, 51.7

Co > Sl
28.0, 28.9

Me > An
36.0, 39.7

De > Me
23.9, 56.8

Ga > Me
47.1, 65.4

Me > Sl
25.9, 27.0

An > De
36.4, 37.1

An > Ga
53.5, 53.6

An > Sl
30.0, 31.2

De > Ga*
45.8, 46.4

De > Sl
26.3, 57.6

Memory
Anxiety
Depression
Gastrointestinal

Gastrointestinal
Sleep
Ga > Pa
Sl > Pa*
49.8, 66.6
23.6, 25.0

Sl > Ga
52.2, 52.3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: All p<0.05 at the experimentwise criterion. An asterisk (*) marking an inequality indicates that the direction of the effect, and the
ESS and ESP that were obtained using raw and ipsatively standardized data were identical. An inequality indicated in color is an
example of paradoxical confounding: red indicates that the opposite effect was obtained for raw data; green shows an effect found
presently for which no statistically significant model was obtained using raw data; and blue shows an effect for which strength was
overestimated in raw score analysis (more than one type of paradox was noted for some effects, but only the most significant type
of paradox—such as finding the opposite effect—is recorded. ESS and ESP values (the left and right entries in second row of every
table cell, respectively) shaded in grey are weak effects; green indicates moderate effects; red indicates strong effects; and blue
shows very strong effects.12
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in Table 7 considered as a whole or considering
ESS and ESP individually, because the expected
value is less than five in four cells for ESS, and
in two cells for ESP.16

Table 7: Comparing ESS and ESP Values of
UniODA Models Developed Using Raw
and Ipsatively Standardized Data
---------------------------------------------------------------

ESS
----------------Raw z-Score

ESP
----------------Raw z-Score

No Effect

6

0

6

0

Weak

6

12

5

9

Moderate

5

19

6

18

Strong

3

4

3

9

16

1

16

0

Very Strong

Table 8: Confusion Table for Gen UniODA
Model Discriminating ESS and ESP
Based on Type of Data Analyzed
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Data Type

Actual
Data
Type

---------------------------------------------------------------

Raw

z-Score

Raw

44

28

61.1%

z-Score

1

71

98.6%

97.8%
71.7%
---------------------------------------------------------------

These data were analyzed using the UniODA Generalizability (Gen) procedure, which
identifies the single UniODA model that—when
simultaneously applied to multiple samples (or
as used presently multiple aspects or dimensions
of the findings)—maximizes the minimum ESS
achieved by the model across classes.12,15 The
resulting Gen UniODA model was: if effect=
none or very strong then predict raw data were
analyzed; otherwise if effect=weak, moderate or
strong then predict z-score data were analyzed.
The model was statistically significant: by using
100,000 Monte Carlo experiments confidence
for experimentwise p<0.05 is almost perfect.
The model performed strongly in discriminating
raw scores and z-scores on the basis of the effect
strength noted in pairwise comparisons (ESS=
58.3, ESP=67.1)—Table 8 presents a confusion
table for the Gen solution. The model was stable
in leave-one-out (jackknife) validity analysis,
suggesting it may cross-generalize.12 For ESS
the model achieved 61.1 for raw data and 59.7
for z-score data: for ESP these values were 72.0
and 69.5. The findings indicate that compared to
models based on z-scores, the UniODA models
based on raw scores were likely to miss effects
identified using z-scores, and to identify more
very strong effects using raw scores. Note that
chi-square analysis can’t be performed on data

More important than the pattern of qualitative effect strengths of UniODA models identified using raw or z-scores is the qualitative
nature of the effects identified. Comparison of
Tables 3 and 6 reveals that of 36 comparisons of
symptom pairs performed using raw data, 28
(78%) were confounded by three different types
of paradox when considered from the perspective of ipsative data.7 As indicated in Table 6,
ten (28%) raw-score models identified the opposite effect (what raw data analysis suggested
occurred was the opposite of what occurred for
ipsative analysis); six (17%) missed statistically
significant effects identified using z-scores; and
twelve (33%) effects identified for raw scores
over-estimated parallel effects found using zscores (one moderate effect found for raw data
was a weak effect for z-scores; one strong effect
for raw scores was a moderate effect using zscores; three very strong effects for raw scores
were strong effects for z-scores; and seven very
strong effects identified using raw scores were
moderate effects for z-scores). Six raw and zscore-based models were identical.
Most important is symptom dominance
structure underlying pairwise differences found
for ipsative data, which is much more complex
than structure observed for raw scores. Analysis
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begins as before: ratings of stiffness exceeded
all other ratings with p<0.05, so at this point the
SDH is mapped as shown.

inequality is De > Pa: the new map is: (Me, De)
> Pa > An. Symptoms within parentheses have
not been disentangled by inequalities addressing
their differences: final solution comes when this
recursive procedure is completed. The fourth inequality is integrated next: (Me, De, Ga) > Pa >
An. The last inequality in the top row is now
integrated: (Me, De, Ga, Sl) > Pa > An.
The procedure continues to the fifth row
of the pairwise comparisons table, and inequalities involving Me are examined. The first, Me >
An, is already represented in the current structure, so this inequality is explained. The second
inequality, De > Me, is next mapped within the
parentheses (De > Me); the third inequality is
added (De, Ga > Me); and the fourth and last
inequality in this row of the pairwise comparisons table is mapped (De, Ga > Me > Sl). This
substructure is integrated with the second model
in progress: (De, Ga > Me > Sl) > Pa > An.
Thus far this model explains 9 (60%) of the 15
inequalities remaining after the initial model
was identified. The structure within parentheses
is not yet resolved.
The procedure continues to the sixth row
of the pairwise comparisons table, and inequalities involving An are examined. Since all three
of these inequalities disagree with the current
mapping, they are set aside.
The procedure continues to the seventh
row of the pairwise comparisons table, and inequalities involving De are examined. The first
inequality resolves the parentheses in the second
model: De > Ga > Me > Sl > Pa > An. The second inequality is already explained in the model.
The third inequality disagrees with the model so
it is set aside.
The last inequality remaining in the last
row of the pairwise comparisons table disagrees
with the current mapping, and so it is set aside.
The second structure is now complete, and it
explains 10 (67%) of 15 inequalities that remain
unexplained by the first model. Considered together these models explain (21+10)/36=86% of
findings in the pairwise comparisons table.

LOW ------------------------------------|-- HIGH
St
Co ratings exceeded remaining ratings,
so the SDH is now mapped as shown.
LOW -------------------------------|-----|-- HIGH
Co St
Fa ratings exceed all other ratings except
for An ratings, so the SDH is now mapped as
shown.
LOW -------------------|-----|-----|-----|-- HIGH
Fa An Co St
At this point the mapping procedure can
no longer integrate remaining inequalities in the
pairwise comparisons table. A similar situation
was encountered using UniODA to sequentially
decompose serial structure in stratigraphic samples, also expressed as a set of pairs of inequalities, that were identified in maximum-accuracy
Markov analysis.12 In that analysis the underlying solution involved sequential identification of
multiple underlying structures (factors)—as are
obtained by principal components analysis.12,17
Successive models are created using remaining
unexplained inequalities until all inequalities are
explained. Presently the primary structure identified is illustrated above, and it represents 21
(58%) of 36 inequalities in the pairwise comparisons table.
The search begins for a second structure
that explains the 15 remaining unexplained inequalities in the pairwise-comparison table. No
linear pattern is evident, so the first row of the
table containing five unexplained inequalities is
systematically mapped from the left. First we
see Me > Pa, and next Pa > An. Integrating the
two inequalities gives: Me > Pa > An. The third
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For the third structure, the first An finding is mapped An > De and the second is added:
An > (De, Ga). The third is added next: An >
(De, Ga, Sl). In the ninth row of the pairwise
comparison table, the inequality involving De
and Sl is added to this structure: An > (Ga, (De
> Sl)). The last unexplained inequality in the
bottom corner of the pairwise confusion table is
integrated: An > ((Ga, De) > Sl). The relationship between Ga and De is still unresolved, and
no unexplained inequalities exist. However, the

high-end of the second symptom dominance
hierarchy is De > Ga, which resolves the third
structure: An > De > Ga > Sl.
Together the three models, summarized
in Table 9, explain the set of 36 inequalities in
the pairwise comparisons table. Note the De >
Ga comparison that was initially credited to the
second model was credited to the third model as
it was used in the final step: as seen, the second
and third models reflect translocation of the De
> Ga inequality.

Table 9: Three Symptom Dominance Hierarchies Identified Using Ipsative z-Scores
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pairwise Comparisons
Explained (%)
Model
Structure of Dominance Hierarchy
Model
Cumulative
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
Stiffness > Concentration > Anxiety > Fatigue
21 (58%)
21 (58%)
2

GI > Memory > Sleep > Pain > Anxiety

9 (25%)

30 (83%)

3
Anxiety > Depression > GI > Sleep
6 (16%)
36 (100%)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clearly, by the ipsative perspective, not
all of the ratings made by the patient on nine
symptom scales over 297 sequential days can be
explained by a single symptom dominance hierarchy (SDH). By the ipsative perspective three
SDHs are needed.
All three structures identified by z-scores
are reminiscent of phase-shift models produced
in Markov models.12 For example it is plausible
that moving from most to least severe in the first
model, increased stiffness is followed by greater
concentration issues next, which in-turn increase
anxiety resulting in greater fatigue. Models may
also run in the opposite direction, from least to
worst, in the actual series: for example from the
third model, increased sleep issues phase into
increased GI issues, followed in-turn by phase

shift into increased depression, and culminating
in significantly greater anxiety.
UniODA model cutpoints for raw and zscore data are given in Table 10 for all pairwise
comparisons. This information and the pairwise
(in)equalities in Tables 3 and 6 are sufficient to
deduce all UniODA models. For example for
ipsative comparison of Pa and St the cutpoint is
-0.29, and direction of effect is St > Pa. Thus the
UniODA model is: if z-score < -0.29 then predict rating=Pa, otherwise predict rating=St.
Finally, Table 11 lists different ipsative
z-score cutpoints used in UniODA models, for
every raw-score cutpoint used. The precision
and sensitivity of the ipsative data cannot be
matched by raw scores.
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Table 10: Cutpoints for UniODA Models Based on Raw (Above Diagonal)
and z-Score (Below Diagonal) Data
Pain

Stiffness

Fatigue

Concentration

Memory

Anxiety

Depression

GI

Sleep

Pain

xxxx

4

5

4

4

2

2

1

4

Stiffness

-0.29

xxxxxxx

5

4

4

2

3

1

3

Fatigue

-0.33

-0.23

xxxxxx

5

5

3

3

2

5

Concentration

-0.31

0.39

-0.25

xxxxxxxxxxx

3

2

3

1

3

Memory

0.28

0.37

-0.33

0.33

xxxxxxx

2

3

2

5

Anxiety

0.13

0.21

-0.13

0.17

0.15

xxxxxx

1

0

2

Depression

-1.01

-0.26

-0.29

-0.28

-1.04

-0.16

xxxxxxxxx

0

3

GI

-0.38

-0.29

-0.32

-0.30

-0.39

-0.19

-0.35

xxxxx

2

Sleep

-0.37

-0.28

-0.31

-0.29

0.28

-0.18

-0.97

-0.36

Xxxx

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: GI=gastrointestinal. Cutpoints for UniODA models based on raw data are indicated in black above the diagonal;
cutpoints for UniODA models based on ipsatively standardized data are indicated in red beneath the diagonal.

Beyond the domain of this paper, these analyses
will be undertaken in subsequent research.

Table 11: Comparing UniODA Model Cutpoints
for Raw and Ipsatively Standardized Data
Raw Data
Cutpoints

Ipsative z-Score
Cutpoints

References
1

Soltysik RC, Yarnold PR (2010). The use of
unconfounded climatic data improves atmospheric prediction. Optimal Data Analysis, 1, 67100.

---------------------------------------------------------------

0

-0.19, -0.35

1

-0.16, -0.29, -0.30, -0.38

2

0.21, 0.17, 0.15, 0.13,
-0.18, -0.29, -0.36, -0.39, -1.01

3

0.33, -0.13, -0.28, -0.29,
-0.97, -1.04

4

0.39, 0.28, -0.23, -0.29,
-0.31, -0.37

2

Yarnold PR (2013). Trajectory of crude mortality rate in North Dakota counties. Optimal
Data Analysis, 2, 120-142.
3

5
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Analyzing Categorical Attributes Having
Many Response Options
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Rectangular categorical designs (RCDs) are among the most prevalent
designs in science. Categorical designs involve categorical measures.
Examples of categorical measures include gender with two response
categories (male, female), color with three response categories (red,
blue, green), or political affiliation with many response categories.
RCDs cross-tabulate two or more categorical variables that have a
different number of response options: that is, there are more columns
than rows in the cross-tabulation table, or the opposite is true. Analysis
via chi-square does not enable researchers to disentangle effects which
are identified in such designs, especially when the number of response
options is large—as are typically used for attributes such as ethnicity,
marital status, type of health insurance, or state of residence, for
example. This article demonstrates how to disentangle effects within
rectangular (or square) cross-classification tables using UniODA, and
demonstrates this first for a sample of n=1,568 patients with confirmed
or presumed Pneumocystis carinni pneumonia (PCP) measured on city
and gender, and a second time for n=144 ESS and ESP values arising
in a comparison of analysis of qualitative strength categories achieved
by models identified using raw or z-score data.

Example 1: Single-Sample Design,
Attribute Measured Once

Table 1: Data for Example 1
Female Male
Chicago
49
352
Miami
25
149
Los Angeles
26
304
Seattle
19
234
New York
129
281
--------------------------------------

Data were collected in a national study
using a complex sampling strategy to obtain a
random sample of n=1,568 patients with confirmed or presumed PCP.1 Investigators wanted
to determine if males and females (GENDER)
are comparably represented in data from the five
study centers (CITY). Table 1 is the cross-tabulation of these variables.
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The post hoc hypothesis that women and
men had different representation across city was
tested by running the following UniODA2 code
(control commands indicated in red):

The resulting model was: if CITY=Chicago or Miami then predict GENDER=Female;
otherwise predict GENDER=Male. The model
was statistically significant (>99.999% confidence for experimentwise p<0.05) but had weak
accuracy (ESS=14.0) and predictive value (ESP
=5.2). Table 3 is the resulting confusion table.

VARS gender city;
CLASS gender;
ATTR city;
CATEGORICAL city;
MC ITER 25000;
GO;

Table 3: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Discriminating Gender Based on Marital Status:
NY Removed from Data Set
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

The resulting model was: if CITY=New
York then predict GENDER=Female; otherwise
predict GENDER=Male. The model was statistically significant (>99.999% confidence for p<
0.05) and moderately accurate (ESS=30.7), but
it had weak predictive value (ESP=21.2). Table
2 presents the confusion table for this result.

Actual

Female

129

119

52.0%

Gender

Male

281

1039

78.7%

Actual

Female

74

45

62.2%

Gender

Male

501

538

51.8%

Findings thus far may be symbolically
indicated as: NY > (Chicago, Miami) > (Los
Angeles, Seattle); where parentheses indicate
that it hasn’t yet been determined if embedded
cities are significantly different with respect to
gender proportion. A third analysis (SIDAK 3)
was run in an attempt to discriminate Los Angeles and Seattle (p>0.10), and a fourth analysis
(SIDAK 4) was run in an attempt to discriminate Chicago and Miami (p>0.10). Because no
other statistically significant effects emerged,
the symbolic representation is the final model.
In words: the highest proportion of female patients was in NY; Chicago and Miami had a
comparable and intermediate proportion of female patients; and Los Angeles and Seattle had
a comparable and the smallest proportion of female patients.

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender
Male

Male

12.9% 92.3%
--------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Discriminating Gender Based on Marital Status

Female

Female

31.5% 89.7%
--------------------------------------------------------------

Findings thus far may be symbolically
indicated as: New York (NY) > Rest; where >
indicates a statistically significantly greater proportion of female patients, and Rest indicates all
other cities in the sample.
In the second step of the procedure, all
observations from NY are eliminated from the
data set and the MC is command modified to
specify target experimentwise p<0.05 and Sidak
Bonferroni-type criterion2 for a second test of a
statistical hypothesis:

Example 2: Single-Case Design,
Generalizability Analysis, Serial Data
Data were collected from a single patient
with fibromyalgia who provided daily ratings of
nine symptoms over 297 sequential days.3 Data

MC ITER 25000 TARGET .05 SIDAK 2;
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analysis was conducted using either raw data or
ipsative z-scores, and the ESS and ESP values
for 36 different statistical analyses were qualitatively coded as being very strong, strong, moderate, weak or not statistically significant. The
investigator needed to know if different qualitative effect strength categories are comparable
for raw and z-scores, and if the effect is consistent for both model performance indices. Table 4 is a cross-tabulation of INDEX (ESS,
ESP), SCORE (raw, z-score), and EFFECT (no
effect, weak, moderate, strong, very strong).

CAT effect;
GEN index;
MC ITER 100000;
GO;
The resulting Gen UniODA model was:
if effect=none or very strong then predict raw
data were analyzed; otherwise if effect=weak,
moderate, or strong then predict the z-score data
were analyzed. The model was statistically significant (>99.99% confidence for p<0.001) and
performed strongly in discriminating raw scores
and z-scores using EFFECT (ESS=59.7, ESP=
69.5). Table 5 is the confusion table for this Gen
solution. For ESS the model had 61.1 for raw
data and 58.3 for z-score data: and for ESP the
values were 72.0 and 67.1. Note that chi-square
analysis can’t be performed on these data considered together or by considering ESS and ESP
individually: the expected value is less than five
in 4 cells for ESS, and in 2 cells for ESP.4

Table 4: Comparing ESS and ESP Values of
UniODA Models Developed Using Raw
and Ipsatively Standardized Data
---------------------------------------------------------------

ESS
----------------Raw z-Score

ESP
----------------Raw z-Score

No Effect

6

0

6

0

Weak

6

12

5

9

Moderate

5

19

6

18

Strong

3

4

3

9

16

1

16

0

Very Strong

Table 5: Confusion Table for Gen UniODA
Model Discriminating ESS and ESP Based on
Type of Data Analyzed: Categorical Attribute
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Data Type

--------------------------------------------------------------Actual
Data
Type

These data were analyzed using the UniODA Generalizability (Gen) procedure which
identifies the single UniODA model that—when
simultaneously applied to multiple samples (or
as used presently multiple aspects or dimensions
of findings)—maximizes the minimum ESS that
is achieved by the model across classes.2,3 The
post hoc hypothesis that raw and z-scores yielded different qualitative effects that generalized
across model performance index was tested by
running the following UniODA2 code (control
commands indicated in red):

Raw

z-Score

Raw

44

28

61.1%

z-Score

1

71

98.6%

97.8%
71.7%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Findings thus far may be symbolically
indicated: Raw < z-Score < Raw (corresponding
to response codes of 5, 4-2, and 1, respectively).
The next step involves examining the middle
portion of the inequality. Thus, all entries in the
No Effect and Very Strong rows of Table 4 are
dropped from the data set and the MC command
is changed to specify target experimentwise p<
0.05 and a Sidak Bonferroni-type criterion for a
second test of a statistical hypothesis:

VARS index score effect;
CLASS score;
ATTR effect;
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Findings thus far may be symbolically
indicated: Raw < z-Score (corresponding to response codes of 5 and 4-1, respectively). The
next step involves examining the right-hand portion of the inequality. Thus, all entries in the
Very Strong row of Table 4 are dropped from
the data set and the MC command is changed to
specify target experimentwise p<0.05 and a
Sidak Bonferroni-type criterion for a second test
of a statistical hypothesis, as was done before.
The resulting Gen UniODA model was:
if effect=none then predict that raw data were
analyzed; otherwise if effect=weak, moderate or
strong then predict z-score data were analyzed.
The model was statistically significant (with
>99.99% confidence for p<0.001) and it performed moderately in discriminating raw scores
and z-scores on the basis of ESS (30.0), and
strongly on the basis of ESP (71.7).6 Table 7 is
the confusion table for this Gen solution.

MC ITER 100000 TARGET .05 SIDAK 2;
The resulting model was not statistically
significant (p>0.10), so the symbolic representation is the final model. In words: statistical
analyses of raw data were associated with significantly more findings of very strong effects,
and significantly more non-effects, than analyses of z-score data, for ESS and ESP indices.
In this example EFFECT was treated as
being categorical because distinctions arising
from use of labels to identify outcomes are often
treated as being qualitatively distinct. However,
the EFFECT data are clearly ordered from weak
to strong.5 so for expository purposes analysis is
repeated from the beginning after disengaging
the CAT command:
*CAT effect;
The resulting Gen UniODA model was:
if effect=strong then predict that raw data were
analyzed; otherwise if effect=none, weak, moderate or strong then predict the z-score data were
analyzed. The model was statistically significant
(>99.99% confidence for p<0.001) and it performed moderately strongly in discriminating
raw scores and z-scores on the basis of EFFECT
(ESS=43.1, ESP=60.9). Table 6 is the confusion
table for this Gen solution. For ESS the model
had 44.4 for raw data and 41.7 for z-score data:
for ESP the values were 57.8 and 64.3.

Table 7: Confusion Table for Gen UniODA
Model Discriminating ESS and ESP Based on
Type of Data Analyzed: Ordered Attribute with
Response Option “Very Strong” Omitted
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Data Type

Actual
Data
Type

Actual
Data
Type

Raw

32

40

44.4%

z-Score

1

71

98.6%

Raw

12

28

30.0%

z-Score

0

71

100%

Findings thus far may be symbolically
indicated: Raw < z-Score < Raw (corresponding
to response codes of 5, 4-2, and 1, respectively).
Exposition ends here: the next analysis
involving elimination of the “no-effect” codes
was not statistically significant. Note that integrating the two Gen UniODA models for the
ordered analysis involves adding entries in the
left-hand column of Table 7 to corresponding
entries in Table 6, and replacing entries in the
right-hand column of Table 6 with correspond-

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Data Type
z-Score

z-Score

100%
71.1%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Table 6: Confusion Table for Gen UniODA
Model Discriminating ESS and ESP Based on
Type of Data Analyzed: Ordered Attribute

Raw

Raw

97.0%
64.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------
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ing entries in Table 7. The resulting confusion
table is presented in Table 5: as seen, the final
symbolic representations of categorical and ordered procedures are identical, as are their confusion tables.
UniODA disentanglement methodology
used in conjunction with content-coding-based
attribute construction methodology7 transforms
the previously difficult-to-interpret RCD into an
efficient methodology for precise stratification
of different classes over an array of qualitative
outcomes.
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4
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Univariate and Multivariate Analysis of
Categorical Attributes with Many
Response Categories
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

A scant few weeks ago disentanglement of effects identified in purely
categorical designs in which all variables are categorical, including
notoriously-complex rectangular categorical designs (RCDs) in which
variables have a different number of response categories, was poorly
understood. However, univariate and multivariate optimal (“maximum-accuracy”) statistical methods, specifically UniODA and automated CTA, make the analyses of such designs straightforward. These
methods are illustrated using an example involving n=1,568 randomly
selected patients having either confirmed or presumed Pneumocystis
carinii pneumonia1 (PCP). Four categorical variables used in analysis
include patient status (two categories: alive, dead), gender (male,
female), city of residence (seven categories), and type of health insurance (ten categories). Examination of the cross-tabulations of these
variables makes it obvious why conventional statistical methods such
as chi-square analysis, logistic regression analysis, and log-linear analysis are both inappropriate for, as well as easily overwhelmed by such
designs. In contrast, UniODA and CTA identified maximum-accuracy
solutions effortlessly in this application.

HMO, 10=self-pay, 11=charitable organization).
Univariate results are obtained for all six of the
bivariate pairings of these four variables.
Status and Gender. Table 1 presents the
2x2 cross-tabulation of status and gender.

Univariate Analysis: Efficient UniODABased Range Tests Boost Statistical Power
Data for a random sample of 1,568 PCP patients
are gender (male=1, female=2), status (alive=0,
dead=1), city of residence (Los Angeles or LA=
1, Chicago=2, New York or NY=3, Seattle=4,
Miami=5, Nashville=6, Phoenix=7); and type of
insurance or insure (1=Medicaid, 2=Medicare, 3
is an unused code, 4=fee for service, 5=PPO, 6=
POS, 7=managed care, 8=HMO, 9=private non-

Table 1: Status and Gender
Alive
Deceased
177

Females
278
23

Males
937
100
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The post hoc hypothesis that women and
men had a different mortality rate was tested by
running the following UniODA2 code (control
commands are indicated using red):

The resulting model was: if city=LA or
Chicago predict status=alive; for all other cities
predict status=dead. The model was statistically
significant (estimated p<0.035, confidence for
p<0.05 is >99.99%), with weak accuracy (ESS=
14.3) and negligible predictive value (ESP=5.2).
Table 3 presents the resulting confusion table.

VARS gender status city insure;
CLASS status;
ATTR gender;
CATEGORICAL gender;
GO;

Table 3: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Predicting Status Based on City
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Status

Monte Carlo simulation was not used to
estimate Type I error in this analysis because in
non-weighted 2x2 binary designs the UniODA
randomization algorithm and Fisher’s exact test
are isomorphic.2 The resulting model was: if
gender=female predict status=alive; if gender=
male predict status=dead. The model was not
statistically significant (exact p>0.10) and it had
negligible accuracy (ESS=4.2) and predictive
value (ESP=2.0).3 There is no evidence that men
and women had different mortality rates.
Status and City. Table 2 presents the 2x7
cross-tabulation of status and city.

Alive

Alive
190
250
316
165
133
95
66

Alive

Status

Deceased

440

775

36.2%

27

96

78.1%

94.2% 11.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

Findings thus far may be symbolically
indicated as: (LA, Chicago) > Rest; where parentheses indicate it hasn’t yet been determined
if embedded cities are significantly different on
status; > indicates a significantly greater proportion of living patients; and Rest indicates all
other cities in the sample.
The second step of this UniODA rangetest procedure involves two comparisons, one
between LA and Chicago, and another between
the other five cities: Monte Carlo simulation is
thus parameterized to target experimentwise p<
0.05 using the Sidak criterion for three tests of
statistical hypotheses (two forthcoming tests and
the initial test2). UniODA code for the first test
is appended as follows:

Table 2: Status and City
LA
Chicago
NY
Seattle
Miami
Nashville
Phoenix

Actual

Deceased

Deceased
12
15
44
17
16
10
9

The post hoc hypothesis that cities had
different mortality rates was tested by running
the following appended UniODA code:

EX city>2;
MC ITER 10000 TARGET .05 SIDAK 3;
GO;

ATTR city;
CAT city;
MC ITER 10000;
GO;

The resulting model was not statistically
significant (exact p>0.10), with minute accuracy
(ESS=1.3) and predictive value (ESP=0.3), and
so the symbolic representation of the effect thus
far remains unchanged.
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The UniODA code for the second test is
replaced as follows:

MC ITER 1000;
GO;

EX city<3;
GO;

The resulting UniODA model was: if insurance=Medicare, fee for service, PPO, private
non-HMO, or charitable group then predict status=alive; for all other insurance categories predict status=dead. The model was not statistically
significant (confidence for p>0.10 is >99.99%),
with negligible accuracy (ESS=6.6) and predictive value (ESP=2.4). There thus is no evidence
that different types of insurance are associated
with different mortality rates.
To conduct all-possible comparisons for
pairs of these ten insurance categories requires
running and integrating (10*9)/2=45 analyses,
with final runs using a SIDAK criterion for 45
tests, p<0.00114. The UniODA range-test procedure used one test, with target p<0.05.
Gender and City. Table 5 gives the 2x7
cross-tabulation of gender and city.

The resulting model was not statistically
significant (confidence for p>0.10 is >99.99%),
with negligible accuracy (ESS=5.9) and minute
predictive value (ESP=2.3), and so the symbolic
representation of the effect is complete. There is
evidence that the mortality rate is comparable in
LA and Chicago, and is significantly lower than
the (comparable) mortality rates in NY, Seattle,
Miami, Nashville, and Phoenix.
To conduct all-possible comparisons for
pairs of these seven cities would require running
and integrating (7*6)/2=21 analyses, with final
runs using a SIDAK criterion for 21 tests. The
UniODA range-test procedure used 3 tests. The
SIDAK criterion for 3 versus 21 tests is target
p<0.017 and p<0.0025, respectively.2
Status and Insurance. Table 4 gives the
2x10 cross-tabulation of status and insurance.

Table 5: Gender and City
LA
Chicago
NY
Seattle
Miami
Nashville
Phoenix

Table 4: Status and Insurance
Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self-Pay
Charitable Group

Alive
127
68
78
92
471
32
92
52
38
165

Deceased
16
6
4
8
49
5
10
5
5
15

Females
18
41
116
78
11
25
12

Males
184
224
244
104
138
80
63

The post hoc hypothesis that women and
men had different mortality rates in different
cities was tested using this UniODA code:
CLASS gender;
ATTR city;
CAT city;
MC ITER 10000;
GO;

The post hoc hypothesis that different
types of insurance had different mortality rates
was tested running the following UniODA code:
ATTR insure;
CAT insure;

The resulting UniODA model was: if
city=LA, Chicago, Miami, or Phoenix then predict gender=male; for all other cities predict
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gender=female. The model was statistically significant (estimated p<0.0001, confidence for p<
0.05 is >99.99%), with moderate accuracy (ESS
=31.5) and weak predictive value (ESP=22.0).
Table 6 is the resulting confusion table.

Table 7: Confusion Table for UniODA Model,
City and Gender: LA, Chicago, Miami, Phoenix

Table 6: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Predicting Gender Based on City

Actual

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

Gender Female

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

Actual

Male

Gender Female

Male

Female

609

428

58.7%

82

219

72.8%

Male

Male

Female

322

287

52.9%

29

53

64.6%

91.7% 15.6%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The symbolic representation of the effect
thus far is: (NY, Seattle, Nashville) > (Chicago,
Phoenix) > (LA, Miami). UniODA code for the
second test is replaced as follows:

88.1% 33.8%
---------------------------------------------------------------

EX city<3;EX city=5;EX city=7;GO;
Findings thus far are symbolically indicated with respect to proportion of females as:
(NY, Seattle, Nashville)>(LA, Chicago, Miami,
Phoenix).
The second step of this UniODA rangetest procedure involves two comparisons, one
between New York, Seattle, and Nashville, and
another between LA, Chicago, Miami and Phoenix: Monte Carlo simulation is thus parameterized to target experimentwise p<0.05 using the
Sidak criterion for three tests of statistical hypotheses (two forthcoming tests and the initial
test). UniODA code for the first test is appended
as follows:

The resulting UniODA model was: if
city=NY or Nashville then predict gender=male;
if city=Seattle then predict gender=female. The
model was statistically significant (confidence
for experimentwise p< 0.05 is >99.99%), with
weak accuracy (ESS=11.3) and predictive value
(ESP=12.5). Table 8 gives the confusion table.
Table 8: Confusion Table for UniODA Model,
City and Gender: NY, Seattle, Nashville
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

Actual

EX city=3;
EX city=4;
EX city=6;
GO;

Male

Gender Female

Male

Female

324

104

75.7%

141

78

35.6%

69.7% 42.9%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The resulting UniODA model was: if
city=LA or Miami predict gender=male; if city=
Chicago or Phoenix predict gender=female. The
model was statistically significant (estimated
p<0.0081, confidence for experimentwise p<
0.05 is >99.99%), with weak accuracy (ESS=
17.5) and negligible predictive value (ESP=7.3).
Table 7 gives the resulting confusion table.

The symbolic representation of the effect
thus far is: Seattle > (NY, Nashville) > (Chicago, Phoenix) > (LA, Miami).
The third step of this UniODA rangetest procedure involves three comparisons, one
for comparison for each set of parentheses remaining in the symbolic representation. Monte
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Carlo simulation is thus parameterized to target
experimentwise p<0.05 using the Sidak criterion
for six tests of statistical hypotheses (the three
forthcoming tests and the prior three tests). UniODA code for the first test is replaced:

To conduct all-possible comparisons for
pairs of seven cities requires running and integrating 21 analyses, with final runs using a
SIDAK criterion of target p<0.00244. In contrast the UniODA range-test procedure used six
tests for target p<0.008513.
Gender and Insurance. Table 10 is the
2x7 cross-tabulation of gender and insurance.

EX city=1;EX city=2;EX city=4;
EX city=5;EX city=7;GO;

Table 10: Gender and Insurance

The resulting model was not statistically
significant (confidence for p>0.10 is >99.99%),
with negligible accuracy (ESS=7.0) and predictive value (ESP=8.4), and so the symbolic representation thus far remains unchanged. Similar
results were obtained for the second and third
tests so the symbolic representation is complete.
Obtaining the confusion table for this final UniODA model requires integrating confusion tables for the two halves of the analysis. By
adding corresponding entries in confusion tables
for the first (Table 7) and second (Table 8) analyses, the integrated table is created, as is seen in
Table 9: overall ESS=5.8 and ESP=4.3.

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self-Pay
Charitable Group

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

Actual

Male

Gender Female

Female

646

391

62.3%

170

131

43.5%

Males
125
57
70
92
368
29
77
45
29
145

The post hoc hypothesis that women and
men had different types of insurance coverage
was tested using the following UniODA code:

Table 9: Confusion Table for Final UniODA
Model Predicting Gender Based on City

Male

Females
18
17
12
8
152
8
25
12
14
35

CLASS gender;
ATTR insure;
CAT insure;
MC ITER 1000;
GO;

79.2%
25.1%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The resulting UniODA model was: if insurance=Medicaid, fee for service, PPO, managed care, private non-HMO or charitable group
then predict gender=male; if insurance=Medicare, POS, HMO, or self-pay then predict gender=female. The model was statistically significant (estimated p<0.0001, confidence for p<
0.01 is >99.99%), with weak accuracy (ESS=
17.9) and predictive value (ESP=12.6). Table 11
presents the resulting confusion table.
Findings thus far are symbolically indicated with respect to proportion of females as:

There is evidence that the proportion of
females in the sample is significantly greater in
Seattle than in NY or Nashville (which are statistically comparable), which have a significantly greater proportion of female patients in the
sample than Chicago or Phoenix (and are statistically comparable), which have a significantly
greater proportion of female patients than LA or
Miami.
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rion, but it met the generalized “per-comparison” criterion for p<0.05 (confidence >99.99%):
ESS=15.9, ESP=8.4. The symbolic notation is
thus complete, unless it is decided to include the
effect significant at the generalized criterion, in
which case final symbolic notation would be:
(Medicare, POS, HMO, self-pay)>(Medicaid,
fee for service, PPO)>(managed care, private
non-HMO, charitable group). There is evidence
that females in the sample are most (comparably) likely to have Medicare, POS, HMO, or
self-pay health coverage; significantly (comparably) less likely to have Medicaid, fee for service, or PPO health coverage; and significantly
(comparably) least likely to have managed care,
private non-HMO, or charitable group health
coverage. The UniODA range-test tested three
statistical hypotheses, versus 45 needed for all
possible comparisons.
City and Insurance. The final univariate
analysis, Table 12 is the 7x10 cross-tabulation
of city and insurance. Cell entries indicated in
red are very small and render analysis by chisquare, logistic regression analysis, log-linear
model, and other maximum-likelihood-based
methods unsuitable because the minimum
expectation is too small in too many cells.4-6
Not presented, the UniODA model (with
CLASS city; ATTR insure;) was statistically
significant using 1000 Monte Carlo experiments
(estimated p<0.001, confidence>99.99% for target p<0.01), and had moderate accuracy (ESS=
39.0) and predictive value (ESP=41.5). However, no observations were predicted by the
model to reside in Seattle.

(Medicare, POS, HMO, self-pay)>(Medicaid,
fee for service, PPO, managed care, private nonHMO, charitable group).
Table 11: Confusion Table for UniODA Model
Predicting Gender Based on Insurance
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

Actual

Male

Gender Female

Male

Female

506

531

48.8%

93

208

69.1%

84.5% 28.2%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The second step of this UniODA rangetest procedure involves two comparisons, one
comparison for each set of parentheses: Monte
Carlo simulation is thus parameterized to target
experimentwise p<0.05 using the Sidak criterion
for three tests of statistical hypotheses (two
forthcoming tests and the initial test). UniODA
code for the first test is appended as follows:
EX insure=1;EX insure=4;EX insure=5;
EX insure=7;EX insure=9;EX insure=11;
MC ITER 1000 TARGET .05 SIDAK 3;
GO;
The resulting model was not statistically
significant (confidence for p>0.10 is >99.99%),
with negligible accuracy (ESS=5.0) and predictive value (ESP=5.6), thus symbolic representation remains unchanged. UniODA code for the
second test is appended as follows:

Table 12: City and Insurance

EX insure=2;EX insure=6;EX insure=8;
EX insure=10;GO;

Mcaid
Mcare
FFS
PPO
POS
MCare
HMO
nHMO
Self
Charity

The resulting UniODA model was: if insurance=Medicaid, fee for service, or PPO then
predict gender=male; if insurance=managed
care, private non-HMO, or charitable group predict gender=female. The model was not statistically significant at the experimentwise crite182

LA
43
23
36
11
68
0
0
5
7
9

Chi
23
15
16
26
64
0
0
19
19
83

NY
61
5
1
29
257
0
0
2
3
2

Sea
5
19
7
7
73
0
0
20
5
46

Mia
8
8
15
19
58
0
0
0
4
37

Nas
0
0
2
1
0
0
102
0
0
0

Pho
3
4
5
7
0
37
0
11
5
3
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No algorithmic procedure has yet been
developed to disentangle effects found in such
supercategorical designs involving two or more
categorical attributes each with response scales
consisting of three or more categories. Based on
the present analysis, there nevertheless is evidence that type of health insurance coverage is
not comparably represented across cities.

Table 13: Distribution of Four Cross-Tabulated
Categorical Variables Investigated Presently
--------------------------------------------------------GENDER

STATUS

CITY

INSURANCE

n

Female

Alive

Los Angeles

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
2
2
0
8
0
0
2
1
1

Chicago

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
3
2
1
14
0
0
1
7
12

New York

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

15
3
1
4
79
0
0
1
1
1

Seattle

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
8
3
2
33
0
0
5
2
19

Miami

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

1
0
2
1
5
0
0
0
1
0

Nashville

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay

0
0
0
0
0
23
0
0
0

Multivariate Analysis: CTA is Optimal,
Logistic Regression Analysis Overwhelmed
Exposition turns to multivariate analyses
in purely categorical designs, and two analyses
are planned. In the first analysis status will be
treated as the class variable and predicted using
gender, city and insurance as possible attributes,
and in the second analysis gender will be treated
as the class variable and predicted using status,
city and insurance as possible attributes.
Compared with analytically troublesome
data seen in Table 12, cross-tabulation results in
Table 13 might well be described as “the end of
the linear statistical analysis world.” (Non)linear
classification methods from the general linear
model and the maximum-likelihood paradigms
maximize variance ratios or the value of the
likelihood function for the sample, respectively.5,6 A problem presented by the present
data for these methods is satisfying the multivariate normally distributed (MND) assumption required for p to be valid. As for Table 12,
cell entries indicated in red are very small and
render analysis by chi-square, logistic regression
analysis, log-linear model, and other maximumlikelihood-based methods unsuitable because
the minimum expectation is too small in too
many cells.4-6 Some logistic regression analysis
software systems add the value 0.5 to every cell
in an effort to circumvent division by zero due
to affected matrices being less than full rank.5,6
If done presently this would require adding the
equivalent of 156*0.5 or 78 observations to the
sample: 5.0% of the actual total n.
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Local Charity

0

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
0
0
0
8
0
1
1
1

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

1
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
1
0

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
1
0
0
3
0
0
2
0
0

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO

0
0
0
0

Male

184

Alive

POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
2
0
0
0

Phoenix

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Los Angeles

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

38
19
32
11
57
0
0
3
6
8

Chicago

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

21
12
14
22
47
0
0
17
11
66

New York

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

39
1
0
24
144
0
0
1
1
1

Seattle

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

5
8
4
5
33
0
0
13
3
22

Miami

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay

6
8
12
14
51
0
0
0
0
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Local Charity

32

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
2
1
0
0
69
0
0
0
0

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

2
4
3
7
0
24
0
8
4
2

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

5
2
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

Chicago

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
0
3
3
0
0
1
1
4

New York

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

6
1
0
1
25
0
0
0
0
0

Seattle

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

2
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
5

Miami

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO

0
0
1
4

Nashville

Phoenix

Deceased
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Los Angeles

POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

2
0
0
0
3
5

Nashville

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

0
0
0
0
0
0
8
7
0
0

Phoenix

Medicaid
Medicare
Fee for Service
PPO
POS
Managed Care
HMO
Private non-HMO
Self Pay
Local Charity

1
0
1
0
0
5
0
2
0
0

--------------------------------------------------------Computing the total number of cells in a
cross-tabulation of all categorical data as seen
in Table 13 requires obtaining the product of the
number of response categories for all variables.
Status and gender both have 2 response categories, city has 7, and insurance has 10, so a total
of 2x2x7x10=280 cells exist in Table 13.
Computing the total number of cells in a
cross-tabulation of categorical attributes for a
statistical analysis (the “design matrix”) requires
obtaining the product of the number of response
categories for all attributes. For example, when
predicting patient status using gender, city and
insurance as attributes, the design matrix has a
total of 2x7x10=140 cells. And, when predicting
patient gender using status, city and insurance as
attributes, the design matrix similarly has 140
cells. If observations were distributed uniformly
in the cells (the opposite is in fact true), then on
average 11.2 observations would exist in every
cell of the design matrix.
When a linear analysis is conducted all
categorical attributes having three of more response categories are usually reduced to a set of
one-fewer binary dummy-coded indicator varia185
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bles than there are response options for the categorical scale.5.6 Here, for example, city would
be reduced to 6 binary indicators, and insurance
to 9. To predict status or gender using the indicator variables instead of original city and insurance, implies a design matrix with 2 [gender
or status] x (2x2x2x2x2x2) [city] x (2x2x2x2x
2x2x2x2x2) [insurance]=2x64x512, or a total of
65,536 cells (easily computed as 21x26x29=216).
Not only would the cross-classification table be
long (each cell constitutes a row in the table), it
would be wide. Displaying the cross-classification of these data would require 18 columns in
Table 13, instead of the 5 columns used presently. If observations were distributed uniformly
in the cells, then on average 0.024 observations
would exist in every cell of the design matrix.
Equivalently, there would be one observation
for every 41.7 cells: a sparsely-populated table.
This implies that most cells have n=0. Depending on the brand of statistical software used,
substituting 0.5 for every empty cell would obviously add far more phantom subjects than in
reality actually existed.
This analytic nightmare happens with
only three categorical attributes included in the
design. A rapid perusal of any academic journal
reporting linear models for dichotomous class
variables (dependent measures) will show that
many studies employ numerous such attributes
(independent variables) in their design.
An inherent, immitigable issue with of
all so-called suboptimal methods is their failure
to explicitly maximize classification accuracy
(ESS) obtained by the model for a sample. Any
model that explicitly returns maximum ESS for
a sample is known as an optimal (or “maximumaccuracy”) model, and any model unable to be
proven to yield maximum ESS, but specifically
engineered to seek maximum-accuracy solutions
for a sample, is known as a heuristic maximumaccuracy model.2 Inherent, immitigable issues
for all linear methods are large size, small cell
n, presence of numerous structural zeros (cells
having n=0) in the design matrix, and the non-

normality of the design matrix.
A thorough review of what is known as
the optimal data analysis or ODA “maximumaccuracy” statistical analysis paradigm lies outside this article.2,7 However, the issues presented
by present data for suboptimal/linear methods
vanish for ODA methods.2,7 This is because, in
contrast, all optimal methodologies—such as
UniODA2 used in univariate statistical analyses,
and automated hierarchically optimal classification tree analysis8,9 (CTA) methodology used
in non-linear maximum-accuracy multivariate
statistical analysis presented ahead—are specifically engineered to obviate these issues as well
as a host of other issues that relate to use of the
“conventional” statistical methodologies.2,5-8
Predicting patient status. Automated
CTA was used to predict patient status (the class
variable) using gender, city, and insurance as
categorical attributes, with the following code:
VARS gender status city insure;
CLASS status;
ATTR gender city insure;
CATEGORICAL gender city insure;
MC ITER 5000 CUTOFF .05 STOP 99.9;
PRUNE .05;
ENUMERATE;
GO;
Results revealed no multiattribute CTA
model was possible for these data, and the best
solution identified was identical to the UniODA
range-test solution for city, yielding the confusion table in Table 3. This finding is consistent
with univariate results, which showed significant differences in status attributable only to
city, and not to gender or type of insurance.
Predicting patient gender. Automated
CTA was next used to predict patient gender
(class variable) using status, city, and insurance
as categorical attributes, by appending this code:
CLASS gender;
ATTR status city insure;
186
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responding model end-point: as seen, 11.7% of the
observations classified into this model endpoint
were females. Note that end-points represent sample strata identified by the CTA model. The probability of being female for this endpoint is pfemale<
0.117: had the person instead lived in Chicago,
then the right-hand endpoint would be appropriate,
with pfemale<0.240.

CATEGORICAL status city insure;
GO;
A 3-attribute-based 4-segment partition
of the sample was identified by CTA, yielding
moderate accuracy (ESS=32.3) and weak predictive value (ESP=23.1). Figure 1 presents an
illustration of the resulting CTA model. As is
seen, CTA models initiate with a root node,
from which two or more branches emanate and
lead to other nodes: branches indicate pathways
through the tree, and all branches terminate in
model endpoints. The CTA algorithm chains
together UniODA analyses in a procedure that
explicitly identifies the combination of attribute
subset and geometric structure that together predict the class variable with maximum possible
accuracy (ESS) for the total sample.8
CTA models are highly intuitive: model
“coefficients” are cutpoints or category descriptions expressed in their natural measurement
units, and sample stratification unfolds in a flow
process which is easily visualized across model
attributes. Circles represent nodes in schematic
illustrations of CTA models, arrows indicate
branches, and rectangles represent model endpoints. Numbers (ordered attributes) or words
(categorical attributes) adjacent to arrows give
the value of the cutpoint (category) for the node.
Numbers under nodes give the experimentwise
Type I error rate for the node (in most research
estimated p is reported). The number of observations classified into each endpoint is indicated
under the endpoint and the percentage of targeted (here, female) observations is given inside
the rectangle representing the endpoint.
Using CTA models to classify individual
observations is straightforward. Imagine a hypothetical person on managed care living in LA.
Starting at the root node, since the person lives in
LA the left branch is appropriate. At the second
node the right branch is appropriate because the
person has managed care. Finally, at the third node
the left branch is appropriate since the person is
from LA. The person is thus classified into the cor-

Figure 1: CTA Model Predicting Gender
City
LA, Chicago
M iami, Phoenix

NY, Seattle,
Nashville
p<0.05

M edicaid, M edicare, PPO,
Fee for service, Charity,
Private non-HM O

Insurance

M anaged care,
POS, Self-pay

33.8%
Female
N=647

p<0.05
8.4%
Female

LA,
M iami

N=429

City

Chicago,
Phoenix

p<0.05
11.7%
Female

24.0%
Female

N=137

N=125

Table 14 presents the confusion table for
the overall model.
Table 14: Confusion Table for CTA Model
Predicting Gender Based on Patient
Gender, Status and Insurance
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Gender

Actual

Male

Gender Female

Male

Female

514

523

49.6%

52

249

82.7%

90.8% 32.2%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The CTA model accurately classified the
women in the sample, and it was accurate when
it predicted a specific observation was a women.
Therefore the model reflects the actual status of
187
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women well, but men presented a more complex
profile—due in part to their larger numbers. The
similarities and differences between univariate
and multivariate findings are now considered.
For predicting patient status in UniODA
analysis no statistically significant effects were
obtained for gender or insurance, and neither of
these attributes appeared in the CTA model (this
pattern does not always occur). Presently CTA
found the identical effect predicting status that
UniODA identified when using city as attribute.
Predicting patient gender with UniODA
there was no effect for status, and status did not
appear in the CTA model. With UniODA there
were significant effects found for city (based on
final range-test: ESS=5.8; ESP=4.3) as well as
for insurance (based on the final experimentwise
range-test: ESS=17.9; ESP=12.6). Both of these
attributes were included in the CTA model (this
pattern does not always occur). City emerged as
the most influential attribute in the CTA model,
involved in the classification decisions for all of
the observations in the sample, while insurance
was only involved in classifications of n=1,568647 observations (see Figure 1)—corresponding
to 58.7% of the total sample.
Note that the CTA-based order of cities
with respect to percent of females in the model

endpoints is: (LA, Miami)<(Chicago, Phoenix)<
(NY, Seattle, Nashville). This is identical to the
UniODA model in the second step of the range
test (Table 7), but it is not the final model obtained by UniODA for city (Table 8): additional
reduction as occurred in UniODA would reduce
overall ESS of the CTA model (this same argument may be used to select the higher-ESS UniODA model identified earlier). Considering insurance groupings parameterizing CTA model
branches (Figure 1), UniODA and CTA model
left-hand branches shared Medicare, and righthand branches shared managed care: the other
insurance types were all on the opposite branch,
and the CTA model did not include HMO in the
roster of insurance categories (HMO was not an
insurance category for the cities in the left-hand
branch of the CTA model emanating from the
root node; Figure 1). This illustrates very well
the difference between UniODA and CTA: the
former finds the optimal (maximum ESS) solution for the sample considering one attribute at a
time in isolation of all other attributes; the latter
finds the optimal (maximum ESS) solution for
the sample considering all attributes included in
analysis in conjunction with one another. Table
15 is the CTA staging table8.

Table 15: Staging Table for CTA Model Results
Stage

City

Insure

City

n

pfemale

Odds

1

LA, Chicago,
Miami, Phoenix

Medicaid, Medicare,
Fee for Service, PPO,
Private non-HMO,
Charitable group

---

429

0.084

1:11

2

LA, Chicago,
Miami, Phoenix

POS, Managed
care, Self-pay

LA, Miami

137

0.117

1:8

3

LA, Chicago,
Miami, Phoenix

POS, Managed
care, Self-pay

Chicago,
Phoenix

125

0.240

1:3

4

NY, Seattle,
Nashville

---

---

647

0.338

1:2
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was only achieved by the UniODA model for
predicting gender based on city.
ESS and ESP index the overall strength
of the model. Model efficiency, computed as the
mean strength index divided by the number of
sample partitions (segments) that are identified
by the model, adjusts classification performance
to reflect relative complexity (complexity is the
opposite of parsimony).2 For ESS the efficiency
for the final UniODA and CTA models are 1.4
and 8.1, and for ESP are 1.1 and 5.8 respectively, so the CTA indices are 479% and 427%
higher than corresponding UniODA indices,
respectively.
However, as mentioned earlier, it may be
argued that the optimal model for discriminating
gender based on city via UniODA was the initial
model with two endpoints, for which ESS=31.5
and ESP=22.0 (Table 6). This is the strongest of
the UniODA models in this analysis and also the
most parsimonious: with two endpoints mean
ESS and ESP for this UniODA model are thus
15.8 and 11.0. These latter mean values are 95%
and 90% greater than were achieved using the
CTA model. Thus, when considering the crucial
role of parsimony in theory development (which
is the primary function of the ESS statistic3), the
insurance attribute halves the models efficiency
(two versus four sample partitions), in exchange
for a modest gain in ESS (32.3 for CTA versus
31.5 for UniODA) and ESP (23.1 versus 22.0).
Seen in this light, city facilitates a moderate
level of accuracy and weak predictive value for
discriminating gender, and the type of insurance
does not increase discrimination to a practically
significant degree.

Staging tables are an intuitive alternative
representation of CTA findings, useful for
defining “propensity” scores (weights) to assign
to all observations based on the findings of the
CTA model.1 The rows of the staging table are
the model end-points reorganized in increasing
order of percent of class 1 (female) membership.
Stage is thus an ordinal index of propensity, and
pfemale is a continuous index: increasing values
on either index indicates increasing propensity.
Compared to Stage 1, pfemale is 1.4-times greater
in Stage 2; 2.9-times greater in Stage 3; and 4.0times greater in Stage 4.
To use the table to stage a given observation, simply evaluate the fit between the observation’s data and each stage descriptor.
Begin at Stage 1, and work sequentially through
stages until identifying the descriptor which is
exactly true for the data of the observation undergoing staging. Consider the hypothetical person discussed earlier living in LA with managed
care. Starting with Stage 1, city is appropriate,
but insurance does not include managed care.
Moving to Stage 2, city is appropriate (LA),
insurance is appropriate (managed care), and the
second city column is appropriate (LA): the person is thus classified as Stage 2 along with 136
other people in the sample. The Stage 2 patient
strata is 11.7% female: odds of being female in
Stage 2 are thus 1:8.
If the numerator of the presented odds is
one, then the denominator of the presented odds
is (1/pfemale)-1. For example, for Stage 1 pfemale is
0.0884, so denominator=(1/0.084)-1=11.905-1,
or 10.91. In Table 15 the odds for Stage 1 are
given as 1:11.
The CTA model achieved greater overall
ESS and ESP than any of the UniODA models;
greater sensitivity in accurately classifying the
actual women in the sample than any of the UniODA models; and was surpassed in ability to
make accurate classifications of observations as
being women by one UniODA model (Table 7).
The CTA model segmented the sample into four
partitions: this level of discrimination gradation
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Creating a Data Set with SAS™ and
Maximizing ESS of a Multiple Regression
Analysis Model for a Likert-Type
Dependent Variable Using
UniODA™ and MegaODA™ Software
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

This note presents SAS™ code for creating a requisite data set and
UniODA™ and MegaODA™ code for maximizing the accuracy
(ESS) of a multiple regression analysis-based model involving a
Likert-type dependent measure with ten or fewer response options.

Recent research shows how to maximize ESS of
a linear model developed by multiple regression
analysis (MRA), when the dependent variable is
assessed on a Likert-type scale with ten or fewer
response options, by using UniODA1 to adjust
MRA model threshold values so as to explicitly
maximize ESS yielded by the model.2-4 This is a
straightforward three-step procedure: a) using a
sample of n observations identify a MRA model
and use it to obtain predicted score Y* for every
observation; b) create a space-delimited data file
having n rows each indicating the observation’s
actual (Yi) and predicted (Yi*) score5; and c) run
a directional (a priori) ODA analysis using Yi as
a class variable and Yi* as an ordered attribute.2
For exposition imagine that a dependent
variable called DV in code below was rated by n
observations on an “ordinal categorical” 5-point
Likert-type scale—that is, on integers between 1
and 5, inclusive.1 Also imagine an MRA model

was obtained having three independent variables
(called IV1, IV2 and IV3 ahead, they can be
measured using binary or ordered scales), with
statistically significant F statistics for the overall
model and the independent contribution of every
IV.6 As it is assumed the MRA-based model is
already identified, exposition begins at Step b.
Creating the new data set. The original
data are in a file called original.dat with n rows
and 4 space-delimited variables: DV and IV1-3.
SAS™ code ahead reads this file; computes Yi*
for every observation via a hypothetical MRAbased equation (real computational parameters
are given in output of the MRA software used in
analysis; use all significant digits that are given
for model coefficients); computes predicted DV
(MRApred) via standard MRA cutpoints; sorts
data by DV and MRApred and prints a report of
n for every combination (for table preparation);
and saves a space-delimited ASCII analysis file
191
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is hypothesized to be lower for DV scores of 1
than for 2, lower for DV scores of 2 than for 3,
etcetera.1
Finally, imagine that cutpoints identified
by ODA software for classifying predicted score
(1-5) were, in order: 0.5, 2.1, 2.9, and 3.4. The
SAS™ code below assigns observations optimal
predicted scores (called DVpred) with these cutpoints; sorts data by actual and predicted score;
and prints a report of n for every combination of
actual (DV) and optimal predicted (DVpred)
score (used in table preparation).

providing DV and Ypred, called maximize.dat
(the control commands are shown in red).
data q;
infile 'c:\original.dat';
input DV IV1 IV2 IV3;
Ypred=0.45-.12*IV1+.66*IV2-.1*IV3;
if Ypred<=1.5 then MRApred=1;
if Ypred>1.5 and Ypred<=2.5 then
MRApred=2;
if Ypred>2.5 and Ypred<=3.5 then
MRApred=3;
if Ypred>3.5 and Ypred<=4.5 then
MRApred=4;
if Ypred>4.5 then DVpred=5;
proc sort;by DV MRApred;
proc means n;var DV;by DV MRApred;
data q2;
set q;
file 'c:\maximize.dat';
put DV Ypred;
run;

if Ypred<=.5 then DVpred=1;
if Ypred>.5 and Ypred<=2.1 then DVpred=2;
if Ypred>2.1 and Ypred<=2.9 then DVpred=3;
if Ypred>2.9 and Ypred<=3.4 then DVpred=4;
if Ypred>3.4 then DVpred=5;
proc sort;by DV DVpred;
proc means n;var DV;by DV DVpred;
run;
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MegaODA Large Sample and BIG DATA
Time Trials: Separating the Chaff
Robert C. Soltysik, M.S., and Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Just-released MegaODA™ software is capable of conducting UniODA
analysis for an unlimited number of attributes using samples as large
as one million observations. To minimize the computational burden
associated with Monte Carlo simulation used to estimate the Type I
error rate (p), the first step in statistical analysis is identifying effects
that are not statistically significant or ns. This article presents an
experimental simulation exploring the ability of MegaODA to identify
ns effects in a host of designs involving a binary class variable, under
ultimately challenging discrimination conditions (all data are random)
for sample sizes of n=100,000 and n=1,000,000. Most analyses were
solved in CPU seconds running MegaODA on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium
D microcomputer. Using MegaODA it is straightforward to rapidly
rule-out ns effects using Monte Carlo simulation with BIG DATA for
large numbers of attributes in simple or complex, single- or multiplesample designs involving categorical or ordered attributes either with
or without weights being applied to individual observations.

For this research a data set was constructed with
three independently generated random numbers
provided for each of 106 observations. The first
variable was binary, created using a random
probability value (p) generated from a uniform
distribution: BINARY=0 if p<0.05; BINARY=1
if p>0.05. The second variable was an ordered
5-point Likert-type scale1 created using another
random p generated from a uniform distribution:
LIKERT=1 if p<0.2; LIKERT=2 if 0.2<p<0.4;
LIKERT=3 if 0.4<p<0.6; LIKERT=4 if 0.6<p<
0.8; and LIKERT=5 if p>0.8. The third and final
variable is a constrained real-number created as
yet another random probability value generated
from a uniform distribution: RANDOM=p.

Observations were assigned a unique ID
number, an integer between 1 and 106 used to
segment the sample: two analyses are reported,
the first for observations with ID<100,000, and
the second for the complete sample. The trials
begin using the former sample, which might be
described as being relatively large as compared
with the typical empirical research published in
peer-reviewed literature.
Relatively Large Samples
For the sample of n=100,000, BINARY
was evenly distributed with 49,978 Class 0 and
50,022 Class 1 observations. Descriptive statis194
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tics for LIKERT and RANDOM data are given
in Table 1 separately by BINARY, the class variable in analyses presented in this research.

is indicated. STOPUP ceases simulation when
specified confidence that estimated p exceeds
target p is achieved.1 Analysis stopped after 100
MC iterations: estimated p<0.23, confidence for
target p>0.10 is >99.9%. With negligible ESS
(0.65) and ESP (0.68), the model required <1
CPU second to solve (analyses herein were run
on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer). A
LOO “leave-one-out” jackknife analysis1 that
was conducted in a separate run finished in less
than one CPU second.
The post hoc hypothesis that class can be
discriminated using categorical LIKERT scores,
with observations weighted by a continuous variable (RANDOM), was tested by adding the following code.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for LIKERT and
RANDOM Data by Class: n=100,000
Variable
LIKERT

Statistic
Mean
SD
Median
Skewness
Kurtosis

Class 0
2.996
1.418
3
0.001
-1.308

Class 1
3.012
1.412
3
-0.014
-1.297

RANDOM

Mean
SD
Median
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.501
0.288
0.501
-0.003
-1.197

0.500
0.290
0.497
0.007
-1.210

WEIGHT random;
GO;
Analysis stopped at 200 MC iterations:
estimated p<0.12, confidence for target p>0.05
is >99.99%. Having a negligible weighted ESS
(0.91) and ESP (0.95), the model needed 1 CPU
second to finish. LOO analysis is not available
for weighted categorical designs.1
Ordinal attribute. The second set of two
time trials treated LIKERT as being an ordinal
attribute with five discrete response categories,
another design that is prevalently used across
quantitative disciplines.
The post hoc hypothesis that class can be
discriminated via ordinal LIKERT scores was
tested by using the prior MegaODA code with
WEIGHT and CAT commands commented-out.

Categorical attribute. In the first pair of
time trials LIKERT was treated as a categorical
attribute with five response categories. Widely
seen across quantitative fields this configuration
is called a rectangular categorical design.2
The post hoc hypothesis that class can be
discriminated using categorical LIKERT scores
was tested by running the following MegaODA
code (control commands are indicated in red):
OPEN total.dat;
OUTPUT total.out;
VARS id binary likert random;
CLASS binary;
ATTR likert;
CAT likert;
EX id>100000;
MC ITER 1000 TARGET .05 STOPUP 99.9;
GO;

*CAT likert;
*WEIGHT random;
GO;
Analysis stopped in 300 MC iterations:
estimated p<0.094; confidence for target p>0.05
is >99.9%. With negligible ESS (0.65) and ESP
(0.68), the model took 2 CPU seconds to finish
(the model identified was identical to the model
for the corresponding categorical analysis).

Monte Carlo simulation is parameterized
to target generalized “per-comparison” p<0.05
for a single test of a statistical hypothesis.1 A
maximum allowance of 1000 MC experiments
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The post hoc hypothesis that class can be
discriminated with ordinal LIKERT scores, with
observations weighted by a continuous variable
(RANDOM), was tested by amending the code.

UniODA model that—when it is simultaneously
applied to multiple samples, maximizes the
minimum ESS achieved by the model across
classes.1 The post hoc hypothesis that class can
be discriminated by a single model involving a
continuous attribute (RANDOM) independently
applied to five different samples (LIKERT) was
tested via the following MegaODA code.

WEIGHT random;
GO;
Analysis stopped at 1000 MC iterations:
estimated p<0.026, confidence for target p>0.05
is >0.1%. With negligible weighted ESS (0.91)
and ESP (0.95), the model needed 6 CPU seconds to complete. MC simulation also reported
confidence for target p<0.05 is >99.99%.
Continuous attribute. The third set of
two time trials treated RANDOM as being a
continuous attribute, another design frequently
used across quantitative disciplines.
The post hoc hypothesis that class can be
discriminated via continuous RANDOM scores
was tested by prior code amended as shown.

CLASS binary;
ATTR random;
GEN likert;
GO;
Analysis stopped in 100 MC iterations:
estimated p<0.33; confidence for target p>0.10
is >99.99%. Having negligible ESS (0.49) and
ESP (1.13) the model required 78 CPU seconds.
BIG DATA Samples
For the sample of n=106, BINARY was
evenly distributed: 499,928 Class 0 and 500,072
Class 1 observations. Descriptive statistics for
LIKERT and RANDOM data are given in Table
2 separately by BINARY, the class variable in
analyses presented below.

ATTR random;
*WEIGHT random;
GO;
Analysis stopped in 100 MC iterations:
estimated p<0.21; confidence for target p>0.10
is >99.9%. With negligible ESS (0.65) and ESP
(0.79) the model took 99 CPU seconds to finish.
The post hoc hypothesis that class can be
discriminated using continuous LIKERT scores,
with observations weighted by an ordinal variable (RANDOM), amending the code.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for LIKERT and
RANDOM Data by Class: n=106
Variable
LIKERT

Statistic
Mean
SD
Median
Skewness
Kurtosis

Class 0
2.997
1.414
3
0.001
-1.300

Class 1
3.003
1.415
3
-0.004
-1.301

RANDOM

Mean
SD
Median
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.500
0.289
0.501
-0.002
-1.200

0.500
0.289
0.500
0.001
-1.202

WEIGHT likert;
GO;
Analysis stopped in 100 MC iterations:
estimated p<0.72, confidence for target p>0.10
is >99.99%. Having a negligible weighted ESS
(0.66) and ESP (0.80), the model needed 49
CPU seconds to finish.
Multiple-sample analysis. The final time
trial for large samples used the UniODA Generalizability (Gen) procedure which identifies the
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All seven time trial experiments run for
the large sample are also run for the BIG DATA
sample. MegaODA code is the same as used
previously, with EX commented-out.

Continuous attribute. Analysis for the
post hoc hypothesis that class can be discriminated via continuous RANDOM scores stopped
after 14 MC iterations: estimated p<0.58, confidence for target p>0.05 is >99.99%. With negligible ESS (0.16) and ESP (0.18), the model required 140 CPU seconds to solve.
Analysis for the post hoc hypothesis that
class can be discriminated using continuous
RANDOM scores, with observations weighted
by an ordinal variable (LIKERT) stopped after
28 MC iterations: estimated p<0.86, confidence
for target p>0.10 is >99.99%. With negligible
weighted ESS (0.17) and ESP (0.18), the model
required 127 CPU seconds to solve.
Multiple-sample analysis. Analysis for
the post hoc hypothesis that class can be discriminated using a single model involving a
continuous attribute (RANDOM) which is independently applied to five different samples
(LIKERT) stopped after 12 MC iterations: estimated p<0.17, confidence for target p>0.05 is
>99.98%. With negligible ESS (0.09) and ESP
(0.11), the model required 131 CPU seconds.

*EX ID>100000;
Categorical attribute. Analysis for the
post hoc hypothesis that class can be discriminated using categorical LIKERT scores stopped
after 100 MC iterations: estimated p<0.19,
confidence for target p>0.05 is >99.99%. With
negligible ESS (0.20) and ESP (0.21), the model
required 3 CPU seconds to solve. LOO analysis
conducted in a separate run required less than 1
CPU second to complete.
Analysis for the post hoc hypothesis that
class can be discriminated using categorical
LIKERT scores, with observations weighted by
a continuous variable (RANDOM) stopped after
200 MC iterations: estimated p<0.12, confidence for target p>0.05 is >99.99%. With negligible weighted ESS (0.26) and ESP (0.27), the
model required 9 CPU seconds to solve.
Ordinal attribute. Analysis for the post
hoc hypothesis that class can be discriminated
using ordinal LIKERT scores stopped after 300
MC iterations: estimated p<0.107, confidence
for target p>0.05 is >99.99%. With negligible
ESS (0.20) and ESP (0.21), the model required
42 CPU seconds to solve.
Analysis for the post hoc hypothesis that
class can be discriminated using ordinal LIKERT scores, with observations weighted by a
continuous variable (RANDOM) stopped after
1000 MC iterations: estimated p<0.049, confidence for target p>0.05 is >47.69%, confidence
for p<0.05 is >52.31%. Having a negligible
weighted ESS (0.26) and ESP (0.27), the model
required 144 CPU seconds to solve. This is an
example of the worst-case (most resource intensive) scenario. At this point the attribute would
be subjected to a much more computationally
intensive MC simulation3 as will be studied in
forthcoming rule-in time trials.
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ODA Range Test vs. One-Way Analysis of
Variance: Comparing Strength of
Alternative Line Connections
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., and Gordon C. Brofft, BS
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Marine and Water Consultant

Among the most popular conventional statistical methods, Student’s ttest is used to compare the means of two groups on a single dependent
measure assessed on a continuous scale. When three or more groups
are compared, t-test is generalized to one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). If the F statistic associated with the overall or “omnibus”
effect is statistically reliable, then a range test that is more efficient
than performing all possible comparisons is used to ascertain the exact
nature of interclass differences. In contrast, the dependent measure
may be compared between classes via UniODA, to assess if thresholds
on the dependent measure separate the classes. If the resulting ESS
accuracy statistic for the omnibus effect is statistically reliable, then a
recently-developed optimal range test is used to assess the exact nature
of interclass differences. ANOVA and UniODA are used to compare
three methods commonly used in competitive big-game sport fishing
for connecting segments of fishing line. Similarities and differences of
parametric GLM and non-parametric ODA methods are demonstrated.
Recent research compared the strength of the
Double Uni knot used to attach 40-pound-test
monofilament line to: a) 50-pound-test solid
spectra; b) 60-pound-test hollow spectra; and c)
65-pound-test solid spectra (modal reel-backing
selections).1 The three different combinations ac were dummy-coded as being from class 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. The free end of monofilament line was pulled with increasing force until
the connection failed, at which point pounds of
force (the attribute) was recorded. The resulting
data are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Pounds of Force Required to Break
Each Type of Line-to-Line Connection
n
Mean
SD
Median
Skewness
Kurtosis

198

Class 1
14
23.4
4.13
23
0.13
-1.72

Class 2
20
22.5
2.35
23
-0.32
-0.44

Class 3
13
25.6
3.25
25
0.72
0.08
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break than class 1 and class 2 knots, which had
statistically comparable mean knot strength.
The omnibus effect was disentangled by
several MCPs. The MCPs that examined overlapping 95% confidence intervals (CIs) reported
no significant pairwise effects (including 95%
CIs for Sheffe, t-test, the studentized maximum
modulus, and Sidak t-test). All range test-based
MCPs reported class 3 means are greater than
class 2 means, with class 1 means intermediate
and not significantly different than class 2 or 3
means (including Sidak t-tests, Sheffe test, LSD
t-test, Duncan multiple range test; Ryan-EinotGabriel-Welsch multiple range test, and Tukey’s
studentized HSD range test). MCPs index p but
not the strength of observed differences.2
While determining the appropriate MCP
to use in a specific application is a problem for
researchers using parametric analyses, no such
ambiguity exists in the ODA paradigm.

One-Way ANOVA
Eyeball analysis suggests classes 1 and 2
are essentially the same with respect to pounds
of force. Though the mean for class 3 is greater,
mean differences are less than the SD and the
number of knots evaluated is modest, so any
statistical effect identified must be weak.
Evaluated using the general linear model
(GLM) paradigm the post hoc hypothesis that
the three different connections fail at different
levels of force is tested via one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA), which compares mean differences between the three classes.2 Using this
method all classes are simultaneously compared
using an “omnibus” test. If the omnibus effect is
statistically significant a multiple-comparisons
procedure (MCP) is subsequently employed to
understand all the interclass differences.2 MCPs
disentangle omnibus effects efficiently when
compared to conducting all possible pairwise
comparisons, and therefore have lower experimentwise Type I error rates, especially when the
number of class categories is large (at least three
class categories are needed to conduct a MCP).3
Presently the omnibus effect of class was
statistically significant4 at the generalized5 percomparison criterion: F(2,44)=3.8, p<0.032. The
R2=14.6 indicates the GLM model accounts for
one-seventh of the variation in knot strength that
was observed between classes.2 Conducting all
possible pairwise comparisons adds three tests
of statistical hypotheses (the Sidak criterion5 for
experimentwise p<0.05 with a total of four tests
of statistical hypotheses is p<0.01275). Planned
pairwise contrasts4 found class 1 and 2 means
were not significantly different (t=0.8, p<0.42);
class 1 and 3 means differed marginally by the
generalized criterion (t=1.8, p<0.09); and class 2
and 3 means were significantly different at the
experimentwise criterion (t=2.7, p<0.0092). In
summary, analysis using one-way ANOVA and
all possible pairwise comparisons to disentangle
the statistically reliable omnibus effect indicated
that class 3 knots required greater mean force to

Optimal Range Test
Eyeball examination of descriptive data
in Table 1 presents little information concerning
the potential discriminability of the three class
categories. Instead raw data presented as seen in
Figure 1 helps visualize interclass differences.
Figure 1: Raw Knot Strength Data by Class
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As seen relatively few class 2 data points
are 25 pounds or greater, versus many class 3
data points, indicating these two class categories
are discriminable. A similar but weaker pattern
exists for the comparison of classes 1 and 3.
Presently the omnibus effect of class was
statistically significant6 at the generalized percomparison criterion: estimated p<0.015, with
confidence for p<0.05 of >99.9% in 400 Monte
Carlo iterations. The model achieved moderate
accuracy in classifying the classes (ESS=36.0),
and yielded moderate accuracy when making
classification decisions (ESP=35.6).7 The model
was: if strength<20 pounds then predict class=1;
if 20 pounds<strength<24.5 pounds then predict
class=2; and if strength>24.5 pounds then predict class=3. The resulting confusion model is
presented in Table 2.

The final step of this optimal range test
involves resolving the remaining equality. This
is accomplished by combining class categories 1
and 2 (presently this was done making a copy of
the data set, and manually converting the class 1
codes into class 2 codes) and then running the
directional UniODA analysis assessing if class 3
is greater than the combined class 1 and class 2.
For this analysis: estimated p<0.0123; >99.9%
confidence for p<0.017 (the Sidak criterion for
three tests of statistical hypotheses and experimentwise p<0.05); ESS=42.8; ESP=36.2. The
symbolic representation is finalized: (1=2)<3:
that is, class 1 and 2 are statistically comparable
and have knot strengths significantly lower than
knot strengths observed in class 3. The model
was: if strength<24.5 pounds then predict class=
1 and 2; and if strength>24.5 pounds then predict class=3. The resulting confusion model is
presented in Table 3.

Table 2: Initial Omnibus ODA Model
Confusion Table
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Class
1

2

3

Table 3: Final ODA Model Confusion Table
--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Class

Actual

1

6

2

6

42.9%

Class

2

5

12

3

60.0%

Actual

3

0

4

9

69.2%

Class

1&2

3

1&2

25

9

73.5%

3

4

9

69.2%

54.6% 66.7% 50.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

86.2% 50.0%
---------------------------------------------------------------

The effect is symbolically represented as
follows: 1 < 2 < 3: as seen, resolving remaining
ambiguity requires determining if either equality
sign should be changed to strict inequality. The
initial step of this optimal range test starts at the
left-hand side of the current model, and the first
pairwise comparison 1< 2 is performed with the
Monte Carlo simulation parameterized for two
tests of statistical hypotheses (the initial analysis
plus the present analysis).3,6 For this analysis:
estimated p<0.41 with >99.99% confidence for
p>0.10; ESS=17.9; ESP=19.8. The symbolic
notation is updated: (1 = 2) < 3.

Note that exactly the same conclusion
would be reached had the range test initiated
from the right-hand side of the initial model. In
the first step of the range test the right-hand inequality would be evaluated (here, estimated p<
0.0001), and the symbolic notation would be
amended as: (1<2) < 3. The second and final
step of the range test would evaluate the remaining inequality, yielding the identical final
model. Also, the same conclusion would have
been reached in the present example if, instead
of the range test, all possible comparisons were
performed and then integrated.3 The efficiency
of range tests versus all possible comparisons in
200
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Yarnold PR, Soltysik RC (2005). Optimal data
analysis: Guidebook with software for Windows.
Washington, D.C.: APA Books.

this application begins significant divergence if
at least four class categories are to be compared.
In this application all possible comparisons and
the optimal range test yielded the same results.
However, as the number of tests of statistical
hypotheses increases, the Sidak criterion for experimentwise p<0.05 also increases, and thus
different results can accrue as a consequence of
divergent statistical power.3

6

UniODA™ and MegaODA™ code employed
to conduct this analysis was:
open knots.dat;
output knots.out;
vars knot pounds;
class knot;
attr pounds;
mc iter 10000 target .05 sidak 1 stop 99.9;
go;
The following code is used to conduct
all possible comparisons:

References
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Yarnold PR. Brofft GC (2013). Comparing
knot strength using UniODA. Optimal Data
Analysis, 2, 54-59.
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ex knot=3;
dir < 1 2;
mc iter 10000 target .05 sidak 4 stop 99.9;
go;
ex knot=1;
dir < 2 3;
go;
ex knot=2;
dir < 1 3;
go;

3

Yarnold PR (2013). Univariate and multivariate
analysis of categorical attributes having many
response categories. Optimal Data Analysis, 2,
177-190.
4

SAS™ code used to conduct this analysis was
(control commands indicated in red):
data q;
infile 'c: knots.txt';
input knot pounds;
proc glm;
class knot;
model pounds=knot;
means knot / sidak regwq
scheffe tukey cldiff clm
duncan gabriel gt2 lsd
welch lines;
estimate 'c1 vs c2' knot 1 -1 0;
estimate 'c1 vs c3' knot 1 0 -1;
estimate 'c2 vs c3' knot 0 1 -1;
run;

7

Yarnold PR (2013). Standards for reporting
UniODA findings expanded to include ESP and
all possible aggregated confusion tables. Optimal Data Analysis, 2, 106-119.
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MegaODA Large Sample and BIG DATA
Time Trials: Harvesting the Wheat
Robert C. Soltysik, M.S., and Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

In research involving multiple tests of statistical hypotheses the
efficiency of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation used to estimate the Type I
error rate (p) is maximized using a two-step procedure. The first step is
identifying the effects that are not statistically significant or ns. The
second step of the procedure is verifying that remaining effects are
statistically significant at the generalized or experimentwise criterion
(p<0.05), necessary in order to reject the null hypothesis and accept
the alternative hypothesis that a statistically significant effect occurred.
This research uses experimental simulation to explore the ability of
MegaODA to identify p<0.05 effects in a host of designs with a binary
class variable and ordered attribute for mildly or weakly challenging
discrimination conditions (moderate or modest distribution overlap),
target p values of 0.01 and 0.001, and sample sizes of n=100,000 and
n=1,000,000. Solution speeds ranged from 5 to more than 83,000 CPU
seconds running MegaODA software on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer. Using MegaODA it is straightforward to rapidly rule-in
p<0.05 for weak and moderate effects by Monte Carlo simulation with
large samples and BIG DATA in designs having ordinal attributes with
or without weights applied to observations. Significantly greater time
was required for problems involving continuous attributes but even the
most computer-intensive analyses were completed in less than a day.

In prior research a data set was constructed with
three independently generated random numbers
provided for each of 106 observations.1 The first
variable was binary, created using a random
probability value (p) generated from a uniform
distribution: BINARY=0 if p<0.05; BINARY=1
if p>0.05. The second variable was an ordered
5-point Likert-type scale2 created using another
random p generated from a uniform distribution:
LIKERT=1 if p<0.2; LIKERT=2 if 0.2<p<0.4;

LIKERT=3 if 0.4<p<0.6; LIKERT=4 if 0.6<p<
0.8; and LIKERT=5 if p>0.8. The third variable
is a constrained real number created as a random
probability value generated from a uniform distribution: RANDOM=p. For the present study
two additional data sets were created using this
initial experimental data set.
The first data set featured an effect that
was on the border3 separating a relatively weak
effect (ESS<25) versus a moderate effect (25<
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ESS<50). It was created by adding half a standard deviation (0.707) to the LIKERT data and
half a SD (0.25) to the RANDOM data of class
1 observations. Descriptive statistics for the data
are in Table 1 (CV=coefficient of variation).

subtracting half a SD from the LIKERT and the
RANDOM data of class 0 observations. After
this was done the value 1 was added to all of the
weights, because in ODA software weights must
all be positive numbers3 (see Table 2).

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for LIKERT and
RANDOM by Class: Weak-Moderate ESS

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for LIKERT and
RANDOM by Class: Moderate-Strong ESS

n=49,978
Class 0
Statistic
Mean
2.996
SD
1.418
Median
3
CV
47.3
Skewness
0.001
-1.308
Kurtosis

n=49,978
Statistic
Class 0
Mean
2.289
SD
1.418
Median
2.293
CV
62.0
Skewness
0.001
-1.308
Kurtosis

Variable
LIKERT

RANDOM

Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

Variable
LIKERT

Statistic
Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

RANDOM

Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.501
0.288
0.501
57.6
-0.003
-1.197

n=50,022
Class 1
3.719
1.412
3.707
38.0
-0.014
-1.297

Variable
LIKERT

0.750
0.290
0.747
38.7
0.007
-1.210

RANDOM

n=499,928 n=500,072
Class 0
Class 1
2.997
3.710
1.414
1.415
3
3.707
47.2
38.1
0.001
-0.004
-1.300
-1.301
0.500
0.289
0.501
57.7
-0.002
-1.199

0.750
0.289
0.750
38.5
0.001
-1.202

The second data set featured an effect
that was either moderate or bordered a relatively
strong effect (50<ESS<75). It was created by

Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

Variable
LIKERT

Statistic
Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

RANDOM

Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

1.251
0.288
1.251
23.1
-0.003
-1.200

n=50,022
Class 1
3.719
1.412
3.707
38.0
-0.014
-1.300
1.750
0.290
1.747
16.6
0.007
-1.210

n=499,928 n=500,072
Class 0
Class 1
2.290
3.710
1.414
1.415
2.293
3.707
61.7
38.1
0.001
-0.004
-1.300
-1.301
1.250
0.289
1.251
23.1
-0.002
-1.200

1.750
0.289
1.750
16.5
0.001
-1.202

Table 3 gives results for analysis with an
ordinal attribute and a continuous weight, and
Table 4 gives results for the opposite ordering.
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Effect
Strength

Table 3: Simulation Results for Ordinal Attribute, Continuous Weight
CPU
MC
ESS
ESP
n
Target p
Seconds
Iterations

Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

20.5
20.5
20.3
20.3
20.2
20.2
20.0
20.0
40.4
40.4
40.2
40.2
40.2
40.2
40.0
40.0

Effect
Strength

Table 4: Simulation Results for Continuous Attribute, Ordinal Weight
CPU
MC
ESS
ESP
n
Target p
Seconds
Iterations

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong

25.2
25.2
24.8
24.8
25.1
25.1
25.0
25.0
49.9
49.9
49.8
49.8
50.1
50.1
50.0
50.0

24.4
24.4
65.2
65.2
24.1
24.1
65.2
65.2
42.0
42.0
70.1
70.1
41.8
41.8
70.0
70.0

56.8
56.8
62.3
62.3
33.5
33.5
62.2
62.2
56.7
56.7
76.4
76.4
52.4
52.4
76.4
76.4

100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
204

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001

5
59
5
66
104
1,647
112
1,581
4
64
4
61
109
1,462
94
1,508

831
3,669
822
3,336
4,708
83,596
31,311
80,175
274
1,727
414
942
2,650
19,979
3,417
18,621

700
9,300
700
9,300
700
9,300
700
9,300
700
9,300
700
9,300
700
9,300
700
9,300

700
5,000
700
5,000
700
5,000
700
5,000
700
5,000
700
5,000
700
5,000
700
5,000

Weighted
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Weighted
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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Comparing findings within Tables 3 and
4 via MegaODA3,4 indicated sample size was a
statistically significant discriminator of solution
time if assessed at the generalized criterion, and
comparison between Tables 3 and 4 revealed the
use of a continuous attribute was a statistically
significant discriminator of solution time at the
experimentwise criterion.3 The significant jump
in computing resources used in rule-in analyses
with continuous attributes will be reduced if a
procedure is developed for dividing the attribute
into a smaller number of segments and utilizing
weights to perfectly reproduce actual score.

4

UniODA3 and MegaODA (see ODA Blog) code
used in analysis is given below. Dummy-coded
class variables were ess (0=weaker, 1=stronger);
n (0=100,000, 1=106); the target p (0=0.01; 1=
0.001); and whether the simulation involved the
use of a weight (0=no, 1=yes). As seen, MC was
parameterized for 8 tests of statistical hypotheses: for the test between tables MC was set for
nine tests (control commands are in red).
open results.dat;
output results.out;
vars ess n p Tabl3CPU weighted Tabl4CPU;
class ess n p weighted;
attr Tabl3CPU Tabl4CPU;
mc iter 25000 target .05 sidak 8 stop 99.9
stopup 99.9;
go;
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ODA Range Test vs. One-Way Analysis of
Variance: Patient Race and Lab Results
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Mean scores on a continuous dependent measure are compared across
three or more groups using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). If
a statistically significant overall or “omnibus” effect emerges, then a
multiple comparisons procedure is used to ascertain the exact nature of
any interclass differences. In contrast, the dependent measure may be
compared between classes with UniODA to assess if thresholds on the
dependent measure can discriminate the classes. If the resulting ESS
accuracy statistic for the overall effect is statistically reliable then an
optimal (maximum-accuracy) range test is employed to ascertain the
exact nature of interclass differences. ANOVA and UniODA are used
to investigate the differences between n=377 white, n=378 African
American, and n=257 Hispanic patients with HIV-associated Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) on two laboratory tests (albumin and
alveolar-arterial oxygen difference) associated with PCP outcomes.

Data for a random sample of n=1,012 patients
with PCP included the three-category class variable race (white=1; African American=2; Hispanic=3), and two attributes: albumin (g/dl) and

the alveolar-arterial oxygen difference (AAO2,
mm Hg), both predicting PCP outcome.1-3 Descriptive data for these attributes are given by
race in Table 1.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Albumin and AAO2 Laboratory Data by Race
Albumin, g/dl
n
Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis

White
377
2.91
0.64
2.90
22.0
0.15
1.26

African
American
378
2.95
0.73
3.00
24.6
1.46
14.0

AAO2, mm Hg
Hispanic
257
3.06
0.82
3.10
26.8
1.26
10.0

n
Mean
SD
Median
CV
Skewness
Kurtosis
206

White
377
50.5
27.8
46.0
55.1
1.84
5.96

African
American
378
50.0
28.7
46.6
57.4
1.85
5.37

Hispanic
257
43.7
21.6
41.2
49.4
0.79
1.06
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AAO2. The omnibus effect of race was
significant at the experimentwise criterion (for
two tests of statistical hypotheses, p<0.01): F(2,
1,009)=5.7, p<0.0033. The extremely weak R2=
1.1 reveals the GLM model accounts for oneeighty-ninth of the total variation in AAO2 observed between classes. MCPs comparing 95%
CIs were split: studentized maximum modulus,
Sidak t-test and Sheffe’s CIs all reported ns, and
Gabriel’s CIs and t-test CIs both found (White =
African American)>Hispanic. This same pattern
was found by all the range test-based MCPs:
Sidak t-tests, Sheffe’s test, LSD t-test, Duncan
and Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch multiple range
tests, Tukey’s studentized HSD range test, and
the studentized maximum modulus range test.

One-Way ANOVA
Eyeball analysis suggests that White and
African American patients obtain essentially the
same mean score on both labs. For the Hispanic
patients the mean AAO2 score is lower and the
mean albumin score is higher than for the other
patients, but mean differences are much smaller
than the SD so any statistically significant effect
which may be identified will be weak.
Evaluated using the general linear model
(GLM) paradigm the post hoc hypothesis that
race categories have different mean laboratory
test scores for albumin and AAO2 is tested via
one-way ANOVA (not presented here the initial
analysis involves a multivariate t-test, which if it
is statistically significant is usually subsequently
followed by the analyses presented below as a
means of disentangling the multivariate effect4).
Albumin. The omnibus effect of race was
significant at the experimentwise criterion (for
two tests of statistical hypotheses, p<0.05): F(2,
1,009)=3.7, p<0.026. The extremely weak R2=
0.73 reveals the GLM model accounts for oneone-hundred-and-thirty-second of total variation
in albumin observed between classes.4
The omnibus effect was disentangled by
multiple comparisons procedures (MCPs), and
most comparing 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
reported no significant pairwise effects (Sheffe,
t-test, studentized maximum modulus, Sidak ttest). Gabriel’s CIs indicated white patients had
higher mean albumin than Hispanic patients,
with African American patients between and ns
relative to either other patient group. This same
pattern was identified by all of the range testbased MCPs employed, including Sidak t-tests,
Sheffe’s test, LSD t-test, Duncan multiple range
test, Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch multiple range
test, Tukey’s studentized HSD range test, and
studentized maximum modulus. MCPs index p
but not the strength of observed differences. The
determination of which is the appropriate MCP
to use in a given application is an important part
of parametric analyses.4

Optimal Range Test
Ambiguity over the appropriate MCP to
use which exists in the GLM paradigm does not
exist in the ODA paradigm. Figure 1 helps visualize interclass differences in albumin, and Figure 2 helps to visualize the interclass differences
in AAO2.
Figure 1: Raw Albumin Data by Class
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Table 2: Initial Omnibus ODA Model
Confusion Table for Albumin

Figure 2: Raw AAO2 Data by Class

--------------------------------------------------------------Predicted Class

200
180
160
140
120
100

AA

H

Actual

W

307

3

67

81.4%

Class

AA 291

9

78

2.4%

H

5

83

32.3%

169

40.0% 52.9% 36.4%
---------------------------------------------------------------

80
60

The initial step of this optimal range test
starts at the left-hand side of the current model,
and the pairwise comparison AA<W is made
with the Monte Carlo simulation parameterized
for two tests of statistical hypotheses (the initial
analysis and the present analysis). For this analysis estimated p<0.82 with >99.99% confidence
for p>0.10. The symbolic notation is updated:
(AA = W) < H.
The final step of this optimal range test
involves resolving the remaining equality. This
is accomplished by combining class categories
AA and W and then running the directional UniODA analysis testing if class H is greater than
the combined class AA and W. For this analysis: estimated p<0.0006; >99.9% confidence for
p<0.017 (Sidak criterion for 3 tests of statistical
hypotheses, experimentwise p<0.05); with weak
accuracy (ESS=13.9) and predictive value (ESP
=14.2). The symbolic representation is finalized:
(AA = W) < H: the albumin levels of African
American and white patients are statistically
comparable and significantly lower than the albumin levels observed for Hispanic patients.
The model was: if albumin<3.45 g/dl then predict class is African American and white; and if
albumin>3.45 g/dl predict class is Hispanic. The
resulting confusion model is given in Table 3.
As seen, the final model does well in classifying
and predicting the African American and white
patients: sensitivity=80.8% and predictive value
=77.8%

40
20
0

White

W

African American

Hispanic

Figure 1 shows a high degree of overlap
between classes. Figure 2 also shows substantial
distributional overlap, though white and African
American patients have a minority of AAO2
values which are greater than 120 mm Hg, while
Hispanic patients have no AAO2 values greater
than this threshold.
Albumin. The omnibus class effect was
statistically significant6 at the experimentwise
criterion: estimated p<0.0158, with confidence
for p<0.0254 of >99.9% in 5,000 Monte Carlo
iterations. The model yielded weak accuracy in
classifying different races (ESS=8.1), and weak
predictive value in making classifications
(ESP=14.7).7 The model was: if albumin<1.45
g/dl then predict that class=African American; if
1.45 g/dl<albumin<3.45 g/dl then predict class=
white; and if albumin>3.45 g/dl then predict that
class=Hispanic. The model is symbolically represented as follows: AA < W < H: resolving remaining ambiguity requires determining if any
equality sign should be made a strict inequality.
The resulting confusion model is given in Table
2: as seen, most (100%-2.4%=97.6%) of the African American patients were misclassified.
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Table 3: Final ODA Model Confusion Table
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77.8% 36.4%
---------------------------------------------------------------

AAO2. The omnibus class effect was not
statistically significant: estimated p<0.15, confidence for p>0.0254 of >99.99% in 100 Monte
Carlo iterations. The model yielded weak accuracy in classifying different races (ESS=7.6),
and weak predictive value in making classifications (ESP=14.7).8
ODA and GLM disagree on the findings.
For albumin both methods agree that the white
and African American patients have statistically
comparable data. ODA finds white and African
American patients’ scores are lower than for
Hispanic patients (ESS=13.1; the weak model is
able to achieve 1/8 of the possible improvement
in classification accuracy which remains beyond
chance7). In contrast GLM had several different
findings based on MCP, however the regression
model underlying the one-way ANOVA was
able to explain 1/132 of the variation in means
between groups (unlike ESS, for which the level
of classification accuracy expected by chance is
normed for any application as being zero, R2 is
not normed to reflect chance).
For AAO2, ODA identifies a statistically
insignificant effect, and ANOVA reports several
findings based on MCP used that account for
1/89 of the criterion index of performance.
The difficulty of the analysis, involving
comparing three groups having a tiny difference
on an ordered measure with many levels, causes
incorrect parameterization6 of the MC simulator
(not running rule-out before rule-in analysis9,10)
to increase solution time by 2,636%, even using
the present relatively modest overall sample size
of about a thousand observations.

3
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outcomes of acute respiratory failure for patients
with human immunodeficiency virus-related
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UniODA7 and/or MegaODA™ code employed
to conduct this analysis was:
open race.dat;
output race.out;
vars race albumin aao2;
class race;
attr albumin aao2;
mc iter 5000 target .05 sidak 2 stop 99.9
stopup 99.9;
go;
This code required 149 CPU seconds to
complete running MegaODA™ software on a 3
GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer for the
albumin analysis, and 183 CPU seconds for the
AAO2 analysis using the combination of STOP
and STOPUP commands, versus 286 and 5,008
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Surfing the Index of Consumer Sentiment:
Identifying Statistically Significant
Monthly and Yearly Changes
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Published monthly by the Survey Research Center of the University of
Michigan, the Index of Consumer Sentiment (ICS) is widely followed,
and one of its factors (the Index of Consumer Expectations) is used in
the Leading Indicator Composite Index published by the US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.1 Using household
telephone interviews the ICS provides an empirical measure of nearterm consumer attitudes on business climate, and personal finance and
spending.2 Variation in ICS influences price and volume in currency,
bond, and equity markets in the US and in markets globally.3 The
practice of releasing monthly ICS values five minutes to two seconds
earlier for elite customers via high-speed communication channels was
recently suspended because it provided unfair trading advantages. This
article investigates the trajectory of the ICS over the most recent threeyears, evaluating the statistical significance of month-over-month and
year-over-year changes. These analyses define a longitudinal series of
class variables which may be modeled temporally using time-lagged
single- (UniODA) and multiple- (CTA) attribute ODA methods.

Figure 1 is an illustration of the raw ICS
series since inception January 1, 1978, through
May 1, 2013 (a total of 425 sequential months).
The one-year moving average, shown in red, has
been beneath the index value—set to equal 100
in 1966, over most of the series. An index value
is used to initiate the series (the starting value is
arbitrary), but does not address variability in the
series. In Figure 1 (and Figure 2) the 100th ICS
value occurs on April 1, 1986; the 200th on August 1, 1994; the 300th on December 1, 2002;
and the 400th on April 1, 2011.

Figure 1: ICS Since Inception (425 Months)
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Because this is a longitudinal series the
data are ipsatively standardized.4,5 The formula
for ipsative and normative standardization is:
zi=(Xi – Mean)/SD, where zi is the z-score for
the ith observation in the series, and Xi is the raw
score for the ith observation. In normative standardization Mean and SD are computed based on
a sample of observations assessed at a single
point in time, whereas in ipsative standardization Mean and SD are computed based on a single observation assessed on multiple points in
time.6,7 The ipsative z-score indicates the magnitude of the ith observation (score) relative to
all of the observations (scores) in the series. For
the ICS series, Mean=85.2 and SD=13.2. Figure
2 presents the ipsatively standardized ICS series
and 12-month moving average, which as seen
closely resembles the raw data ICS series
viewed across time (Figure 1).

While a historical analysis of the entire
series is of course interesting, the present study
focuses on more recent trajectory—the past
three years are considered. For the 36-month
ICS series, Mean=72.6 and SD=6.5. Figure 3
presents a scatter plot of the ipsative ICS series
over the most recent 36 months, and Figure 4
presents the same information with a line plot:
both illustrate the 12-month moving average.
Figure 3: Scatter Plot of Ipsative ICS Score:
Most Recent 36 Months
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Figure 2: Ipsatively Standardized ICS Since
Inception (425 Months)
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Figure 4: Line Plot of Ipsative ICS Score:
Most Recent 36 Months
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Despite their similar appearances, the
ipsative series is more informative than the raw
data series, because the former takes the variance between observations into consideration,
whereas the latter does not account for variability. For example, Figure 2 reveals that the
moving average has been above the mean value
of the ICS assessed twice since inception, once
between days 65 and 150 of the series, and
again between days 200 and 360 of the series.

-3

Evaluating Year-Over-Year Changes
In the first exploration of the recent
ipsative ICS series, UniODA8 is used to assess
each of 13 year-over-year comparisons that exist
for data in Figure 3. The analysis is called a
forward-stepping little jiffy with a bin width of
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strong effect.8 Finally, the most recent three
months continue to show sustained, relatively
strong, statistically significant year-over-year
increases in ipsative ICS score, but only when
considered at the generalized criterion.
The little jiffy analysis just performed
treated all of the year-over-year comparisons as
being of equal importance, in the sense that the
Sidak Bonderroni-type multiple comparisons
criterion that was used to assess experimentwise
statistical significance8 was not a sequentiallyrejective procedure, but instead was computed
based on all the tests of statistical hypotheses
conducted. However, it is also possible to focus
the analysis on the earliest part of the series
(and use a forward-stepping little jiffy), on the
most recent part of the series (and use a backward-stepping little jiffy), or on any specific
location within the series (and use a forwardand/or backward-stepping little jiffy), by
selecting the theoretical perspective and corresponding little-jiffy analytic approach that
focuses statistical power on the specific comparisons which are of primary interest to the
researcher.9,10
Professional traders are more interested
in recent trajectory than historical trends, so the
second exploration of the recent ipsative ICS
series examines successive year-over-year comparisons for data in Figure 3, starting by using
UniODA to compare the most recent 12-month
period with the preceding 12-month period,
stepping backwards in time one month at a
time.10 When this is done presently the first,
most current analysis—comparing the year
ending May 2013 versus the prior year—was
statistically significant at p< 0.05 (estimated
p<0.028): ESS=58.3, ESP=70.6. The second
analysis, for the next-most-recent comparison
involving year ending April 2013 versus the
prior year, achieved exactly the same performance and thus was not significant at the experimentwise criterion. Using this approach,
focusing on the most recent changes, only the
most recent change had experimentwise p<0.05.

24 months: the first half (more dated) of the
ipsative ICS scores in each analysis are statistically compared with the second (more recent)
ipsative ICS values.9 The results of these analyses are summarized in Table 1: changes indicated as UP were statistically significant at the
generalized criterion; changes indicated in red
were significant at the experimentwise criterion.
Table 1: Summary of UniODA Analysis of 13
Year-Over-Year Changes in Ipsative ICS Score
Year
Ending

Change in
Annual zICS

ESS

ESP

May 2013
April 2013
March 2013
February 2013
January 2013
December 2012
November 2012
October 2012
September 2012
August 2012
July 2012
June 2012
May 2012

Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
None
None
None
None
None
None

58.3
58.3
66.7
75.0
75.0
75.0
58.3
50.0
41.7
33.3
33.3
41.7
41.7

70.6
70.6
75.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
70.6
51.1
42.0
33.3
44.4
63.2
63.2

As seen the ipsative ICS series did not
have a statistically significant (p<0.05) yearover-year change from May through October of
2012, and during this period the accuracy of the
UniODA model (indexed by ESS) was in the
moderate range with the exception of October—
which exactly met the criterion for a relatively
strong effect.8 In November of 2012 the first
year-over-year increase in ipsative ICS score in
the series occurred (a relatively strong effect),
but it was statistically significant only at the
generalized criterion. In the following three
months, December of 2012 through February of
2013, statistically significant increases occurred
(p<0.05, experimentwise criterion), and all three
models exactly met the criterion for a very
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the data in the series; the number of inter-score
comparisons which are being conducted (J); and
the z-score corresponding to the desired experimentwise Type I error (p) level, taking into consideration if analyses are one- or two-tailed (for
one-tailed p<0.05, z= 1.64; for two-tailed
p<0.05, z=1.96).15 CD is computed as
CD=z(J[1-ACF(1)])½.
In the present application ACF(1)=0.742
(p<0.0001), and a total of 35 month-over-month
two-tailed comparisons are to be evaluated.
Thus CD=1.96*(35*(1-0.742))½=5.89. The CD
score is massive due to the large number of tests
of statistical hypotheses which are conducted
(35). None of the month-to-month absolute differences in ipsative CSI score were as large as
the CD score, indicating the absence of any
statistically significant effects at the experimentwise criterion.
If one instead used the generalized “percomparison” criterion, the value 1 is used in the
formula for CD rather than 35 (indicating one
test of a statistical hypothesis), and CD=1.96*
(1*(1-0.742))½=0.996. Presently, six of the
month-over-month differences were as large or
were larger than this CD score, indicating the
presence of a statistically reliable month-overmonth change at the generalized criterion. The
six significant month-over-month changes
which occurred are given in Table 2.

Evaluating Month-Over-Month Changes
While the year-over-year changes in the
ipsative CSI series are of interest to longer-term
investors, short-term traders focus on more recent and more granular time horizons. For example, were the CSI updated every hour using a
different random set of respondents, then hourly
changes in the index would be of greatest interest to short-term traders (if the present study had
been an analysis of the temporal trajectory of an
individual investment instrument which is
traded in real-time—such as a common stock,
bond, or commodity, then a variety of timeand/or volume-based binning strategies could be
used to define series for analyses conceptually
consistent with series presented herein).
UniODA has been successfully used to
analyze data for small samples, but comparing
one month versus another month statistically is
not possible using ODA methods.11 Instead, statistical methods have been developed on the
basis of classical test theory7 which are used for
analyzing data from a single-case “N-of-1” series involving a relatively small number of observations. Designs which may be analyzed via
this method involve a single observation (series
or subject) assessed on multiple variables at a
single point in time; measured on a single variable that is assessed at multiple points in time; or
measured on multiple attributes assessed at
multiple points in time.12-14
In the N-of-1 classical test theory-based
methodology, the ipsative z-score for the ith observation (i.e., time, testing or measurement period) is subtracted from the ipsative z-score for
the following i+1th observation: if the difference
is positive then the more recent (i+1th) measurement was greater than the less recent (ith)
measurement; if the difference is negative then
the opposite is true; and if the difference is zero
then the two measurements were identical. The
absolute value of the difference between the two
ipsative z-scores is compared against a critical
difference (CD) score, which is a function of the
lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient7,14 [ACF(1)] for

Table 2: Month-Over-Month Differences in
Ipsative ICS Score with Generalized p<0.05
Month i

Month i+1

zi+1 – zi

1 (6/1/2010)
9 (2/1/2011)
13 (6/1/2011)
14 (7/1/2011)
30 (11/1/2012)
35 (4/1/2013)

2 (7/1/2010)
10 (3/1/2011)
14 (7/1/2011)
15 (8/1/2011)
31 (12/1/2012)
36 (5/1/2013)

-1.27
-1.55
-1.21
-1.22
-1.52
1.25

As seen, five of the six statistically significant changes involved a precipitous decline
in the ipsative ICS value. In Figure 4 the six
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2

significant month-over-month changes are readily seen. The five significant monthly declines
occurred after months 1, 9, 13, 14 and 29. And,
the only statistically significant rise in the ipsative ICS score over this series occurred in the
most recent measurement, after week 35.

Howrey EP (2001). The predictive power of the
Index of Consumer Sentiment. Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, 1, 175-216.
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Determining When Annual Crude
Mortality Rate Most Recently Began
Increasing in North Dakota Counties, I:
Backward-Stepping Little Jiffy
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Recent research tested the hypothesis that the annual crude mortality
rate (ACMR) was higher after versus before 1998 in counties of North
Dakota, due to increased exposure of the population to environmental
toxins and hazards beginning approximately at that time.1 This hypothesis was confirmed with experimentwise p<0.05 for 16 counties. This
article investigates the ACMR time series for each of these counties
using a backward-stepping little jiffy UniODA analysis to ascertain
precisely when ACMR began to increase. As hypothesized the ACMR
began increasing in Bowman and Kidder counties precisely in 1998.
Consistent with the a priori hypothesis the initial (and presently sustained) increase in ACMR occurred in McLean county in 1997, and in
Foster county in 1996. Significant sustained increases in ACMR
initially began in Stark county in 1993, and in Burleigh county in
1988. The UniODA models identified hypothesized, recent, powerful,
sustained, statistically significant increases in ACMR.

In initial research in this area ACMR in 1998
through 2005 (the latest year for which data are
available) was compared with ACMR from the
rest of the annual series, which began in 1937.
In contrast, in the backward-stepping little jiffy
(LJ) analysis, the number of observations (data
points) after the class threshold and the number
before the class threshold are held equal.2 In this
application eight data points were available after
environmental challenge began (1998-2005), so
a total of 16 data points were used in each LJ

analysis. With comparatively few data points
available for each LJ analysis presently, this is a
conservative analytic methodology.3,4
Of the total of 16 counties which had a
statistically significant increase in ACMR using
all data in the series, six also had hypothesized
statistically significant increases in ACMR as
assessed using the LJ procedure. For Bowman
and Kidder counties the a priori hypothesis was
perfectly supported. Results of the backwardstepping LJ are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of Confirmatory Backward-Stepping Little Jiffy UniODA Analyses
Years Compared

Bowman
Kidder
McLean
Foster
1990-1997 vs. 1998-2005 75.0, 80.0 62.5, 63.5 62.5, 72.7 87.5, 88.9
1989-1996 vs. 1997-2004
75.0, 75.0 75.0, 75.0
1988-1995 vs. 1996-2003
75.0, 75.0
1987-1994 vs. 1995-2002
1986-1993 vs. 1994-2001
1985-1992 vs. 1993-2000
1984-1991 vs. 1992-1999
1983-1990 vs. 1991-1998
1982-1989 vs. 1990-1997
1981-1988 vs. 1989-1996
1980-1987 vs. 1988-1995
The presence of an entry in Table 1 indicates a statistically significant UniODA model
(p<0.05, experimentwise) was identified for the
indicated county for the indicated comparison,
and the absence of an entry indicates no statistically significant model was obtained. The left
entry in each cell of Table 1 is ESS (an index of
accuracy) for the UniODA model, and the right
entry is ESP (an index of predictive value) for
the model: on both indices, 0 is the performance
expected by chance, and 100 is perfect, errorless
classification.5
The hypothesized effect occurred exactly
in 1998 for Bowman county and the effect was
very strong.6 The hypothesized effect likewise
occurred exactly in 1998 for Kidder county, and
while the effect was mildly weaker, it still was a
relatively strong effect.6
For McLean county the hypothesized
effect initially occurred using 1997 as the class
threshold, and the model was very strong. The
effect was sustained in 1998, and the effect was
relatively strong.
For Foster county the hypothesized
effect initially occurred using 1996 as the class
threshold, and the model was very strong. The
effect remained very strong in 1997, and it
achieved its strongest ESS in 1998.

Stark
75.0, 75.0
75.0, 80.0
87.5, 88.9
75.0, 75.0
75.0, 75.0
75.0, 80.0

Burleigh
75.0, 80.0
75.0, 80.0
75.0, 80.0
87.5, 88.9
100, 100
100, 100
100, 100
87.5, 88.9
87.5, 88.9
100, 100
87.5, 88.9

For Stark county the hypothesized effect
initially occurred in 1993—five years earlier
than hypothesized, and the UniODA model was
very strong. The effect has remained very strong
since that time until today.
The ACMR series for Burleigh county
had the most consistent sustained significant
growth starting in 1988—a decade earlier than
hypothesized, and in every year the increase in
ACMR was a very strong effect. The UniODA
model achieved perfect classification for three
consecutive comparisons. Figure 1 shows the
ipsative ACMR series for Burleigh county over
all of the years compared in Table 1 (the 8-year
moving average is indicated in red).
Figure 1: Ipsatively Standardized ACMR for
Burleigh County, 1980-2005
6
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4

The enormous z-score reported in 2004
is clearly a statistical outlier. It is widely known
that such extreme scores are problematic for
parametric analyses because of their influence
on mean and variance, and this data point would
thus be omitted or transformed in an attempt to
mitigate the associated violation of fundamental
assumptions underlying parametric methods.7,8
Traditional problems such as non-normality,
exaggerated variance, skewness or kurtosis, and
of course statistical outliers, are not a problem
for exact univariate6 or multivarate9,10 optimal
(maximum-accuracy) methods.
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MegaODA Large Sample and BIG DATA
Time Trials: Maximum Velocity Analysis
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., and Robert C. Soltysik, M.S.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

This third time trail of newly-released MegaODA™ software studies
the fastest-to-analyze application, known as a 2x2 cross-classification
table. Designs involving unweighted binary data are arguably currently
the most widely employed across quantitative scientific disciplines as
well as engineering fields including communications, graphics, data
compression, real-time processing and autonomous synthetic decisionmaking, among others. The present simulation research is run on a 3
GHz Intel Pentium D microcomputer and reveals MegaODA returns
the exact one- or two-tailed Type I error rate, as well as all of the other
classification-relevant statistics provided in UniODA analysis, in
fractions of a CPU second for samples of a million observations.

The first time trial of MegaODA software1 used
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to ascertain that
the software is capable of rapidly ruling-out effects that are not statistically significant (ns) for
applications involving ordered attributes, or for
categorical attributes having five response categories. Rule-in analysis of ordered attributes
was assessed in a second time trial2, but hasn’t
yet been reported for categorical attributes. Accordingly the present study presents initial time
trials for rule-out and rule-in analysis conducted
for the most common categorical design, the
2x2 cross-classification table. In this study the
special-purpose TABLE algorithm which is
available in UniODA and MegaODA software,
designed to maximize solution speed, is used to
conduct the analyses, and MC simulation is not
run because exact p is computed (ODA software
randomization and Fisher’s exact test are isomorphic for binary applications).3

Table 1: Experimental Data for Study of
Categorical Attributes: Large Sample
---------------------------------------------------------------

Class Variable
0
1

Weak Effect
Attribute
0
1
25,000
25,000
20,000
30,000

Class Variable
0
1

Moderate Effect
Attribute
0
1
35,000
15,000
15,000
35,000

---------------------------------------------------------------

Seen in Table 1, the experimental study
of categorical data involved four 2x2 tables
featuring weak (ESS=10.0, ESP=10.1) and
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moderate (ESS=ESP= 40.0) effects3 for designs
with n=100,000: multiply each tabled value by
ten to get the data used for n=106. The following
UniODA and MegaODA code3 was used to
analyze these 2x2 tables (program commands
are indicated in red).

special-purpose “pipeline” architecture and the
use of other supercomputing methods4 would
further enhance problem solution speed by more
than an order of magnitude, should the need for
such speed ever arise.
References

OPEN DATA;
OUTPUT weak100K.out;
CATEGORICAL ON;
TABLE 2;
CLASS ROW;
DATA;
25000 25000
20000 30000
END DATA;
GO;
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All analyses involving large or BIG
DATA samples, and weak or moderate effects,
were completed in fractions of a CPU second:
the use of 0 CPU seconds reported in software
output indicates that less than half of a CPU
second elapsed. Chaining 100 sequential runs of
the largest problem and timing overall solution
time via stopwatch suggested that each analysis
required approximately 0.15 CPU seconds to
initiate, run and complete. Development of a
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Confirmatory Analysis for an Ordered
Series of a Dichotomous Attribute:
Airborne Radiation and Congenital
Hypothyroidism of California Newborns
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., and Robert C. Soltysik, M.S.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Ordered series involving a dichotomous (binary) variable are widely
used to describe changes in phenomena which occur across time.
Examples of such series include the percentage of a sample or population each year (or other unit of time) that marries, dies, or is arrested.
This article demonstrates how UniODA is used for such designs to test
a confirmatory (a priori), omnibus (overall), optimal (maximumaccuracy) hypothesis, subsequently disentangled by a confirmatory (if
hypotheses are composed) or otherwise by an exploratory (post hoc)
optimal range test. This methodology is demonstrated with an example
assessing the effect of airborne beta nuclear radiation emanating from
the Fukushima nuclear meltdown on the risk of congenital hypothyroidism (CH) for newborns in California in the years 2011-2012.

in California in 2011-2012.1 Table 1 gives the
data and omnibus a priori hypothesis developed
for borderline plus confirmed cases of CH, and
Table 2 gives the data and the identical a priori
hypothesis for only the confirmed cases.1

Data for exposition are extracted from recent
research investigating the effect of increased
airborne radiation originating from the
Fukushima nuclear meltdown on the risk of
congenital hypothyroidism (CH) for newborns

Table 1: Data and A Priori Hypothesis for Borderline Plus Confirmed CH of Newborns in California
Dates
Date Code
Exposure
Class Code
n Class=1
Total n
% Class=1

1/1-3/16/2011
1
Not Exposed
Class=0
500
99,953
0.500

3/17-6/30/2011
2
Exposed
Class=1
777
142,592
0.545

7/1-12/31/2011
3
Exposed
Class=1
1,360
252,874
0.538

222

1/1-3/16/2012
4
Not Exposed
Class=0
450
99,122
0.454

3/17-6/30/2012
5
Not Exposed
Class=0
504
138,529
0.364

7/1-12/31/2012
6
Not Exposed
Class=0
1,079
259,056
0.417
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Table 2: Data and A Priori Hypothesis for Confirmed CH of Newborns in California
Dates
Date Code
Exposure
Class Code
n Class=1
Total n
% Class=1

1/1-3/16/2011
1
Not Exposed
Class=0
69
99,953
0.0690

3/17-6/30/2011
2
Exposed
Class=1
94
142,592
0.0659

7/1-12/31/2011
3
Exposed
Class=1
200
252,874
0.0791

1/1-3/16/2012
4
Not Exposed
Class=0
63
99,122
0.0636

3/17-6/30/2012
5
Not Exposed
Class=0
88
138,529
0.0635

7/1-12/31/2012
6
Not Exposed
Class=0
144
259,056
0.0556

Table 3: Data and A Priori Hypothesis for Borderline CH of Newborns in California
Dates
Date Code
Exposure
Class Code
n Class=1
Total n
% Class=1

1/1-3/16/2011
1
Not Exposed
Class=0
431
99,884
0.432

3/17-6/30/2011
2
Exposed
Class=1
683
142,498
0.479

7/1-12/31/2011
3
Exposed
Class=1
1,160
252,674
0.459

1/1-3/16/2012
4
Not Exposed
Class=0
387
99,059
0.391

3/17-6/30/2012
5
Not Exposed
Class=0
416
138,441
0.300

7/1-12/31/2012
6
Not Exposed
Class=0
935
258,912
0.361

index of strength of effect3 (only of Type I error
rate); (c) evaluate the assumptions which are
required for the Mantel Haenszel chi-square test
to be a valid, although inherently two-tailed2
approximate statistic; (d) disentangle omnibus
effects; (e) analyze data in Table 3; or (f) correct
for multiple tests of statistical hypotheses to
control experimentwise Type I error rate (this
didn’t affect the outcome of analysis presently).3

As seen, Table 1 combines newborns
with borderline and confirmed CH. In Table 3
the number of confirmed cases (see Table 2)
was subtracted from n Class=1 and Total n in
Table 1, yielding data and a priori hypothesis
for only the borderline newborns.
Original Approximate Statistical Analysis
The original analysis used a Mantel
Haenszel chi-square test and reported: “…the
CH rate for the cohort born March 17 to December 31, 2011, or those exposed in utero to
environmental radioactivity from Fukushima
was significantly elevated from those born in
other periods in 2011 and 2012, for confirmed
cases (p<0.013). Adding borderline cases to the
confirmed cases resulted in a much higher level
of statistical significance (p< 0.00000001).” At
this point the original analysis was completed.
This analysis process reflects the modus
operandi in applied research using this method.2
However, when viewed from the perspective of
the ODA paradigm some issues are unresolved.3
Specifically, the analysis did not (a) determine if
combining the borderline and confirmed cases
resulted in Simpson’s paradox4; (b) provide an

Exact Optimal (Maximum-Accuracy)
Confirmatory Statistical Analysis
The a priori hypothesis that exposure to
airborne beta-radiation arising from the nuclear
meltdown is tested using MegaODA software
because the sample is too large for UniODA
software.5-8 Data are ordered over time but they
can’t be ipsatively standardized because the data
in each time period are presented as a scalar,
each time for a different population.1,9-12
An ASCII data set (nuclear.dat) was
constructed in which every observation formed
a separate row.13 Data included the date code
called code (1-6); the class variable called
exposure (if the new-born was exposed then
exposure=1, and if the newborn was not
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and the exact p is provided in program output).3
The resulting test of the a priori hypothesis is
statistically significant at the experimentwise
criterion3 (for the initial test this is per-comparison p<0.05): exact per-comparison p<0.00664.
However, the accuracy of the model is minute
(ESS=0.01, where 0=the accuracy expected by
chance, and 100=perfect accuracy), and the predictive value (PV) of the model is very weak
(ESP= 4.83, where 0=the PV expected by
chance, and 100=perfect PV).3,14 The finding of
the omnibus test is symbolically represented as:

exposed then exposure=0); and three binary
attributes. The first attribute, confirm, was
coded as 1 if thyroid stimulating hormone
(TSH)>29 µIL/ml, and as 0 otherwise (Table
2).1 The second attribute, border, was coded as
missing (-9) if TSH>29 µIL/ml, as 1 if TSH> 19
µIL/ml, and as 0 otherwise (Table 3). The third
attribute, both, was coded as 1 if TSH>19
µIL/ml, and as 0 otherwise (Table 1).
The planned analysis unfolds in three
separate stages, with each stage considering one
of the three attributes.

(2,3) > (1,4,5,6),

Confirmed Congenital Hypothyroidism
For expository purposes the first analysis
tests the omnibus hypothesis for the confirmed
cases of CH using the special-purpose TABLE
command in MegaODA (and UniODA) software.3 The numerators (94+200) and then the
denominators (142,492+ 252,874) of the class=1
cells in Table 2 are integrated (added); the same
procedure is performed for class=0 observations
(364 and 586,660, respectively); and the results
are used to create tabular input as shown for the
present application for MegaODA software (the
data table indicates the denominator minus the
numerator as entries in the first column).3

where commas within parentheses indicate relationships which must be disentangled—that is,
replaced by equality or inequality signs on the
basis of an optimal range test.15,16
The left-hand parentheses of the symbolic representation is disentangled by replacing
the data table in the code above with the following data table; deleting the DIR command
(because no a priori hypothesis concerning a
comparison of these two groups was made); and
then re-running the analysis (Sidak criterion for
experimentwise p<0.05 for two tests of statistical hypotheses is per-comparison p< 0.0253).3
142498 94
252674 200

OPEN DATA;
OUTPUT nuclear.out;
CAT ON;
TABLE 2;
CLASS ROW;
DIR < 1 2;
DATA;
586296 364
395072 294
END DATA;
GO;

For this analysis exact p<0.162 (ESS=
0.01; ESP=4.1), and the symbolic representation
is updated:
(2=3) > (1,4,5,6).
While the TABLE command may be
used to efficiently disentangle binary effects,
larger problems must be disentangled using the
data file created earlier in combination with the
following MegaODA software commands
(indicated in red). The Monte Carlo simulator is
set for a third test of a statistical hypothesis with
experimentwise p<0.05.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is not
used to estimate exact p, because for binary
problems the randomization algorithm in ODA
software and Fisher’s exact test are isomorphic,
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The test for the left-hand parentheses
was not statistically significant (exact p<0.37;
ESS=0.02; ESP=1.0), and symbolic representation is updated:

OPEN nuclear.dat;
OUTPUT nuclear.out;
VARS code exposure confirm border both;
CLASS exposure;
ATTR confirm;
CAT confirm border both;
MISSING ALL (-9);
EX code=2;
EX code=3;
MC ITER 25000 TARGET .05 SIDAK 3
STOP 99.9 STOPUP 99.9;
GO;

(2=3) > (1,4,5,6).
In contrast to the findings for confirmed
cases, for borderline cases the test for the righthand parentheses was statistically significant at
the experimentwise criterion (estimated p=0,
confidence for p<0.01696 is >99.9%; ESS=4.4;
ESP=0.07). The ODA model was: if class=1 or
class=4 then predict proportion of borderline
CH cases is greater than for class=5 or class=6.
The symbolic representation is updated:

The resulting model was not statistically
significant: estimated p<0.33, confidence for
p>0.10 is >99.99%, ESS=3.9, ESP=0.01). The
symbolic representation is thus completed:

(2=3) > (1,4) > (5,6).
The test comparing classes 1 and 4 was
not statistically significant (exact p<0.17; ESS=
2.5; ESP=0.04), and the symbolic representation
is refreshed:

(2=3) > (1=4=5=6).
These results indicate that for confirmed
cases the CH rate for the cohort born March 17
to December 31, 2011, or those exposed in utero
to environmental radioactivity from Fukushima
(which were statistically comparable), were significantly elevated from those born in other periods in 2011 and 2012 (which were statistically
comparable). Although statistically significant,
the effect is very weak if considered from an
ecological perspective.

(2=3) > (1=4) > (5,6).
Finally, the test comparing classes 5 and
6 was statistically significant at the
experimentwise criterion (exact p<0.0017;
ESS=4.4; ESP=0.07), and the symbolic
representation is completed:
(2=3) > (1=4) > 6 > 5.

Borderline Congenital Hypothyroidism

These results indicate that for boderline
cases the CH rate for the cohort born March 17
to December 31, 2011, or those exposed in utero
to environmental radioactivity from Fukushima
(which were statistically comparable), were significantly elevated from those born before the
Fukushima catastrophe, or born in the first three
months of 2012 (which were statistically
comparable). Compared to these four time
periods the borderline CH rate was significantly
lower for the most recent six-month period, and
was significantly lowest between March 17 and
June 30 of 2012.

Analyses conducted for the confirmed
CH data were repeated for the borderline data.
The test of the omnibus a priori hypothesis is
statistically significant at the experimentwise
criterion (exact per-comparison p<0.29x10-14).
As for analysis of confirmed data, the accuracy
of the model for borderline data is minute (ESS
=0.10) and the PV of the model is very weak
(ESP= 6.10).The finding of the omnibus a priori
test is symbolically represented as before:
(2,3) > (1,4,5,6).
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Fukushima nuclear meltdown. Open Journal of
Pediatrics, 3, 370-376.

Summary of Findings
For confirmed CH cases there were
essentially two rates: moderate and high, and the
exposed newborns had a high rate while
unexposed newborns had a moderate rate.
For borderline CH cases there were four
rates: high, moderate, low, and very low. The
exposed newborns had a high rate; newborns in
the period immediately before the nuclear event,
or immediately after the elevated radioactivity
diminished had a moderate rate; newborns in the
subsequent three months had a very low rate;
and newborns in the most recent six-month
period had a low rate of borderline CH.
Clearly these data should not be combined, as they had different underlying structure,
and combining different structures often generates spurious findings attributable to paradoxical
confounding.4 In addition, as was stated earlier,
these data represent an ordered series: ipsative
transformation is therefore necessary to circumvent paradoxical confounding if the measured
variables (e.g., radiation level, CH rate) differ
over time. Preliminary research in the ODA
laboratory suggests that both of these measures
have changed over time, and thus double
ipsative transformations are needed: this is the
subject of a working manuscript.
It is also interesting to note that in the
case of borderline cases, an exploratory analysis
would likely identify the same model that was
identified testing the a priori hypothesis.
However, for confirmed data, it appears that
substantially different result would accrue: the
data in 2011 have high, homogeneous CH rates;
the CH rate in the latter half of 2012 is lowest;
and the data for the first half of 2012 are
homogeneous and intermediate.
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Exploratory Analysis for an Ordered
Series of a Dichotomous Attribute:
Airborne Radiation and Congenital
Hypothyroidism of California Newborns
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D., and Robert C. Soltysik, M.S.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Confirmatory hypothesis-testing methodology was recently demonstrated with an example assessing the effect of airborne beta nuclear
radiation emanating from the Fukushima nuclear meltdown on the risk
of confirmed congenital hypothyroidism (CH) for newborns in California in the years 2011-2012. Eyeball inspection of the data suggests
that the a priori hypothesis which was evaluated is inconsistent with
the actual data, so an exploratory analysis is conducted.

induce paradoxical confounding.2 The a priori
hypothesis was supported for the confirmed
cases, but effect strength was minutely greater
than expected by chance. Eyeball examination
of confirmed data (Table 1) suggests a different
pattern than was hypothesized underlies CH rate
data: 2011 has high, relatively homogeneous
rates through June (class 1 and 2); rate is highest
in the latter half of 2011 (class 3); the rate in the
latter half of 2012 is lowest (class 6); and rates
for the first half of 2012 are homogeneous and
intermediate (classes 4 and 5).

Data are from research investigating the effect
of increased airborne radiation originating from
the Fukushima nuclear meltdown on risk of
congenital hypothyroidism (CH) for California
newborns in 2011-2012.1 Original research used
an approximate method to test the hypothesis
that newborns in two time periods reflecting
exposure to airborne radiation had higher CH
rates than newborns in four time periods without
exposure, for borderline CH, and for confirmed
plus borderline CH. Exact analysis revealed that
combining borderline and confirmed data would

Table 1: Data for Confirmed CH of Newborns in California
Dates
Class Code
n Class=1
Total n
% Class=1

1/1-3/16/2011
1
69
99,953
0.0690

3/17-6/30/2011
2
94
142,592
0.0659

7/1-12/31/2011
3
200
252,874
0.0791
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1/1-3/16/2012
4
63
99,122
0.0636

3/17-6/30/2012
5
88
138,529
0.0635

7/1-12/31/2012
6
144
259,056
0.0556
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The left-hand parentheses of the symbolic representation is disentangled by excluding classes 2, 4, 5, and 6; parameterizing the
MC simulator for 2 tests of statistical hypotheses; and running the MegaODA program.16,17
The resulting model was not statistically significant (exact p<0.34; ESS=2.7; ESP=0.01). The
symbolic representation is updated:

Optimal Range Test
The post hoc hypothesis that CD rate
differed between the six time-based classes is
tested using MegaODA software (the sample is
too large for UniODA software).3-7 Data are
ordered over time but they can’t be ipsatively
standardized because the data in each time
period are presented as a scalar, so the entire
data sample would be reduced to only six timeordered data points.8-14
An ASCII data set (nuclear.dat) was
constructed in which every observation formed
a separate row.15 Data were datecode (dummycoded as 1-6, see Table 1) and confirm (dummycoded as 1 if thyroid stimulating hormone >29
µIL/ml, and as 0 otherwise).1 The post hoc
hypothesis was tested by running the following
MegaODA3 analysis (commands are indicated
in red). The Monte Carlo simulator is set for one
test of a statistical hypothesis with experimentwise p<0.05.

(1=3) > (2,4,5,6).
The right-hand parentheses of the symbolic representation is disentangled by excluding classes 1 and 3, parameterizing the MC
simulator for 3 tests of statistical hypotheses,
and running the MegaODA program. The
resulting model was not statistically significant
(estimated p<0.47, confidence for p>0.10 is
>99.99%; ESS=3.5; ESP=0.01). Symbolic
representation is completed:
(1=3) > (2=4=5=6).
For California newborns the confirmed
CH rate immediately before the Fukushima
catastrophe was comparable to the CH rate in
the final six months of 2011. During these times
the confirmed CH rate was marginally greater
than the CH rate measured in the other time
periods (which were statistically comparable).

OPEN nuclear.dat;
OUTPUT nuclear.out;
VARS datecode confirm;
CLASS confirm;
ATTR datecode;
CAT datecode;
MC ITER 25000 TARGET .05 SIDAK 1
STOP 99.9 STOPUP 99.9;
GO;

Forward-Stepping Little Jiffy
The post hoc hypothesis that CD rate
differed between successive time-based classes
is tested using a forward-stepping little jiffy
analysis with a bin-width of two periods.18-20
This analysis is efficiently accomplished using
the special-purpose TABLE command in both
UniODA and MegaODA software3 as indicated
below for the first comparison between class
codes 1 and 2 (control commands are in red).2

The resulting model was statistically
marginal: estimated p<0.059, confidence for
p<0.10 is >99.99%; ESS=5.3; ESP=0.02. The
omnibus post hoc ODA model is mapped using
symbolic representation:
(1,3) > (2,4,5,6),
where > indicates marginal significance, and
commas within parentheses are relationships to
be disentangled—replaced by (in)equality signs
on the basis of an optimal range test.16,17

OPEN DATA;
OUTPUT jiffy.out;
CAT ON;
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radiation data must be assessed using a more
sensitive time period with a fixed interval:
weekly or monthly. Real-time monitoring is
optimal, of course.

TABLE 2;
CLASS ROW;
DATA;
99884 69
142498 94
END DATA;
GO;
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Statistical Evaluation of the Findings of
Qualitative Comparative Analysis
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Qualitative data analysis is a structured observational and clustering
methodology which facilitates hypothesis development and variable
generation for quantitative research, fruitfully employed in agriculture,
anthropology, astronomy, biology, forensic investigation, education,
history, marketing, medicine, political science, psychology, sociology,
and zoology, to name a handful of diciplines.1-6 The method known as
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is adept in producing evidence
in complex policy problems involving interdependencies among
multiple causes.7 Recent research used QCA to study factors underlying high rates of teenage conceptions in high-risk areas in England.
Nine binary attributes reflecting five different “variable constellations”
were identified. Variable constellations are putatively associated with
areas with teenage conception rates which are narrowing versus not
narrowing (the outcome or class variable) with respect to the national
average. This article discusses use of UniODA and CTA to ascertain
which attributes are statistically reliable predictors of outcome.

UniODA is used to investigate the relationship
between each attribute considered individually
and the outcome.8,9 Table 1 presents the data for
nine binary attributes available for 11 areas with
narrowing conception rates, and 16 areas with
not-narrowing conception rates.7 Also shown
are the exact Type I error rate, ESS and ESP for
the UniODA model.10
Higher minority ethnic population was
statistically significant (p<0.05) considered at
the experimentwise criterion (nine tests of statistical hypotheses were conducted): the model
had strong accuracy and very strong predictive
value.8-10

A higher proportion of teens younger
than 18 years, and fair, poor, or mixed leadership were statistically significant (p<0.05) at the
generalized “per-comparison” criterion: the
models had moderate accuracy and predictive
value. And, availability of major programmes
was statistically marginal (generalized p<0.10),
with moderate accuracy and predictive value.
For all remaining variables the UniODA
model was not statistically significant (generalized p>0.10), and all of the accuracy and predictive value indices were weak.
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Table 1: QCA-Based Conception Rate Data
Attribute
Higher minority ethnic population
Lower drug treatment
Higher under 18s
Basic commissioning of services
Fair, poor or mixed leadership
Intervention focuses on community settings
Major programmes
Lower deprivation
Higher educational achievement

Narrowing Not Narrowing Exact p< ESS ESP
72.7%
72.7%
63.6%
72.7%
81.8%
54.5%
54.5%
36.4%
36.4%

0%
50%
18.8%
50%
37.5%
37.5%
18.8%
56.3%
56.3%

0.000074
0.43
0.041
0.43
0.048
0.46
0.097
0.45
0.45

72.7
22.7
44.9
22.7
44.3
17.1
35.8
19.9
19.9

84.2
22.7
46.5
22.7
43.3
16.7
38.9
19.2
19.2

data were reported as a scaler (a ratio indicating
change over time), so ipsative standardization—
needed to avoid confounded spurious results
attributable to Simpson’s Paradox—is not possible with these data: this may be remedied by
measuring data using more sensitive fixed time
intervals.13-16 In addition, the methodology used
to dichotomize the attributes1 likely induced
paradoxical confounding.17 Finally, the more
complex the data, the greater the relative performance of CTA versus suboptimal methods.

Hierarchically optimal classification tree
analysis (CTA) identifies the (non)linear model
which consists of a set of UniODA models that
together achieve the maximum possible overall
accuracy using one or more attributes to predict
the class variable: statistical and ecological significance; jackknife, hold-out, and generalizability validity; and theoretical clarity and parsimony serve as criteria and objectives in the
modelling process.11,12 Applied to the data in
Table 1, CTA returned the two-attribute model
illustrated in Figure 1. The model yields very
strong accuracy (ESS=81.2) and very strong
predictive value (ESP=78.6). As seen, the only
endpoint in the model for which accuracy can be
improved (the others are errorless) is the nonhigher minority ethnic areas having more teens
under 18 years of age. Future research in this
area should thus concentrate on increasing the
sample size for this less-than-perfect model
endpoint, and conduct secondary QCA using
only this new sample in an effort to identify the
variable which perfects the CTA model.
The objective of this note was to show
how UniODA and CTA may be used to test statistical hypotheses, evaluating individual variables and “sorting-out” multiple variables which
were developed via qualitative data analysis
including QCA. The specific application used
presently involved a time-ordered series, but

Figure 1: CTA Model for QCA Example
Higher
Minority
Ethnic
No

Yes
p<0.001
100%
Narrowing

Higher
Under 18s
No

N=8
Yes

p<0.021
0%
Narrowing
N=13
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